
International Registration designating India 

Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 17/06/2019; Application No. : 018082103 ;European Union 

4434288    17/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1512488]
Construction Research & Technology GmbH

Dr. Albert-Frank-Str. 32 83308 Trostberg Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemicals used in industry, especially surface active agents with dispersing properties.

74227422



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 1 
 

 

4439674    27/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1513461]
S.P.C.M

ZAC de Milieux F-42160 ANDREZIEUX-BOUTHEON France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemical products for use in industry; organic polymers used in the manufacture of fabric softeners and softening agents 
for the textile industry.

74237423



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 1 
 

 

4439811    17/06/2019

[International Registration No. : 1513624]
ANHUI JINMA RUBBER CO., LTD

NO.1 FEIHE MIDDLE ROAD, MOHEKOU INDUSTRIAL PARK, HUAISHANG DISTRICT, BENGBU CITY ANHUI PROVINCE 
China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Antioxidant; rubber chemical additives; degumming preparations, chemical preparations for liquifying starch; sol 
preparation; rubber activator; rubber preservatives; unsticking and separating preparations; ungluing preparations; 
starch-liquifying chemicals [ungluing agents]; degumming preparations.

74247424



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 13/05/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 011 448 ;Germany 

4439858    13/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1513664]
K+S Minerals and Agriculture GmbH

Bertha-von-Suttner-Straße 7 34131 Kassel Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Fertilizer; multi-nutrient fertilizer.

74257425



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 03/12/2019; Application No. : 018160537 ;European Union 

4440978    19/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1513913]
Schill + Seilacher GmbH

Schönaicher Str. 205 71032 Böblingen Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Polymer additives for the textile industry; chemical substances and preparations for the textile industry; chemical 
polymers; polymer-based compounds; chemicals used in industry.

74267426



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 2 
 

 

Priority claimed from 31/07/2019; Application No. : 01399949 ;Benelux 

4439773    27/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1513548]
Akzo Nobel Coatings International B.V.

Velperweg 76 NL-6824 BM Arnhem Netherlands

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Coatings, paints, varnishes, lacquers, primers; thinners for paints, thickeners for paints; preservatives against rust; 
colorants; dyes, dyestuffs; mordants; raw natural resins, metals in foil and powder form for painters and decorators.

74277427



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 3 
 

 

4195188    02/05/2019

[International Registration No. : 1469068]
AUSTRALIA HANSWAY INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD

11 Nugerner St BALWYN VIC 3103 Australia

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. K. ACHARYA & COMPANY.

HK Avenue, 19. Swastik Society, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Beauty care products; non-medicated skin care products; sun lotions (cosmetics); skin care creams (cosmetic); skin care 
lotions (cosmetic); skin care oils (cosmetic); skin care products (cosmetic); sun skin care products (cosmetics); baby bath 
preparations (non-medicated); baby body milks; baby lotions; baby oil; body care products (non-medicated); baby 
shampoo; facial washes (cosmetic); granular detergents for washing dishes; hair washing agents; non-medicated mouth 
washes; powder for washing clothes; soap free washing emulsions for the body; washing agents for textiles; washing 
liquids; washing powder; cosmetic skin care products; aromatherapy oil; aromatics (essential oils); body oil; body oil 
spray; cleaning oils; essential oils; hair oil; natural oils for cleaning purposes; natural oils for cosmetic purposes; oils for 
babies; essences for skin care; sun blocking oils (cosmetics); sun protection oils (cosmetics); vegetable based oils for use 
on the skin; babies" creams (non-medicated); beauty creams; body creams (cosmetics); boot cream; conditioning creams; 
day creams; facial creams (cosmetic); exfoliants for the care of the skin; hair cream; hand cream; massage creams, not 
medicated; moisturising creams (cosmetic); moisturising skin creams (cosmetic); nappy cream (non-medicated); night 
creams (cosmetics); non-medicated cream cleaners; non-medicated cream for the hands; non-medicated creams; facial 
care products (cosmetic); non-medicated creams for application after exposure to the sun; non-medicated creams for 
application before exposure to the sun; non-medicated creams for facial scrubs; non-medicated creams for hydrating the 
skin; non-medicated creams for moisturising the skin; non-medicated creams for protection against the sun; non-
medicated creams for protection of the skin; non-medicated creams for softening the skin; non-medicated creams for 
soothing the skin; non-medicated creams for the body; hair care products; non-medicated creams for the face; non-
medicated creams for the feet; non-medicated creams for the lips; non-medicated creams for the skin; non-medicated skin 
creams; nourishing creams (cosmetics); sun blocking cream (cosmetics); sun creams (cosmetics); sun protecting creams 
(cosmetics); bar soap; non-medicated baby care products; bath soap; body soaps; cakes of toilet soap; facial soaps; 
laundry soaps; soap powders; soaps; soaps for personal use; soaps in cake form; soaps in gel form; non-medicated 
creams for personal care; soaps in liquid form; after sun lotions; bath lotions, not medicated; body lotions (other than for 
medical purposes); cleansing lotions; hair styling lotions; lotions for cosmetic purposes; lotions for the hair; moisturising 
body lotion (cosmetic); moisturising skin lotions (cosmetic).

74287428



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 3 
 

 

4433287    23/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1280880]
FARMEC SA

Str. Henri Barbusse no. 16 Cluj-Napoca Romania

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetics; cosmetic creams; cosmetic preparations for skin care; cosmetic dyes; cosmetic preparations for slimming 
purposes; lotions for cosmetic purposes; almond milk for cosmetic purposes; adhesives for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic 
preparations for baths; cosmetic preparations for eyelashes; cosmetic kits; cosmetic pencils; cleansing milk for toilet 
purposes; douching preparations for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes (toiletries); tissues impregnated, with 
cosmetic lotions; tissues impregnated with make-up removing preparations; balms other than for medical purposes; oils 
for cosmetic purposes; greases for cosmetic purposes; pomades for cosmetic purposes; astringents for cosmetic 
purposes; petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes; smoothing preparations (starching) for cosmetic purposes; soaps; 
medicated soap; shaving soap; disinfectant soap; cakes of toilet soap; antiperspirant soap; deodorant soaps; bath salts, 
not for medical purposes; bath preparations, not for medical purposes; almond soap; sun-tanning preparations; 
sunscreen preparations; shaving preparations; shaving stones (astringents); after-shave lotions; deodorants for human 
beings; antiperspirants (toiletries); perfumery; perfumes; eau de cologne; toilet water; scented water; toiletries; talcum 
powder, for toilet use; oils for toilet purposes; shampoos; hair lotions; hair dyes; hair colorants; hair waving preparations; 
hair sprays; hair conditioners; hair straightening preparations; neutralizers for permanent waving; hydrogen peroxide for 
cosmetic purposes; cotton swabs for cosmetic purposes; cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; cotton wool for cosmetic 
purposes; pumice stone; alum stones (astringents); make-up preparations; make-up; mascara; make-up powder; make-up 
removing preparations; lip glosses; lipsticks; eyebrow cosmetics; eyebrow pencils; adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; 
beauty masks; skin whitening creams; essential oils; nail care preparations; nail varnish; nail polish; depilatory 
preparations; depilatories; depilatory wax; moustache wax; massage gels other than for medical purposes; dentifrices; 
dental bleaching gels; denture polishes; mouthwashes, not for medical purposes; preparations for cleaning dentures; 
breath freshening sprays; breath freshening strips.

74297429



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 3 
 

 

4435410    21/01/2020

[International Registration No. : 1399544]
CVL COSMETICS S.A.

1, place du Port CH-1110 MORGES Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Perfumes.

74307430



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 3 
 

 

4436856    23/01/2020

[International Registration No. : 1386786]
Lorenzo Villoresi

Via dei Bardi, 14 I-50125 FIRENZE Italy

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Non-medicated soaps; shaving creams; after-shave; after-shave preparations in cream form; non medicated bath foam; 
non medicated shampoos; cosmetic lotions; essential oils; perfumes in liquid form; perfumes in solid form; perfumes in 
cream form; perfumed bath oils for cosmetic use; eau de Cologne; toilet water; perfumed extracts for pocket 
handkerchiefs; perfumes and scented water for use in aromatherapy; deodorants for personal use; incense.

74317431



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 3 
 

 

4441058    09/01/2020

[International Registration No. : 1514274]
Heze Longchi Biotechnology Co., Ltd

In China peony garden, 900Meter west of the intersection of national highway 220 and Shanghai Road, peony District, Heze City 
Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Facial cleanser; bath foam; shampoos; beauty masks; skin whitening creams; make-up preparations; cosmetics; 
dentifrices; cleaning preparations.

74327432



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 20/06/2019; Application No. : 018084866 ;European Union 

4441072    17/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1514021]
Peter Wasserman

Sjöbrisvägen 33 SE-236 35 Höllviken Sweden

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Silicon compositions for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic silicon compositions in stick form; silicon compositions for 
cosmetic improvement of scars; cosmetic silicone compositions comprising a sunscreen filter.

74337433



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 25/07/2019; Application No. : 2025790 ;Australia 

4442371    11/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1514595]
Privity Pty Ltd

17-21 Commercial St MARLESTON SA 5033 Australia

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Aerosol hairspray; conditioners for treating the hair; conditioners for use on the hair; conditioning preparations for the 
hair; cosmetics for use on the hair; creams for the hair; dyes for the hair; fixatives for the hair in the nature of hair wax, 
hair pomades, hair volumizing and powders; gels for use on the hair; hair balm; hair care products; hair conditioner; hair 
lotions; hair care preparations in aerosol form; hair care preparations in spray form; hair shampoo; shampoos for human 
hair; shampoos for the hair; cleaning preparations for the skin; cosmetic preparations for skin care; cosmetics for use on 
the skin; moisturising skin lotions (cosmetic); non-medicated skin balms; oils for moisturising the skin after sun bathing; 
oils for the skin (cosmetics); skin balms (cosmetic); skin care creams (cosmetic); skin care lotions (cosmetic); skin care 
oils (cosmetic); skin care preparations (cosmetic); skin care products (cosmetic); suntanning preparations for use on the 
skin; shaving lotions; shaving preparations; body care products (non-medicated); body creams (cosmetics); body 
deodorants; body moisturisers; body powder, not medicated; body scrubs; body shampoos; perfume; aftershave balm; 
aftershave cologne; aftershave creams; aftershave gels.

74347434



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 3 
 

 

4442372    14/01/2020

[International Registration No. : 1391960]
AMOS PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION

100, Hangang-daero, Yongsan-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Hair colorants; perfumes; hair gel; hair glaze; hair lotions; hair moisturizers; hair spray; hair conditioners; oils for hair 
conditioning; hair creams; mask pack for cosmetic purposes; cosmetics; lavender oil; cleaning preparations; shampoos; 
non-medicated pet shampoo; liquid bath soaps; hair rinses; cosmetic soaps; dentifrices.

74357435



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 3 
 

 

4442398    03/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1514763]
ANTONOV DMITRY VJACHESLAVOVICH

ul. 800-letia Moscvi, 10, kv. 355 RU-127247 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Abrasives; amber [perfume]; descaling preparations for household purposes; antistatic preparations for household 
purposes; air fragrancing preparations; cake flavorings [essential oils]; flavorings for beverages [essential oils]; aromatics 
[essential oils]; breath freshening sprays; canned pressurized air for cleaning and dusting purposes; balms, other than for 
medical purposes; lip glosses; polishing stones; abrasive paper; emery paper; polishing paper; petroleum jelly for 
cosmetic purposes; shoe wax; shoe polish; cobblers' wax; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; sachets for perfuming 
linen; drying agents for dishwashing machines; adhesives for cosmetic purposes; scented water; javelle water; lavender 
water; toilet water; floor wax; non-slipping wax for floors; depilatory wax; mustache wax; creams for leather; polish for 
furniture and flooring; shoemakers' wax; polishing wax; tailors' wax; massage gels, other than for medical purposes; 
heliotropine; dental bleaching gels; geraniol; make-up; deodorants for pets; deodorants for human beings or for animals; 
depilatory preparations; scented wood; perfumes; non-slipping liquids for floors; windshield cleaning liquids; greases for 
cosmetic purposes; volcanic ash for cleaning; perfumery; decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes; ionone [perfumery]; 
shaving stones [astringents]; smoothing stones; eyebrow pencils; cosmetic pencils; silicon carbide [abrasive]; carbides of 
metal [abrasives]; alum stones [astringents]; tripoli stone for polishing; adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; adhesives 
for affixing false hair; hair conditioners; quillaia bark for washing; corundum [abrasive]; beard dyes; colorants for toilet 
purposes; cosmetic dyes; laundry starch; laundry glaze; shoe cream; polishing creams; cosmetic creams; skin whitening 
creams; polishing rouge; incense; hair spray; nail polish; hair lotions; lotions for cosmetic purposes; after-shave lotions; 
beauty masks; oils for perfumes and scents; oils for cleaning purposes; oils for cosmetic purposes; oils for toilet 
purposes; essential oils; essential oils of cedarwood; essential oils of lemon; essential oils of citron; bergamot oil; 
gaultheria oil; jasmine oil; lavender oil; almond oil; rose oil; oil of turpentine for degreasing; whiting; cleaning chalk; 
almond milk for cosmetic purposes; cleansing milk for toilet purposes; musk [perfumery]; soap; deodorant soap; shaving 
soap; soap for brightening textile; cakes of toilet soap; antiperspirant soap; soap for foot perspiration; almond soap; mint 
for perfumery; cosmetic kits; emery; nail art stickers; false nails; eau-de-cologne; bases for flower perfumes; joss sticks; 
pastes for razor strops; dentifrices; pumice stone; lipstick cases; hydrogen peroxide for cosmetic purposes; breath 
freshening strips; abrasive cloth; glass cloth [abrasive cloth]; lipsticks; pomades for cosmetic purposes; shaving 
preparations; cosmetic preparations for baths; bath preparations, not for medical purposes; hair straightening 
preparations; toiletry preparations; hair waving preparations; laundry soaking preparations; grinding preparations; 
smoothing preparations [starching]; color-removing preparations; leather bleaching preparations; polishing preparations; 
denture polishes; mouthwashes, not for medical purposes; cosmetic preparations for slimming purposes; starch glaze for 
laundry purposes; furbishing preparations; fabric softeners for laundry use; laundry bleach; dry-cleaning preparations; 
paint stripping preparations; lacquer-removing preparations; make-up removing preparations; floor wax removers 
[scouring preparations]; varnish-removing preparations; rust removing preparations; nail care preparations; cleaning 
preparations; preparations for cleaning dentures; wallpaper cleaning preparations; preparations for unblocking drain 
pipes; laundry preparations; aloe vera preparations for cosmetic purposes; sunscreen preparations; color-brightening 
chemicals for household purposes [laundry]; shining preparations [polish]; make-up powder; diamantine [abrasive]; stain 
removers; scouring solutions; false eyelashes; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; tissues impregnated with 
make-up removing preparations; safrol; laundry blueing; turpentine for degreasing; potpourris [fragrances]; bleaching 
soda; washing soda, for cleaning; bath salts, not for medical purposes; bleaching salts; fumigation preparations 
[perfumes]; preservatives for leather [polishes]; ammonia [volatile alkali] [detergent]; astringents for cosmetic purposes; 
eyebrow cosmetics; make-up preparations; sun-tanning preparations [cosmetics]; hair dyes; neutralizers for permanent 
waving; cosmetic preparations for eyelashes; cosmetic preparations for skin care; cosmetics; cosmetics for animals; 
mascara; detergents, other than for use in manufacturing operations and for medical purposes; degreasers, other than for 
use in manufacturing processes; bleaching preparations [decolorants] for cosmetic purposes; antiperspirants [toiletries]; 
talcum powder, for toilet use; cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; terpenes [essential oils]; emery cloth; cloths 

74367436



impregnated with a detergent for cleaning; henna [cosmetic dye]; shampoos; shampoos for pets; dry shampoos; 
sandpaper; soda lye; extracts of flowers [perfumes]; ethereal essences; badian essence; mint essence [essential oil]; nail 
repair preparations; nail buffing preparations; nail hardeners; cosmetic nail care preparations; foundation; mizu-oshiroi 
[liquid foundation]; blusher; blush pencils; creamy rouge; liquid rouge; eyeshadow; eye pencils; lip liners; eyeliner; 
eyeliner pencils; make-up removing gels; make-up removing creams; make-up removing milk; tissues impregnated with 
cosmetics; eye make-up removers; preparations to make the leaves of plants shiny; vaginal washes for personal sanitary 
or deodorant purposes; cleansers for intimate personal hygiene purposes, non medicated.

74377437



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 3 
 

 

4443593    27/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1514585]
YANG Hoi Bong

102-dong 1005-ho, 213, Nonhyeon-ro, Gangnam-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Nail enamel remover; eyebrow cosmetics; lavender perfume; lipstick; massage oil; mascara; make-up foundation; make-up 
and cosmetics; shaving gel; hair powder; bath cosmetics; body lotion; body oil; body cream; bath oil; baby oil; baby 
powder; non-medical dandruff cream; shower cream; sunblock lotion; sunscreen; shaving cream; nail-hardening lotion; 
skin care cosmetics; skin cleanser; eyemakeup remover; eye cream; liquid perfume; lip skin protection balm; cosmetics 
for weight-loss; hair loss cosmetics; foundation; face milk and lotion; cosmetics for face and body; skin whitening cream; 
hand lotion; perfume; hair gel; hair lotion; hair mousse; hair tonic; facial toners; make-up lotion; make-up mask pack; 
tanning cosmetics; make-up oil; make-up cleansing cream; make-up removal lotion; cosmetics.

74387438



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 3 
 

 

4443608    19/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1513976]
FILO BIANCO SRL

Piazza del Popolo, 14 I-22100 COMO Italy

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; 
soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.

74397439



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 4 
 

 

Priority claimed from 05/08/2019; Application No. : 01400220 ;Benelux 

4441056    23/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1514182]
VROMAN, naamloze vennootschap

Oudenaardestraat 49 B-8570 Vichte

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Lubricating oils and lubricating greases; motor oils; non-chemical additives for motor fuels; motor fuels.

74407440



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 5 
 

 

4093853    24/01/2019

[International Registration No. : 1417774]
GOOD3 LIMITED

Level 2, 116 Harris Road, East Tamaki Auckland 2013 New Zealand

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI & MEHTA

G-23/186, SECTOR-7, ROHINI, N. DELHI-85.

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Dietetic foods and substances containing natural vitamins, minerals and phytonutrients in the form of capsules/beverages 
for use as additives for human consumption; dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes; dietetic substance and 
foodstuffs, including chocolate; vitamins, vitamin preparations and vitamin supplements; minerals and mineral 
supplements; nutritional supplements; protein foods for dietetic purposes; protein foods, products and preparations for 
use as additives for human consumption; beverages containing added vitamins and vitamin supplements; nutritional 
drinks and drink mixes.

74417441



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 5 
 

 

4433212    31/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1512769]
Nabriva Therapeutics US, Inc.

1000 Continental Drive, Suite 600 King of Prussia PA 19406 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for treating respiratory illnesses; antibiotics; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment 
of pneumonia and bacterial infections.

74427442



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 08/07/2019; Application No. : 88503355 ;United States of America 

4434334    31/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1513206]
Nabriva Therapeutics US, Inc.

1000 Continental Drive, Suite 600 King of Prussia PA 19406 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for treating respiratory illnesses; antibiotics; anti-infectives; pharmaceutical preparations for 
the treatment of pneumonia and bacterial infections.

74437443



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 01/07/2019; Application No. : 88495525 ;United States of America 

4436824    31/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1512285]
Amylyx Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

43 Thorndike Street Cambridge MA 02141 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of neurological diseases and neurodegenerative diseases.

74447444



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 5 
 

 

4439710    20/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1513523]
DEVA HOLDING AS

HALKALI MERKEZ MAH., BASIN EKSPRES CADDESI., NO.1 KAT.5, KÜÇÜKÇEKMECE TR-34303 ISTANBUL Turkey

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and 
substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for human beings and animals; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying 
vermin; fungicides; herbicides.

74457445



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 5 
 

 

4439807    27/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1513603]
PHARMA MAR, S.A.

Polígono Industrial La Mina Norte, Avda. de los Reyes 1, E-28770 Colmenar Viejo (Madrid) Spain

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical products; preparations for medical and veterinary use; hygiene and sanitary products for medical use; 
dietetic food and substances for medical or veterinary use; food for babies; food supplements for humans or animals; 
plasters, material for dressings; teeth filling and dental impression materials; disinfectants; products for destroying 
vermin; fungicides; herbicides.

74467446



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 18/09/2019; Application No. : 2019-122803 ;Japan 

4440979    20/11/2019

[International Registration No. : 1513932]
Otsuka Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.

2-9 Kanda-Tsukasamachi, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 101-8535 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cardiovascular diseases; diuretics; 
pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hyponatremia; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of 
hyponatremia in patients with syndrome of inappropriate antidiuretic hormone (SIADH), heart failure, and cirrhosis; 
pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of polycystic kidney diseases (PKD).

74477447



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 08/07/2019; Application No. : 88504070 ;United States of America 

4440995    23/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1514503]
Minerva Neurosciences, Inc.

1601 Trapelo Road, Suite 286 Waltham MA 02451 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for use in the treatment of neurological and neuro-psychiatric diseases, disorders and 
conditions; pharmaceutical preparations acting on the central nervous system; pharmaceutical preparations for treating 
schizophrenia, major depressive disorder, insomnia, mood disorder, negative symptoms, cognitive disorders, parkinson's 
disease; pharmaceutical preparations for blocking serotonin receptors and sigma receptors.

74487448



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 5 
 

 

4441022    31/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1514174]
Power Pro US, Inc.

34 Prospect St. Melrose MA 02176 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Medical adhesive tape in the nature of kinesiology tape.

74497449



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 5 
 

 

4441439    27/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1514289]
PHARMA MAR, S.A.

Polígono Industrial La Mina Norte, Avda. de los Reyes, 1 E-28770 Colmenar Viejo (Madrid) Spain

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical products; preparations for medical and veterinary use; hygiene and sanitary products for medical use; 
dietetic food and substances for medical or veterinary use; food for babies; food supplements for humans or animals; 
plasters, material for dressings; teeth filling and dental impression materials; disinfectants; products for destroying 
vermin; fungicides; herbicides.

74507450



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 5 
 

 

4442387    10/09/2019

[International Registration No. : 1514730]
KOYO CORPORATION

1-5-1, Fukuura, Kanazawa-ku, Yokohama-shi Kanagawa 236-0004 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations; oiled paper for medical purposes; drug delivery agents in the form of edible wafers for 
wrapping powdered pharmaceuticals; gauze for dressings; empty capsules for pharmaceuticals; eyepatches for medical 
purposes; ear bandages; menstruation bandages; menstruation tampons; sanitary napkins; sanitary panties; panty liners 
for sanitary; absorbent cotton; adhesive plasters; bandages for dressings; breast-nursing pads; cotton swabs for medical 
use; diapers; diaper covers; diapers or nappies for incontinence; absorbent pants or shorts for incontinence; absorbent 
pads for incontinence; napkins for incontinence; panty liners for incontinence; diapers for pets; fly catching paper; 
mothproof paper.

74517451



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 7 
 

 

4435745    16/12/2019

[International Registration No. : 1512070]
Conprofe Technology Group Co., Ltd.

1/F and 2/F, Menji Bldg (Block C), Pinyao Electronics Industrial Park, No. 8, 2nd Nanyun Rd, Science City, Hi-tech Industrial 
Development Zone, Guangzhou 510663 Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Machine tools; tools as parts of machines; metalworking machines; holding devices for machine tools; 3D printers; shaft 
couplings for machines; mechanical robots; handling machines, automatic, namely, manipulators.

74527452



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 16/07/2019; Application No. : 2019-097264 ;Japan 

4440972    18/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1514461]
ENSHU Limited

4888, Takatsuka-cho, Minami-ku, Hamamatsu-shi, Shizuoka 432-8522 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Metalworking machines and machine tools; metalworking machines and machine tools using laser.

74537453



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 7 
 

 

4443648    31/10/2019

[International Registration No. : 1514629]
HANYU GROUP JOINT-STOCK CO.,LTD.

No.336, Qinglan Road, High-Technology Development Zone, Jiangmen City Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Disintegrators; paper machines; electric beaters for papermaking; machines for the production of sanitary towels; reeling 
machines for paper manufacturing industry; dehydrators for paper manufacturing industry; pulp screening machines; 
papermaking machines; pulp washers [machines]; pulp rollers for paper manufacturing industry; glazing calenders; 
centrifugal mills; mills [machines]; machinery and equipment for the ceramic industry (including ceramic machinery for 
constructions); injection molding machines; stone-working machines; hydraulic excavators; hydraulic jacks; presses 
[machines for industrial purposes]; hydraulic machines; foundry machines; industrial robots; handling machines, 
automatic [manipulators]; machine tools; hand-held tools, other than hand-operated; hydraulic hand-held tools, other than 
hand-operated; dynamos; alternators; generators of electricity; driving motors other than for land vehicles; motors, 
electric, other than for land vehicles; motors, other than for land vehicles; motors for boats; starters for motors and 
engines; hydraulic engines and motors; pumps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; hydraulic pumps; valves [parts of 
machines]; hydraulic valves; compressors [machines]; waste compacting machines; waste disposal units.

74547454



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 11/09/2014; Application No. : 2014-076837 ;Japan 

3084603    10/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1255256]
Sony Corporation

1-7-1 Konan, Minato-ku Tokyo 108-0075 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.

PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Editing machines [for movie films]; digital audio players and recorders for use in the field of professional broadcasting, 
editing and content creation; digital video players and recorders for use in the field of professional broadcasting, editing 
and content creation; downloadable computer software for importing, exporting, viewing and editing contents namely 
movies, images and music files for use in the field of professional broadcasting, editing and content creation; recorded 
computer software for importing, exporting, viewing and editing contents namely movies, images and music files, for use 
in the field of professional broadcasting, editing and content creation; computer server for use in the field of professional 
broadcasting, editing and content creation.

74557455



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 11/09/2014; Application No. : 2014-076833 ;Japan 

3085947    10/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1255255]
Sony Corporation

1-7-1 Konan, Minato-ku Tokyo 108-0075 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.

PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Editing machines [for movie films]; digital audio players and recorders for use in the field of professional broadcasting, 
editing and content creation; digital video players and recorders for use in the field of professional broadcasting, editing 
and content creation; downloadable computer software for importing, exporting, viewing and editing contents namely 
movies, images and music files for use in the field of professional broadcasting, editing and content creation; recorded 
computer software for importing, exporting, viewing and editing contents namely movies, images and music files, for use 
in the field of professional broadcasting, editing and content creation; computer server for use in the field of professional 
broadcasting, editing and content creation.

74567456



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 04/04/2018; Application No. : 40201806194T ;Singapore 

4115931    18/09/2018
[International Registration No. : 1454658]
SONY CORPORATION

1-7-1 Konan, Minato-ku Tokyo 108-0075 JP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL CHAUDHRY & PARTNERS

RCY HOUSE, C-235, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-110024

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Digital cameras; interchangeable lenses for digital cameras; lens mounts for digital cameras; flash lamps for digital 
cameras; batteries for digital cameras; straps for digital cameras; cases for digital cameras; microphones for digital 
cameras.

74577457



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 9 
 

4229559    27/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1475303]
VDA DE MONTEMERLO, S.L.

Rúa Oliveira, 27 E-36163 Poio Pontevedra Spain

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. K. ACHARYA & COMPANY.

HK Avenue, 19. Swastik Society, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Optical apparatus and instruments; spectacles; spectacle frames; sunglasses; cases and accessories for spectacles.

74587458



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 9 
 

4433144    24/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1512533]
Jingtong (Quanzhou) Electronics Co.,Ltd.

Sihuang Industrial Zone, Nanan City 362333 Fujian Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Telex printer; alarm; answering machine; portable radio telephone; antenna; network communication equipment; signal 
bell; regulated power supply; fire extinguishing equipment; set of wireless telephone.

74597459



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 9 
 

4433285    10/01/2020
[International Registration No. : 1481910]
Allshoes Benelux B.V.

Barnsteenstraat 1A NL-1812 SE Alkmaar Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Safety footwear; safety shoes.

74607460



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 09/07/2019; Application No. : UK00003412548 ;United Kingdom 

4433404    30/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513273]
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.

129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Televisions; stands for televisions; wall mountings adapted for television monitors; brackets for setting up flat screen 
television sets; displays for television receivers; monitors; televisions monitors; digital signage; digital signage display 
panels; digital signage monitors.

74617461



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 09/08/2019; Application No. : 88572584 ;United States of America 

4435324    19/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513072]
Varco I/P, Inc.

7909 Parkwood Circle Drive Houston TX 77036 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Drilling instrumentation devices, well site computer hardware devices, and downloadable software for recording, 
collecting, and reporting data on well bore measurements; well site computer hardware devices and downloadable 
computer software for indicating and recording weight, pressure, load, flow, and rate; data communication devices and 
computer hardware to display, store, and aggregate rig operations; well site computer hardware devices and 
downloadable software related to provide managed pressure drilling integrated into a drilling rig.

74627462



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 9 
 

4435718    06/01/2020
[International Registration No. : 1511918]
Mandrake Environmental Technologies Ltd.

RM101, TOWER 12 Enji West Park, No.1 Fuwailiangjiadian, Haidian District Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Speed indicators; air analysis apparatus; meteorological instruments; gas testing instruments; smoke detectors; metal 
detectors for industrial or military purposes; anemometers; photometers; optical apparatus and instruments; exposure 
meters [light meters].

74637463



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 9 
 

4435735    28/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1512031]
Yangzhou Fongming Cable Factory

Industrial Avenue, Industrial Concentration Area, Xiaji Town, Baoying County, Yangzhou City 225800 Jiangsu Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Magnetic wires; junction sleeves for electric cables; cables, electric; wires, electric; sheaths for electric cables; 
identification threads for electric wires; copper wire, insulated; coaxial cables; identification sheaths for electric wires; 
materials for electricity mains [wires, cables].

74647464



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 09/07/2019; Application No. : 2019-094698 ;Japan 

4435812    25/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499231]
Roland Corporation

2036-1 Nakagawa, Hosoe-cho, Kita-ku, Hamamatsu Shizuoka 431-1304 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software, recorded; computer software, downloadable; phonograph records; downloadable music files; 
downloadable image files; electronic sheet music, downloadable; electronic publications, downloadable.

74657465



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 08/10/2019; Application No. : 40201921927U ;Singapore 

4435815    12/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1512126]
Guo Jinyao trading as Aria Marketing Group

433 Jurong West Street 42, 07-508 Singapore 640433 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Smartphones; computers; laptop computers; tablet computers; mobile phones; laptop carrying cases; mobile phone 
cases; telecommunications devices; audiovisual apparatus; televisions; electric cables; electronic cables; speakers; car 
speakers; loud speakers; audio speakers; monitor speakers; personal speakers; portable speakers; soundbar speakers; 
wireless speakers; speakers for computers; audio speakers for home; wireless audio speakers; speakers for tape players; 
speakers [audio equipment]; electric leads for speakers; portable vibration speakers; speakers for record players; audio 
speakers for automobiles; speakers for compact disc players; speakers for portable media players.

74667466



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 9 
 

4439709    21/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513497]
CORUO

46 avenue des Bénédictins F-87000 Limoges France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Scientific apparatus and instruments; nautical apparatus and instruments; surveying apparatus and instruments; 
photographic apparatus and instruments; cinematographic cameras; optical apparatus and instruments; weighing 
apparatus and instruments; measuring apparatus and instruments; signaling apparatus and instruments; checking 
(supervision) apparatus and instruments; teaching apparatus and instruments; sound recording apparatus; sound 
transmitting apparatus; sound reproduction apparatus; image recording apparatus; image transmission apparatus; image 
reproduction apparatus; digital recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers; calculating 
machines; data processing equipment; computers; electronic tablets; smartphones; electronic book readers; game 
software; software (recorded programs); computer peripherals; detectors; electric wires; electric relays; diving suits; 
gloves for divers; divers' masks; clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; protection devices for 
personal use against accidents; fire extinguishers; spectacles (optics); 3D spectacles; virtual reality headsets; eyewear; 
spectacle cases; memory or microprocessor cards; bags designed for laptop computers; smartwatches; electric batteries; 
batteries for electronic cigarettes; charging stations for electric vehicles; diagnostic apparatus not for medical use.

74677467



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 9 
 

4440977    13/01/2020
[International Registration No. : 1514475]
Xiaotao, Xie

No.62, Yongan New Village, Junxin Village, Junbu Town, Puning City 515300 Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Headsets; cabinets for loudspeakers; computer peripheral devices; protective films adapted for smartphones; cases for 
smartphones; selfie sticks [hand-held monopods]; mobile power (rechargeable battery); power adapters; couplers [data 
processing equipment].

74687468



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 9 
 

4441443    14/01/2020
[International Registration No. : 1514380]
SHENZHEN YOLANDA TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD .

Room 201- 202, No.49-1 Dabao Road, 28 District Xinan Street, Baoan District, Shenzhen City 518100 Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software applications, downloadable; pedometers; scales; rulers (measuring instruments); altimeters; 
diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes; testing apparatus not for medical purposes; gas testing instruments; 
thermometers, not for medical purposes; batteries, electric.

74697469



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 9 
 

4441561    19/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513429]
EVI Audio GmbH

Hirschberger Ring 45 94315 Straubing Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Audio electronics and software, including for signal processing; including amplifiers, audio mixers, network equipment 
and accessories.

74707470



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 27/06/2019; Application No. : 4563278 ;France 

4440948    13/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513761]
PRODONT HOLLIGER

Lieu-dit La Marnasse F-63880 OLLIERGUES France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Periodontal curettes; probes for dental use; dental excavators; dental burnishers; modeling instruments for dental use; 
spatulas for dental use; dental mirror handles.

74717471



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 13/03/2019; Application No. : 018035407 ;European Union 

4441540    12/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514402]
Pulsion Medical Systems SE

Hans-Riedl-Straße 21 85622 Feldkirchen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical apparatus and instruments, in particular for measuring and evaluating physiological measuring signals, in 
particular blood pressure signals, and for deriving further physiological parameters; blood pressure monitors, in particular 
non-invasive blood pressure monitors; apparatus for determining and displaying physiological parameters; replacement 
parts and equipment for blood pressure monitors, in particular for non-invasive blood pressure monitors; replacement 
parts and equipment for apparatus for the determination and display of physiological parameters; sensors [measurement 
apparatus], for medical purposes, in particular disposable products and reusable products; equipment for the 
aforementioned goods.

74727472



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 11 
 

4443600    16/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513938]
Linde Aktiengesellschaft

Klosterhofstr. 1 80331 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Steam and gas generating apparatus, and gas dispensing apparatus and equipment and gas supply installations, the latter 
in particular for the preparation of a dedicated gas reservoir for consumption purposes, mainly consisting of a 
combination of measuring, switching, adjusting and/or regulating components; regulating and safety accessories for gas 
apparatus and gas pipes, in particular a combination of regulating, pressure control and safety components.

74737473



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 23/04/2019; Application No. : 01394484 ;Benelux 

4441070    15/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514340]
Milk Holding B.V.

Distelweg 89 NL-1031 HD Amsterdam Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pushchairs, strollers, baby strollers, sports carriages, baby carriages and prams; fold-up pushchairs; parts and fittings for 
vehicles; accessories specially adapted for pushchairs, strollers, baby strollers, sports carriages, baby carriages and 
prams; harnesses for prams; vehicle safety restraints for use with pram bodies; pushchair hoods; pushchair covers; fitted 
footmuffs for pushchairs; baskets for perambulators; bags adapted for pushchairs; carry cots (for babies), canopies, 
hoods, sun shades, sun sails, nettings, all fitted for pushchairs, prams, baby strollers, and for use in vehicles; fitted 
pushchair insect nets and mosquito nets; perambulators incorporating carry cots; pushchairs for use with carry cots; 
vehicle safety harness for carry cots; vehicle safety restraints for use with carry cots; children's bicycle seats; safety seats 
for children, for vehicles.

74747474



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 12 
 

4441522    09/01/2020
[International Registration No. : 1514400]
Nanjing Orientleader Technology CO.,Ltd

No.581 Ningliu road, liuhe economic development area, Nanjing City 210000 Jiangsu Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Suspension shock absorbers for vehicles; automobile chassis; bogies for railway cars; hubs for vehicle wheels / vehicle 
wheel hubs; vehicle chassis; rolling stock for railways; clutches for land vehicles; brakes for vehicles; locomotives; shock 
absorbers for automobiles.

74757475



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 14 
 

Priority claimed from 29/03/2019; Application No. : 30201900002235 ;Italy 

4439703    04/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513485]
MORELLATO S.P.A.

Via Commerciale 29, Frazione Fratte I-35010 SANTA GIUSTINA IN COLLE (Padova) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Watches; chronographs and chronometers; earrings; rings; necklaces; bracelets; decorative pins made of precious metal; 
watches [wrist and pocket], agate; clock hands; amber pearls; balance wheels (watchmaking); barrels [watchmaking]; 
bracelets for watches [straps]; dials (watchmaking); watch parts; watch chains; coins; cases for wall clocks and wrist and 
pocket watches; cases [boxes] for watches; black amber ornaments; semi-precious stones, in particular black or yellow 
amber; copper tokens; medals; watch springs; watch glasses; watchmaking mechanisms; olivine [precious stone]; fine 
stones [semi- precious]; spinel [precious stones]; anchors [watchmaking]; watch cases; watch cases for watchmaking; 
keychain [key rings with trinket or charm]; tie clips; cuff-links; digital watches with electronic controls; digital watches with 
automatic timers; radio equipment with built-in clocks; chronographs for use with watches; control clocks [master clocks] 
for controlling other clocks; wrist watches; watches for sports use; watches for scuba diving; electric mechanisms for 
watches; electronic mechanisms for watches; clocks with time zones; electric clocks; electronic watches; digital watches; 
sports watches; control clocks [master clocks]; watches containing a game function; watches containing an electronic 
game function; electric wrist and pocket watches.

74767476



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 14 
 

 

Priority claimed from 25/06/2019; Application No. : 018086658 ;European Union 

4440967    20/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513837]
Matthias Düwel

Münchner Straße 5 82335 Berg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Precious metals and alloys thereof; jewellery, precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments; chronometers; 
chronographs (watches).

74777477



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 16 
 

3904982    25/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1414528]
April International Enterprise Pte. Ltd.

80 RAFFLES PLACE, #50-01 UOB PLAZA 1 SINGAPORE 048624 SG

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL CHAUDHRY & PARTNERS

RCY HOUSE, C-235, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-110024

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Paper, cardboard and stationery including printing paper, writing and drawing paper, typewriting paper, white paper board, 
postcard paper, tissue paper, copying tissue paper, paper for facsimile use, letter paper, loose leaf paper, notebook, 
sketchbook, exercise book, writing pad, carbonless copying paper; adhesive-backed note pad, paper file, stickers, 
envelopes, account book, ruled paper, pocket book, memo paper; wrapping and packaging paper and materials; tissues.

74787478



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 16 
 

3908340    25/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416239]
April International Enterprise Pte. Ltd.

80 RAFFLES PLACE, #50-01 UOB PLAZA 1 SINGAPORE 048624 SG

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL CHAUDHRY & PARTNERS

RCY HOUSE, C-235, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-110024

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Paper, cardboard and stationery including printing paper, writing and drawing paper, typewriting paper, white paper board, 
postcard paper, tissue paper, copying tissue paper, paper for facsimile use, letter paper, loose leaf paper, notebook, 
sketchbook, exercise book, writing pad, carbonless copying paper; adhesive-backed note pad, paper file, stickers, 
envelopes, account book, ruled paper, pocket book, memo paper; wrapping and packaging paper and materials; tissues.

74797479



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 16 
 

Priority claimed from 03/05/2019; Application No. : 302019000029311 ;Italy 

4441036    20/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514209]
FEDRIGONI S.P.A.

Viale Piave, 3 VERONA Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Carbon paper; printing paper; postcard paper; paper for printing photographs [not chemically sensitized]; digital printing 
paper; albums; memory books [photo albums]; brag books [photograph albums]; photograph albums; photographic 
prints; photograph stands; photograph mounts of paper or cardboard; catalogues; printed cards; printed calendars; 
lithographic prints; printed instructional, educational, and teaching materials; photographic or art mounts; paper and 
cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office requisites, except furniture; 
adhesives for stationery or household purposes; drawing materials and materials for artists; paintbrushes; instructional 
and teaching materials; plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers' type, printing blocks.

74807480



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 16 
 

4441078    20/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514365]
SHIJUNXIAN

Group 3, Shijiao Village, Macun Township, Jiajiang County Sichuan Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Paper; handkerchiefs of paper; printed matter; books; picture; packing paper; stationery; office requisites, except 
furniture; drawing materials; teaching materials [except apparatus].

74817481



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 18 
 

 

4435494    18/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1511974]
Beijing Marshmallow Technology Co., Ltd.

C236, 2F, Bldg 8, No.1 Jiuxianqiao East Road, Chaoyang District 100020 Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Purses; trunks [luggage]; rucksacks; umbrellas; mountaineering sticks; clothing for pets; moleskin [imitation of leather]; 
briefcases; trimmings of leather for furniture; bags.

74827482



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 18 
 

Priority claimed from 18/11/2019; Application No. : 302019000084738 ;Italy 

4439660    21/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513456]
CONCERIA PASUBIO S.P.A.

SECONDA STRADA, 38 I-36071 ARZIGNANO (VI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Animal skins; curried skins; imitation leather.

74837483



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 18 
 

Priority claimed from 26/06/2019; Application No. : 4562864 ;France 

4439784    04/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513572]
HERMES INTERNATIONAL

24 rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Handbags, rucksacks, travelling bags, sport bags, shoulder bags, briefcases, pocket wallets, purses, card cases 
(notecases), key cases (leatherware), travelling sets (empty), pouches intended to hold toilet products (empty), pouches 
(evening handbags), pouches in leather.

74847484



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 18 
 

Priority claimed from 17/06/2019; Application No. : 4560164 ;France 

4439808    27/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513606]
HERMES INTERNATIONAL

24 rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré, F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Handbags, rucksacks, travelling bags, briefcases, pocket wallets, purses, card cases (notecases), key cases (leatherware), 
travelling sets (empty), pouches intended to hold toilet products (empty), pouches (evening handbags), leather pouches.

74857485



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 18 
 

 

Priority claimed from 26/07/2019; Application No. : T201951745 ;Finland 

4443645    16/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514099]
Medinoa Oy

Kurkijoentie 13 D FI-02140 Espoo Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Leads for animals; collars for animals; electronic pet collars; costumes for animals; dog leashes; dog collars; coats for 
dogs; collars for pets; pet leads; clothing for pets; dog clothing; clothing for pets; harness for animals; collars for animals; 
harness straps; traces [harness]; harnesses; harness fittings; harness fittings of iron.

74867486



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 19 
 

3688332    13/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1376060]
FOSHAN CITY FAENZA SANITARY WARE CO., LTD

Sanzhou Park, East Zone, Cangjiang Ind. Zone, Gaoming District, Foshan City 528511 Guangdong province China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.

DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Brick; non-metal tiles; terrazzo; non-metal wall tiles for buildings; ceramic tiles; glass mosaics.

74877487



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 20 
 

4433158    09/01/2020
[International Registration No. : 1512602]
SHANGHAI LUCKYWOOD CO., LTD.

No. 555 Changxiang Road, Nanxiang Town, Jiading District 201800 Shanghai China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Ladders of wood or plastics; plaited straw, except matting; mirrors [looking glasses]; works of art of wood, wax, plaster or 
plastic; bins, not of metal; bolsters; furniture; furniture fittings, not of metal; window fittings, not of metal; door fittings, not 
of metal.

74887488



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 20 
 

4443526    09/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514719]
Caoxian Mouste Handicraft Co., Ltd

North of Middle Section of Yalujiang Road, Qinghe Sub-district Office, Cao County, Heze City 274000 Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cushions; pillows; picture frames; office furniture; furniture; chairs [seats]; tables; mattresses; beds; tea tables.

74897489



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 21 
 

4443554    20/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514067]
Chen Xinyu

Room 608, Unit 4, Building 37, No. 301, Nanpu Road, Pukou District, Nanjing City Jiangsu Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Thermally insulated containers for food; cleaning instruments, hand-operated; cosmetic utensils; eyelash brushes; 
eyebrow brushes; containers for household or kitchen use; brushes; toilet utensils.

74907490



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 25 
 

4433210    15/01/2020
[International Registration No. : 1489908]
PUKMAL ITEMS, S.L.

Camí del Mig, 102 E-08349 Cabrera de Mar (Barcelona) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing; footwear; headwear; shirts; T-shirts; blouses; blousons; sweatshirts; parkas; jackets; trousers; gloves 
(clothing); socks; stockings; underwear; pajamas; nightgowns; vests; cloaks; shawls; coats; scarves; jerseys [clothing]; 
skirts; clothing; neckties; belts; suspenders; bathing suits; sportswear; caps; raincoats; anoraks; dressing gowns; 
stoles; handkerchiefs [clothing]; gabardines; suits.

74917491



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 25 
 

4435366    16/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1512266]
Zhang Qian

Room 11501, Unit 1, Building 2, Eastern park, North second ring bus six company, Xi'an City Shaanxi province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing; waistcoats; underwear; shoes; caps being headwear; layettes [clothing]; pyjamas; scarves; gloves [clothing]; 
hosiery.

74927492



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 25 
 

4435367    06/01/2020
[International Registration No. : 1430634]
SHANGHAI YIYI FASHION CO., LTD.

Room B115, Building 3, No. 16393, Puweigong Road, Shanyang Town, Jinshan District Shanghai City China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Coats; layettes [clothing]; shoes; hats; hosiery; gloves [clothing]; scarfs; girdles; clothing; trousers.

74937493



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 25 
 

 

4441016    20/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514134]
Reima Oy

Karhumäentie 3 FI-01530 Vantaa Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing, footwear, headgear; children's clothing; babies' clothing; waterproof clothing; windproof clothing; 
outerclothing; coats; trousers; snowsuits; overalls; coveralls; children's footwear and shoes; rain boots; children's 
headgear, hats and beanies; gloves [clothing] and mittens; socks and stockings; scarves; neckwear; bathing suits; sun 
protective clothing.

74947494



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 28 
 

4441446    14/01/2020
[International Registration No. : 1514392]
Weihai litouma International Trade Co., Ltd

South b3-215, Shenyang Middle Road (Liugou road section), Zhangcun Town, Huancui District, Weihai City 264203 Shandong 
Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Games; toys; artificial fishing bait; rods for fishing; landing nets for anglers; fish hooks; fishing tackle; bite indicators 
[fishing tackle]; bite sensors [fishing tackle]; bags adapted for fishing tackle.

74957495



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 30 
 

 

Priority claimed from 22/05/2018; Application No. : 548100 ;Czech Republic 

4134667    15/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1452698]
THE CANDY PLUS SWEET FACTORY, S.R.O.

Vítezná 200/6 CZ-696 01 Rohatec Czech Republic

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. K. ACHARYA & COMPANY.

HK Avenue, 19. Swastik Society, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Jelly beans (confectionery), gelatin-based chewy candies, fruit gums (other than for medical use).

74967496



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 31 
 

 

Priority claimed from 03/10/2019; Application No. : 302019000071027 ;Italy 

4440947    11/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513757]
C.I.V. - CONSORZIO ITALIANO VIVAISTI - Società consortile a r.l.

S.S. Romea Km 116 - Loc. Boattone - Fraz. San Giuseppe I-44020 Comacchio FE Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Live plants; fresh fruits.

74977497



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 32 
 

Priority claimed from 24/04/2019; Application No. : UK00003394400 ;United Kingdom 

4353652    10/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1497473]
LA FÉE LLP

The Coach House, Bayford Hall Bayford, Hertford SG13 8PR United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.

5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Non-alcoholic beverages; preparations for making beverages; non-alcoholic preparations for making beverages; mineral 
and aerated waters; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups and other non-alcoholic preparations for making beverages.

74987498



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 33 
 

Priority claimed from 22/11/2019; Application No. : 2019-147529 ;Japan 

4435842    27/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1512219]
HAMADA SYUZOU CO., LTD.

1, Minatomachi 4-Chome, Ichikikushikino-shi Kagoshima 899-2101 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Shochu, namely, sweet potato-based Japanese white liquor made in Kagoshima prefecture of Japan; shochu, namely, 
barley-based Japanese white liquor made in Kagoshima prefecture of Japan; shochu, namely, rice-based Japanese white 
liquor made in Kagoshima prefecture of Japan; Japanese white liquor, shochu made in Kagoshima prefecture of Japan; 
sake made in Kagoshima prefecture of Japan with rice grown in Japan; distilled rice spirits, namely, awamori made in 
Kagoshima prefecture of Japan with rice grown in Japan; sake substitute made in Kagoshima prefecture of Japan with 
rice grown in Japan; Japanese sweet rice-based mixed liquor, namely, shiro-zake made in Kagoshima prefecture of Japan 
with rice grown in Japan; Japanese liquor, namely, naoshi made in Kagoshima prefecture of Japan with rice grown in 
Japan; Japanese shochu-based mixed liquor, namely, mirin made in Kagoshima prefecture of Japan with rice grown in 
Japan; whiskey made in Kagoshima prefecture in Japan; gin made in Kagoshima prefecture in Japan; vodka made in 
Kagoshima prefecture in Japan; tequila made in Kagoshima prefecture in Japan; rum made in Kagoshima prefecture in 
Japan; liqueurs made in Kagoshima prefecture in Japan; western liquors in general made in Kagoshima prefecture of 
Japan; fruit wines made in Kagoshima prefecture of Japan; Japanese shochu-based beverages, chuhai made in 
Kagoshima prefecture of Japan; Chinese liquors in general made in Kagoshima prefecture of Japan; flavored liquors 
made in Kagoshima prefecture of Japan.

74997499



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 33 
 

Priority claimed from 20/09/2019; Application No. : 12389/2019 ;Switzerland 

4439770    24/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513535]
ZHS IP WORLDWIDE SARL

Avenue Reverdil 14 CH-1260 Nyon Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages except beers; alcoholic preparations for making beverages.

75007500



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 33 
 

 

Priority claimed from 28/06/2019; Application No. : 2019/01169 ;Ireland 

4441027    28/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514180]
Irish Distillers Limited

Simmonscourt House, Simmonscourt Road, Ballsbridge Dublin 4 Ireland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

75017501



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 34 
 

4435721    09/01/2020
[International Registration No. : 1511961]
Shenzhen Leaderment Technology Co., Ltd.

20F, Huihai Sq. A, Gongcun New Town Business Center, No.19, Sanlianchuangye Rd., Sanlian Community, Longhua St., Longhua, 
Shenzhen 518000 Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Snuff boxes; electronic cigarettes; ashtrays for smokers; cigarettes; tobacco pipes; lighters for smokers; cigarettes 
containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical purposes; matches; cigarette filters; flavourings, other than essential oils, 
for tobacco.

75027502



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 34 
 

4439696    02/01/2020
[International Registration No. : 1513401]
Shenzhen Icheckey Technology Co., Ltd.

Room B302, 4 Block Tianyanxuan, No.1, 14 Alley, Bantian East Village, Bantian Street, Longgang District, Shenzhen 518100 
Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cigarettes; cigarettes lighters; electronic cigarettes; liquid solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; cigars; tobacco; 
cigarettes tips; cigarette cases; cigarette filters; flavorings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes.

75037503



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 34 
 

Priority claimed from 21/06/2019; Application No. : 2019 01144 ;Azerbaijan 

4439782    20/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513566]
Davidoff & Cie SA

Rue de Rive 2 CH-1200 Genève Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tobacco, raw or manufactured; tobacco products; tobacco substitutes for non-medical and non-curative use; cigarettes; 
electronic cigarettes; liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; smokers' articles, cigarette lighters; 
ashtrays; matches.

75047504



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 35 
 

 

3894896    05/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1412642]
TRUSTWORTHY ACCOUNTABILITY GROUP, INC.

P.O. Box 5944 Washington DC 20016 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LUTHRA & LUTHRA LAW OFFICES

103 ASHOKA ESTATE 24 BARAKHAMBA ROAD, NEW DELHI-1

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Digital advertising.

75057505



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 29/08/2018; Application No. : 40201817254X ;Singapore 

4059258    31/08/2018
[International Registration No. : 1443849]
AMAN GROUP S.À.R.L.

Grabenstrasse 17 CH-6340 Baar Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LUTHRA & LUTHRA LAW OFFICES

103 ASHOKA ESTATE 24 BARAKHAMBA ROAD, NEW DELHI-1

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Advertising; business management; business administration; business assistance; retail services; retailing of goods by 
any means; wholesale of goods by any means; retail services in relation to furniture; business management of hotels; 
hotel management service [for others]; management of resort club; business advice relating to advertising, marketing and 
franchising; business administration; commercial administration of licensing the goods and services of others; 
organisation of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; provision hotel rate comparison information; 
provision of information and advice to consumers regarding the selection of products and items to be purchased; 
operation and supervision of loyalty and incentive schemes; business consulting services; dissemination of business 
information of goods and services of others via local and global computer networks; providing computerized online 
ordering services; advertising of goods and services of others via local and global computer networks; international 
import and export agency services; rental of advertising space on communication media; online retail services of 
consumer products; compilation of business directory of third party websites to facilitate business transactions; 
marketing and promotion services; publication of publicity materials; provision of sales promotion, business, advertising 
and promotional information through a global computer network and via the Internet; presentation of goods on 
communication media for retail purposes; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods (excluding 
the transport thereof), enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods from a general merchandise 
Internet website and in a wholesale outlet; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods (excluding 
the transport thereof), enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods from a general merchandise 
catalogue by mail order or by means of telecommunications; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of 
goods (excluding the transport thereof), enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods from retail 
outlets; selection of goods and procurement of goods for individuals and businesses; ordering services [for others]; 
organisation of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; business management services relating to customer 
relationship; business management services relating to electronic commerce; business management and administration 
services relating to sponsorship programmes; accounting services; negotiation and conclusion of commercial 
transactions for third parties; business project management services for construction projects; providing business 
information via a website; medical billing services; medical referrals (business referral services); medical cost 
management; health care cost review; maintaining patient medical records and files; data handling; data processing; data 
management; data compilation; business analytics and statistical analytic services for healthcare, namely, analyzing 
business, sales, customer and market data using data analytic models and visualizations; systemization of data in 
computer databases; consultancy, information and advisory services relating to the aforesaid services.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1712662.

75067506



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 35 
 

4251370    24/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1478354]
TRUSTWORTHY ACCOUNTABILITY GROUP, INC.

P.O. Box 5944 Washington DC 20016 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LUTHRA & LUTHRA LAW OFFICES

103 ASHOKA ESTATE 24 BARAKHAMBA ROAD, NEW DELHI-1

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Association and lobbying services for commercial purposes, namely, promoting cross-industry accountability in 
eliminating fraudulent digital advertising traffic, combating malware, fighting ad-supported Internet piracy or the illegal 
dissemination of counterfeit goods to promote brand integrity, and promoting brand safety through greater transparency; 
business administration of certification programs relating to digital advertising and marketing.

75077507



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 22/05/2019; Application No. : 302019000031560 ;Italy 

4439767    19/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513531]
GOTTARDO S.P.A.

Galleria Spagna 9 I-35127 PADOVA Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Retailing, including online, in the field of foodstuffs and beverages for animals, litter boxes for pets, veterinary 
preparations, antiparasitic preparations, supplements, cosmetics and cleaners for animals, clothing, collars, leashes, jars, 
dog kennels and hutches for animals, toys for pets.

75087508



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 35 
 

4441545    20/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514405]
CW Travel Holdings, N.V.

Building Apollo, Wisselwerking 58 NL-1112 XS Diemen Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Business management consultancy in the field of corporate travel; providing business consultancy services in the field of 
business travel to develop and implement customized solutions for the travel and expense management of clients, 
namely, strategic air and hotel supplier sourcing, electronic travel booking, expenses management and reimbursement, 
meeting management and other business travel related consultancy services.

75097509



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 36 
 

4250591    24/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1478456]
MANDARINLAB LLC

Bol'shoy bul'var St., 42, bld. 1, fl. 0, office 140, Skolkovo Innovation center RU-121205 Moscow Russian Federation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. K. ACHARYA & COMPANY.

HK Avenue, 19. Swastik Society, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Credit bureau services; debt collection agency services; financial analysis; savings bank services; issuance of credit 
cards; issuance of tokens of value; capital investment; insurance information; financial information; clearing, financial; 
insurance consultancy; financial consultancy; debt advisory services; stock exchange quotations; lending against 
security; brokerage; financial management; exchanging money; online banking; processing of debit card payments; 
processing of credit card payments; factoring; organization of collections; antique appraisal; jewelry appraisal; stamp 
appraisal; numismatic appraisal; art appraisal; financial evaluation of wool; electronic funds transfer; surety services; 
securities brokerage; brokerage of carbon credits; insurance brokerage; providing rebates at participating establishments 
of others through use of a membership card; loans [financing]; pawn brokerage; check verification; investment of funds; 
charitable fund raising; stocks and bonds brokerage; financial sponsorship; instalment loans; insurance underwriting; life 
insurance underwriting; health insurance underwriting; accident insurance underwriting; marine insurance underwriting; 
fire insurance underwriting; financial management of reimbursement payments for others; actuarial services; banking; 
stock brokerage services; retirement payment services; trusteeship; mutual funds; financing services; fiscal valuation; 
provident fund services.

75107510



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 36 
 

4436857    20/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1512289]
McLarty Capital Advisors SBIC II, LLC

1 Rockefeller Plaza, Suite 1203 New York NY 10020 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Financial services, namely, investment management, investment advice, investment advisory services, investment of 
funds for others, and funds investment services.

75117511



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 38 
 

Priority claimed from 01/07/2019; Application No. : 88495325 ;United States of America 

4439769    11/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513532]
Code Crow Corp

16192 Coastal Highway Lewes DE 19958 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Providing on-line chat rooms for social networking.

75127512



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 40 
 

4434333    13/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513189]
Woven Metal Products, Inc.

1201 FM 517 Alvin TX 77511 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Metal fabrication and finishing services for others.

75137513



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 41 
 

4441032    20/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514128]
D. Wolfe Consulting, Inc.

2800 Stafford Ave 3023 Scranton PA 18505 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Entertainment services, namely, providing photographic, audio, video and prose presentations about knitting, crochet, 
sewing, quilting, beading, and other arts and crafts via a website.

75147514



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 41 
 

 

Priority claimed from 24/05/2019; Application No. : 018071717 ;European Union 

4441069    24/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514361]
Rootz LTD

Ewropa Business Centre, Level 3, Suite 701 BKR 9034 Dun Karm Street

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Arranging, organising, providing, managing and administration of gaming, amusement and related entertainment 
services; arranging, organising, providing, managing and administration of betting selections and tips services; providing 
casino, gaming, betting, gambling, betting selections, tips and entertainment services by means of interactive telephone 
and handheld mobile device applications; casino services; poker services; bingo services; on-line betting, gaming 
services; on-line gambling services; betting and gaming services; gambling services; betting selections and tips 
services; organising and conducting entertainment services in the form of online contests and games of chance; 
conducting and operating of lotteries and prize draws and the performance of sport bets and games; organising 
competitions; provision of interactive games, interactive entertainment and/or interactive competitions; provision of the 
aforesaid services in digital, electronic or computerised form; agency services for the arranging, organising, provision, 
management and administration of gaming, betting and gambling, betting selections, tips, bonus schemes related to 
betting, gaming and gambling, amusement, entertainment and competitions; provision of the aforesaid services on-line 
from a computer database or the Internet; provision of information relating to gaming, betting, gambling, betting 
selections and tips services accessible via a global computer network; provision of information on-line from a computer 
database or from the Internet in relation to gaming, betting, gambling, betting selections, tips, bonus schemes related to 
betting, gaming and gambling, betting services, sporting events, amusement, casino, related entertainment and betting 
consultation services; telephone betting, gaming, gambling, betting selections and tips services.

75157515



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 42 
 

4433389    23/01/2020
[International Registration No. : 1191650]
Frontify AG

Unterstrasse 4 CH-9000 St. Gallen Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; 
design and development of computers and software; programming of software for data import, data management and 
data processing; programming of software for online data management; programming of operating software for 
accessing and using a cloud computing network; conversion of digital files; design, development, maintenance and 
updating of software for digital file processing; conversion of images, texts, graphics, photographs, videos, audio files, 
games, websites; design, development, maintenance and updating of software for processing of images, texts, graphics, 
photographs, videos, audio files, websites; design, development, maintenance and updating of websites; provision of 
software (Software as a service, SaaS); provision of Internet platforms (software); rental of software; rental of operating 
software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; making software available via data lines; provision of 
temporary use of non-downloadable software applications accessible via a website; provision of temporary use of web-
based software; provision of temporary use of non-downloadable software for data management, project management 
and collaboration; maintenance, repair and updating of software; technical information and advice relating to temporary 
use of web-based software; technical information and advice relating to design, development and use of software; 
hosting of computer sites (web sites); hosting of platforms on the Internet; consultancy and information related to the 
aforesaid services.

75167516



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 42 
 

4441048    20/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514241]
Poppe + Potthoff GmbH

Dammstraße 17 33824 Werther Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Performance of diagnostic and analytical processes in technical respects; performance of pressure testing; burst 
pressure testing, impulse pressure testing and lifetime tests for tubes and hoses, housings, containers, pressure 
transmitters,common rails, injection lines, fittings, accumulators, nozzels,nozzle holders, airbags, belt pretensioners and 
other components that have to withstand high pressures.

75177517



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 42 
 

 

Priority claimed from 30/05/2019; Application No. : 88451647 ;United States of America 

4443527    20/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514711]
Group K Diagnostics, Inc.

1015 Chestnut Street, Suite 1010 Philadelphia PA 19107 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hosting a web-based system and on-line portal for use by patients, to collect, store, and submit medical diagnostic test 
results to health care professionals, and to manage and organize patient healthcare and medical records.

75187518



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 45 
 

 

Priority claimed from 25/10/2013; Application No. : 1587923 ;Australia 

2780137    06/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1209392]
CAMERON CROSS

5/31 Moss St KINGSCLIFF NSW 2487 Australia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INFINI JURIDIQUE

604, NILGIRI APARTMENTS 9, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI-110 001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Consultancy services relating to social planning; dating and social introduction services provided via online personal 
advertisements; online social networking services; providing information, including online, about personal and social 
services meeting the needs of individuals; social work services.

75197519



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

2673993    31/07/2013
[International Registration No. : 1178287]
FERRARI PARTICIPATIONS

Zone Industrielle F-38110 SAINT JEAN DE SOUDAIN France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.

B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.22;Ropes, strings, nets, tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails, ropes, strings, nets, tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails, sacks 
and bags of plastic-coated textiles for packaging; padding and stuffing materials (except of rubber or plastics); raw 
fibrous textile materials; textiles coated or impregnated with unprocessed or semi-processed plastic materials.

Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods not included in other classes; textiles and fabrics coated or impregnated with plastic 
materials as well as articles made thereof; coated fabrics and textiles, canvas particularly coated canvas for making 
blinds, garden furniture, camping goods and swimming-pool covers; canvas, hangings, blinds, banners and streamers, 
made of plastic-coated textile materials; coated or uncoated blackout curtains; composite fabrics and textiles; coated, 
calendered, impregnated or lined fabrics (woven, knitted, non-woven).

75207520



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 11/10/2013; Application No. : 012218186 ;European Union 

2858582    10/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1217297]
TOP MOUNT LIMITED

78 Ottways Lane Ashtead KT21 2PW United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.

PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; motion picture films featuring comedy, drama, action, adventure and/or 
animation, and motion picture films for broadcast on television featuring comedy, drama, action, adventure and/or 
animation; pre-recorded vinyl records, audio tapes, audio video tapes, audio video cassettes, audio video discs, and 
digital versatile discs featuring music, comedy, drama, action, adventure, and/or animation; stereo headphones; batteries; 
cordless telephones; mobile telephones; parts and accessories for mobile telephones; mobile telephone covers; mobile 
telephone cases; mobile telephone cases made of leather or imitation of leather; mobile telephone covers made of cloth 
or textile materials; telephone and/or radio pagers; hand-held calculators; audio cassette and CD players; CD-ROM 
games; video and computer game programs; video game discs, cartridges and cassettes; digital music (downloadable) 
provided from the internet; digital music (downloadable) provided from MP3 internet web sites; MP3 players; audio books 
in the nature of literary publications; downloadable electronic publications; electronic publications recorded on computer 
media; printed publications in electronically readable forms; hand-held karaoke players, telephone and/or radio pagers; 
short motion picture film cassettes featuring comedy, drama, action, adventure and/or animation to be used with hand-
held viewers or projectors; video cassette recorders and players, compact disc players, digital audio tape recorders and 
players, electronic diaries; radios; mouse pads; eyeglasses, sunglasses and cases therefor; audio tapes sold together 
with booklets; computer programs, namely, software linking digitised video and audio media to a global computer 
information network; video and computer game programs; video game cartridges and cassettes; and decorative magnets; 
global positioning systems; navigation apparatus for vehicles (on-board computers); parts and fittings for all of the 
aforementioned goods; computer software for accessing movies, TV shows and videos; downloadable audio, video and 
audiovisual content provided via computer and communications networks featuring movies, TV shows and videos; 
computer software for collecting, organizing, book marking, transmission, storage and sharing of data and information; 
downloadable digital audio files featuring news, voice and spoken word; software for text, image and sound transmission 
and display.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists" materials; paint 
brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); 
plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers" type; printing blocks; printed matter and paper 
goods, namely, books featuring characters from animated, action, adventure, comedy and/or drama features, comic 
books, children"s books, magazines featuring characters from animated, action adventure, comedy and/or drama 
features, colouring books, children"s activity books; booklets (all being sold together with audio tapes); printed literary 
publications; promotional publications; lithographic works of art; stationery, writing paper, envelopes, notebooks, diaries, 
note cards; greeting cards, trading cards; lithographs; pens, pencils, cases therefor, erasers, crayons, markers, coloured 
pencils, painting sets, chalk and chalkboards; decals, heat transfers; posters; mounted and/or unmounted photographs; 
book covers, book marks, calendars, gift wrapping paper; paper party decorations, namely, paper napkins, paper doilies, 
paper place mats, crepe paper, invitations, paper table cloths, paper cake decorations; printed transfers for embroidery or 
fabric appliqués; printed patterns for costumes, pyjamas, sweatshirts and t-shirts.

75217521



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 01/11/2013; Application No. : 012273892 ;European Union 

2873818    11/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1220516]
LRC PRODUCTS LIMITED

103-105 Bath Road Slough, SL1 3UH United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.

PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2873501

IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments; condoms; contraceptive, hygienic or prophylactic devices; condoms for 
hygienic purposes; condoms for female use; intrauterine devices; contraceptive coils, contraceptive caps, cervical caps, 
contraceptive diaphragms; hygienic basins; massage apparatus, instruments and appliances; electric and electronic 
massage apparatus, instruments and appliances; body massagers; personal massagers; vibrators; vibrating rings; 
marital aids; sex toys; sex aids; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities, concerts; organization of parties; 
live music events; arranging and conducting of conferences and seminars; training and educational services relating to 
health matters; publication of texts, leaflets, magazines, reports and printed matter; all relating to health matters; 
providing non-downloadable on-line electronic publications for educational, recreational and amusement use in the field 
of health, sexual health or sex, human immunodeficiency virus and acquired immunodeficiency syndrome, and in the 
fields of entertainment and in the fields of social and community interest groups; providing online photos and videos, not 
downloadable; publication of electronic journals and web logs, featuring user generated or specified content; electronic 
publishing services for others; entertainment services, namely facilitating interactive and multiplayer and single player 
game services for games played via computer or communication networks; providing information about online computer 
games and video games via computer or communication networks; arranging and conducting competitions for video 
gamers and computer game players; arranging, conducting and organization of contest and incentive award programs to 
recognise, reward and encourage individuals and groups which engage in self-improvement, self-fulfillment, charitable, 
philanthropic, volunteer, public and community service and humanitarian activities and sharing of creative work product; 
providing online information regarding sex, sexual health, news, cultural or academic matters including text, electronic 
documents, graphics and audio visual information, from a computer database and communication networks; online 
publication of electronic data including images, graphics, sound, text or audio-visual information via the Internet or other 
communications network for education and entertainment purposes; production, presentation and distribution of audio, 
video, still and moving images and data; publishing services; non-downloadable electronic publications; organisation, 
production and presentation of shows, competitions, games, concerts, exhibitions and events; provision of educational, 
training, entertainment, sporting or cultural information and advisory services.

Cl.45;Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals; lobbying and organisation of 
campaigns to raise awareness of human immunodeficiency virus and acquired immunodeficiency syndrome and other 
health and social issues.
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Priority claimed from 17/03/2014; Application No. : 2014-020294 ;Japan 

2883966    25/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1223394]
FAST RETAILING CO., LTD.

717-1, Sayama, Yamaguchi City, Yamaguchi 754-0894 (Japan)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.

PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.24;Woven fabrics; knitted fabrics; felts; non-woven textile fabrics; oilcloth; gummed waterproof cloth; vinyl coated 
cloth; rubberized cloth; fabric of imitation animal skins; filtering materials of textile; woven textile goods for personal use; 
towels of textile; handkerchiefs of textile; mosquito nets; bedsheets; futon quilts; quilts; futon ticks (unstuffed futon 
covers); pillowcases; blankets; seat covers of textile; wall hangings of textile; curtains; table cloths, not of paper.

Cl.35;Advertising; sales promotion for others; marketing; business management; commercial or industrial management 
assistance; organization of fashion shows for promotional purposes; organization of exhibitions and trade fairs for 
commercial or advertising purposes; office functions; retail services or wholesale services for woven fabrics and 
beddings; retail services or wholesale services for clothing; retail services or wholesale services for diapers; retail 
services or wholesale services for footwear [other than special footwear for sports]; retail services or wholesale services 
for bags and pouches; retail services or wholesale services for personal articles.
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Priority claimed from 27/05/2013; Application No. : 30 2013 033 542.2/09 ;Germany 

3083577    26/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1254365]
Lidl Stiftung & Co. KG

Stiftsbergstr. 1 74167 Neckarsulm Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.

32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Electrical household and kitchen apparatus (included in this class), namely wax-polishing machines, high pressure 
washers, electric can openers, ironing devices, electric knives, electric scissors, whisks (electric) for household 
purposes, vacuum cleaners, kitchen machines, blenders, cutters (machines), grinders/crushers, kneading machines, 
beaters, juice extractors, food processors, grinding devices, machines and devices for preparing food and/or beverages; 
sewing machines; packaging machines for kitchen and household purposes, in particular for vacuum packing of food, 
film welding machines; dishwashers and dryers; washing machines; vending machines.

Cl.8;Hand tools, hand-operated, included in this class; manually operated implements, namely can openers (non-
electric), egg slicers (non-electric), scissors; razors (electric and non-electric); hair clippers, cutters and trimmers, 
(electric and non-electric); hand-operated clippers; hair removal devices (electric and non-electric); manicure sets 
(electric and non-electric), pedicure kits (electric and non-electric); nail files, nail scissors and nail clippers (electric and 
non-electric); glazing irons.

Cl.9;Photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision) apparatus and 
instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers; 
mechanisms for coin or token-operated apparatus, calculating machines, hand-held calculators, data-processing 
apparatus; computer accessories, keyboards, computer mouses; memory carriers, memory cards, recorded and 
unrecorded compact discs, DVDs; acoustic devices and apparatus, acoustic couplers, sound amplifiers, radios, car 
radios, horns for loudspeakers, loudspeakers, microphones, MP3 players, stereo tuners, headphones; audiovisual 
equipment and apparatus, televisions, liquid crystal televisions, plasma televisions, television receivers, decoders, home 
theater projectors, cinematographic and video cameras, camcorders, DVD players, DVD recorders, hard disk recorders, 
video players, video recorders, combined DVD and video players and recorders, satellite systems, digital cameras; 
photocopiers, electrical cables, audio and video cables, electric condensers, circuit breakers, bar code readers, energy 
cost measuring devices; USB devices, USB storage media; telephone apparatus, telephones, mobile telephones, 
telephone receivers; teleprinters, facsimile telegraphy apparatus, scanners, multifunctional printers with printing, 
scanning and fax functions, transmitters; personal weighing scales.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments, all the aforesaid goods included in this class, arterial blood pressure 
measuring apparatus, massage apparatus, in particular foot massaging devices; all the aforesaid goods except those for 
sexual activities, sexual health or sexual well-being.

Cl.11;Apparatus for heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating or drying; hair dryers, electrically heated 
underblankets, heating pads, microwave ovens, electric deep fryers, sandwich makers, electrical kitchen apparatus for 
cooking, roasting and/or baking, toasters, waffle irons, electric coffee percolators, apparatus for preparing hot beverages; 
clothes dryers.

Cl.26;Electric hair curlers.
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3209722    23/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1266484]
ELIZABETH BRIEDIS

PO Box 1102 BYRON BAY NSW 2481 Australia

ISABELLA BRIEDIS

PO Box 1102 BYRON BAY NSW 2481 Australia

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GROSER & GROSER

D - 1/ 5 DLF, QUTAB ENCLAVE, PHASE 1, GURGAON - 122 002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.14;Decorative articles (trinkets or jewellery) for personal use; ear ornaments in the nature of jewellery; jewellery; 
jewellery for personal adornment; jewellery for personal wear; jewellery made of non-precious metal; jewellery made of 
semi-precious materials; necklaces (jewellery); rings (jewellery); sterling silver jewellery; wire of precious metal 
(jewellery).

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.

Cl.35;Retail, online retail and wholesale services, including such services relating to clothing, swimwear, sleepwear, 
underwear, lingerie, footwear, headgear, sporting goods, recreational goods, sunglasses, jewellery, wristbands, precious 
stones, watches, stationery, magazines (including electronic magazines provided online), journals (including electronic 
magazines provided online), books (including electronic books provided online), calendars, diaries, greeting cards, 
posters, bags, handbags, luggage, backpacks, rucksacks, wallets, giftware, homewares and other merchandise; 
marketing and advertising services; consultation, advisory and information services in relation to the aforementioned 
services.
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3421943    18/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1316523]
GUANGZHOU WONDFO BIOTECH CO., LTD.

No.8 Lizhishan Road, Scientific City, Luogang District, Guangzhou 510663 Guangdong China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI.

DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations; chemico-pharmaceutical preparations; preparations of microorganisms for medical 
and veterinary use; biological preparations for medical purposes; chemical preparations for pharmaceutical purposes; 
chemical preparations for medical purposes; enzyme preparations for medical purposes; chemical preparations for the 
diagnosis of pregnancy; diagnostic preparations for medical purposes; chemical reagents for medical or veterinary 
purposes.

Cl.10;Nursing appliances; blood testing apparatus; medical apparatus and instruments; testing apparatus for medical 
purposes; apparatus for use in medical analysis; fumigation apparatus for medical purposes; medical apparatus, namely, 
spirometers; thermometers for medical purposes; diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes; arterial blood pressure 
measuring apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 07/07/2016; Application No. : T201651722 ;Finland 

3535864    02/01/2017
[International Registration No. : 1321318]
NEPTON OY

Tarvonsalmenkatu 17 FI-02600 Espoo FI

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI & MEHTA

G-23/186, SECTOR-7, ROHINI, N. DELHI-85.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; business management software; computer hardware.

Cl.35;Business management consulting; management advice; business organization and management consultancy 
including personnel management; management accounting; business management; commercial trading and consumer 
information services; business analysis services.

Cl.36;Financial services.
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3615907    21/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1360636]
TESLA, INC.

3500 Deer Creek Road Palo Alto CA 94304 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI

D-17, South Extension Part - 2, New Delhi - 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Equipment for use in collecting and converting solar energy into electricity, namely, solar powered electricity 
generators.

Cl.9;Solar energy equipment, namely, photo-voltaic solar modules for converting electronic radiation to electrical 
energy; and equipment for use in collecting and converting solar into electricity, namely, solar cells and inverters; the 
aforementioned not including power instruments and equipment in relation to transformers and welding parts included in 
Class 9.

Cl.36;Solar panel financing services.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance and repair of solar panels and other equipment for use in converting solar energy into 
electricity; installation of solar energy systems and consulting related thereto.

Cl.42;Monitoring of solar panels and other equipment for use in converting solar energy into electricity; monitoring of 
efficiency, production levels and other performance data of solar panels and other equipment for use in converting solar 
energy into electricity; consultation in the field of energy efficiency pertaining to solar and renewable energy.
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Priority claimed from 02/10/2016; Application No. : DZT2016004066 ;Algeria 

3716846    31/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1381529]
L'AIR LIQUIDE, SOCIÉTÉ ANONYME POUR L'ETUDE ET L'EXPLOITATION DES PROCÉDÉS GEORGES CLAUDE

75 Quai d'Orsay F-75007 PARIS France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP ADVOCATES LLP

J-29, 3rd Floor, Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals, gases and gas mixtures, in liquid or gaseous form for use in industry, in particular the cosmetic, 
cosmetological and, electronic industries, the optoelectronic, optical fiber, human food, dietetic and animal industries, the 
pharmaceutical and veterinary industry, the paper, cardboard, textile and packaging industries, the metal-working, glass, 
cement, building, welding and, cutting industries, the chemical, petrochemical, and oil industries; chemicals, gases and 
gas mixtures, in liquid or gaseous form for drilling mud, science, research, photography, as well as in agriculture, 
horticulture, forestry, environmental protection, water treatment and materials treatment; oxygen, carbon dioxide, 
nitrogen, argon, hydrogen, helium, noble gases, all these gases in the form of simple gases and gas mixtures; industrial 
gas in the form of gaseous and liquefied gas stored and transported in bulk; industrial gas in the form of gaseous and 
liquefied gas, stored, transported and distributed in cylinders and industrial gas distributors; gas propellents for 
aerosols; protective gases for welding; solidified gases for industrial use; gas and high purity gas mixtures for use in 
industry, research, sciences and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry,; chemicals, gases and 
gas mixtures for making and preserving foodstuffs; laboratory gases; catalysts for use in the manufacture of urethane 
foam and the cracking and refining of oil; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical catalysts for use in the 
production of synthesis gas and operation of synthesis gas plants; chemical catalysts for use in purifying synthesis 
gases and olefins; chemical catalysts for use in the purification of liquids, gases, natural gas, industrial oils and 
petrochemical products; synthesis gas catalysts for use in ammonia plants and their operations; catalytic absorbents and 
regenerative absorbents for the purification of liquids, gases, natural gas, industrial oils and petrochemicals; gas 
purifying products; chemical reagents other than for medical or veterinary purposes; toxic gas neutralisers; gas leak 
detector sprays; petrochemical and oleochemical products.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary products in particular gases and gas mixtures for medical, therapeutic, 
veterinary and sanitary purposes; medical gases; chemical preparations for medical or pharmaceutical use; anesthetic 
and analgesic preparations; sterilizing agents; disinfectants; deodorants; fungicides, herbicides; preparations for 
smoking, sold separately or blended with tobacco, for medical or curative purposes; tobacco substitutes for medical or 
curative purposes.

Cl.6;Tanks, containers and receptacles of metal for the manufacture, storage and transport of chemicals and 
compressed or liquid gas; gas bottles of metal; pallets for gas cylinders, namely handling pallets of metal for gas 
cylinders, transport pallets of metal for gas cylinders and loading pallets (trays) for gas cylinders; valves of common 
metal; gas cylinder equipped with a regulator cap; tanks for cryogenic fluids; metal products not included in other 
classes, namely: valves, fittings; filler metals for welding, metal wires and rods for welding, plating, brazing and 
soldering; hardware of metal; pipes and containers of metal.

Cl.9;Scientific (other than for medical use), nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, 
measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; scientific, measuring 
and monitoring instruments and apparatus for the supply and distribution of chemical products, gases and gas mixtures 
in liquid or gaseous form; micro-biological analysis device for industrial and medical gases; mechanical devices, 
machines and apparatus for measuring gas and gas mixtures; controllers, flow meters, liquid level controllers for filling, 
storing and distributing gas in compressed and liquefied form; dosing apparatus for liquefied gas; fluid pressure 
indicators; apparatus and instruments for detecting gas; ionization gages; vacuum gages; spectrometers; pressure 
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gages; devices for accelerated ion devices including coating of substrates; apparatus for analyzing and detecting leaks; 
gas phase chromatographs; ozone measuring apparatus; gas spectral analyzers; cryostats; ozone generating apparatus; 
chemistry apparatus with use of gas for blanketing works, and parts and fittings for all the aforesaid products; monitoring 
and measuring devices for welding and cutting technology; thyristor welding power controls; apparatus and instruments 
for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; transformers, electric 
batteries; fuel cells and their components: anode, cathode, membranes for electrochemical separation and electric 
current collector plate; chemical apparatus for liquefaction and gasification, in particular coal and biomass; chemical 
apparatus for the production of pharmaceutical products; air analysis apparatus; respirators for filtering air; air 
temperature sensors; safety and protective equipment and clothing, in particular welding masks, protective or safety 
glasses, protective clothing against accidents, radiation and fire, gloves for protection against accidents; self-contained 
breathing apparatus, scuba breathing apparatus, gas regulator for underwater diving apparatus, underwater telephones, 
location sensing apparatus, diving and swimming goggles; diving suits, gloves or masks; software; data carriers for 
automated reading and related software; equipment for data processing and computers; programming units consisting of 
data carriers and calculators, in particular for mechanical welding and cutting; electrotechnical and electronic apparatus 
and instruments for monitoring and controlling processes, data input, data processing and data output; transducers; 
cards and labels provided with any identification system (optical and/ or magnetic and/or mechanical and/or by radio-
frequency), and readers of said cards and labels; devices for access and access control to data processing apparatus and 
equipment; flow meters, pressure gages; installations for the control of blanketing atmosphere.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, in particular for the administration of gases, 
for sleep apnea, respiratory assistance; ventilators for medical use; cryotherapy and oxygen therapy apparatus.

Cl.11;Infrastructures, apparatus and materials for lighting, enlightening, heating, burning, cooking, drying, vacuuming, 
steam production, ventilation, cooling and refrigeration; facilities, apparatus and equipment for distributing fluids; torches 
and burners, especially burners for industrial furnaces; facilities, installations and apparatus for the production, 
liquefaction, drying, separation, purification, capture, storage and distribution of chemicals, gases and gas mixtures in 
liquid or gaseous form; generators of gases and gas mixtures in liquid or gaseous form; apparatus for transporting, 
storing, cooling, processing, purifying and removing gaseous, liquid or solid matter; air separators; apparatus for 
reducing pressure in compressed or liquefied gas; liquefiers; controlling valves in tanks; hydrogen dispensing service 
stations; expansion valves and bonnets for gas cylinders; compression apparatus; installations for maintaining and 
regulating the inert atmosphere; atmosphere generators and installations for the treatment of surfaces; set of equipment 
and apparatus for the creation and production of vacuum pressure; electrical apparatus, namely, waterproof lamps and 
component parts; cryogenic systems, cryogenization apparatus, machines for the cryogenization in transit, equipment 
cryogenic de-zincing equipment; refrigerating apparatus using gases or mixtures of gases as a source of cold; equipment 
and installations for the treatment of sludge and waste water; membranes for separating chemicals and gas; air 
humidification, treatment, sterilization and recycling apparatus; air filters for industrial purposes; air diffusion, filtering 
and treatment installations; air purifiers.

Cl.42;Technical and specialized expertise and consulting, evaluations, assessments and research in scientific, IT and 
technological fields provided by engineers, particularly for the implementation of chemicals, gases and gas mixtures in 
liquid or gaseous form; drafting of plans for the use of gas in technical and scientific fields; design of industrial 
processes and engineering services for the benefit of others; design, technical development and study of construction 
projects and the design of industrial installations and machines; advice in the field of environmental protection; chemical 
analysis services; research and development of new products and processes for others; technical project studies; design 
and development of computers, computer hardware and software; study and expertise services in the field of information 
technology; development (design), installation, maintenance, updating, rental and licensing of software and databases.

Cl.44;Medical and veterinary services; medical assistance at home; medical imaging services; hospital services; 
nursing homes; patient follow-up (medical services); rental of medical apparatus; information and consulting in the 
medical and pharmaceutical fields; rental of medical gas storage containers and cylinders.
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3717151    19/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1382309]
EPSILON DATA MANAGEMENT, LLC

6021 Connection Dr. Irving TX 75039 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI & MEHTA

G-23/186, SECTOR-7, ROHINI, N. DELHI-85.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business consultant services for direct marketing programs of others; business marketing consulting services; 
business marketing data analysis and modeling services; preparing and analyzing mailing lists for others; direct 
marketing advertising services for others; response management services; marketing response analysis services, 
namely, measurement, analysis and assessment of the responses and effectiveness of marketing, sales and advertising 
campaigns, and providing reports and recommendations regarding such campaigns; marketing campaign management 
services; web site analytic services, namely, assessing and analyzing web sites and web site usage for effectiveness in 
attracting and retaining customers; administrative order processing, namely, receiving, assembling, selecting, packaging, 
consolidating and preparing merchandise and marketing collateral orders for shipment; design, creating, and distribution 
of paper and electronic business forms; creative design and copy services for others, namely, creating and designing 
forms, logos, publications and marketing collateral for use in business operations, marketing and advertising; advertising 
agencies; marketing agency services, namely, marketing plan audit and analysis, marketing plan development, and 
marketing plan execution and reporting services; marketing consultation and development services for the management 
of marketing systems; providing marketing databases for the financial industry; tracking and monitoring of goods for 
others; business consulting services, namely, providing customer loyalty and promotion programs; database 
management services.

Cl.42;Custom design services for the direct marketing programs of others utilizing computer-generated information; 
database development services; computer services, namely, designing and implementing web sites for others.
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Priority claimed from 21/02/2017; Application No. : 1827196 ;Australia 

3756529    30/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1386487]
LAW IN ORDER PTY LTD

L3, 123 Pitt St SYDNEY NSW 2000 Australia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP

74/F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI – 400018

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.35;Business administration, business management and business support services; document copying, document 
photocopying, and document preparation services; transcription services, including data transcription, message 
transcription and transcription of written communications; business consultancy services relating to data processing; 
business data analysis services; computer data processing; computerised database management; consultancy relating to 
business document management; database management; data capture (keyboarding); data collection (for others); data 
compilation for others; data handling; data processing; data retrieval; data search in computer files (for others); 
electronic data processing; employment recruitment; advisory, consultancy and information services in relation to the 
aforementioned services.

Cl.38;Transmission services in this class, including transmission of data, computerised data, digital files, digital 
images and electronic mail; transmission of information by computer, teleprinter or over the internet; communication 
services by means of computer, electronic mail systems, electronic means or over the internet; advisory, consultancy and 
information services in relation to the aforementioned services.

Cl.42;Computer software design, development and programming; computer software engineering; computer software 
updating services; computer software installation services; computer support services (computer hardware, software and 
peripherals advisory and information services); computer support services (programming and software installation, repair 
and maintenance services); scanning and digitization of documents; authentication services for electronic documents 
and email; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; design services in this class, including 
design services relating to the design or layout of documents in physical or electronic form; analytical services relating to 
computers; development of systems for the processing of data; development of systems for the storage of data; 
development of systems for the transmission of data; data storage (other than physical storage); rental of computer 
equipment and computer software; advisory, consultancy and information services in relation to the aforementioned 
services.

Cl.45;Document discovery services, electronic document discovery services, document analytics, document 
preparation services; certification of documents; support services falling under this class; licensing of software; 
advisory, consultancy and information services in relation to the aforementioned services.”
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3904942    19/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1414516]
NOVARTIS AG

CH-4002 Basel Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL CHAUDHRY & PARTNERS

RCY HOUSE, C-235, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-110024

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Marketing services provided via indirect marketing communication channels, namely via social media, Internet 
blogs and other indirect, divisible or electronic communication channels.

Cl.41;Training services in the field of immunology, diseases of the autoimmune system, rheumatology, dermatology or 
skin diseases and their treatment.

Cl.42;Providing medical and scientific research information in the field of pharmaceutical and clinical trials and studies; 
providing scientific information in the field of immunology, auto-immune diseases, rheumatology, dermatology, skin 
disorders and treatments thereof via the Internet, electronic media and data banks; provision of information concerning 
clinical study results and clinical study data by means of interactive web sites.

Cl.44;Providing medical information in the field of healthcare; providing medical information via Internet pages, 
electronic tools and data banks; providing medical information in the field of immunology, auto-immune diseases, 
rheumatology, dermatology, skin disorders and treatments thereof.
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Priority claimed from 11/09/2017; Application No. : 017192402 ;European Union 

3910855    29/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416221]
GCE HOLDING AB

Box 21044 SE-200 21 Malmö SE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL CHAUDHRY & PARTNERS

RCY HOUSE, C-235, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-110024

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Device for transmission of clinical information; software for connecting to, monitoring and controlling medical gas 
apparatus and instruments, respiratory therapy instruments, apparatus for producing oxygen for medical use, oxygen 
concentrators for medical applications, oxygenators for medical use and pulse oximeters; apparatus, instruments and 
installations for monitoring and controlling medical gas apparatus and instruments, respiratory therapy instruments, 
apparatus for producing oxygen for medical use, oxygen concentrators for medical applications, oxygenators for medical 
use and pulse oximeters; computer, data processing, data communications and telecommunications apparatus, 
instruments and installations for connecting to medical gas apparatus and instruments, respiratory therapy instruments, 
apparatus for producing oxygen for medical use, oxygen concentrators for medical applications, oxygenators for medical 
use and pulse oximeters; software for connecting to, monitoring and controlling hand tools, apparatus, machines and 
machine tools for cutting and welding, gas cutting and welding apparatus and machines; apparatus, instruments and 
installations for monitoring and controlling hand tools, apparatus, machines and machine tools for cutting and welding, 
gas cutting and welding apparatus and machines; computer, data processing, data communications and 
telecommunications apparatus, instruments and installations for connecting to hand tools, apparatus, machines and 
machine tools for cutting and welding, gas cutting and welding apparatus and machines; software for connecting to, 
monitoring and controlling valves, cylinder valves and cylinder combivalves; apparatus, instruments and installations for 
monitoring and controlling valves, cylinder valves and cylinder combivalves; computer, data processing, data 
communications and telecommunications apparatus, instruments and installations for connecting to valves, cylinder 
valves and cylinder combivalves; sensors, detectors and wireless sensors for monitoring and controlling medical gas 
apparatus and instruments, respiratory therapy instruments, apparatus for producing oxygen for medical use, oxygen 
concentrators for medical applications oxygenators for medical use and pulse oximeters; sensors, detectors and wireless 
sensors for monitoring and controlling hand tools, apparatus, machines and machine tools for cutting and welding, gas 
cutting and welding apparatus and machines; sensors, detectors and wireless sensors for monitoring and controlling 
valves, cylinder valves and cylinder combivalves; location of medical gas apparatus and instruments, respiratory therapy 
instruments, apparatus for producing oxygen for medical use, oxygen concentrators for medical applications, 
oxygenators for medical use and pulse oximeters; monitors, receivers, remote control receivers, electric and electronic 
devices for monitoring and controlling the function, performance, status and location of hand tools, apparatus, machines 
and machine tools for cutting and welding, gas cutting and welding apparatus and machines; monitors, receivers, remote 
control receivers, electric and electronic devices for monitoring and controlling the function, performance, status and 
location of valves, cylinder valves and cylinder combivalves.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services provided via platforms and portals on the Internet and other media; 
telecommunications for distribution of data, telecommunications for providing access to information and data for the 
purpose of monitoring, controlling, surveying, diagnosing and providing information of medical gas apparatus and 
instruments, respiratory therapy instruments, apparatus for producing oxygen for medical use, oxygen concentrators for 
medical applications, oxygenators for medical use, pulse oximeters; telecommunications for distribution of data, 
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telecommunications for providing access to information and data for the purpose of monitoring, controlling, surveying, 
diagnosing and providing information of hand tools, apparatus, machines and machine tools for cutting and welding, gas 
cutting and welding apparatus and machines, and valves, cylinder valves and cylinder combivalves.

Cl.42;Development and design of databases, development and design of software and hardware for monitoring and 
control of apparatus and instruments, for the purpose of monitoring, controlling, surveying, diagnosing and providing 
information of medical gas apparatus and instruments, respiratory therapy instruments, apparatus for producing oxygen 
for medical use, oxygen concentrators for medical applications, oxygenators for medical use, pulse oximeters; 
development and design of databases, development and design of software and hardware for monitoring and control of 
apparatus and instruments, for the purpose of monitoring, controlling, surveying, diagnosing and providing information 
of hand tools, apparatus, machines and machine tools for cutting and welding, gas cutting and welding apparatus and 
machines, and valves, cylinder valves and cylinder combivalves; providing virtual computer systems and computer 
environments, for monitoring and controlling apparatus and instruments, via cloud services, for medical gas apparatus 
and instruments, respiratory therapy instruments, apparatus for producing oxygen for medical use, oxygen concentrators 
for medical applications, oxygenators for medical use, pulse oximeters; providing virtual computer systems and 
computer environments, for monitoring and controlling apparatus and instruments, via cloud services, for hand tools, 
apparatus, machines and machine tools for cutting and welding, gas cutting and welding apparatus and machines, and 
valves, cylinder valves and cylinder combivalves; monitoring services relating to medical apparatus and instruments, 
including on line, including in the form of action management and feedback, for medical gas apparatus and instruments, 
respiratory therapy instruments, apparatus for producing oxygen for medical use, oxygen concentrators for medical 
applications, oxygenators for medical use, pulse oximeters; monitoring services relating to medical apparatus and 
instruments, including on line, including in the form of action management and feedback, for hand tools, apparatus, 
machines and machine tools for cutting and welding, gas cutting and welding apparatus and machines, and valves, 
cylinder valves and cylinder combivalves; cloud computing services, hosting of application software for cloud computing 
services, infrastructure as a service [IaaS], platform as a service [PaaS], software as a service [SaaS], for medical gas 
apparatus and instruments, respiratory therapy instruments, apparatus for producing oxygen for medical use, oxygen 
concentrators for medical applications, oxygenators for medical use, pulse oximeters; cloud computing services, hosting 
of application software for cloud computing services, infrastructure as a service [IaaS], platform as a service [PaaS], 
software as a service [SaaS], for hand tools, apparatus, machines and machine tools for cutting and welding, gas cutting 
and welding apparatus and machines, and valves, cylinder valves and cylinder combivalves.
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Priority claimed from 30/08/2018; Application No. : 2018-109296 ;Japan 

4092514    13/09/2018
[International Registration No. : 1449800]
SYSMEX CORPORATION

1-5-1, Wakinohama-Kaigandori, Chuo-ku Kobe 651-0073 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.

5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals; chemical reagents and chemical preparations, other than for medical or veterinary use; biochemicals 
for scientific or research use; biochemical reagents for non-medical use; enzymes for scientific and research use; testing 
reagents and preparations; reagents for genetic test for non-medical use; diluents, other than for medical or veterinary 
use; buffer solutions; surfactants; chemical reference materials for scientific or research use; quality control materials 
used for testing and calibrating scientific or laboratory apparatus; emulsifying agents; chemical products for forming 
emulsion; chemical products for breaking emulsion; magnetic beads for use in scientific or research analysis; DNA 
polymerase; chemical preparations containing DNA fragments; reagents for cell analysis tests for non-medical use; 
reagents for protein analysis tests for non-medical use.

Cl.3;Detergents; cleaning solutions; cleaning preparations; detergents for apparatus and instruments; cleaning 
solutions for apparatus and instruments; cleaning preparations for apparatus and instruments.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations and other preparations for destroying vermin, fungicides, herbicides; reagent paper 
for medical purposes; diagnostic reagents and diagnostic preparations for medical or veterinary use; chemical reagents 
and chemical preparations for medical or veterinary use; biochemical reagents for medical use; enzymes for use in 
medical analysis; testing reagents and preparations for medical or veterinary use; reagents for genetic test for medical or 
veterinary purposes; preparations for detecting mutations in genes for medical or veterinary purposes; diagnostic 
biomarker reagents for medical or veterinary use; diluents for medical or veterinary use; quality control materials for 
medical or veterinary use; quality control standard solutions and quality control materials for testing and calibrating 
medical or veterinary apparatus; detergents for medical or veterinary use; cleaning solutions for medical or veterinary 
use; cleaning preparations for medical or veterinary use; sheath solutions for use in medical analysis; magnetic beads for 
use in medical analysis; DNA polymerase for use in medical analysis; chemical preparations containing DNA fragments 
for use in medical analysis; reagents for cell analysis tests for medical or clinical use; reagents for protein analysis tests 
for medical or clinical use.

Cl.9;Testing apparatus and instruments for scientific, research or laboratory use; laboratory apparatus and instruments; 
measuring or testing machines and instruments; laboratory apparatus and furniture for use in genetic testing; flow 
cytometers for scientific or laboratory use; particle analyzers for scientific, research or laboratory use; genetic analyzer 
for scientific, research or laboratory use; particle counters for scientific, research or laboratory use; genetic testing 
apparatus and instruments for scientific, research or laboratory use; gene amplification analyzers for scientific, research 
or laboratory use; DNA sequencer for scientific, research or laboratory use; biological sample pretreatment apparatus and 
instruments for scientific, research or laboratory use; measurement sample preparation apparatus and instruments for 
scientific, research or laboratory use; pretreatment apparatus and instruments for genetic test for scientific, research or 
laboratory use; testing instruments for genetic test for scientific, research or laboratory use; laboratory instruments for 
extracting nucleic acid in a biological sample for scientific, research or laboratory use; microplates for laboratory 
experiment; test tubes for scientific, research or laboratory use; pipette tips for scientific, research or laboratory use; 
electronic machines, apparatus and their parts; computers; computer programs for use in the field of scientific or 
laboratory analysis; computer program for use in the field of medical, clinical or diagnostic analysis; electronic 
publications; computer programs for genetic, cell and protein analysis; cell analysis apparatus and instruments for 
scientific, research or laboratory use; protein analysis apparatus and instruments for scientific, research or laboratory 
use.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments; medical and veterinary apparatus and instruments; testing apparatus and 
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instruments for medical or clinical use; diagnostic apparatus and instruments for medical or clinical use; flow cytometers 
for medical or clinical use; particle analyzers for medical or clinical use; particle counters for medical or clinical use; 
genetic testing apparatus and instruments for medical or clinical use; gene amplification analyzers for medical or clinical 
use; DNA sequencer for medical or clinical use; biological sample pretreatment apparatus and instruments for medical or 
clinical use; measurement sample preparation apparatus and instruments for medical or clinical use; pretreatment 
apparatus and instruments for genetic test for medical or clinical use; pipettes for use in medical analysis; measuring 
apparatus and instruments for use in medical analysis; containers for use with samples for in vitro diagnosis; sampling 
bottles for use in medical analysis; disposable beakers for use in medical analysis; cell analysis apparatus and 
instruments for medical or clinical use; protein analysis apparatus and instruments for medical or clinical use.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological research; scientific research, scientific analysis, and design relating thereto; design 
and development of diagnostic products and service; diagnostic and analytical testing services for others; clinical trial 
services; testing services to detect or quantify gene mutations, gene variations, gene amplification, gene loss and gene 
fusion; molecular biomarker testing services; DNA sequencing services; scientific and technological research to assist in 
the design, development and management of in-vitro diagnostic tests; testing services for research in gene analysis; 
testing services to assist in treatment decision- making in diseases; testing services for companion diagnostics; testing 
and research relating to cell analysis; testing and research relating to protein analysis; clinical laboratory testing services 
and reporting of results.

Cl.44;Providing medical information; medical diagnostic testing and reporting services pertaining to the monitoring, 
diagnosis and treatment of disease; medical diagnostic services to assist in the design, development and management of 
in-vitro diagnostic tests; providing medical data/information to healthcare professionals; testing services to provide 
information regarding disease conditions and disease prevention; diagnostic services, namely, medical diagnostic testing 
for diseases and disorders.
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4128030    04/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1457186]
JAMES T BRANAGAN

2642 Castillo Cir. Thousand Oaks CA 91360 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI & MEHTA

G-23/186, SECTOR-7, ROHINI, N. DELHI-85.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Headgear, namely, caps; shirts; T-shirts.

Cl.35;Advertising and marketing services, namely, promoting the goods and services of others, excluding the following 
goods: vitamins, dietary and nutritional supplements, mineral supplements, herbal supplements, antioxidants, beverages, 
skincare products, cosmetics, toothpaste, veterinary products, milk or egg-based products, processed foods, food 
supplements, energy foods, and health foods; on-line advertising and marketing services, excluding the following goods: 
vitamins, dietary and nutritional supplements, mineral supplements, herbal supplements, antioxidants, beverages, 
skincare products, cosmetics, toothpaste, veterinary products, milk or egg-based products, processed foods, food 
supplements, energy foods, and health foods; on-line retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of 
others, excluding the following goods: vitamins, dietary and nutritional supplements, mineral supplements, herbal 
supplements, antioxidants, beverages, skincare products, cosmetics, toothpaste, veterinary products, milk or egg-based 
products, processed foods, food supplements, energy foods, and health foods.

Cl.41;Providing information in the field of sporting, health and fitness events and resources.
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4130032    30/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1456884]
MANAGING COMPANY "ALTAI PRECISION COMPONENTS PLANT" LTD.

Kosmonavtov Ave., 6/2, Office 1, Barnaul RU-656023 Altayskiy Krai Russian Federation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. K. ACHARYA & COMPANY.

HK Avenue, 19. Swastik Society, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Pipework of metal; containers of metal for liquid fuel.

Cl.7;Injectors for engines; self-regulating fuel pumps.

Cl.37;Motor vehicle maintenance and repair; pump repair.
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4157404    07/09/2018
[International Registration No. : 1462039]
UCREDIT FINANCIAL INFORMATION SERVICES (SHANGHAI) CO., LTD

Room 710, Jiangchangsan Road, No. 238 Jing'an District Shanghai China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. K. ACHARYA & COMPANY.

HK Avenue, 19. Swastik Society, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software applications, downloadable; computer programs, downloadable software; recorded computer 
software; recorded computer programs; electronic publications, downloadable; electronic agendas; cash registers; 
intercommunication apparatus; electronic surveillance apparatus; remote control apparatus.

Cl.36;Insurance information; processing of credit card payments; financial consultancy; financial information; 
providing financial information via a web site; loans [financing]; financial service; organization of collections; art 
appraisal; real estate agencies; brokerage; surety services; charitable fund raising; trusteeship; lending against security; 
financial evaluation [insurance, banking, real estate].

Cl.38;Wireless broadcasting; computer aided transmission of messages and images; providing user access to global 
computer networks; providing access to databases; message sending; transmission of digital files; providing online 
forums; electronic bulletin board services [telecommunications services]; communications by computer terminals; 
streaming of data.

Cl.42;Quality control services for certification purposes; technical research; cosmetic research; industrial design; 
design of interior decor; conversion of data and documents from physical to electronic media; monitoring of computer 
systems by remote access; computer software design; electronic data storage.
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4161709    17/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1463529]
ZHUHAI SOFTWARE INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION

No.1, Software Park Road, Tangjiawan, Xiangzhou District, Zhuhai 519000 Guangdong China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.

5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer operating programs, recorded; computer software [recorded]; smart cards [integrated circuit cards]; 
integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; computer programs [downloadable software]; computer game programs; 
downloadable computer applications; network communication device; integrated circuits; chips [integrated circuits].

Cl.35;Publicity; on-line advertising on a computer network; business management and organization consultancy; 
organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; organizing technical exhibition for commercial or 
advertising purposes; marketing; personnel management consultancy; computer database (systemization of information 
into -); accounts (drawing up of statements of -); sponsorship search.

Cl.42;Project studies (technical -); industrial design; computer programming; computer software design; software 
(updating of computer -); maintenance of computer software; installation of computer software; computer software 
consulting; software operation service [SaaS]; information technology advisory service.
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4163887    30/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463656]
TERIUS BUSINESS LIMITED

Vanerpool Plaza, Wickhams Cay 1, 2 Floor, Road Town Tortola

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. K. ACHARYA & COMPANY.

HK Avenue, 19. Swastik Society, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Dietetic foods; dietetic beverages; dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; albuminous foodstuffs for medical 
purposes; food for babies.

Cl.29;Milk; albumin milk; milk beverages, milk predominating; milk products.
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Priority claimed from 11/06/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 014 262 ;Germany 

4167778    15/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1464745]
AVENTUS GMBH & CO KG

Robert-Bosch-Straße 06 48153 Münster DE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.

5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machine tools; filling machines; packing machines; machines for filling bags, in particular for bulk materials, 
liquids and pasty substances; parts and components of the aforementioned apparatus and machines [included in this 
class]; filling machines equipped with bulk material scales; machines for feeding bag; filling machines with empty bags; 
empty bag magazines for bag filling machines [machine parts]; machines for producing open bags; machines and 
machine parts for closing open bags; machines and machine parts for closing the valves on valve bags after filling; 
palletizing installations; installations for producing load and weather protection [stretch/shrink]; machines equipped with 
bag and pallet conveying technology and accessories; packing machines with weighing systems, in particular net and 
gross weighing systems for packing machines as machine parts; dosing devices for feeding bulk material to the filling 
machines [machine parts].

Cl.39;Transportation; packaging and storage of goods; labelling services; shipping services; filling and packing of 
goods for third parties; consultancy relating to the transportation, storage, filing, packaging and palletizing of bulk 
material, fluids and pasty substances.

Cl.42;Technological consultancy; technical project planning; construction planning; preparation of process and safety 
engineering expert opinions [included in this class]; industrial analysis and research services for bulk materials; 
installation, maintenance and updating of data processing programmes; design, updating, installation and configuration 
of computer software; design and development of control and logistics software; design of software for the operation and 
control of filling and packaging machines, processing systems and loading systems; cloud computing; consulting 
services in the field of cloud computer networks and applications; provision of virtual computer systems and computer 
environments through cloud computing, in particular in the field of operation, maintenance, error control, error analysis 
and error correction of machines; programming of software for Internet platforms, in particular for maintenance and error 
analysis of machines; design and development of operating software for accessing and using cloud computing networks, 
in particular for remote maintenance and error analysis of machines; installation, updating and maintenance of computer 
programs, in particular for the maintenance and operation of packaging machines, also via the Internet; installation of 
software for Internet access; installation and customer-specific adaptation of application software for computers, in 
particular for the construction, maintenance and operation of machines; scientific and technological services and 
research work; industrial analysis and research services, in particular in the field of development, installation and 
operation of simulation software for processing machines, filling machines and packaging machines and of processing 
technology software; design and development of systems for the transport and loading of palletizable goods, in particular 
of bags and bags stacks and bulk packs; design of mechanical and electromechanical devices for the operation and 
control of loading systems; development of industrial machines, in particular transport and loading systems; quality 
testing of processing machines and filling machines and packaging machines; design of software for monitoring and 
managing supply chains; data backup; design and development of software for mobile applications over the Internet, in 
particular of a system for automation of maintenance, error analysis and scaling of industrial machines in the form of IIoT 
[Industrial Internet of Things or Industry 4.0]; hosting of mobile applications; hosting of Internet platforms.
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Priority claimed from 11/06/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 014 260 ;Germany 

4168353    15/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1464697]
AVENTUS GMBH & CO KG

Robert-Bosch-Straße 06 48153 Münster DE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.

5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machine tools; filling machines; packing machines; machines for filling bags, in particular for bulk materials, 
liquids and pasty substances; parts and components of the aforementioned apparatus and machines [included in this 
class]; filling machines equipped with bulk material scales; machines for feeding bag; filling machines with empty bags; 
empty bag magazines for bag filling machines [machine parts]; machines for producing open bags; machines and 
machine parts for closing open bags; machines and machine parts for closing the valves on valve bags after filling; 
palletizing installations; installations for producing load and weather protection [stretch/shrink]; machines equipped with 
bag and pallet conveying technology and accessories; packing machines with weighing systems, in particular net and 
gross weighing systems for packing machines as machine parts; dosing devices for feeding bulk material to the filling 
machines [machine parts].

Cl.39;Transportation; packaging and storage of goods; labelling services; shipping services; filling and packing of 
goods for third parties; consultancy relating to the transportation, storage, filing, packaging and palletizing of bulk 
material, fluids and pasty substances.

Cl.42;Technological consultancy; technical project planning; construction planning; preparation of process and safety 
engineering expert opinions [included in this class]; industrial analysis and research services for bulk materials; 
installation, maintenance and updating of data processing programmes; design, updating, installation and configuration 
of computer software; design and development of control and logistics software; design of software for the operation and 
control of filling and packaging machines, processing systems and loading systems; cloud computing; consulting 
services in the field of cloud computer networks and applications; provision of virtual computer systems and computer 
environments through cloud computing, in particular in the field of operation, maintenance, error control, error analysis 
and error correction of machines; programming of software for Internet platforms, in particular for maintenance and error 
analysis of machines; design and development of operating software for accessing and using cloud computing networks, 
in particular for remote maintenance and error analysis of machines; installation, updating and maintenance of computer 
programs, in particular for the maintenance and operation of packaging machines, also via the Internet; installation of 
software for Internet access; installation and customer-specific adaptation of application software for computers, in 
particular for the construction, maintenance and operation of machines; scientific and technological services and 
research work; industrial analysis and research services, in particular in the field of development, installation and 
operation of simulation software for processing machines, filling machines and packaging machines and of processing 
technology software; design and development of systems for the transport and loading of palletizable goods, in particular 
of bags and bags stacks and bulk packs; design of mechanical and electromechanical devices for the operation and 
control of loading systems; development of industrial machines, in particular transport and loading systems; quality 
testing of processing machines and filling machines and packaging machines; design of software for monitoring and 
managing supply chains; data backup; design and development of software for mobile applications over the Internet, in 
particular of a system for automation of maintenance, error analysis and scaling of industrial machines in the form of IIoT 
[Industrial Internet of Things or Industry 4.0]; hosting of mobile applications; hosting of Internet platforms.
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4190292    23/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1467895]
ZHUHAI ENTERPRISES ASSOCIATION FOR FOREIGN ECONOMIC COOPERATION

Room 402, 4th Floor, No.1 Building, No. 523, Xianghua Road, Xiangzhou District, Zhuhai City 519000 Guangdong China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.

5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Drugs for human; propolis dietary supplements; pharmaceutical preparations; pharmaceutical preparations in the 
form of injection; pharmaceutical preparations in the form of tablets; pharmaceutical preparations in the form of 
ointments; medical syrup; medical capsules; chem-pharmaceutical preparations; medicines for medical purposes; 
microbiological preparations for medical or veterinary purposes; ointments for medical purposes; active pharmaceutical 
ingredients; Chinese patent drugs; Biochem medicines; blood products for medical use; diagnose preparations for 
medical purposes; plant extracts for pharmaceutical purposes; oxygen for medical purposes; disinfectants; pesticides; 
herbal tea for medicinal use; first aid kits; dental lacquer; nutraceutical preparations for use as dietary supplements; 
nutritional supplements for medical purposes; nutraceutical beverage for use as dietary supplements; mineral food 
supplements; dietary supplements; veterinary preparations; veterinary medicines; cotton for medical uses; cotton for 
disinfectant purposes; surgical gauze; medical tapes.
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Cl.10;Medical devices and instruments; surgical instruments and devices; dental equipment and instruments; laser 
pointers for medical use; ultrasonic instruments for medical purposes; protective face masks for medical use; babies" 
feeding bottles; condoms; artificial limbs; suture materials.
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Priority claimed from 07/12/2018; Application No. : 2018-150509 ;Japan 

4201967    08/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1470556]
OKANO VALVE MFG. CO. LTD.

1-14 Nakamachi, Kitakyushu-shi Moji-ku Fukuoka 800-8601 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. K. ACHARYA & COMPANY.

HK Avenue, 19. Swastik Society, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machine elements, not for land vehicles; power transmission and gearing, machine elements not for land vehicles; 
pneumatic valve actuators; actuators for valves; actuators for mechanisms; rotary actuators; valves, machine elements 
not for land vehicles; electric valves (machine elements); loading-unloading machines and apparatus; jacks (machines); 
electric motors and parts thereof, other than for land vehicles.

Cl.9;Measuring or testing machines and instruments; electric or magnetic meters and testers; telecommunication 
machines and apparatus.

Cl.37;Inspection, repair or maintenance of machine elements; inspection, repair or maintenance of valves; inspection, 
repair or maintenance of electric valves (machine elements); inspection, repair or maintenance of actuators or parts 
thereof; inspection, repair or maintenance of chemical plants or parts thereof; inspection, repair or maintenance of 
nuclear power plants; inspection, repair or maintenance of water purifying apparatus or parts thereof; inspection, repair 
or maintenance of water pollution control equipment or parts thereof; inspection, repair or maintenance of measuring or 
testing machines and instruments or parts thereof; inspection, repair or maintenance of chemical processing machines 
and apparatus or parts thereof; inspection, repair or maintenance of laboratory apparatus and instruments or parts 
thereof; inspection, repair or maintenance of electric or magnetic meters and testers or parts thereof; inspection, repair or 
maintenance of telecommunication machines and apparatus; inspection, repair or maintenance of electric motors or parts 
thereof.
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Priority claimed from 10/10/2018; Application No. : 2018-126988 ;Japan 

4242939    18/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1478187]
PANASONIC CORPORATION

1006, Oaza Kadoma, Kadoma-shi Osaka 571-8501 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.

5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Power-driven hand-held tools; motors and engines [except for land vehicles]; machine coupling and transmission 
components [except for land vehicles]; agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs; automatic 
vending machines; welding machines; industrial robots; soldering apparatus, gas-operated; soldering apparatus, electric; 
chip mounting machines; semiconductor manufacturing apparatus and machines; electric arc welding machines and 
apparatus; cutting machines; metal cutting machines and apparatus; electronic component placement machines and 
apparatus; electronic component insertion machines and apparatus; feeders for machines; electronic component feeding 
machines and apparatus; bonding machines; assembly machines; laser processing machines and apparatus; engraving 
machines; condensing installations; electric power hand-held tools; chucks for power drills; grinding machines; saws 
[machines]; blades for electric power tools; heat exchangers [parts of machines]; extracting machines; dispensing 
machines; printing machines; 3D printers; electric motors [other than for land vehicles]; driving motors other than for 
land vehicles; electricity generators; wind-powered electricity generators; AC generators [alternators]; solar power 
generating apparatus; centrifugal blowers; axial flow blowers; reduction gears [other than for land vehicles]; lifting 
machines; elevators [lifts]; electric door openers; automatic door apparatus [electric]; curtain drawing devices, 
electrically operated; electric washing machines; washing machines [laundry]; dish washing machines; drums [parts of 
machines]; compressors [machines]; pumps for machines; electric pumps; mixing machines; die-cutting machines; 
chopping machines; food mixing machines; food cutting machines; food chopping machines; apparatus for use in 
processing food; electric hand mixers for household purposes; electric food processors for household use; electric 
coffee mills; electric blenders for household purposes; electric juicers for household purposes; electric meat grinders for 
household purposes; rice polishing machines; electric ice crushers; garbage disposals; machines and apparatus for 
cleaning, electric; electric vacuum cleaners; electric floor polishers; blowing machines; air suction machines; dust filters 
and bags for vacuum cleaners; electric dust collecting machines; apparatus for aerating water; packaging machines; 
filters for motors and engines; gas filters for engines; vending machines; beverage dispensers for vending machines; 
agricultural machines; plant growth chambers and incubators for agricultural purposes; composting machines; chemical 
supplying apparatus for use in production lines; exhaust gas treatment apparatus; urethane foaming machines; painting 
and coating machines; apparatus for disposal and recovery of waste products and scraps; parts and fittings for all the 
aforesaid goods.

Cl.8;Hand tools and implements [hand-operated]; cutlery; side arms; razors; electric shavers; electric razors; razor 
blades; blades [hand tools]; blades for electric shavers; blades for electric clippers; blades for electric hair trimmers; 
electric hair clippers; hair clippers for animals [hand instruments]; electric beard trimmers; depilation appliances, electric 
and non-electric; nail polishers, electric and non-electric; manicure sets, electric and non-electric; pedicure sets, electric 
and non-electric; tool belts [holders] for electric power tools; trimmers [hand operated tools]; electric hair trimmers; 
electric ear hair trimmers; electric nasal hair trimmers; electric hair straightening irons; electric irons for styling hair; 
electric hair curling irons; eyelash curlers; hand implements for hair curling; electric flat irons; blades for electric razors; 
electric nail files; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording 
discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, 
calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; cameras; 
camera cases; digital still cameras; digital photo frames; batteries; dry cells; rechargeable batteries; electric 
accumulators; electric batteries for vehicles; electric batteries for electric vehicles; batteries for mobile phones; battery 
chargers; nickel cadmium batteries; nickel-metal hydride batteries; lithium batteries; lithium ion batteries; fuel cells; solar 
batteries; electric converters; solar panels for electricity generation; battery chargers for electric vehicles; electric wiring 
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devices and instruments; sensor switches; electrical connectors; electric switches; electric sockets; dimmer switches; 
time switches; magnetic switches; light dimmers; switchboards; electric switch boxes; electric cables; electricity 
conduits; electricity ducts; electric cable racks; lighting ballasts; circuit breakers; electro-magnetic switches; electric 
circuit protectors; thermal surge protectors; power distributing boxes; electrical outlets; power strips; current converters; 
electrical outlet covers; electrical outlet plates; antennas; aerials; distribution boards [electricity]; electric power 
monitoring units; control panels [electricity]; indicator panels; terminals [electricity]; indicator lights; signalling lamps; 
modular jacks for telephones; electrical adaptors; power adapters; earth terminals; electrical power extension cords; 
modular jacks for networks; electric wiring ducts; warning apparatus and instruments; video intercoms; intercoms; gas 
leak alarms; anti-theft warning apparatus; glass break detectors for security purposes; passive infrared detectors; 
infrared detectors; electric door chimes; radio receivers and transmitters; buzzers; fire alarms; fire detectors; emergency 
alarms; electric warning lights; emergency signalling lights; emergency warning lights; electric locks; video surveillance 
systems; electronic access control apparatus; face recognition equipment for access controls; iris recognition access 
control systems; cameras for iris recognition security; surveillance cameras; illuminated exit signs; apparatus and 
instruments for remote monitoring; apparatus and instruments for remote communication; apparatus and instruments for 
remote controlling; radios; audio tape recorders and players; digital audio players and recorders; digital video players 
and recorders; portable media players; MP3 players; cases for portable media players; audio speakers; stereo tuners; 
amplifiers; power amplifiers; microphones; record players; record player turntables; digital voice recorders; digital sound 
processors; headphones; earphones; stereos; stereo components; audio mixers; audio head cleaning apparatus; optical 
fiber cables; audio and video cables; wireless microphone systems comprising microphones, transmitters and receivers, 
speakers, amplifiers and tuners; audio equalizers; electronic audio signal processors; car audio apparatus; rearview 
cameras for vehicles; rearview monitors for vehicles; woofers; subwoofers; automatic disc changers; video apparatus; 
television sets; plasma televisions; plasma display panels; stands for televisions; mounting brackets adapted for 
televisions; liquid crystal display (LCD) televisions; liquid crystal displays; liquid crystal display panels; wireless liquid 
crystal display (LCD) monitors; organic light emitting diodes (OLED) displays; organic light emitting diodes (OLED) 
televisions; organic light emitting diodes (OLED); 3D televisions; audio and video player-combined televisions; video 
tuners; projectors; liquid crystal display (LCD) projectors; lenses for projectors; video tape recorders; video tape players; 
camcorders; tripods for cameras; DVD recorders; DVD players; cable television receivers; set top boxes; computer 
hardware and software for displaying educational materials; electronic display boards; video cameras for broadcasting; 
computer hardware and software for use in DVD authoring; light emitting diode displays; in-vehicle cameras; network 
monitoring cameras; video surveillance cameras; live image switchers; downloadable electronic publications; video 
monitors; video switchers; video mixers; home theater systems, comprising digital video players, audio amplifiers and 
audio speakers; video signal splitters; image recognition apparatus; three- dimensional eyeglasses; satellite receivers; 
optical disc drives; optical disc recorders; optical disc players; communication apparatus; facsimile machines; 
telephones; mobile phones; smartphones; smart watches; accessories for mobile phones, namely, battery packs, cases, 
lanyards, chargers, holders, power supply adapters, headsets, earphones and microphones; hands-free kits for mobile 
phones; cordless telephones; telephone answering machines; private branch exchanges; global positioning system 
[GPS] apparatus; transceivers; encoding and decoding apparatus; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board 
computers]; car navigation systems; digital signage; remote controllers; transmitters and receivers for remote controls; 
apparatus for distributing or controlling electricity; electric power controllers; programmable logic controllers; 
computers; computer peripheral devices; tablet computers; mobile computers; wearable computers; hard disc drives; 
USB cables; image scanners; printers for computers; empty toner cartridges for computer printers; toner cartridges, 
unfilled, for printers and photocopiers; photo printers; video printers; digital color copiers; multi-function copiers; multi-
function printers; electronic blackboards; electronic whiteboards; PC cards; computer keyboards; floppy disk drives; 
electronic card readers; electronic card readers and writers; bar code readers; bar code scanners; electronic mobile data 
terminals; electronic cash registers; electronic calculators; routers; monitors [computer hardware]; ethernet adapters; 
computer port replicators; downloadable electronic maps; downloadable image and video files; downloadable electronic 
data files for computer programs; pre-recorded DVDs; downloadable computer programs; computer software for 
processing images and graphics; scientific research and laboratory apparatus; computer hardware and software for 
image recognition for security and surveillance; computer hardware and software for video surveillance of factory 
production lines; computer hardware and software for use in data broadcasting; radio-frequency modulators; computer 
networks; computer servers; data storage media; blank video tapes; head cleaning tapes for audio and video tape 
recorders and players; blank audio tapes; blank floppy discs; blank optical discs; memory cards; IC memory cards; 
dosimeters; counters; ammeters; thermometer, not for medical purposes; voltmeters; weighing machines; pedometers; 
calorie consumption monitors for use during sporting activities; exercise intensity and pitch monitors for use during 
sporting activities; electricity meters; gas meters; water meters; wattmeters; distance measuring apparatus; sensors; 
light-emitting diodes; microcomputers; semi-conductors; semiconductor memory devices; integrated circuits; oxygen 
regulators; signal tuners; radio frequency modulators; coin validators; coin sorters; banknote validators; banknote 
sorters; electric power supply modules; DC/DC converters; inductors [electricity]; capacitors; power capacitors; diodes; 
transistors; electric signal filters; electromagnetic noise reduction filters; optical modulators; optical transmitters; optical 
sensors; optical connectors; optical lenses; electric circuits; transformers; thermistors; varistors; oscillators; acousto-
optic devices; electric resistors; potentiometers; thermal cutoffs; encoders; magneto-resistive devices; electric chip coils; 
electric choke coils; current sensors; touch panels; remote controls; duplexers; surface acoustic wave devices; surface 
acoustic wave filters; baluns; electric power distributors; wireless communication devices; radio frequency amplifiers; 
frequency synthesizers; laser diodes; magnetic cores; fuses; electric relays; solenoids; electric power supplies; electric 
inverters; electric timers; electric circuit boards; printed circuit boards; circuit overload protector devices; ionization 
apparatus for scientific or laboratory use; ionization apparatus, not for the treatment of air or water; magnetron 
oscillators; internal cooling fans for electronic devices; internal cooling fans for communication devices; lasers, not for 
medical purposes; marking gauges for joinery purposes; ultrasonic vermin repellent devices; luminous or mechanical 
road signs; uninterruptible electrical power supplies; time clocks [time recording devices]; power line communication 
adapters; temperature indicators; moisture meters; microscopes; protective helmets; riding helmets; protective helmets 
for sports; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; robots for laboratory 
use; temperature controllers; electric terminal blocks; image processors; semiconductor inspection apparatus; 
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incubators for bacteria culture; incubators for laboratory use; plant growth chambers for laboratory use; clean benches 
for laboratory use; biological safety cabinets for laboratory use; computer hardware and software for VLC (visible light 
communications) for the transmission of electronic data, namely video, music, image, text and sound; computer hardware 
and software for Internet of Things (IoT); computer hardware and software for machine-to-machine (M2M) communication; 
computer hardware and software for text-to-speech converting; computer hardware and software for management of 
customer information; computer hardware and software for point-of-sales [POS] systems; computer database servers; 
computer groupware; downloadable cloud computing software; electronic control units for vehicles; electronic control 
units for vehicle batteries; head- up displays for vehicles; sonars; digital panel meters; electronic data archiving 
apparatus; electronic data storing apparatus; clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; gloves for 
protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopaedic 
articles; suture materials; therapeutic and assistive devices adapted for the disabled; massage apparatus; apparatus, 
devices and articles for nursing infants; sexual activity apparatus, devices and articles; medical apparatus and 
instruments; medical therapy instruments; sensor apparatus for medical use in diagnosis; lasers for medical purposes; 
ultrasonic medical diagnostic apparatus; hearing aids; electronic blood pressure meters; blood pressure measuring 
apparatus; massage chairs; massage beds for medical purposes; esthetic massage apparatus; thermometers for medical 
purposes; low frequency electric therapy apparatus; high frequency electric therapy apparatus; electrical therapeutic 
appliances; air mattresses for medical purposes; massage mats for medical purposes; inhalers; electric heating pads for 
medical use; sheets for medical use; electrically heated carpets for medical use; pillows for therapeutic use; blood testing 
apparatus; apparatus for blood analysis; apparatus for use in medical analysis; apparatus for DNA and RNA exams for 
medical purposes; foot massagers; diagnostic apparatus and instruments for medical purposes; testing apparatus and 
instruments for medical purposes; electric blankets for medical purposes; oral irrigators; beds specially made for medical 
purposes; body rehabilitation apparatus for medical purposes; dental intra-oral cameras; incubators for medical 
purposes; blood pressure monitors; medical instrument cabinets; battery-operated scalp massagers; genetic testing 
apparatus for medical purposes; body rehabilitation apparatus for medical purposes; apparatus, devices and articles for 
nursing infants, elderly and disabled persons; invalid lifts; nursing lifts; transfer aids for nursing care use; chairs 
specially made for nursing care use; body composition monitors; electric facial massagers; sterilizers for dental 
instruments; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; lighting apparatus and installations; electric light bulbs; incandescent lamps; miniature light bulbs; 
flashlights [torches]; electric lanterns; motion sensitive security lights; discharge lamps; stage lighting apparatus; wall 
lights; ceiling lights; germicidal lamps; chandeliers; downlights; desk lights; sockets for electric lights; lanterns; 
spotlights; safety lamps; light diffusers; searchlights; cycle lights; electric fans; portable searchlights; pen lights; 
installations for cooking; electric cooking utensils; microwave ovens; bread baking machines; electric kettles; electric 
cooking pots; electric pressure cookers; electric rice cookers; electric rice warmers; electric food warmers; electric 
roasters; cooking ovens; toasters; electric sandwich toasters; electric coffee makers; electric ice cream makers; electric 
cooking stoves; gas cookers; induction cookers; electric cookers; electric cooking pans; fermenting machines for food 
products; sinks; faucets; electric frying pans; refrigerators; gas refrigerators; freezers; water dispensers; heating and 
cooling apparatus for dispensing hot and cold beverages; water coolers; ice makers; cool boxes, electric; refrigerating 
display cabinets; refrigerating showcases; freezing showcases; heat exchanger-typed air cooling units; ventilating 
apparatus and instruments; electric fans; ventilating fans for household use; dehumidifiers; humidifiers; air curtains; 
ceiling fans; ventilating fans; electrostatic precipitators for cleaning air; electric air blowers for air conditioning or 
ventilating; air purifying apparatus and machines; filters for air purifiers; range hoods; air filtering installations; 
installations for air heating; air conditioners; air conditioners for vehicles; air filters for air conditioners; heat exchangers, 
other than parts of machines; electrically heated carpets; electric space heaters; electric blankets, not for medical 
purposes; electric radiant heaters; hot-water space heating apparatus; electric heating apparatus; electric foot warmers; 
floor heating apparatus; heaters for vehicles; electric water heaters; gas fired heaters; water heaters; gas water heaters; 
heat pumps; solar water heaters; waste water treatment apparatus; water supply installations; watering installations, 
automatic; sanitary installations and apparatus; toilet stool units with a washing water squirter; saunas; showers; shower 
apparatus; shower heads; water boilers; bathtubs; bathroom installations; bathtub jets; whirlpool baths; toilets; toilet 
bowls; water ionizers; bidets; portable toilets; portable bidets; wash-hand basins [parts of sanitary installations]; 
sterilizers; water softening apparatus; water purifying apparatus; drying apparatus; clothes drying machines; electric 
clothes drying machines; electric hand dryers; electric hair dryers; electric dish dryers; dish dryers; electric hair 
steamers; steam facial apparatus [saunas]; electric facial pore cleaning instruments; electric autoclaves; facial saunas; 
fabric steamers; watering machines for agricultural purposes; fog generators for air conditioning, purifying and sterilising 
purposes; ventilation hoods; air deodorizing apparatus; apparatus for generating ultrapure water; cooling water 
circulation apparatus; hazardous liquid treatment apparatus; air nozzles for air conditioning; thermal incineration 
installations; solvent recovery and recycling installations; wash-hand bowls [parts of sanitary installations]; automatic 
temperature regulators for central heating radiators; fan coil units for air conditioning; ionisation apparatus for the 
treatment of air or water; ozone water generators; refrigerating containers; freezing containers; coffee roasters; parts and 
fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.20;Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; unworked or semi-worked bone, horn, whalebone or mother-of- pearl; shells; 
meerschaum; yellow amber; containers, not of metal, for storage or transport; microwave oven racks; drying machine 
racks; television stands [furniture]; audio racks [furniture]; hangers for clothes; hanger rails for closets; washstands 
[furniture]; kitchen cabinets; storage cabinets [furniture]; wall cabinets; mail boxes, not of metal; chairs [seats]; kitchen 
units [furniture]; shoe cabinets; closets; storage boxes [furniture]; non-metal storage boxes for home delivery services; 
counter tops for use with sinks; tables; table tops; Japanese style low tables (zataku); kitchen tables; kitchen worktops; 
pillows; non-metallic shelf dividers; wall partitions [furniture]; non-metallic laundry poles; non-metallic laundry poles, 
electric; shelves [furniture]; wall shelves [furniture]; chests, not of metal; non-metallic carrying boxes for storage 
[furniture]; steps [ladders], not of metal; racks [furniture]; counters [furniture]; pet houses; nesting boxes for pets; step 
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stools, not of metal; water storage tanks, not of metal or masonry; rainwater tanks, not of metal nor of masonry; bathroom 
stools; towel hooks, not of metal; beds; mattresses; lockers; transport and storage containers, not of metal; parts and 
fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; providing information concerning 
commercial sales; business information; commercial information agencies; rental of photocopying machines; publicity 
material rental; rental of vending machines; rental of office machinery and equipment; retail or wholesale services for 
consumer electric or electronic appliances; retail or wholesale services for nursing care products; retail or wholesale 
services for communication apparatus; retail or wholesale services for sports goods; retail or wholesale services for 
building materials; retail or wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations, and medical 
supplies; retail or wholesale services for food and beverage; advertising and publicity services; providing employment 
information; arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; providing information or news in the field of business; data 
processing services; commercial information and advice for consumers [consumer advice shop]; arranging subscriptions 
to telecommunication services for others; business information or consulting services relating to the electric energy 
industry; business management analysis and business consultancy; marketing research or analysis; preparation of 
financial statements; administrative services relating to the relocation of personnel; retail or wholesale services for 
electrical machinery and apparatuses; retail or wholesale services for laboratory apparatus and instruments; retail or 
wholesale services for electric washing machines; retail or wholesale services for vacuum cleaners; retail or wholesale 
services for dish washing machines; retail or wholesale services for audio visual equipment; retail or wholesale services 
for navigation apparatus; retail or wholesale services for computers; retail or wholesale services for computer software; 
retail or wholesale services for batteries and cells; retail or wholesale services for medical apparatus and instruments; 
retail or wholesale services for electric shavers; retail or wholesale services for electrical cooking apparatus; retail or 
wholesale services for cooling apparatus; retail or wholesale services for heating apparatus; retail or wholesale services 
for refrigerating apparatus; retail or wholesale services for drying apparatus; retail or wholesale services for lighting 
apparatus and instruments; retail or wholesale services for beauty implements for humans; business planning services 
and consultancy relating thereto; equipment and inventory management services and consultancy relating thereto; sales 
management services and consultancy relating thereto; business process management services and consultancy relating 
thereto; client and customer management services and consultancy relating thereto; business management and 
administration of the purchase and sale of goods and consultancy relating thereto; company receptionist services and 
consultancy relating thereto; providing business and promotional multilingual information and consultancy relating 
thereto; computerized production management services and consultancy relating thereto; business management services 
in the field of energy management and monitoring and consultancy relating thereto; business management of customer 
information and consultancy relating thereto; data management services; design, production and distribution of 
advertising materials; billing services in electronic commerce transactions; business consultancy in the fields of energy 
consumption and usage conservation to improve energy efficiency; personnel management services and consultancy 
thereto; collecting, providing and analysis of customer information; business information analysis; business research 
and analysis of behavior patterns of customers, employees and users; business research and analysis of moving patterns 
of objects, cargos and materials; organization or management of trade fairs for commercial and advertising purposes; 
business consultancy services in the field of agriculture; clerical employment agency services.

Cl.36;Insurance; real estate affairs; financial and monetary transaction services; issuance of credit cards; electronic 
payment services; electronic funds transfer services; providing information in the field of real estate; real estate 
brokerage; management of buildings; leasing or renting of buildings; purchase and sale of buildings; land management; 
leasing of land; purchase and sale of land; real estate information; real estate agency services; real estate appraisal; 
elderly housing agency services; financial loan consultation; insurance consultancy and information; insurance 
brokerage.

Cl.37;Building construction; installation, repair or maintenance of electric appliances; installation, repair or 
maintenance of radios; installation, repair or maintenance of television sets; installation, repair or maintenance of 
telecommunication apparatus and machines; installation, repair or maintenance of household electric appliances; 
installation, repair or maintenance of lighting apparatus; installation, repair or maintenance of power distribution and 
control apparatus; installation, repair or maintenance of electric motors; installation, repair or maintenance of measuring 
apparatus and instruments; installation, repair or maintenance of testing apparatus and instruments; installation, repair or 
maintenance of medical apparatus and instruments; installation, repair or maintenance of metalworking machines and 
tools; installation, repair or maintenance of cooking apparatus; installation, repair or maintenance of automatic vending 
machines; installation, repair or maintenance of water purifying apparatus; installation, repair or maintenance of musical 
instruments; installation, repair or maintenance of watches and clocks; installation, repair or maintenance of water 
heaters; installation, repair or maintenance of bath equipment; installation, repair or maintenance of toilet stool units with 
a washing water squirter; installation, repair or maintenance of computer hardware; installation, repair or maintenance of 
air-conditioning apparatus; installation, repair or maintenance of office machines and equipment; installation of 
machinery; repair or maintenance of vehicles; installation, repair and maintenance of computers and computer 
peripherals; installation, repair or maintenance of computer printers; installation, repair or maintenance of printing 
machines; installation, repair or maintenance of 3D printers; installation, repair or maintenance of telephones; 
telecommunication wiring; rental of construction equipment; installation, repair or maintenance of laboratory apparatus 
and instruments; installation, repair or maintenance of electronic apparatus; installation, repair or maintenance of 
wheelchairs; construction; construction consultancy; construction information; installation, repair or maintenance of 
freezing machines and apparatus; rental of laundry washing machines; rental of dish washing machines; rental of 
cleaning machines; rental of drying machines; rental of laundry dryers; rental of dish drying machines; installation, repair 
or maintenance of audio-visual apparatus and equipment; installation of industrial machinery; installation of 
manufacturing machines and apparatus; installation, repair or maintenance of welding machines and apparatus; 
installation of radio apparatus and instruments; installation of radio systems and networks; consultancy relating to the 
repair or maintenance of measuring and testing machines and instruments; providing information relating to the repair or 
maintenance of measuring and testing machines and instruments; lift installation and repair; installation or adjustment of 
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antennas; maintenance and repair of buildings; building construction supervision; installation, repair or maintenance of 
transport and storage containers; installation, repair or maintenance of lockers.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological research, development and testing and design relating thereto; industrial analysis 
and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software; computer software design; 
computer programming; maintenance of computer software; computer system design; configuration of computer 
systems; testing and research services relating to electric and electronic machines, apparatus and instruments; computer 
rental; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software; website design; hosting computer sites 
[websites]; updating of computer software; recovery of computer data; hosting and maintaining the websites of others; 
file sharing services, namely, providing a website featuring technology enabling users to upload and download electronic 
files; photo sharing services, namely, providing a website featuring technology enabling users to upload, view, and 
download digital photos; providing non-downloadable computer software for use in digital image processing; providing 
non-downloadable computer software for browsing information on the Internet; electronic data storage; rental of 
electronic storage space on the Internet; rental of web servers; providing meteorological information; technical advice 
relating to operation of computers, automobiles and other machines, apparatus and instruments; testing and research 
services in the field of electricity; architectural design; designing other than for advertising purposes; cartography and 
mapping services; providing a website featuring technology enabling users to upload and download electronic files; 
providing a website featuring technology enabling users to edit photos, create photo albums and upload photos and 
photo albums; providing a website featuring technology that enables online electronic conference systems via cloud 
computing; computer diagnostic services; providing computer systems for remote desktop solutions through cloud 
computing; computer system monitoring and maintenance; computer system design and installation; computer system 
technical support services; technical advice relating to equipment inspection; technical advice relating to information 
security diagnosis; technical advice relating to assessment of information security vulnerability; technical advice relating 
to data and information analysis; technical advice relating to cloud computing; technical advice relating to business 
information security and protection; technical advice relating to Internet of Things (IoT); technical advice relating to 
machine-to-machine (M2M) communication; technical advice relating to digital content distribution; technical advice 
relating to identification and authentication of persons; technical advice relating to billing in electronic commerce 
transactions; technical advice relating to remote video monitoring; technical advice relating to operation and control of 
plant factory systems; technical advice relating to operation and control of agricultural apparatus and systems; technical 
advice relating to management and control of plant cultivation; technical advice relating to operation and control of water 
treatment systems; technical advice relating to monitoring of air contaminants and pollutants; technical advice relating to 
visualization and analysis of air flow; technical advice relating to operation and control of autonomous-driving vehicles; 
design, development and maintenance of computer systems and software for remote access to computer terminals and 
networks; design, development and maintenance of computer systems and software for scanning, detecting and 
eliminating of viruses, spyware and malware; design, development and maintenance of computer systems and software 
for search, analysis and detection of security incidents and access logs; design, development and maintenance of 
computer systems and software for assessment of information security vulnerability; design, development and 
maintenance of computer systems and software for data and information analysis; design, development and maintenance 
of computer systems and software for cloud computing; design, development and maintenance of computer systems and 
software for sales management; design, development and maintenance of computer systems and software for computer 
database searches; design, development and maintenance of computer systems and software for providing storage, 
archiving, backup, and management of electronic data via network connection; design, development and maintenance of 
computer systems and software for detecting and analyzing the presence of individuals or objects; design, development 
and maintenance of computer systems and software for detecting and analyzing the location, staying time and moving 
route of individuals or objects; design, development and maintenance of computer systems and software for computer 
file management; design, development and maintenance of computer systems and software for VLC (visible light 
communications) for the transmission of electronic data, namely video, music, image, text and sound; design, 
development and maintenance of computer systems and software for Internet of Things (IoT); design, development and 
maintenance of computer systems and software for machine-to-machine (M2M) communication; design, development and 
maintenance of computer systems and software for video surveillance; design, development and maintenance of 
computer systems and software for text-to-speech converting; design, development and maintenance of computer 
systems and software for remote video monitoring; design, development and maintenance of computer systems and 
software for management of customer information; design, development and maintenance of computer systems and 
software for point-of-sales [POS] systems; design, development and maintenance of computer systems and software for 
operation and control of plant factory systems; software as a service [SaaS]; software as a service [SaaS] for 
management and control of mobile computer or communication devices; software as a service [SaaS] for data storage 
management; software as a service [SaaS] for scanning, detecting and eliminating of viruses, spyware and malware; 
software as a service [SaaS] for data and information analysis; software as a service [SaaS] for cloud computing; 
software as a service [SaaS] for sales management; software as a service [SaaS] for client and customer management; 
software as a service [SaaS] for detecting and analyzing the presence of individuals or objects; software as a service 
[SaaS] for detecting and analyzing the location, staying time and moving route of individuals or objects; software as a 
service [SaaS] for Internet of Things (IoT); software as a service [SaaS] for machine-to-machine (M2M) communication; 
software as a service [SaaS] for digital content distribution; software as a service [SaaS] for text-to-speech converting; 
software as a service [SaaS] for computerized production management; software as a service [SaaS] for remote video 
monitoring; software as a service [SaaS] for management of customer information; software as a service [SaaS] for point-
of-sales [POS] systems; software as a service [SaaS] for virtual reality image processing; analysis of computer database 
performance; cloud computing; consultancy relating to cloud computing; digitization of documents [scanning]; 
infrastructure as a Service [IaaS]; computer server administration; design, development and hosting of computer 
databases; electronic storage of archived data; configuration, installation and maintenance of firewalls for data security; 
technical verification and validation of product operation; technical verification and validation of computer networks; 
technical verification and validation of computer systems; product design; analysis and evaluation of products; structural 
analysis and evaluation of buildings; materials testing and analysing; chemical testing, analysis and evaluation services; 
testing and analysis of computer network connection; consultancy relating to research and development of products; 
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technical inspection services; consultancy relating to design, programming and maintenance of computer software; 
creating web sites for others; rental of computer software; technical consultancy relating to the design of computer 
hardware, software and computer peripherals; computer technology consultancy; hosting platforms on the Internet; 
installation of computer software; design of telecommunication machines and apparatus and radio communication 
machines and apparatus, and consultancy relating to such design; design and development of computer hardware, 
software and databases; rental of memory space for servers on the Internet; rental of computer servers; rental of 
measuring or testing machines and instruments; engineering relating to measuring or testing machines and instruments; 
design of measuring or testing machines and instruments; design and development of navigation systems; architectural 
research; research on city planning; testing or research on prevention of pollution; testing or research on electricity; 
testing or research on civil engineering; conducting surveys on energy consumption and providing information thereof; 
consultancy and information in the field of energy saving and efficiency; surveying; architectural services; construction 
drafting; architectural consultation; providing information in the field of architectural design; geological surveys or 
research; design of building interiors and exteriors; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; research and 
development of new products for others.
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4252737    05/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1478811]
WOOM GMBH

Inkustraße 1-7/Halle 14/Top 5 A-3400 Klosterneuburg Austria

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. K. ACHARYA & COMPANY.

HK Avenue, 19. Swastik Society, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Head protection, in particular bicycle helmets.

Cl.12;Bicycles, folding bicycles, electric bicycles and electric collapsible bicycles, frames for bicycles, bicycle seat 
posts, stems for bicycles, bicycle forks, bicycle saddles, bicycle tires (tyres), handle bars for bicycles, bicycle carriers, 
baskets adapted for cycles and other bicycles components and other bicycles accessories as far as included in this class.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.

Cl.28;Gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; games, playthings.

Cl.35;Retail and wholesale services and advertising services relating to bicycles and bicycles accessories, head 
protection, in particular bicycle helmets, clothing, footwear, headgear, gymnastic and sporting articles, games, 
playthings.
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4257486    15/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1480266]
KOSTIN SERGEY ALEKSEEVICH

Chistoprudny blv., 15, stroenie 2, kv.22 RU-101000 Moscow, Russian Federation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. K. ACHARYA & COMPANY.

HK Avenue, 19. Swastik Society, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Jewelry made of precious metals, namely jewelry made of gold; works of art of precious metal, namely works of 
art of gold; gold jewellery chains.

Cl.35;Demonstration of jewelry; presentation of jewelry on communication media, for retail purposes; sales promotion 
of jewelry for others.
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Priority claimed from 27/02/2019; Application No. : 2019-30793 ;Japan 

4286543    21/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485694]
MUTOH INDUSTRIES LTD.

1-3, Ikejiri 3-chome, Setagaya-ku Tokyo 154-0001 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. K. ACHARYA & COMPANY.

HK Avenue, 19. Swastik Society, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Metalworking machines and tools; chemical processing machines and apparatus; textile machines and apparatus; 
food or beverage processing machines and apparatus; lumbering, woodworking, or veneer or plywood making machines 
and apparatus; pulpmaking, papermaking or paper-working machines and apparatus; printing or bookbinding machines 
and apparatus; shoe making machines; leather tanning machines; painting machines and apparatus; plastic processing 
machines and apparatus; machines and apparatus for manufacturing rubber goods; 3D printers; 3D printing pens; inkjet 
printing machines and apparatus; inkjet printing machines for industrial purposes; cutting machines.

Cl.9;Mathematical instruments; photographic machines and apparatus; cinematographic machines and apparatus; 
optical machines and apparatus; measuring or testing machines and instruments; telecommunication machines and 
apparatus; personal digital assistants; electronic machines, apparatus and their parts; smart cards [integrated circuit 
cards]; downloadable image files; recorded video discs and video tapes; electronic publications; inkjet printers; inkjet 
plotters; printers; plotters; printers for computer; cutting plotters; computer programs for printer control; computer 
programs for plotter control; computer programs, downloadable; computer programs, recorded; computer software 
application, downloadable; computer software, recorded; ink cartridges, unfilled, for printers and photocopiers; toner 
cartridges, unfilled, for printers and photocopiers.
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Priority claimed from 21/08/2018; Application No. : 2018-105928 ;Japan 

4294486    21/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486293]
NITTO DENKO CORPORATION

1-2, Shimohozumi 1-chome, Ibaraki-shi Osaka 567-8680 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.

5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals; nucleic acid sequences, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; industrial and scientific 
chemicals for the treatment of biopolymers, other than for medical and veterinary use; dehumidifying agent [filter]; 
masking compounds for use in the manufacture of printed circuit boards; glue and adhesives for industrial purposes; 
plastic adhesives for industrial purposes; adhesives for applying wall coverings; silicones; plant growth regulating 
preparations; fertilizers; ceramic glazings; priming putty; higher fatty acids; filtering materials of mineral substances; 
mineral acids; chemical compositions for developing, printing and enlarging photographs; unexposed sensitized 
photographic films; reagent paper [not for medical purposes]; artificial sweeteners; flour and starch for industrial 
purposes; plastics [raw materials]; epoxy resins, unprocessed; fluororesin; plastics, unprocessed; polymer resins, 
unprocessed; paper pulp; wood pulp.

Cl.2;Dyestuffs; pigments; paints; damp proofing paints; marine antifouling paints; printing ink; colors for painting 
pictures; anti-rust greases; nonferrous metals in foil or powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists; 
precious metals in foil or powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists.

Cl.3;Anti-static preparations for household purposes; de-greasing preparations for household purposes; rust removing 
preparations; stain removing benzine; fabric softeners for laundry use; laundry bleach; adhesives for affixing false hair; 
laundry starch; seaweed gelatine for laundry use [Funori]; adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; breath freshening 
preparations; deodorants for animals; laundry and bleaching preparations; paint stripping preparations; shoe cream; 
shoe black [shoe polish]; polishing preparations; soaps and detergents; household detergent; laundry soap; sterilization, 
deodorant soaps; dentifrices; cosmetics; body decoration seals; perfume and flavour materials; incense; abrasive paper 
[sandpaper]; abrasive cloth; abrasive sand; artificial pumice stone; polishing paper; abrasives for removing dirt and rust; 
eraser-shaped abrasives for removing dirt; sponges with polishing agent; false nails; false eyelashes; sponge with 
polishing agent for cleaning.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations and other preparations for destroying vermin, fungicides, herbicides; reagent paper 
for medical purposes; pharmaceutical preparations; medical adhesives for binding wounds; transdermal drug delivery 
patches; nucleic acid medicines for medical and veterinary purposes; fumigants only for agricultural purposes; 
fungicides only for agricultural purposes; rodenticides only for agricultural purposes; insecticides only for agricultural 
purposes; herbicides; weed killers; insect-repellents only for agricultural purposes; antiseptics only for agricultural 
purposes; oiled paper for medical purposes; adhesive tapes for medical purposes; wrapping wafers for medicine doses; 
gauze for dressings; empty capsules for pharmaceuticals; eyepatches for medical purposes; ear bandages; menstruation 
bandages; menstruation tampons; sanitary napkins; sanitary panties; absorbent cotton; adhesive plasters; bandages for 
dressings; liquid bandages; breast-nursing pads; cotton swabs for medical use; gum for medical purposes; adhesive 
bands for medical purposes; adhesive bandage for medical use; wound dressings; medical tapes; dental materials; 
diapers; diaper covers; infant and adult diaper tape; fly catching paper; mothproofing paper; lacteal flour for babies; 
dietary supplements for humans; dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes; dietetic food adapted for medical 
purposes; beverages for babies; food for babies; dietary supplements for animals; semen for artificial insemination.

Cl.6;Metal materials for building or construction; prefabricated building assembly kits of metal; loading and unloading 
pallets of metal; turn-tables for load handling; traversers for load handling; paint spraying booths of metal; metal pulleys, 
springs and valves [not including machine elements]; metal junctions for pipes; metal flanges; metal hardware; metal 
hardware, not including security locks, keys of metal for locks, ring of metal for keys and padlocks; furniture fall 
prevention fittings of metal; hooks [metal hardware]; adhesive hooks of metal; towel hooks of metal; security locks; rings 
of metal for keys; keys of metal for locks; padlocks; industrial packaging containers of metal; industrial packaging 
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containers of metal, not including [metal stoppers, lids and caps]; metal stoppers for industrial packaging containers; 
metal lids and caps for industrial packaging containers; metal nameplates and door nameplates; stakes of metal for 
plants or trees; metal stepladders and ladders; hat-hanging hooks of metal; clothes hooks of metal; hooks of metal for 
clothes rails; bag hangers of metal; towel dispensers of metal; metal joinery fittings; safes; upright signboards of metal; 
transportable greenhouses of metal for household use; shoe dowels of metal; shoe pegs of metal; hobnails of metal; 
nonferrous metals.

Cl.7;Metalworking machines and tools; chemical processing machines and apparatus; filter elements for chemical 
machine tools; cartridges for filtering machines; filtering machines; filters [parts of machines or engines]; membrane 
filters for use as parts of machines; food or beverage processing machines and apparatus; resin-made thin films for 
desalination for food or beverage processing machines and apparatus; agricultural machines and agricultural 
implements, other than hand-operated; plowing machines and implements, other than handheld tools; cultivating 
machines and implements; harvesting machines and implements; plant fiber processing machines and implements for 
agricultural purposes; fodder presses; fodder cutting machines [feed cutters]; fodder mixing machines [feed mixers]; 
cake-fodder crushing machines [feed mills]; milk filtering machines; milking machines; chick brooders; incubators for 
eggs; sericultural machines and implements; glassware manufacturing machines and apparatus; painting machines and 
apparatus; packaging or wrapping machines and apparatus; plastic processing machines and apparatus; semiconductor 
manufacturing machines and systems; air filter for semiconductor manufacturing machines and systems; tape sticking 
machines for semiconductor wafer; machines and apparatus for manufacturing rubber goods; non-electric prime movers, 
not for land vehicles; parts of non-electric prime movers; non-electric prime movers, not for land vehicles, other than 
water mills and wind mills; parts of non-electric prime movers, other than water mills and wind mills; parts of non-electric 
prime movers; filters for cleaning cooling air, for engines; water mills; wind mills; pneumatic or hydraulic machines and 
instruments; pumps, not for specified purposes; adhesive tape dispensing machines; automatic stamping machines; 
machines and apparatus for wax-polishing, electric; vacuum cleaners; electric wax-polishing machines for industrial 
purposes; vacuum cleaners for industrial purposes; electric wax-polishing machines for household purposes; vacuum 
cleaners for household purposes; air filter for vacuum cleaners; waste compacting machines and apparatus for industrial 
purposes; waste crushing machines for industrial purposes; electronic door closing control systems.

Cl.9;Divers" masks, gloves and breathing apparatus for underwater swimming, not for sports; game programs for 
arcade video game machines; laboratory apparatus and instruments; photographic machines and apparatus; 
cinematographic machines and apparatus; optical machines and apparatus; polarizing film for displays; polarizing film for 
optical machines and apparatus; optical films for use with optical machines and apparatus as their parts; measuring or 
testing machines and instruments; power distribution or control machines and apparatus; rotary converters; phase 
modifiers; covers for electric outlets; solar batteries; batteries and cells; electric or magnetic meters and testers; electric 
wires and cables; cables for optical signal transmission; telecommunication machines and apparatus; personal digital 
assistants in the shape of a watch; smartphones; protective films for personal digital assistants; clear protective covers 
for personal digital assistants; electronic machines, apparatus and their parts; electronic machines [not including geiger 
counters, high frequency apparatus for welding, cyclotrons [not for medical purposes], industrial X-ray machines and 
apparatus [not for medical use], industrial beta trons [not for medical use], magnetic prospecting machines, magnetic 
object detectors, seismic exploration machines and apparatus, hydrophone machines and apparatus, echo sounders, 
ultrasonic flaw detectors, ultrasonic sensors, electronic door closing control systems and electron microscopes]; 
electron tubes; semi-conductor elements; electronic circuits, not including those recorded with computer programs; 
computer programs; barcode label printers; computer software, recorded; protective films adapted for computer screens; 
circuit boards; circuit boards capable of reading and writing on a hard disk; protective films for electronic machines, 
apparatus and their parts; geiger counters; high frequency apparatus for welding; cyclotrons, not for medical purposes; 
industrial X-ray machines and apparatus, not for medical use; industrial beta trons, not for medical use; magnetic 
prospecting machines; magnetic object detectors; seismic exploration machines and apparatus; hydrophone machines 
and apparatus; echo sounders; ultrasonic flaw detectors; ultrasonic sensors; electron microscopes; magnetic cores; 
resistance wires; electrodes, other than welding electrodes or medical electrodes; magnets; dust masks; gas masks; 
welding masks; gloves for protection against accidents; spectacles [eyeglasses and goggles]; downloadable image files; 
recorded video discs and video tapes; electronic publications; exposed cinematographic films; exposed slide films; slide 
film mounts.

Cl.10;Finger guards for medical purposes; pacifiers for babies; ice bag pillows for medical purposes; triangular 
bandages; supportive bandages; surgical catguts; feeding cups for medical purposes; dropping pipettes for medical 
purposes; teats; medical ice bags; medical ice bag holders; baby bottles; nursing bottles; supportive adhesive bandage; 
contraceptives, non-chemical; artificial tympanic membranes; prosthetics or fillings materials, not for dental use; ear 
plugs for sleeping; ear plugs for soundproofing; esthetic massage apparatus for commercial use; medical apparatus and 
instruments; medical apparatus and instruments, other than walking aids, and crutches; medical filter; supporters for 
medical purposes; supportive adhesive bandages for medical purposes; walking aids for medical purposes; crutches; 
electric massage apparatus for household purposes; gloves for medical purposes; urinals for medical purposes; bed 
pans; ear picks.

Cl.11;Toilet bowls and seats sold as a unit; prefabricated bathrooms sold as a unit; drying apparatus for chemical 
processing; recuperators for chemical processing; steamers for chemical processing; evaporators for chemical 
processing; distillers for chemical processing; heat exchangers for chemical processing; drying apparatus for textile 
manufacture; drying apparatus for harvest; forage drying apparatus; air conditioners for industrial purposes; freezing 
machines and apparatus for industrial purposes; laundry dryers, electric, for industrial purposes; towel steamers for 
hairdressing purposes; hair drying machines for beauty salon use; hair steamers for beauty salon use; shampoo basins 
for barbers" shop use; cooking apparatus and installations for commercial use; dish drying machines for commercial 
use; dish disinfectant apparatus for commercial use; kitchen worktops with integrated sinks for commercial use; kitchen 
sinks for commercial use; waste water treatment tanks for industrial purposes; septic tanks for industrial purposes; 
filtration membrane for wastewater treatment equipment; filter elements for purification device for wastewater and/ or 
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sewage; plastic membranes for purification device for wastewater and/or sewage; water filters; desalination units; reverse 
osmosis membranes for seawater desalination and water treatment; osmosis water filtration units; reverse osmosis water 
purification units; reverse osmosis membrane elements; reverse osmosis membranes; filter for drinking water; garbage 
incinerators; garbage incinerators for industrial purposes; garbage incinerators for household purposes; solar water 
heaters; filtration membranes for solar water heaters; water purifying apparatus for electric or non-electric industrial 
purposes; filtration membranes for water purifying apparatus for electric or non-electric industrial purposes; filter 
elements for electric or non-electric industrial water purification device; plastic membranes for electric or non-electric 
industrial water purification device; filter cartridges for electric or non-electric water purifying apparatus for industrial 
purposes; desalination plants; industrial water purification filter; water purification equipment and machine for the 
treatment [purification] of water; electric lamps and other lighting apparatus; filters for automobile lights; household 
electrothermic appliances; household electrothermic appliances, other than for beauty or sanitary purposes; electric 
water purifiers for household purposes; filtration membranes for electric water purifying apparatus for household 
purposes; filter elements for electric household water purification device; plastic membranes for electric household water 
purification device; filter cartridges for electric water purifying apparatus for household purposes; air filter for air purifier; 
filters for air extractor hoods; household electrothermic appliances for beauty or sanitary purposes; washers for water 
taps; washers for water taps; non-electric cooking heaters for household purposes; kitchen worktops with integrated 
sinks for household purposes; kitchen sinks for household purposes; household tap-water filters, non-electric; filtration 
membranes for water purifying apparatus for household purposes; filter elements household water purification device; 
plastic membranes household water purification device; filter cartridges for water purifying apparatus for household 
purposes; waste water treatment tanks for household purposes; septic tanks for household purposes; toilet stool units 
with a washing water squirter; disinfectant dispensers for toilets; toilet bowls; seatings for use with Japanese style toilet 
bowls; bath fittings; ice chests for household purposes; ice-cooling refrigerators for household purposes.

Cl.16;Pastes and other adhesives for stationery or household purposes; plastic adhesives for stationery or household 
purposes; wallpaper stencils; sealing wax; printers" reglets [interline leads]; printing type; addressing machines; ink 
ribbons; automatic stamp affixing machines; electric staplers for offices; envelope sealing machines for offices; stamp 
obliterating machines; drawing instruments; typewriters; checkwriters; mimeographs; relief duplicators; paper shredders 
for office use; franking machines; rotary duplicators; marking templates; decorators" paintbrushes; containers of paper, 
for packaging; bags [pouches] of plastics, for packaging; plastic cling film, extensible, for palletization; plastic bubble 
packs for wrapping or packaging; food wrapping plastic film for household purposes; paper or plastic food wrapping 
bags; plastic bags for wrapping; garbage bags of paper for household purposes; garbage bags of plastics for household 
purposes; paper patterns; tailors" chalk; banners of paper; flags of paper; hygienic hand towels of paper; towels of paper; 
table napkins of paper; hand towels of paper; handkerchiefs of paper; printed paper for lot, other than toy; paper and 
cardboard; washi; adhesive washi; adhesive washi for decoration; adhesive calendar; kraft papers; adhesive kraft papers; 
adhesive release papers; adhesive papers; stationery; paper stationery; note books; adhesive note paper; note paper; 
adhesive labels of paper; paper labels for bar codes; adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; self-adhesive 
tapes for stationery or household purposes; removable adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; masking 
tape for stationery or household purposes; gummed tape for stationery or household use; adhesive tapes for handicraft 
for stationery or household purposes; adhesive tapes of Washi for stationery or household purposes; stickers 
[stationery]; decorative stickers; removable decorative stickers of washi; adhesive bands for stationery or household 
purposes; adhesive tape dispensers [office requisites]; writing implements [writing instruments]; mechanical pencils; ball 
pens; rubber erasers; printed matter; paintings and calligraphic works; photographs; photograph stands.

Cl.17;Mica [raw or partly processed]; valves of rubber or vulcanized fiber [not including machine elements]; gaskets; 
junctions for pipes, not of metal; joint packings; floating anti-pollution barriers; plastic film, other than for wrapping for 
marine pollution control; marine pollution control membrane; electrical insulating materials; electrical insulating tapes; 
electrical insulating rubber products; insulating varnish; washers of rubber or vulcanized fiber; chemical fiber, not for 
textile use; plastic fibers, not for use in textiles; rock wool; slag wool; rubber thread and covered rubber yarn, not for 
textile use; chemical fiber yarn and thread, not for textile use; insulating gloves; rubber cords and laces; industrial 
packaging containers of rubber; shock-absorbing buffers of rubber; rubber stoppers; rubber lids and caps for industrial 
packaging containers; plastic sheeting for agricultural purposes; insulating paper; vulcanized fiber; plastic semi-worked 
products; adhesive-coated plastic sheets for use in manufacture; reflective plastic sheets; filtering materials, semi-
processed foams or films of plastic; plastic film, other than for wrapping; semi-finished foamed plastics or plastic films 
for manufacturing filter materials; filter material consisting of foamed plastics or plastic film semi-finished products; 
flexible plastic conduits for plumbing purposes; unprocessed porous membrane resin filter material; plastic substances, 
semi-processed; semi-processed plastic films; plastic flat membrane; plastic flat sheets; semi-processed plastic films for 
filters for purification for water purification apparatus; plastic flat membrane for membrane element for water purification 
device; semi-processed plastic films for filters for purification apparatus for wastewater and/or sewage; plastic flat 
membrane for membrane element for purification device for wastewater and/ or sewage; rubber [raw or semi-worked]; 
fluoro rubber; rubber for use in manufacture; gum, raw or semi-worked; synthetic rubber; soundproofing materials of rock 
wool, not for building purposes; adhesive tapes, other than stationery and not for medical or household purposes; 
industrial adhesive tape; self-adhesive tapes, other than stationery and not for medical or household purposes; 
removable industrial adhesive tape; industrial masking tape; adhesive bands, other than stationery and not for medical or 
household purposes; adhesive tapes for industrial purposes; filling putty for water leakage repair; pen-type cheimical 
compositions for repairing tile joints; seals for watertight, airtight, soundproofing and thermal insulation for home 
appliances; seals for watertight, airtight, soundproofing and heat insulation for automobiles; repair sealing materials 
consisting of epoxy resin and curing agent.

Cl.19;Non-metallic minerals for building or construction; wall tiles, not of metal; ceramic building materials, bricks and 
refractory construction materials, not of metal; building materials made of linoleum for fixing to existing walls or floors; 
plastic building materials; synthetic building materials; asphalt, and asphalt building or construction materials; rubber 
building or construction materials; plaster for building purposes; lime building or construction materials; building or 
construction materials of plaster; rockslide retention nets of textiles (construction materials); waterproof, airtight, 
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dustproof, anticorrosive tape for building use; construction material fixing tape; plastic tiles; plastic pipes for plumbing 
purposes; buildings, not of metal; erosion control mats integrating plants seeds; road and field marking sheets and 
strips; road marking sheets and strips; cement and its products; building timber; building stone; building glass; paint 
spraying booths, not of metal; water-pipe valves, not of metal or plastics; road signs, not of metal, non-luminous and 
nonmechanical; beacons [not of metal, nonluminous]; reservoirs, not of metal or plastics; joinery fittings, not of metal; 
transportable greenhouses, not of metal, for household use; non-metallic minerals for building or construction [unworked 
or partly worked]; building boards and slate powder of inorganic fiber; plaster boards; slag.

Cl.20;Loading pallets, not of metal; valves of plastics, not including machine elements; reservoirs, not of metal nor of 
masonry; containers for transport, not of metal; curtain fittings; metal-substitute plastic fasteners; nails, wedges, nuts, 
screws, tacks, bolts, rivets and casters, not of metal; washers, not of metal, not of rubber or vulcanized fiber; locks, non-
electric, not of metal; cushions [furniture]; Japanese floor cushions [Zabuton]; pillows; mattresses; industrial packaging 
containers of plastics not including plastic stoppers, lids, covers and bottles; corks, plastics and wooden stoppers for 
industrial packaging containers; plastic and wooden lid and covers for industrial packaging containers; nameplates and 
door nameplates, not of metal; hand-held flat fans; hand-held folding fans; hat hooks, not of metal; water tanks for 
household purposes, not of metal or masonry; hanging boards [Japanese style pegboards using positional hooks]; tool 
boxes, not of metal; towel dispensers, not of metal; furniture; adhesive mirror that can be attached to walls; non-metal 
hooks; non-metallic hat hook; non-metal furniture fittings for furniture fall prevention; sticks, not of metal, for furniture fall 
prevention; shelves with adhesive tape; stoppers for furniture drawer; indoor window blinds; blinds of reed, rattan or 
bamboo; bead curtains for decoration; window shades; wind chimes; pocket mirrors; pocket mirror bags; plaster 
sculptures; plastic sculptures; wooden sculptures.

Cl.21;Dental floss; unworked or semi-worked glass, not for building; cosmetic and toilet utensils; electric toothbrushes; 
cosmetic and toilet utensils, other than electric toothbrushes; tub brushes; metal brushes; brushes for pipes; cleaning 
brushes for office use; ship-scrubbing brushes; gloves for household purposes; industrial packaging containers of glass 
or porcelain; industrial packaging bottles of plastics; kitchen utensils and containers, not including gaswater heaters for 
household use, non-electric cooking heaters for household purposes, kitchen worktops and kitchen sinks; cooking pots 
and pans, nonelectric; coffee-makers, non-electric; Japanese cast iron kettles, non-electric; kettles, non-electric; 
dinnerware, other than knives, forks and spoons; kitchen containers for rice; food preserving jars of glass; drinking flasks 
for travelers; vacuum bottles [insulated flasks]; cookware; ice pails; sugar tongs; nutcrackers; pepper pots; sugar bowls; 
colanders; salt shakers; Japanese style cooked rice scoops; cooking funnels; drinking straws; Japanese style personal 
dining trays or stands [Zen]; bottle openers, non-electric; egg cups; tart scoops; napkin holders; napkin rings; hot pads 
being trivets; chopsticks; chopstick cases; ladles and dippers for kitchen use; cooking sieves and sifters; trays; 
toothpicks; toothpick holders; hooks for kitchen; cleaning tools and washing utensils; tableware dirt removers of rubber; 
manually operated cleaning tools; lint roller; adhesive roll cleaner for dust removal; roller type cleaners using a 
replaceable roll type disposable adhesive tape for rolling on a touch panel of a portable information terminal or a tablet 
terminal to remove dust, dirt and sebum stain on the touch panel; cleaning sponges; sponge with polishing agent for 
cleaning; stain prevention, flame proof sheets of aluminum foil for kitchen wall surface; ironing boards; tailors" sprayers; 
ironing boards; Hera-dai [fabric marking boards]; candle extinguishers; candlesticks; mouse and rat traps; fly swatters; 
feeding vessels for pets; brushes for pets; bird cages; bird baths; clothes brushes; boxes of metal for dispensing paper 
towels; soap dispensers; toilet paper holder; shoe brushes; shoe horns; shoe shine cloths; shoe shine sponges and 
cloths; shoe-trees; rings for towels, not of precious metal.

Cl.27;Bath mats for wash places; adhesive mat for dust removal; tatami mats; floor coverings; wall hangings, not of 
textile; artificial turf; gymnastic mats; wall coverings; wallpapers with adhesive tape; plastic wallpapers; plastic wall 
coverings.

Cl.28;Amusement machines and apparatus for use in amusement parks; toys for domestic pets; go games; Japanese 
chess [Shogi games]; Japanese playing cards [Utagaruta]; dice; Japanese dice games [Sugoroku]; dice cups; Chinese 
checkers being games; chess games; checkers [checker sets]; conjuring apparatus; dominoes; playing cards; japanese 
playing cards [Hanafuda]; mah-jong; game machines and apparatus; billiard equipment; sports equipment; sports 
equipment, other than for climbing, surfing, waterskiing and scuba diving; grip tapes for exercise, adhesive grip tapes for 
exercise; exercise supporter; climbers" harness; sports equipment for surfing, water-skiing and scuba diving; fishing 
tackle; insect collectors" articles, namely hunting tackle.

Cl.30;Binding agents for ice cream; meat tenderizers for household purposes; preparations for stiffening whipped 
cream; aromatic preparations for food, not from essential oils; tea; prepared coffee and coffee based beverages; prepared 
cocoa and cocoa based beverages; coffee beverages with milk; roasted coffee beans; ice; confectionery; bread and buns; 
sandwiches; steamed buns stuffed with minced meat; hamburgers; pizzas; hot dogs; meat pies; seasonings other than 
spices; soya bean paste; Worcester sauce; meat gravies; ketchup; soy sauce; vinegar; vinegar mixes; seasoning soy 
sauce; salad dressings; white sauce; mayonnaise; sauces for barbecued meat; cube sugar; fructose for culinary 
purposes; crystal sugar; sugar; maltose for culinary purposes; honey; glucose for culinary purposes; powdered starch 
syrup for culinary purposes; starch syrup for culinary purposes; table salt mixed with sesame seeds; cooking salt; 
roasted and ground sesame seeds; celery salt; umami seasonings; spices; ice cream mixes; sherbet mixes; unroasted 
coffee beans; cereal preparations; Chinese stuffed dumplings; Chinese steamed dumplings; sushi; fried balls of batter 
mix with small pieces of octopus; boxed lunches consisting of rice, with added meat, fish or vegetables; ravioli; yeast 
powder; koji [fermented malted rice]; yeast; baking powder; instant confectionery mixes; pasta sauce; husked rice; 
husked oats; husked barley; gluten for food; flour.

Cl.35;Advertising and publicity services; business management analysis or business consultancy; marketing research 
or analysis; providing information concerning commercial sales; business management of hotels; reception services for 
visitors in buildings; retail services or wholesale services for woven fabrics and beddings; retail services or wholesale 
services for clothing; retail services or wholesale services for footwear, other than special footwear for sports; retail 
services or wholesale services for bags and pouches; retail services or wholesale services for personal articles; retail 
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services or wholesale services for foods and beverages; retail services or wholesale services for liquor; retail services or 
wholesale services for meat; retail services or wholesale services for sea food; retail services or wholesale services for 
vegetables and fruits; retail services or wholesale services for confectionery, bread and buns; retail services or wholesale 
services for rice and cereals; retail services or wholesale services for milk; retail services or wholesale services for 
carbonated drinks [refreshing beverages] and nonalcoholic fruit juice beverages; retail services or wholesale services for 
tea, coffee and cocoa; retail services or wholesale services for processed food; retail services or wholesale services for 
two-wheeled motor vehicles; retail services or wholesale services for bicycles; retail services or wholesale services for 
furniture; retail services or wholesale services for joinery fittings; retail services or wholesale services for tatami mats; 
retail services or wholesale services for ritual equipment; retail services or wholesale services for electrical machinery 
and apparatuses; retail services or wholesale services for bladed or pointed hand tools, hand tools and metal hardware; 
retail services or wholesale services for kitchen equipment, cleaning tools and washing utensils; retail services or 
wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; retail services or 
wholesale services for cosmetics, toiletries, dentifrices, soaps and detergents; retail services or wholesale services for 
agricultural machines, implements and supplies; retail services or wholesale services for flowers [natural] and trees; retail 
services or wholesale services for fuel; retail services or wholesale services for printed matter; retail services or 
wholesale services for paper and stationery; retail services or wholesale services for sports goods; retail services or 
wholesale services for musical instruments and records; retail services or wholesale services for photographic machines 
and apparatus and photographic supplies; retail services or wholesale services for clocks, watches and spectacles 
[eyeglasses and goggles]; retail services or wholesale services for tobaccos and smokers" articles; retail services or 
wholesale services for building materials; retail services or wholesale services for semi-wrought precious stones and 
their imitations; retail services or wholesale services for pets; retail services or wholesale services for tapes and ribbons; 
retail services or wholesale services for porous thin plastic films; retail services or wholesale services for transparent 
plastic films with adhesives.

Cl.37;Repair or maintenance of cinematographic machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of optical machines 
and apparatus; repair or maintenance of photographic machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of electronic 
machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of telecommunication machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of 
measuring and testing machines and instruments; repair or maintenance of medical machines and apparatus; repair or 
maintenance of chemical processing machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of metalworking machines and 
tools; repair or maintenance of machines and systems for manufacturing integrated circuits; repair or maintenance of 
semi-conductor manufacturing machines and systems; repair or maintenance of machines and apparatus for processing 
food or beverages; repair or maintenance of agricultural machines and implements; repair or maintenance of plastic 
processing machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of packing or wrapping machines and apparatus; repair or 
maintenance of cooking apparatus for industrial purposes; repair or maintenance of industrial dishwashing machines; 
repair or maintenance of water purifying apparatus; repair of sports equipment; cleaning of building exterior surfaces; 
window cleaning; cleaning of carpets and rugs; floor polishing; septic tank cleaning; cleaning of storage tanks, adhesive 
tape dispensing machines.

Cl.40;Metal treating; processing of rubber; processing of plastics; plastic films treating; ceramic processing; paper 
treating; processing of cinematographic films; photographic enlarging; photographic printing; processing of 
photographic films; water treating; recycling of waste; rental of machines and apparatus for treating textiles; rental of 
metal treating machines and tools; rental of machines and apparatus for processing foods or beverages; rental of 
machines and apparatus for pulp-making, papermaking or paper-working; rental of water purifying apparatus; rental of 
waste compacting machines and apparatus; rental of waste crushing machines and apparatus; rental of chemical 
processing machines and apparatus; rental of glassware manufacturing machines and apparatus; material treatment 
information; collection, sorting and disposal of waste and trash; rental of air-conditioning apparatus for household 
purposes; rental of humidifier for household purposes; rental of air purifiers for household purposes; rental of generators 
of electrical power; rental of printing machines and apparatus; rental of boilers; rental of humidifier for industrial 
purposes; rental of air purifiers for industrial purposes; rental of air conditioners for industrial purposes.

Cl.41;Educational and instruction services relating to arts, crafts, sports or general knowledge; teaching knowledge on 
plastic manufacturing and application; providing information on donation of human corpses for medical education; 
arranging of donation of human corpses for medical education; arranging, conducting and organization of seminars; 
providing electronic publications; services of reference libraries for literature and documentary records; book rental; 
exhibition of paintings and pictures; exhibition of literary works such as poetry, novels, plays and essays; publication of 
books; arranging and planning of movies, shows, plays or musical performances; movie theatre presentations or movie 
film production and distribution; presentation of live show performances; direction or presentation of plays; presentation 
of musical performances; production of radio or television programs; organization, arranging and conducting of sports 
competitions; organization, arranging and conducting of marathon contest; organization, arranging and conducting of 
tennis; organization of entertainment events excluding movies, shows, plays, musical performances, sports, horse races, 
bicycle races, boat races and auto races; providing exhibition facilities of paintings and pictures; providing exhibition 
facilities for literary works such as poetry, novels, plays and essays; booking of seats for shows; rental of sports 
equipment; rental of records or sound-recorded magnetic tapes; rental of image-recorded magnetic tapes; rental of 
cameras; rental of binoculars; rental of telescopes; rental of magnifying glasses [optics].

Cl.42;Designing of machines, apparatus, instruments [including their parts] or systems composed of such machines, 
apparatus and instruments; designing of water treatment equipment, electric wire; designing, other than for advertising 
purposes; computer software design, computer programming, or maintenance of computer software; computer software 
design, computer programming, or maintenance; technological advice relating to computers, automobiles and industrial 
machines; testing, inspection or research of pharmaceuticals, cosmetics or foodstuffs; testing, inspection or research of 
cell, tissue culture; research on building construction or city planning; testing or research on prevention of pollution; 
testing or research on electricity; testing or research on civil engineering; environmental analysis, research and research; 
material inspection and evaluation by analytical instruments and physical property evaluation; testing, inspection and 
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research services in the fields of agriculture, livestock breeding and fisheries; testing or research on machines, apparatus 
and instruments; rental of measuring apparatus; rental of computers; providing computer programs on data networks; 
rental of laboratory apparatus and instruments; rental of technical drawing instruments.

Cl.43;Providing temporary accommodation; accommodation bureaux [brokering reservations for hotels, boarding 
houses]; providing foods and beverages; boarding for animals; preschooler and infant care at daycare centers; retirement 
home; rental of conference rooms; rental of facilities for exhibitions; rental of futon and quilts; rental of pillows; rental of 
blankets; rental of electric hot plates for household purposes; rental of electric toasters for household purposes; rental of 
microwave ovens for household purposes; rental of cooking equipment for industrial purposes; rental of kitchen 
worktops with integrated sinks for commercial use; rental of kitchen sinks for commercial use; rental of non-electric 
cooking heaters for household purposes; rental of kitchen work tops with integrated sinks for household purposes; rental 
of kitchen sinks for household purposes; rental of dishes; rental of curtains; rental of furniture; rental of wall hangings; 
rental of floor coverings; rental of wet wipes; rental of towels.
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Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Dietetic beverages and drinks adapted for medical use; dietetic foods, food preparations, and food supplements 
adapted for medical use; dietetic preparations and substances adapted for medical use; dietetic preparations and 
substances for medical use in patient recovery, nutrition and weight control; nutritional meal replacements; nutritional 
supplements and nutritional supplements products including high-energy powdered food formula; fortifying dietetic 
beverages, drinks, foods, food preparations and foodstuffs of minerals, vitamins, proteins and energy, adapted for 
medical purposes; dietary supplements consisting of mixtures of vitamins, proteins, energy and minerals; carbohydrate-
based dietary supplements, other than for medical use.

Cl.29;Drinks flavoured with fruit pastes and having a milk base; foods made from milk products; foods prepared from 
milk; milk based beverages (milk predominating); milk based drinks (milk predominating); milk beverages (milk 
predominating); milk based preparations for making beverages; bases for making milk shakes; preparations made from 
milk; protein milk based food preparations, food products, foodstuffs, beverages and drinks; food products containing 
fruit; food products made from cooked fruits; fruit flavoured beverages having a milk base; beverages having a milk base; 
beverages made from milk; milk beverages flavoured with coffee, chocolate or tea; flavoured drinks having a milk base; 
food preparations having a base of milk.

Cl.30;Carbohydrate based preparations for foods and beverages; carbohydrate preparations for food and beverages; 
carbohydrate-based food and beverage preparations; drinks and beverages made from coffee, cocoa, chocolate; coffee-
based drinks and beverages; cocoa-based drinks and beverages; chocolate-based drinks and beverages; preparations for 
making chocolate, cocoa and coffee based beverages; maltodextrins for nutritional use (other than medical).

Cl.32;Non-alcoholic drinks and beverages (other than for medical use); preparations for making drinks and beverages 
(not for medical purposes); malt based preparations for making drinks and beverages (not for medical purposes).

75637563



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

 

4312513    30/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488268]
320EAST GMBH

Amalienbadstraße 41 76227 Karlsruhe Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. K. ACHARYA & COMPANY.

HK Avenue, 19. Swastik Society, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Alarms; alarms and warning equipment; apparatus for analysis [other than for medical use]; connections for 
electric lines; antennas; automatic control apparatus; fire protection apparatus; chips [integrated circuits]; encoders [data 
processing]; computer apparatus; computer operating systems; computer data storage units; computer hardware; 
computer peripheral devices; computer software; data processing apparatus; detectors; diagnostic apparatus, not for 
medical purposes; theft prevention apparatus, other than for vehicles; anti-theft warning apparatus; electronic baby 
monitors; electronic burglar alarms; electronic checking apparatus; measuring devices, electronic; electronic switchgear; 
electronic safety monitoring apparatus; electronic controllers; electronic control instruments; electronic control units; 
electronic control systems; electronic systems for home networks; electronic surveillance apparatus; target surveillance 
apparatus [electronic]; cables, electric; audio- and video-receivers; remote controllers for controlling electronic products; 
remote control apparatus; fire alarms; frequency meters; receivers of electronic signals; hydrometers; hygrometers; 
semi-conductors; data processing equipment; interactive touch screen terminals; interfaces for computers; slope 

75647564



indicators; connectors [electrical contacts]; life-saving apparatus and instruments; readers [data processing equipment]; 
air analysis apparatus; manometers; mathematical instruments; measuring apparatus; microprocessors; monitors 
[computer hardware]; gradient indicators; target surveillance apparatus [optical]; programmable controllers; projection 
apparatus; pyrometers; smoke detectors; smoke sensors; sound measuring apparatus; commutators; scanners [data 
processing equipment]; transmitters of electronic signals; security control apparatus; voltmeters; computer memory 
devices; temperature indicating apparatus; video surveillance systems; anemometers; wireless local area network 
devices; electric access control systems.

Cl.35;Updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; consultancy relating to systemization of information 
into computer databases and compilation of information into computer databases; computerized file management; 
computerized data processing; computerized data verification; computerized database management; computerized data 
management; compilation of statistics; marketing; merchandising services; online advertising; systemization of 
information into computer databases; advertising; compilation of information into computer databases.

Cl.42;Updating of computer software; updating of software databases; information technology (IT) consultancy; 
consultancy relating to the design and development of computer software programs; providing search engines for the 
Internet; computer technology consultancy services; design of computer databases; recovery of computer data; 
consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; computer software consultancy; computer software 
consultancy; computer system analysis; computer system design; cloud computing; design of computer software; 
computer virus protection services; design and development of computer hardware; design and development of 
computer software; programming of computer software; troubleshooting of computer hardware and software problems 
[technical support]; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; research in the field of computer software; 
creating and maintaining web sites for others; hosting of computer software applications; implementation of computer 
programs; infrastructure as a service [IaaS]; installation of computer software; conversion of computer programs and 
data, other than physical conversion; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; duplication of 
computer programs; custom design of software packages; software customization services; platform as a service [PaaS]; 
quality control relating to computer systems; quality control relating to computer software; maintenance of computer 
software; maintenance of database systems; server hosting; software as a service [SaaS]; computer software design; 
computer software creation; software engineering; studies (technical project-); computer software technical support 
services; technical support relating to computer hardware; technological consultancy; rental of computer software; 
computer rental; rental of web servers; maintenance of computer software; recovery of computer data; providing 
opportunities of use of computer software and computer systems over data networks through rental of computer software 
and computer systems.

75657565



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

 

4312538    30/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488277]
320EAST GMBH

Amalienbadstraße 41 76227 Karlsruhe Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. K. ACHARYA & COMPANY.

HK Avenue, 19. Swastik Society, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Alarms; alarms and warning equipment; apparatus for analysis [other than for medical use]; connections for 
electric lines; antennas; automatic control apparatus; fire protection apparatus; chips [integrated circuits]; encoders [data 
processing]; computer apparatus; computer operating systems; computer data storage units; computer hardware; 
computer peripheral devices; computer software; data processing apparatus; detectors; diagnostic apparatus, not for 
medical purposes; theft prevention apparatus, other than for vehicles; anti-theft warning apparatus; electronic baby 
monitors; electronic burglar alarms; electronic checking apparatus; measuring devices, electronic; electronic switchgear; 
electronic safety monitoring apparatus; electronic controllers; electronic control instruments; electronic control units; 
electronic control systems; electronic systems for home networks; electronic surveillance apparatus; target surveillance 
apparatus [electronic]; cables, electric; audio- and video-receivers; remote controllers for controlling electronic products; 
remote control apparatus; fire alarms; frequency meters; receivers of electronic signals; hydrometers; hygrometers; 
semi-conductors; data processing equipment; interactive touch screen terminals; interfaces for computers; slope 

75667566



indicators; connectors [electrical contacts]; life-saving apparatus and instruments; readers [data processing equipment]; 
air analysis apparatus; manometers; mathematical instruments; measuring apparatus; microprocessors; monitors 
[computer hardware]; gradient indicators; target surveillance apparatus [optical]; programmable controllers; projection 
apparatus; pyrometers; smoke detectors; smoke sensors; sound measuring apparatus; commutators; scanners [data 
processing equipment]; transmitters of electronic signals; security control apparatus; voltmeters; computer memory 
devices; temperature indicating apparatus; video surveillance systems; anemometers; wireless local area network 
devices; electric access control systems.

Cl.35;Updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; consultancy relating to systemization of information 
into computer databases and compilation of information into computer databases; computerized file management; 
computerized data processing; computerized data verification; computerized database management; computerized data 
management; compilation of statistics; marketing; merchandising services; online advertising; systemization of 
information into computer databases; advertising; compilation of information into computer databases.

Cl.42;Updating of computer software; updating of software databases; information technology (IT) consultancy; 
consultancy relating to the design and development of computer software programs; providing search engines for the 
Internet; computer technology consultancy services; design of computer databases; recovery of computer data; 
consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; computer software consultancy; computer software 
consultancy; computer system analysis; computer system design; cloud computing; design of computer software; 
computer virus protection services; design and development of computer hardware; design and development of 
computer software; programming of computer software; troubleshooting of computer hardware and software problems 
[technical support]; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; research in the field of computer software; 
creating and maintaining web sites for others; hosting of computer software applications; implementation of computer 
programs; infrastructure as a service [IaaS]; installation of computer software; conversion of computer programs and 
data, other than physical conversion; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; duplication of 
computer programs; custom design of software packages; software customization services; platform as a service [PaaS]; 
quality control relating to computer systems; quality control relating to computer software; maintenance of computer 
software; maintenance of database systems; server hosting; software as a service [SaaS]; computer software design; 
computer software creation; software engineering; studies (technical project-); computer software technical support 
services; technical support relating to computer hardware; technological consultancy; rental of computer software; 
computer rental; rental of web servers; maintenance of computer software; recovery of computer data; providing 
opportunities of use of computer software and computer systems over data networks through rental of computer software 
and computer systems.

75677567
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Priority claimed from 28/02/2019; Application No. : 018028985 ;European Union 

4312588    24/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488293]
LINUM AB

Karlavägen 64 SE-114 49 Stockholm Sweden

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.21;Tableware, kitchen utensils and containers; household utensils and containers; glasses, drinking vessels and 
barware; works of art made of porcelain, crystal, ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta or glass; vases; pots; candle sticks 
and candle holders.

Cl.24;Bed textiles, textiles for home furnishings, kitchen textiles, goods sold by the metre.

Cl.27;Carpets, rugs and mats.

75687568



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

4317356    31/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489916]
CREO MEDICAL LTD

Creo House Unit 2, Beaufort Park, Beaufort Park Way Chepstow NP16 5UH United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.

5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Medical and surgical devices; medical endoscopy devices: medical devices for tissue dissection, tissue 
resection, tissue ablation and tissue coagulation.

Cl.11;Medical and surgical sterilisation units and sterilisation devices.

75697569



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

4356198    31/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1458436]
MINOR FIGURES LIMITED

Uplands Business Park, Blackhorse Lane London E17 5QJ GB

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FIDUS LAW CHAMBERS

FLAT NO. 021, MAHAGUN MAESTRO, PLOT F21A, SECTOR-50, NOIDA-201301, UTTAR PRADESH

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Milk; milk beverages, milk predominating; milk products; milk shakes; milk ferments for culinary purposes; milk 
substitutes; protein milk; almond milk; almond milk for culinary purposes; almond milk-based beverages; coconut milk; 
coconut milk for culinary purposes; coconut milk-based beverages; condensed milk; oat milk; peanut milk; peanut milk 
for culinary purposes; peanut milk-based beverages; powdered milk; soured milk; rice milk; rice milk for culinary 
purposes; soya milk; yogurt; yogurt-based beverages; drinks containing milk flavouring.

Cl.30;Aerated beverages [with coffee, cocoa or chocolate base]; aerated drinks [with coffee, cocoa or chocolate base]; 
beverages based on chocolate; beverages based on coffee; beverages based on tea; beverages (chocolate-based-); 
beverages (chocolate-based -); beverages (cocoa-based-); beverages (cocoa-based -); beverages (coffee-based-); 
beverages (coffee-based -); beverages consisting principally of chocolate; beverages consisting principally of cocoa; 
beverages consisting principally of coffee; beverages containing chocolate; beverages made from chocolate; beverages 
made from cocoa; beverages made from coffee; beverages made of coffee; beverages made of tea; beverages made with 
chocolate; beverages (tea-based-); beverages (tea-based -); beverages with a chocolate base; beverages with a cocoa 
base; beverages with coffee base; beverages with tea base; cappuccino; chicory and chicory mixtures, all for use as 
substitutes for coffee; chicory based coffee substitute; chicory [coffee substitute]; chicory extracts for use as substitutes 
for coffee; chicory for use as substitutes for coffee; chicory mixtures, all for use as substitutes for coffee; chicory 
mixtures for use as substitutes for coffee; coffee; coffee based beverages; coffee based drinks; coffee based fillings; 
coffee beans; coffee beverages; coffee beverages with milk; coffee concentrates; coffee drinks; coffee essence; coffee 
essences; coffee essences for use as substitutes for coffee; coffee extracts; coffee extracts for use as substitutes for 
coffee; coffee flavorings [flavourings]; coffee flavourings; coffee in brewed form; coffee in ground form; coffee in whole-
bean form; coffee mixtures; coffee oils; coffee [roasted, powdered, granulated, or in drinks]; coffee, tea, cocoa and 
artificial coffee; coffee (unroasted-); coffee (unroasted -); coffee-based beverage containing milk; drinks based on 
chocolate; drinks based on cocoa; drinks containing chocolate; drinks containing cocoa; drinks flavoured with chocolate; 
drinks prepared from chocolate; drinks prepared from cocoa; espresso; extracts of coffee for use as flavours in 
beverages; extracts of coffee for use as flavours in foodstuffs; flavoured coffee; ground coffee; ground coffee beans; 
herb tea [infusions]; herb teas, other than for medicinal purposes; herbal beverages [other than for medicinal use]; herbal 
flavourings for making beverages; herbal infusions; herbal infusions [other than for medicinal use]; herbal preparations 
for making beverages; herbal tea [infusions]; herbal tea [other than for medicinal use]; herbal teas [infusions]; ice 
beverages with a chocolate base; ice beverages with a cocoa base; ice beverages with a coffee base; iced coffee; iced 
tea; iced tea (non-medicated-); ices; ices and ice; ices and ice cream; ices and ice creams; tea; tea; tea based beverages 
(non-medicated-); tea beverages (non-medicated-); tea essence (non-medicated-); tea essences; tea essences (non-
medicated-); tea extracts; tea extracts (non-medicated-); tea (iced-); tea (iced -); tea (non-medicated-); tea-based 
beverages; tea-based beverages with fruit flavoring; teas.

75707570



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 21/06/2019; Application No. : 737633 ;Switzerland 

4369337    25/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1502043]
RICHEMONT INTERNATIONAL SA

Route des Biches 10 CH-1752 Villars-sur-Glâne Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI

D-17, South Extension Part II, New Delhi 110049, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Fine jewelry; jewelry; cuff links; tie clips; rings (jewelry); bracelets (jewelry); earrings (jewelry); necklaces 
(jewelry); brooches (jewelry); key rings of precious metal; timepieces and chronometric instruments; watches; 
chronometers; pendulum clocks; watch cases; dials (clock and watch making); movements for timepieces; alarm clocks; 
watch bands; boxes of precious metal.

Cl.35;Presentation of timepieces, watches, clocks, jewelry, works of art, precious stones, precious metals on all 
communication media for retail purposes; on-line retail store services featuring timepieces, watches, clocks, jewelry, 
precious stones; commercial advice for the purchase and sale of timepieces, watches, clocks, jewelry, precious stones.

75717571



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

4377408    11/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1452331]
TEMPUS LABS, INC.

600 West Chicago Ave., Suite 510 Chicago IL 60654 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KOCHHAR & CO

TECHNOPOLIS BUILDING, TOWER-B, 3RD FLOOR, SECTOR-54, DLF GOLF COURSE ROAD, GURGOAN-122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.42;Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software that enables users to analyze genome sequences 
for disease assessment, prediction of medical and clinical outcomes, medical and clinical research, and drug 
development via a website; providing temporary use of on-line non- downloadable software that enables users to collect, 
organize, and store genetic and genomic information of medical patients for diagnosis and treatment assistance via a 
website; database development services, namely, curating, managing and organizing data libraries of genomic and 
medical information for healthcare professionals in cloud computing application systems; software as a service (saas) 
services featuring software for genomic sequencing, genomic related data analysis, and data management for hospitals 
and research centers; clinical research in the field of genomics; medical research; structural and functional analysis of 
genomes.

Cl.44;Providing medical diagnostic testing that analyzes patient samples and creates genomic data from the analysis.

75727572



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

4383767    20/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504249]
REDSTONE HAUTE COUTURE CO., LTD.

Unit B01, B02, B03, B04, 15th Floor, Anlian Building, No. 4018 Jintian Road, Futian District, Shenzhen Guangdong China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS

515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Furniture; seats; display stands; coat hangers; tables; beds; writing desks; sofas; dressing tables; wardrobes; 
tea tables; casks, not of metal; work benches; mirrors [looking glasses]; picture frames; bamboo; bead curtains for 
decoration; display boards; placards of wood or plastics; decorations of plastic for foodstuffs; kennels for household 
pets; identification bracelets, not of metal; funerary urns; coathooks, not of metal; cushions; pillows; indoor window 
shades [furniture]; office furniture; costume stands.

Cl.26;Lace for edgings; embroidery; decorative ribbons; hat trimmings; brooches [clothing accessories]; shoe 
trimmings; decorative articles for the hair; trimmings for clothing; beads, other than for making jewelry; charms, other 
than for jewellery, key rings or key chains; fastenings for clothing; buttons; belt clasps; zippers; false hair; wigs; needles; 
sewing kits; artificial flowers; shoulder pads for clothing; heat adhesive patches for decoration of textile articles 
[haberdashery]; monogram tabs for marking linen.

Cl.33;Fruit extracts, alcoholic; distilled beverages; cocktails; wine; gin; liqueurs; brandy; sake; whisky; rice alcohol.

75737573



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

4386387    30/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1505092]
IGLOOHOME PTE. LTD.

67 Ayer Rajah Crescent, 03-25 Singapore 139950 Singapore

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA

F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electric locks; locks, electric; electronic locks; electrical locks; locks, electronic; digital door locks; electric door 
locks; electromagnetic locks; electronic door locks; metal locks, electric; fingerprint door locks; electric lock switches; 
vehicle locks, electric; electric locking devices; digitally controlled locks; lock controllers, electric; locking apparatus, 
electric; remotely controlled door locks; remote control locking apparatus; electronic locking mechanisms for safes; 
mechanical locks [electric, non metallic]; encoded cards for opening electronic locks; target trackers, electronic; trackers 
[computer apparatus]; proximity sensors; heat sensors; fire sensors; motion sensors; biochip sensors; pressure 
sensors; infrared sensors; electronic sensors; touchscreen sensors; global positioning system (GPS) apparatus; 
microprocessors; electronic microprocessors; microprocessor control circuits; microprocessor controlled apparatus; 
multi-microprocessor control apparatus; industrial controls incorporating microprocessors; microprocessing apparatus 
for monitoring; microprocessing apparatus for controlling; software; computer software; packaged software; application 
software; communication software; software for computers; data processing software.

Cl.42;Application service provider [ASP] services; design, development and programming of computer software; 
website design services; software as a service [SaaS]; platform as a service [PaaS].

75747574



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 30/04/2019; Application No. : 018057775 ;European Union 

4401409    20/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507592]
TH JANSEN ARMATUREN GMBH

Theodor-Jansen Straße 9 66386 Sankt Ingbert Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL

K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metal valves or clack valves, other than parts of machines; hand-operated metal valves or clack valves, other than 
parts of machines.

Cl.7;Valves, sliding valves, taps (faucets) or clack valves (parts of machines); reducers (pressure -) [parts of machines]; 
pressure valves [parts of machines]; power-operated valves, taps or clack valves (parts of machines); hydraulic, 
pneumatic, electric or electromagnetic drives for valves, sliding valves, taps or clack valves; valves, slides, taps or clack 
valves (parts of machines); valves for pumps; control valves [mechanical] for regulating fluid flow, being parts of 
machines; fittings for engine boilers; transmissions for machines.

75757575



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 27/12/2018; Application No. : 018004176 ;European Union 

4402757    30/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506906]
BALCKE-DÜRR GMBH

Theodorstraße 180 40472 Düsseldorf Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP ADVOCATES LLP

C-4,Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Heat exchangers, in particular stationary heat exchangers, regenerative heat exchangers, compact heat 
exchangers; cooling towers; rotor air coolers; condensers, in particular turbine condensers, water-cooled surface 
condensers; cold-end systems for nuclear power plants; heat regenerators; air preheater; feed water heaters; gas-gas 
heaters; air heaters; reheaters, in particular moisture separator reheaters; pre-separators for the cleaning and purification 
of air and gas; process gas coolers; desuperheaters; gas and air purification equipment, in particular filter systems for 
gas and air purification, particle separators, separator ducts and layer separators, centrifugal and axial fans, flue gas 
pipelines; boilers; pressure vessels; flash tanks; solar steam generators; thermal storage systems, in particular storage 
heat exchangers; parts and accessories for all aforementioned goods.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance, repair and optimization by performance enhancement through increase of operating life 
and reduction of internal consumption of industrial plants and power plants, in particular installation, maintenance, repair 
and optimization by performance enhancement through increase of operating life and reduction of internal consumption 
of heat exchangers, cooling towers, condensers, feed water heaters, cold end systems, gas and air purification equipment 
and boilers; consultancy in the areas of gas cleaning and dust removal; uninstallation, dismantling and clearing of 
nuclear power plants.

Cl.42;Maintenance planning for industrial plants and power plants, in particular for heat exchangers, cooling towers, 
condensers, feedwater heaters, cold end systems, gas and air purification equipment and boilers; engineering, 
technological consultancy and design services for power plants, in particular for coal fired power plants, combined cycle 
power plants, concentrated solar power plants, geothermal power plants, nuclear power plants, waste-to-energy power 
plants, biomass power plants, fluid mechanics; consultancy in the areas of technologies for environmental protection; 
development of safety concepts for the installation, maintenance, repair and optimization of industrial plants and power 
plants; safety testing relating to radiation area.

75767576



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 11/11/2019; Application No. : 88687974 ;United States of America 

4402786    15/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506863]
CURTISS-WRIGHT FLOW CONTROL CORPORATION

130 Harbour Place Drive Davidson NC 28036 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.

F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Valves, including safety and relief valves, by-pass valves and pilot operated valves.

Cl.7;Pressure relief valves, safety valves, and hydraulic and pneumatic control valves.

Cl.37;Repair or maintenance of pressure relief valves, safety valves, and hydraulic and pneumatic control valves.

Cl.42;Engineering services in the field of oil and gas, power generation, chemical processing, pharmaceutical, pulp and 
paper, water, mining and food and beverage industries; engineering services in the field of pressure relief valves, safety 
valves, and hydraulic and pneumatic control valves in the field of oil and gas, power generation, chemical processing, 
pharmaceutical, pulp and paper, water, mining and food and beverage industries; engineering design services in the field 
of oil and gas, power generation, chemical processing, pharmaceutical, pulp and paper, water, mining and food and 
beverage industries.

75777577



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

4408493    04/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1415245]
Vimala Rajavelu

PO BOX 5146 Lyneham ACT 2602 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Adhesive backed films for stationery purposes; adhesive materials for stationery purposes; adhesive pads, being 
stationery; gift stationery; stationery; printed material, namely, calendars, posters, inspirational cards, artistic prints and 
gift cards; printed matter, namely, printed publications and printed booklets on the topics of fashion, sport, 
empowerment, inspiration and motivation, printed passport cases; printed publications; diaries; calendars; pens; blank 
and inspirational journals; books, namely, notebooks, activity books, motivational books, books about empowerment and 
story books; gift wrap, being gift wrapping paper and paper ribbons and paper bows for gift wrapping; non-textile 
adhesive materials in the form of stickers; adhesive printed matter, being stickers and decals; self-adhesive films for 
wrapping; writing pads; planners being printed matter; colouring books; coasters of cardboard; greeting cards; blank 
note cards; block notepads; paper memo blocks.

Cl.18;Articles of clothing for animals; backpacks; baggage, being carry bags; umbrellas; handbags; toiletry bags sold 
empty; athletics bags; weekend bags; beach bags; gym bags; change purses; clutch bags; tote bags; shoulder bags; 
shoe bags; purses; overnight bags; luggage tags; leads for animals; covers for animals; clothes for animals; clothing for 
pets; blankets for animals; collars for animals.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headwear.

75787578



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

4433156    02/01/2020
[International Registration No. : 1512599]
Zhejiang Furuipu Building Materials Import and Export Co., Ltd.

Room 22008, Yuejiang Business Centre, No. 857, Xincheng Road, Binjiang District, Hangzhou City Zhejiang Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Nozzles of metal; elbows of metal for pipes; junctions of metal for pipes; valves of metal, other than parts of 
machines; pipework of metal; branching pipes of metal; penstock pipes of metal; ironmongery; hooks of metal for clothes 
rails; poles of metal.

Cl.11;Faucets for pipes; faucets; hot water heating installations; floor drains; cocks for pipes (plugs); heaters for baths; 
flushing apparatus; sanitary apparatus and installations; air-conditioning installations; water purification installations.

75797579



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

 

4433160    31/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1512606]
CCTV ANIMATION INC.

10F Gehua Tower, No. 1 Qinglong Bystreet, Dong Cheng District 100101 Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cakes of toilet soap; facial cleansing milk; cosmetic preparations for skin care; shining preparations [polish]; 
essential oils; cosmetics; dentifrices; bath foam; baby powder [toiletries]; shampoos.

Cl.9;Electronic publications, downloadable; animated cartoons; learning machine; compact discs [audio-video]; video 
game cartridges; identity cards, magnetic; computer software, recorded; time recording apparatus; eyeglasses; 
temperature indicators.

Cl.16;Office requisites, except furniture; writing instruments; glue sticks for stationery or household purposes; drawing 
instruments; drawing materials; teaching materials [except apparatus]; paper; albums; writing materials; printed 
publications.

Cl.18;School satchels; bags for sports; pocket wallets; pouch baby carriers; clothing for pets; shopping bags; 
briefcases; furniture coverings of leather; walking sticks; umbrellas.

Cl.21;Painted glassware(including cups, table plates, pitchers, urns); combs; tableware, other than knives, forks and 
spoons; ceramics for household purposes; drinking vessels; drinking bottles for sports; thermally insulated containers 

75807580



for food; utensils for household purposes; baby baths, portable; toothbrushes.

Cl.24;Upholstery fabrics; towels of textile; bed covers; sheets [textile]; quilt covers; table linen, not of paper; shower 
curtains of textile or plastic; sleeping bag liners.

Cl.25;Clothing; shower caps; wedding dresses; sleep masks; footwear; caps being headwear; hosiery; gloves 
[clothing]; scarfs; girdles.

Cl.28;Games; toys; playing cards; playing balls; body-building apparatus; skateboards; climbers' harness; wrist guards 
[sports articles]; roller skates; fishing tackle.

Cl.30;Coffee; tea-based beverages; candy; honey; pastries; noodles; cereal preparations; cereal-based snack food; ice 
cream; condiments.

Cl.32;Non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; beer; non-alcoholic preparations for making beverages; waters [beverages]; 
soda pops; non-alcoholic beverages; vegetable juices [beverages]; whey beverages; colas [soft drinks]; soya-based 
beverages.

Cl.35;Commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; business management of 
performing artists; advertising; sponsorship search; sales promotion for others; import-export agency services; 
administrative processing of purchase orders; book-keeping; rental of vending machines; organization of exhibitions for 
commercial or advertising purposes.

Cl.38;Providing user access to global computer networks; message sending; communications by cellular phones; 
rental of message sending apparatus; transmission of electronic mail; television broadcasting; news agency services; 
electronic bulletin board services [telecommunications services]; transmission of digital files; paging services [radio, 
telephone or other means of electronic communication].

Cl.41;Teaching; publication of books; nursery schools; amusement park services; organization of competitions 
[education or entertainment]; providing online electronic publications, not downloadable; production of radio and 
television programmes; game services provided on-line from a computer network for entertainment and further education 
purposes; organization of shows [impresario services]; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes.

Cl.43;Café services; restaurant services; day-nursery [crèche] services; retirement home services; boarding for 
animals; rental of transportable buildings; rental of chairs, tables, table linen, glassware; rental of cooking apparatus; 
rental of drinking water dispensers; rental of lighting apparatus.

75817581



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

4433204    21/01/2020
[International Registration No. : 1464510]
George Psipsikas

33 Pleiadon GR-145 61 Kifissia Greece

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Pillows; beds; bed bases; mattresses; decorative pillows; head rests being furniture.

Cl.24;Bed and table linen made of textile materials; textile fabrics for making bed and table linen; bed covers made of 
textile materials; textile piece goods for making bed covers; textile fabrics for making pillows; pillow cases made of 
textile; textile materials for use in making clothes; textile fabrics for use in the manufacture of furniture; textile 
tablecloths; textile towels; textile sheets; textile duvets; sheets.

Cl.25;Shoes for sports; shoes for men and women; clothing for men, women and children; clothes for sports.

75827582



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

4433326    08/01/2020
[International Registration No. : 1339227]
Chem-Trend Limited Partnership

1445 W. McPherson Park Drive Howell MI 48843 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals and chemical preparations for use in the preparation and cleaning of molding and forming tooling 
equipment and process equipment; eradication preparations, namely, chemical purging preparations for use in machinery 
and equipment.

Cl.3;Cleaning preparations for molding machinery for use in industry; cleaning preparations for use in industry; 
cleaning preparations for machinery, equipment, and parts thereof used in molding, forming and compounding 
applications; cleaning preparations; cleaning compounds for molding machinery, equipment, and parts thereof used in 
molding, forming and compounding applications. 

75837583



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 21/06/2019; Application No. : 88484182 ;United States of America 

4434292    18/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513187]
IGM Biosciences, Inc.

325 East Middlefield Road Mountain View CA 94043 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of viral, metabolic, endocrine, musculoskeletal, 
cardiovascular, cardiopulmonary, genitourinary, sexual dysfunction, oncological, hepatological, ophthalmic, respiratory, 
neurological, gastrointestinal, hormonal, dermatological, psychiatric and immune system related diseases and disorders; 
pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of infectious diseases, blood disorders, pain, 
inflammation, sepsis, alopecia, obesity and cognitive orders; pharmaceutical products for the treatment of viral and 
infectious diseases, for the treatment of cancer.

Cl.42;Research and development services in the field of antibodies; providing information on the subject of scientific 
research in the field of biochemistry and biotechnology; providing medical research and scientific research information in 
the field of oncology; biotechnology research; research and development in the pharmaceutical and biotechnology fields.

75847584



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

4435319    22/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513023]
DeltaX Fashion and Technology Co, Ltd.

No.1406B, Unit 7, One Excellence, 5033 Menghai Road, Qianhai Shenzhen-Hong Kong Cooperation Zone, Shenzhen Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Rivets of metal; locks of metal for bags; rings of metal; buckles of common metal [hardware]; padlocks; crampons 
of metal [cramps]; metal key blanks; metal fastener; latches of metal.

Cl.9;Bags adapted for laptops; computer software applications, downloadable; chronographs [time recording 
apparatus]; protection devices for personal use against accidents; alarms; cases for smartphones; blank smart cards; 
smart card readers; downloadable mobile phone software applications; wireless charger for smartphone.

Cl.18;Rucksacks; pocket wallets; travelling bags; trunks [luggage]; bags for sports; bags; umbrellas; mountaineering 
sticks; clothing for pets; semi-worked fur.

Cl.20;Desks; furniture; beds; sofas; handicrafts made of grass; doors for furniture; boxes of plastic; decorative mirror; 
accent pillows; indoor window blinds.

Cl.25;Caps being headwear; hosiery; gloves [clothing]; scarfs; girdles; clothing; layettes [clothing]; skirts; bathing 
suits; boots.

75857585



Cl.42;Technological research; research and development of new products for others; scientific laboratory services; 
packaging design; computer programming; computer software design; consultancy in the design and development of 
computer hardware; graphic arts design; testing the functionality of apparatus and instruments; fashion design 
consulting services.

75867586



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 30/01/2019; Application No. : 018016748 ;European Union 

4435356    05/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1512909]
Carl Freudenberg KG

Höhnerweg 2-4 69469 Weinheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines for processing metal, wood and plastic, machines for the chemical industry, agriculture, mining and the 
beverages industry, textile machines, construction machines, packaging machines and machine tools; motors and 
engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); 
agricultural implements other than hand-operated; hydraulic accumulators for storing and providing pressure; hydraulic 
accumulators, in particular diaphragm accumulators, piston accumulators, accumulators for axle suspension, wheel 
suspension and/or cab suspension; belts for machines; rollers for printing machines; pump and valve diaphragms; 
antifriction bearings for machines; ball bearings, roller bearings and plain bearings as machine parts; self-lubricating 
bearings; bearings for transmission shafts; journal boxes [parts of machines]; gaskets being parts of machines or 
engines; mechanical seals being parts of machines or engines, in particular being crankshaft seals; mechanical seals 
being transmission seals, turbocharger seals or for sealing electric motors; mechanical seals for hydrodynamic or 
pneumatic applications being parts of machines, engines or gearboxes; rotary shaft seals being parts of machines or 
engines; rod wipers and piston guide rings used in hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders; guide and oil-removing elements 
for hydraulic and pneumocylinders; intake manifolds for land, air and sea vehicles; parts for motors and engines of air 

75877587



and water vehicles, namely shaft couplings, transmission shafts, journals; piston rings, guide rings, valves and parts 
therefor, bearings and guides, shaped parts and moulded parts for mechanical and apparatus engineering, in particular of 
plastic or predominantly of plastic, in particular of fluorocarbon resin or elastomers (term considered too vague by the 
International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); machine belts; bellows; blow guns, in particular folding 
bellows of rubber, folding bellows of tpe; elastic bearings for machines or engines as noise and vibration absorption 
parts; pneumatic springs and spring legs with bellows of elastomeric material for supporting vibrating vehicle and 
machine parts (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); 
elastic springs for damping noise, vibration and shock insulation as parts of machines; multilayer springs for damping 
noise, vibration and shock insulation as parts of machines; parts of motors for damping and vibroinsulation; gas-
distributing and valve-actuating machinery; parts for motors and engines of land vehicles, namely bearing pins; finished 
products of vulcanised perfluoroelastomers in the form of membranes for use in hydraulics, pneumatics and mechanical 
engineering (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations).

Cl.17;Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping 
and insulating materials; sealing and packing cord, packing and stopping materials, seals for sensors; gasket support 
rings; artificial resins, in particular fluorocarbon resins or elastomers, being semi-finished products in the form of plates, 
tubes, rods, blocks, flexible pipes, not of metal, fittings, expansion joints, films for sealing purposes, filling material for 
reaction columns, balls, filter material in the form of fibres or porous plates; guide tubes, insulating tubes and insulating 
parts for electrical purposes, having springs with corrosion-resistant coatings for sealing purposes, in particular for 
mechanical seals, corrugated tubes for vacuum operation and being spring washers; all of the aforesaid goods being 
made of or predominantly of plastic, in particular of fluorocarbon resin or elastomers; shaft seals of 
polytetrafluoroethylene, gum or highly elastic and thermoplastic plastics, including combined with metal or other plastics, 
in particular lip seals for moveable parts of machines; radial shaft seals, shaft sealing rings, cassette seals; combination 
seals; rotary seals; packings for static seals; valve stem seals; hydraulic brake seals; o-ring seals; support seals; 
composite seals; fibrous gaskets; butterfly valve seals; sealing plugs being metal-elastomer composite parts 
(predominantly of elastomers); seals for shock-absorbers and gas springs; valve spindle seals; seals for hydraulic 
braking systems; seals for hydraulic and pneumocylinders; sealing rings; o-rings; flat seals; profile seals; axle seals; 
sealing plates; insulating foils; sealing frames (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of 
the Common Regulations); hydraulic and pneumatic seals, in particular rod seals; piston seals; rod wiper seals; buffer 
seals; wiper rings and guide rings for sealing against oil, grease or air in hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders; plastics in 
extruded form for use in manufacture, being elastic rubber-like plastics, in particular including combined with metals and 
other plastics, in particular moulded parts, including boards, sheets and flaps, profiles, discs and washers; screw seal 
rings, in particular USIT rings (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); rotary pressure seals; diaphragms, in particular accumulator and separator diaphragms, pump diaphragms, 
regulating and switching diaphragms (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the 
Common Regulations); partitions, being diaphragms, in particular being diaphragms of elastomers (term considered too 
vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); moulded parts of polytetrafluoroethylene 
(term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); solid silicone parts, 
in particular jet formers for showers, seals, diaphragms, housing parts, injection-moulded parts (term considered too 
vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); moulded parts for machine elements 
made of liquid silicon (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); liquid silicone seals (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); plastics in the form of sheets, blocks, spheres, rods and tubes; moulded parts of PTFE (term considered too 
vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); grooved rings, in particular including 
grooved rings of PTFE; static and dynamic seals; static cylinder cover seals (term considered too vague by the 
International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); v-packings as multiple lip (chevron) packing seals 
designed to seal static reciprocating and centrifugal applications, where the male and female adapters are used to 
complete a set of vees; stuffing box packings (seals); micro-parts of plastic or elastomeric material (semi-finished 
products); non-metal seals, namely, oil seals, fluid seals, insulating seals, reinforced seals, elastomeric seals, seals for 
pistons and rods, namely, cups, rings, packings and gaskets, all the foregoing for sealing oil, grease or air in hydraulic 
and pneumatic applications; packaging materials for moulded seals for sealing and insulation purposes; plates of 
graphite-based materials for use as sealing rings, packing seals and heat insulation; slide ring packings, sliding ring 
seals and gasket support rings; glide ring packings, seals, and sealing support rings for sealing oil, grease or air in 
hydraulic and pneumatic applications; guide elements for hydraulic and pneumatic applications, in particular guide rings 
and bearing rings for protecting cylinder rods and pistons (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 
13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); damping elements, in particular for pneumatic applications (term considered too 
vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); sound insulating multilayered sheets and 
formed parts of foam and/or plastics for vehicle cabins, for the building industry and for industrial machines; 
perfluoroelastomers being films, plates and rods (semi-finished products); moulded semi-finished parts and finished 
products of vulcanised perfluoroelastomers, in particular in the form of seals and o-rings, for use in hydraulics, 
pneumatics and mechanical engineering; barrier materials; polymeric membranes, polymeric porous membranes in 
hollow fibre form, transfer membranes of polyamides, waterproof membranes made of polymers, insulating water 
proofing membranes, waterproof membranes of vulcanised fibre (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - 
Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations).

Cl.42;Technical consultation in the field of industrial seals, development and design of seals.

75887588



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 12/04/2019; Application No. : 018051438 ;European Union 

4435357    10/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1512914]
August Rüggeberg GmbH & Co. KG

Hauptstr. 13 51709 Marienheide Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines, namely, electrically driven tooling machines, pneumatically driven tooling machines, tooling machines 
with a flexible shaft, angle grinding machines, each for the treatment, namely, for filing, milling, grinding, polishing, 
roughing, cutting, deburring, sawing, screwing, drilling and / or brushing of work pieces, namely, those of metal, wood, 
stone, plastic and / or glass; machine operated tools for the treatment, namely, for filing, milling, grinding, polishing, 
roughing, cutting, deburring, sawing, screwing, drilling and / or brushing of work pieces, namely, those of metal, wood, 
stone, plastic and / or glass.

Cl.8;Hand-operated tools for the treatment, namely, for filing, milling, grinding, polishing, roughing, cutting, deburring, 
sawing, screwing, drilling and / or brushing of work pieces, namely, those of metal, wood, stone, plastic and / or glass.

75897589



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 25/07/2019; Application No. : 1399707 ;Benelux 

4435362    10/01/2020
[International Registration No. : 1492335]
Stanno Holding B.V.

Bergweidedijk 52 NL-7418 AA Deventer Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Sports bags not included in other classes; trunks and travelling bags.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.

Cl.28;Gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes.

75907590



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

4435363    08/01/2020
[International Registration No. : 1486991]
Lapee ApS

Elektrovej 331 DK-2800 Kongens Lyngby Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Medical and veterinary apparatus and instruments, including portable handheld urinals; urinals in the form of 
containers.

Cl.11;Portable toilets; toilets, portable; urinals being parts of sanitary installations; portable urinals for outdoor 
activities; urinal sanitiser units; flushing apparatus for urinals.

75917591



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

4435371    23/01/2020
[International Registration No. : 1398252]
Lorenzo Villoresi

Via dei Bardi, 14 I-50125 FIRENZE Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetic soaps for personal use; shaving creams; after-shave lotions, creams and balms for cosmetic use; shower 
foams for cosmetic use; bath foams for cosmetic use; non-medicated shampoos; non medicated hand lotions; non 
medicated body lotions; non medicated hair lotions; essential oils; perfumes in liquid form; perfumes in solid form; 
perfumes in cream form; perfumed bath oils for cosmetic use; eau de Cologne; toilet water; perfumed extracts for tissues, 
handkerchiefs and perfumes; perfumes and scented waters for use in aromatherapy; air fragrancing preparations; 
deodorants for personal use; incense; non medicated lip balms.

Cl.21;Glass and crystal flasks, bottles and containers for perfumery, all sold empty; candlesticks and non-electric 
candelabras, not of precious metal; earthenware, glass and crystal containers for household use; earthenware, glass and 
crystal household containers for dried flowers and dried plants; vases, jugs, tankards, pots and jars, small boxes, mugs, 
figures and statues made of earthenware, glass and crystal.

75927592



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

 

4435374    17/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513147]
Siete Bucks Ventures LLC

8F 205 West 19th St. New York NY 10011 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing, namely, t-shirts; shirts; sleeveless shirts; tank tops; jackets; coats; scarves; belts; ties being clothing; 
pants; shorts; sweaters; vests; underwear; lingerie; sweatshirts; hoodies; headwear, namely, hats, caps being hats, 
visors and bandanas; footwear; socks; sweatsuits; athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, shorts, jackets, footwear, hats 
and caps being hats.

Cl.32;Beer, ale and porter; malt liquor; non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; non-alcoholic beverages, namely, fruit juice; 
syrups for beverages; non-alcoholic cocktail mixes; soft drinks, namely, sodas and flavored waters; drinking water.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages, except beer; spirits and liqueurs; distilled blue agave liquor, vodka, whiskey, gin, brandy, 
rum; wine; prepared alcoholic cocktails; alcoholic cocktail mixes and syrups.

75937593



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

4435382    29/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513049]
Joint-Stock Company "Artistic paints plant "Nevskaya palitra"

Serdobolskaya ulitsa, 68, liter F pomeshenie 17 RU-197342 Saint-Petersburg Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.2;Binding preparations for paints; bitumen varnish; ceramic paints; copal varnish; distempers; fixatives for 
watercolors; fixatives [varnishes]; gum-lac; lacquers; mastic [natural resin]; metal foil for use in painting, decorating, 
printing and art; oil paints for use in art; paints; pigments; primers; shellac for use as a surface coating; siccatives [drying 
agents] for paints; thickeners for paints; thinners for lacquers; thinners for paints; turpentine [thinner for paints]; 
watercolor paints for use in art.

Cl.16;Adhesive bands for stationery or household purposes; adhesives [glues] for stationery or household purposes; 
adhesive tape dispensers [office requisites]; adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; albums; artists' and 
drawing materials; artists' watercolor saucers; boxes of paper or cardboard; canvas for painting; carbon paper; 
cardboard; cardboard tubes; chalk holders; charcoal pencils; clipboards; compasses for drawing; copying paper 
[stationery]; correcting fluids [office requisites]; correcting tapes [office requisites]; covers [stationery]; desk mats; 
document files [stationery]; document holders [stationery]; drawing instruments; drawing materials; drawing pads; 
drawing pens; drawing pins; drawing rulers; drawing sets; elastic bands for offices; engravings; envelopes [stationery]; 
erasing products; fountain pens; French curves; glue for stationery or household purposes; gluten [glue] for stationery or 
household purposes; graphic representations; gummed tape [stationery]; hand-rests for painters; Indian inks; ink; 
inkstands; ink sticks; ink stones [ink reservoirs]; inkwells; isinglass for stationery or household purposes; manuals 
[handbooks]; marking pens [stationery]; modelling clay; modelling materials; modelling paste; molds for modelling clays 
[artists' materials]; nibs; nibs of gold; note books; office requisites, except furniture; pads [stationery]; paint boxes for 
use in schools; paintbrushes; painters' brushes; painters' easels; paintings [pictures], framed or unframed; paint trays; 
palettes for painters; pantographs [drawing instruments]; paper; paper clasps; paper-clips; paper cutters [office 
requisites]; paper knives [letter openers]; papers for painting and calligraphy; paper sheets [stationery]; papier mâché; 
pastels [crayons]; pen cases; pencil holders; pencil lead holders; pencil leads; pencils; pencil sharpeners, electric or non-
electric; pencil sharpening machines, electric or non-electric; pens [office requisites]; pen wipers; pictures; plastics for 
modelling; polymer modelling clay; printing sets, portable [office requisites]; punches [office requisites]; rubber erasers; 
school supplies [stationery]; scrapers [erasers] for offices; sealing compounds for stationery purposes; sealing stamps; 
self-adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; silver paper; slate pencils; square rulers for drawing; squares 
for drawing; stands for pens and pencils; staples for offices; stapling presses [office requisites]; stationery; steel pens; 
stencil plates; stencils; stencils [stationery]; stickers [stationery]; teaching materials [except apparatus]; tracing paper; 
transparencies [stationery]; T-squares for drawing; wood pulp board [stationery]; wood pulp paper; writing board erasers; 
writing brushes; writing cases [sets]; writing cases [stationery]; writing chalk; writing instruments; writing materials; 
writing or drawing books.

75947594



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 18/07/2019; Application No. : 88521996 ;United States of America 

4435384    18/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513059]
Zume, Inc.

250-254 Polaris Avenue Mountain View CA 94303 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players and handheld computers, 
namely, software for use in ordering, processing, paying for, and tracking food delivery; downloadable computer software 
for logistical and predictive modeling of order management for food delivery, mobile vending, and food preparation 
services; downloadable computer software for supply chain management; downloadable computer software for use in 
monitoring and controlling automated appliances; downloadable computer software for use in food preparation and 
processing.

Cl.16;Disposable containers made of cellulose-containing materials for packaging purposes.

Cl.35;Business consulting services in the field of packaging design and manufacturing; business consulting services 
in the field of food preparation, processing and delivery; business consulting services in the field of supply chain 
management; business consulting services in the field of connected appliances; business consulting services in the field 
of design of food processing and delivery vehicles.

75957595



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 18/07/2019; Application No. : 88521991 ;United States of America 

4435386    18/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513073]
Zume, Inc.

250-254 Polaris Avenue Mountain View CA 94303 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players and handheld computers, 
namely, software for use in ordering, processing, paying for, and tracking food delivery; downloadable computer software 
for logistical and predictive modeling of order management for food delivery, mobile vending, and food preparation 
services; downloadable computer software for supply chain management; downloadable computer software for use in 
monitoring and controlling automated appliances; and downloadable computer software for use in food preparation and 
processing.

Cl.16;Disposable containers made of cellulose-containing materials for packaging purposes.

Cl.35;Business consulting services in the field of packaging design and manufacturing; business consulting services 
in the field of food preparation, processing and delivery; business consulting services in the field of supply chain 
management; business consulting services in the field of connected appliances; business consulting services in the field 
of design of food processing and delivery vehicles.

75967596



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 20/06/2019; Application No. : UK00003408200 ;United Kingdom 

4435466    16/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513086]
BRC Trading Limited

LGC, Queens Road, Teddington Middlesex TW11 0LY United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable electronic publications; downloadable electronic magazines; downloadable electronic journals; 
downloadable electronic reports; downloadable electronic manuals; downloadable electronic training materials; 
downloadable electronic publications, magazines, journals, reports, manuals and training materials in respect of quality 
standards.

Cl.16;Printed publications; printed materials; journals; reports; manuals; magazines; printed training materials; printed 
publications, printed materials, journals, reports, manuals, magazines and printed training materials in respect of quality 
standards.

Cl.35;Setting of standards relating to business practices; provision of business information directory services; 
provision of business information directory services via a global computer network; arranging, planning and conducting 
of trade fairs, exhibitions and presentations in respect of quality standards for advertising and promotional purposes; 
business data analysis; marketing and advertising services; marketing and advertising of third party products and 
services to the retail and manufacturing sector; business management assistance services in the nature of setting of 
standards for business ethics; provision of benchmarking and reference information relating to ethical standards.

Cl.41;Organisation of entertainment events; organisation of educational events in respect of quality standards; 
provision of instructional and educational services; provision of instructional and education services in respect of quality 
standards; arranging and conducting of conferences, exhibitions, events and seminars; arranging and conducting of 
conferences, exhibitions, events and seminars in respect of quality standards; training courses and the provision of 
training; training courses and the provision of training in respect of quality standards; arranging of presentations for 
training and educational purposes; arranging of presentations for educational purposes in respect of quality standards; 
non-downloadable electronic publications; setting of training and educational standards; information, advice and 
consultancy relating to all of the above services.

Cl.42;Setting of quality standards, setting of standards in the field of environmental protection; setting of quality 
standards and quality control standards in the field of retail, food safety, packaging and materials, consumer products, 
storage and distribution, agents and brokers, and food service sectors; setting of ethical and responsible sourcing 
standards; setting of gluten-free and plant-based certification standards; evaluation, testing and verification services 
relating to performance, environmental, social welfare, ethical or safety standards of businesses.

75977597



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 10/12/2019; Application No. : 88722223 ;United States of America 

4435738    31/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1512059]
Zinier Inc.

1730 S El Camino Real, Suite 200 San Mateo CA 94402 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for use in sales tracking, management and training; computer software for use in monitoring, 
managing and training in the field of infrastructure maintenance, repair and customer service.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for use in sales tracking, management and training; providing 
temporary use of on-line, non-downloadable computer software for use in monitoring, managing and training in the field 
of infrastructure maintenance, repair and customer service.

75987598



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 13/11/2019; Application No. : 302019000083613 ;Italy 

4435805    25/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1512166]
CANDIANI S.P.A.

Via Arese, 85 I-20020 ROBECCHETTO CON INDUNO (MI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.24;Textiles; cloth; textile fabrics for the manufacture of clothing; denim fabric; bed linen and blankets; table linen.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; jeans and denim jeans; Denims (clothing).

75997599



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 26/06/2019; Application No. : 736710 ;Switzerland 

4435839    02/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1499491]
Fondation de l'Ecole hôtelière de Lausanne, EHL

Le Chalet-à-Gobet CH-1000 Lausanne 25 Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Education; training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services as well as research and design services relating thereto; industrial analysis 
and industrial research services; design and development of computers and software.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and beverages; temporary accommodation.

76007600



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 12/02/2019; Application No. : 4524259 ;France 

4439661    09/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513422]
PROJETCLUB

4 boulevard de Mons F-59650 VILLENEUVE D'ASCQ France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.8;Hand-operated hand tools and instruments; cutlery, forks and spoons; side arms, other than firearms; razors; 
shovels,pickaxes, hand-operated air pumps.

Cl.9;Scientific, optical, measuring, signaling, monitoring(supervision), rescue (life-saving) apparatus and 
instruments;apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; Goggles for sports, sunglasses, 
spectacle cases; distance measuring apparatus, satellite navigation systems, specifically global positioning system 
(GPS); wireless communications apparatus, walkie-talkies, mobile phones;survival blankets.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking,refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; flashlights, torches for lighting, lanterns for lighting,headlamps; water purification systems, apparatus 
and installations for water treatment, filters for water treatment,water filters and water filtering apparatus for 
microbiological sterilization, tablets for disinfecting drinking bottles and water bags; solar showers; electric or gas 
cooking apparatus,cooking rings, plate warmers.

Cl.18;Bags for climbers, mountaineering sticks, sling bags for carrying infants, backpacks, bags for campers, sports 
bags,traveling bags, umbrellas, parasols, wallets, trunks and suitcases; handbags, bag covers (for travel), shoe bags (for 
travel), garment bags (for travel).

Cl.20;Furniture, chairs (seats), bedding (except bed linen),mattresses, sleeping bags.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and receptacles; combs and sponges; brushes (except paintbrushes); brush-
making materials; steel wool; water bottles; refrigerating bottles;insulating bottles, thermally insulated containers, 
portable coldboxes (non-electric); glasses (containers), water bags.

Cl.22;Ropes, string, nets, tents, tarpaulins.

Cl.28;Games, toys; gymnastic and sporting articles; knee pads(sports articles), chin guards (sports articles), elbow 
guards(sports articles), skis, ski covers, brakes for skis, ski bindings,ski edges, ski poles, snowboards, snow surfboards, 
sleds, rackets (sports articles), snowboards (snow surfboards),snowboard bindings, snowboard covers; climbing 
walls;climbing harness; grapple hooks (sports article); building blocks(toys); hang-gliders, para-gliders, kites, ice skates, 
snow boots(sports article).

76017601



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

4439668    24/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513440]
Obshchestvo s ogranichennoy otvetstvennostyu "Euromis"

pr-d Metallurgov, 6v, mkr-n L'vovsky, Podol'sk, Gorodskoy okrug Podol'sk RU-142155 Moskovskaya obl., Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Bidets; bath tubs; bath tubs for sitz baths; water heaters; flushing apparatus; showers; shower enclosures; taps 
(faucets); mixer taps for water pipes; heaters for baths; bath fittings; urinals (sanitary fixtures); sinks; sanitary apparatus 
and installations; toilet seats; toilet bowls; wash-hand basins (parts of sanitary installations); bath installations; water 
distribution installations.

Cl.20;Mirrors (looking glasses); furniture; furniture of metal; mats, removable, for sinks; racks (furniture); washstands 
(furniture); furniture fittings, not of metal; plate racks.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers; plungers for clearing blocked drains; sponge holders; soap 
holders; trivets (table utensils); toilet utensils; toilet paper holders.

Cl.35;Sales promotion for others; publication of publicity texts; advertising.

76027602



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

 

4439670    30/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513421]
Onu Technology, Inc.

7280 Blue Hill Drive, Suite 10 San Jose CA 95129 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software platforms for providing access to the internet; Downloadable cloud-computing software for 
providing computational resources to remote users; Downloadable cloud-computing software for requesting 
computational resources from remote users.

Cl.36;Currency exchange services; Electronic financial trading services; Financial services, namely, providing a virtual 
currency for use by members of an on-line community via a global computer network; Financial services, namely, 
providing electronic transfer of a virtual currency for use by members of an on-line community via a global computer 
network; On-line real-time currency trading.

76037603



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 10/05/2019; Application No. : 4550380 ;France 

4439699    28/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513412]
ARKEMA FRANCE

420 rue d'Estienne d'Orves F-92700 Colombes France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Surface-active chemical agents used in cleaning and detergent compositions for consumers and/or professionals; 
surface-active chemical agents for use in chemical synthesis and in various formulations; surface-active chemical agents 
used for perfumery and soaps; detergents used for industrial cleaning; additive for the textile and leather industry.

Cl.3;Substances for laundering, bleaching, cleaning and stain removing.

76047604



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 08/07/2019; Application No. : 018091481 ;European Union 

4439702    16/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513437]
Definox SAS

3 rue des Papetiers, ZAC de Tabari 2 F-44190 Clisson France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Valves; valves [parts of machines]; valves (parts of machines) for use in the industries relating to food, beverage, 
medicines and cosmetics.

Cl.9;Valves (electronic controls for automatically operating -); solenoid valves [electromagnetic switches]; solenoid 
valves for use in the industries relating to food, beverages, medicines and cosmetics.

76057605



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 22/02/2019; Application No. : 728756 ;Switzerland 

4439708    22/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513493]
MERAXIS AG

Worbstrasse 50 CH-3074 Muri b. Bern Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.19;Non-metallic building materials; non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch, tar and bitumen; 
transportable buildings not of metal; monuments [non-metallic]; gutter pipes, not of metal; installations not of metal for 
parking bicycles; branching pipes, not of metal; alabaster; alabaster glass; mooring bollards, not of metal; aquaria 
[structures]; aquarium gravel; aquarium sand; reinforcing materials not of metal for building; asbestos mortar; asbestos 
cement; asphalt; asphalt paving materials; outdoor blinds not of metal and not of textile; veneering, not of metal, for 
building; cabanas not of metal; beacons not of metal, non luminous; beams, not of metal; guard rails not of metal; huts; 
felt for building; building glass; lumber; building materials, not of metal; panels, not of metal, for building; building stone; 
buildings, not of metal; edgings of plastic materials for landscaping; masonry containers [tanks]; rock crystal; concrete; 
concrete building elements; shuttering, not of metal, for concrete; binding agents for making briquettes; bitumen; 
bituminous products for building; paperboard for building; bituminous coatings for roofing; non-metallic tiling for floors; 
floor tiles not of metal; letter boxes of masonry; rubble; busts of stone, concrete or marble; roof coverings, not of metal; 
roofing not of metal; roofing, not of metal, incorporating photovoltaic cells; pantiles, not of metal; roof gutters not of 
metal; scantlings [carpentry]; roofing slates; roofing shingles; roofing tiles not of metal; mooring bollards, not of metal; 
cask wood; monuments not of metal; safety glass; non-metal drainage pipes; non-metallic turnstiles; penstock pipes, not 
of metal; non-metallic brackets for building; railway sleepers, not of metal; enameled glass for building; non-metallic 
flagpoles [structures]; folding doors not of metal; paint spraying booths, not of metal; lintels not of metal; windows not of 
metal; window glass for construction; window glass other than glass for vehicle windows; plate glass [windows], for 
building; shutters not of metal; window frames not of metal; prefabricated houses [ready-for-assembly] not of metal; 
refractory construction materials, not of metal; fire burrs; fireproof cement coatings; figurines made of stone, concrete or 
marble; agglomerated bagasses of cane [building material]; veneer wood; floors not of metal; plaster; memorial plaques, 
not of metal; perches; manufactured timber; geotextiles; non-metallic armored doors; scaffolding, not of metal; 
framework for building, not of metal; cornices not of metal; greenhouse frames, not of metal; foundry molds [molds], not 
of metal; gypsum [building material]; non-metallic trellises; glass granules for road marking; tombs (monuments), not of 
metal; tomb or grave enclosures, not of metal; tombs not of metal; vaults not of metal [burial]; gravestone slabs, not of 
metal; tombstones; tombstone stelae, not of metal; tombstone plaques not of metal; granite; rubber bearings for seismic 
isolation of buildings; non-metallic accordion doors; cement for blast furnaces; wood for making household utensils; 
planks of wood for building; xylolith; wood veneers; wooden floor boards; furrings of wood; wood pulp board for 
building; wood paving materials; wood paneling; chicken-houses, not of metal; insect screens (not of metal); insulated 
glass for building purposes; jalousies not of metal; tiles not of metal for construction; lime; calcareous marl; limestone; 
chimney pots, not of metal; chimney cowls, not of metal; mantels for fireplaces, not of metal; non-metallic valleys for 
construction; angle irons, not of metal; corners for non-metallic roofs, gravel; silica [quartz]; stained-glass windows; 
drain traps [valves], not of metal or plastic; water-pipe valves, not of metal or plastic; beams [non-metallic]; skating rinks 
[structures] not of metal; works of art made of stone, concrete or marble; artificial stone; laths not of metal; arbors 
[constructions] not of metal; duckboards not of metal; crash barriers not of metal for roads; ducts not of metal for 
ventilating and air-conditioning installations; luminous paving; magnesia cement; macadam; porches not of metal; fair 
huts; marble; masts poles not of metal; veneer wall coverings, not of metal, for building; mortar [building material]; 
mosaics for building; non-metallic skylights; cement for furnaces; olivine for building; non-metallic shielding; building 
paper; paperboard for building; parquet flooring; parquet floor boards; pitch; posts, not of metal; palisading, not of metal; 
paving slabs, not of metal; paving blocks, not of metal; cement posts; posts, not of metal; advertisement columns, not of 
metal; cement slabs; slabs not of metal for building; porphyry [stone]; moldable wood; compressed cork for construction; 
moldings for building not of metal; coatings [building materials]; quartz; rocket launching platforms, not of metal; 
moldings, not of metal, for cornices; raw chalk; sandstone tubes; non-metallic rigid pipes for building; sand [excluding 
foundry sand]; sandstone for building; non-metallic pillars for construction; non-metallic manhole covers and manholes; 
grog [fired refractory material]; slate; slate powder; reeds, for building; slag [building material]; clinker stone; sawn 
timber; chimney cowls, not of metal; chimney pots, not of metal; chimney shafts, not of metal; clinker ballast; pigsties not 
of metal; sills not of metal; non-metallic swimming pools [constructions]; floating docks, not of metal, for mooring boats; 
folding doors, not of metal; caissons for construction work under water; non-metallic, non-luminous and non mechanical 

76067606



signalling device; non-luminous and non-mechanical signalling panels, not of metal; silver sand; silos, not of metal; 
rafters for roofs [roof frames]; plywood; diving boards, not of metal; sheet piles, not of metal; non-metal barns; statues of 
stone, concrete or marble; stone; coal tar; works of stonemasonry; street gutters, not of metal; binders for road repair; 
materials for making and coating roads; non-luminous and non-mechanical signs, not of metal, for roads; road coating 
materials; Sheets and tapes of synthetic material for marking roads; non-metallic posts for electric lines; supports 
[braces] non-metallic; wainscoting not of metal; tanks of masonry; tar; tarred strips for building; semi-worked wood; 
telephone booths, not of metal; telegraph posts, not of metal; terra-cotta [ building material ]; clay; clay shale; potters' 
clay; gates not of metal; beams, not of metal; transportable buildings not of metal; transportable greenhouses [non-
metallic]; partitions not of metal; staircases not of metal; stair-treads [steps] not of metal; stringers non-metallic; tufa; 
doors not of metal; door panels, not of metal; non-metallic door frames/frames; non-metallic lining coatings for 
construction; chimney lengthening pieces not of metal; vinyl siding; non-metallic bird baths [constructions]; aviaries, not 
of metal [structures]; aviaries, not of metal [structures]; prefabricated platforms [non-metallic]; non-metallic prefabricated 
chimneys; wall tiles not of metal; lining wall coverings, not of metal, for building; water pipes not of metal; fences, not of 
metal; cement; earth for bricks; bricks; clay for bricks; ceilings not of metal.

Cl.35;Advertising; commercial business management; commercial administration; office functions; writing of résumés 
for others; administrative assistance for responding to calls for tenders; updating and maintenance of data in computer 
databases; updating and maintenance of data in registers; updating of advertising material; cost price analysis; business 
inquiries; bill-posting; business management and organization consultancy; advice on communication strategies [public 
relations]; advice on communication strategies [advertising]; business management consultancy; consulting services 
relating to personnel management; advisory services for business management; provision of sales areas online for 
sellers and buyers of goods and services; commercial information via websites; procurement services for others 
[purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; professional business consultancy; commercial project 
management services in the framework of construction projects; business research; business management of 
reimbursement programs for others; accounting; computerized file management services; data search in computer files 
for others; shop window dressing; import-export agency services; advertising agency services; auctioneering; relocation 
services for businesses; tax return filing services for third parties; retail sale of works of art provided by art galleries; 
retail sale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations as well as medical supplies; design of 
advertising materials; business investigations; compilation of statistics; company efficiency expert services; drawing up 
of statements of accounts; tax preparation; economic forecasting; commercial information agency services; commercial 
information and advice for consumers relating to choice of goods and services; invoicing; television advertising; 
photocopying services; registration of gift lists; business management on behalf of performing or recording artists; 
business management for freelance service providers; business management for sports people; administrative 
management of hotels; wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations as well as medical 
supplies; publication of advertising texts; commercial or industrial company management assistance; referencing of 
websites for commercial or advertising purposes; business information; change management; commercial intermediary 
services in the framework of bringing prospective private investors in contact with entrepreneurs looking for financing; 
commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; page setting for publicity purposes; 
payroll preparation; modeling services for advertising or sales promotion purposes; marketing; marketing in the context 
of software editing; business intelligence services [market intelligence]; marketing research; market studies; press 
relations services; opinion polling; public relations; online retail services for downloadable ring tones; online retail 
services for downloadable digital music; online retail services for downloadable and pre-recorded music and movies; 
online advertising on a computer network; web site traffic optimization; search engine optimization for sales promotion 
purposes; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of fashion shows for 
promotional purposes; business organization consultancy; outsourced administrative management of companies; 
outsourcing services [business assistance]; pay per click advertising services; employment agency services; personnel 
recruitment; psychological testing for the selection of personnel; bill-posting; planning [assistance] in business 
management; presentation of goods on all communication media, for retail sale; price comparison services; production of 
tele-shopping programs; production of advertising films; company audits; recording of written communications and data; 
radio advertising; news clipping services; word processing; typing services; secretarial services; sponsorship search; 
shorthand services; systematization of information in computer databases; telephone answering for unavailable 
subscribers; telemarketing services; appointment reminder services [office functions]; appointment scheduling services 
[office functions]; transcription of communications [office functions]; commercial business appraisal; company 
communication services; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; dissemination of 
advertisements; scriptwriting for advertising purposes; writing of advertising texts; negotiation of business contracts for 
third parties; sales promotion for others; rental of office equipment in co-work installations; office machine and 
equipment rental; rental of photocopying machines; rental of advertising panels; rental of vending machines; rental of 
sales stands; rental of advertising space; rental of advertising material; rental of advertising time on all communication 
media; negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for others; arranging subscriptions to telecommunication 
services for others; information relating to commercial and business contacts; arranging newspaper subscriptions for 
others; commercial intermediary services; advertising by mail order; distribution of samples; distribution of advertising 
material [leaflets, prospectuses, printed matter, samples]; document reproduction; administration of consumer loyalty 
programs; administration of frequent flyer programs; administrative processing of purchase orders; demonstration of 
goods; advertising; promotion of goods and services by means of sponsorship of sports events; competitive intelligence 
services [competitive intelligence]; commercial lobbying services; accounting and financial auditing; targeted marketing; 
compilation of information into computer databases; compilation of information indexes for commercial or advertising 
purposes.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials; stripping; waste treatment [transformation]; abrasion; clothing alteration; applying 
finishes to textiles; pattern printing; waste recovery [upcycling]; information relating to the treatment of materials; 
taxidermy; treatment of textiles and fabrics; wool treatment; beer brewing for third parties; fabric bleaching; bookbinding; 
dyeing services; dental technician services; printing services; cloth edging; freezing of foods; decontamination of 
hazardous materials; photographic film development; processing of petroleum; photographic printing; photogravure; 

76077607



production of energy; window tinting by surface coating; leather staining; fur dyeing; shoe staining; cloth dyeing; textile 
dyeing; textile fireproofing; processing of cinematographic films; photocomposition; milling; galvanization; tanning; 
glass-blowing; gold-plating; engraving; tempering of metals; planing of materials; woodworking; timber felling and 
processing; cadmium plating; permanent-press treatment of fabrics; fruit crushing; pottery firing; coppersmithing; 
warping [weaving]; crease-resistant treatment for clothing; food and beverage preservation; cloth pre-shrinking; 
cryopreservation services; custom-made bread production on order and according to customer specifications; 3D 
printing on order and according to the requirements of third parties of polymer products, namely, machines and machine 
tools and parts thereof, including machines and automated machine tools and parts thereof, parts of engines, parts of 
vehicles, aircraft and ships, lines and pipes, hoses, pipe fittings and components therefor, fluid distributors and 
components therefor, fittings, pipe joints, sleeves, linings, materials for caulking, stuffing and insulating, materials and 
pipes for construction, wells and elements for the construction of wells, particularly for the treatment of waste water, 
transportable constructions, monuments, furniture and castings, building materials, windows and window frames, 
furniture finishes; laser scribing; leather processing; lithographic printing; welding; air cooling [air conditioning]; air 
purification; air deodorizing; fur glossing; magnetization; cereal grain milling; dressmaking; tailoring services; treatment 
of metals; metal casting; fur mothproofing; textile mothproofing; offset printing; paper finishing; treatment of paper; fur 
conditioning; electroplating; metal plating; burnishing by abrasion; optical glass grinding; quilting; refining services; 
framing of works of art; food smoking; recycling of trash and waste; sawing of materials; sandblasting services; fur 
satining; saddlery work; silkscreen printing; slaughtering of animals; grinding; key cutting services; blacksmithing; 
welding services; soldering; sorting of waste and recyclable material; embroidery services; car window tinting services; 
dye separation treatment; incineration of waste; chromium plating; gilding; rental of boilers; rental of generators; rental of 
air conditioning apparatus; rental of space heating apparatus; knitting machine rental; destruction of waste and trash; 
nickel plating; silver-plating; tin plating; vulcanization [material treatment]; fulling of cloth; laminating; water treatment; 
fabric waterproofing; skin dressing; custom assembly of materials for third parties; custom fashioning of fur; cloth 
cutting.

76087608



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 12/02/2019; Application No. : 2019705544 ;Russian Federation 

4439781    12/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513563]
Obshchestvo s ogranichennoy otvetstvennostyu "Gruppa Kompany "AVESTRA"

Petrogradskaya nab., 18, lit. A, pom. 21N RU-197046 Sankt-Peterburg Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Nitrogen; ammonia; anti-knock substances for internal combustion engines; antioxidants for use in manufacture; 
antifreeze; acetates [chemicals]; benzene; benzol; bicarbonate of soda for chemical purposes; detergent additives to 
petrol; additives, chemical, to drilling muds; chemical additives for oils; additives, chemical, to motor fuel; carbide; 
catalysts; caustics for industrial purposes; organic digestate [fertilizer]; benzene derivatives; calcined soda; caustic soda 
for industrial purposes; salts [fertilizers]; superphosphates [fertilizers]; toluene; carbon; fertilizers; nitrogenous fertilizers; 
enzymes for industrial purposes; ferments for chemical purposes; flavonoids [phenolic compounds] for industrial 
purposes; formic aldehyde for chemical purposes; industrial chemicals; refrigerants; cellulose ethers for industrial 
purposes; cellulose esters for industrial purposes.

Cl.4;Benzine; biomass fuel; petroleum jelly for industrial purposes; oil-gas; fuel gas; fuel; additives, non-chemical, to 
motor fuel; industrial grease; kerosene; mazut; fuel oil; lubricating oil; naphtha; petroleum, raw or refined; oleine; 
paraffin; lubricating grease; vaporized fuel mixtures; benzene fuel; diesel oil; carburants; peat [fuel]; ethanol [fuel].

Cl.31;Beans, fresh; oil cake; rape cake for cattle; cereal seeds, unprocessed; grains [cereals]; grains for animal 
consumption; animal foodstuffs; maize; oats; wheat; plants; rice, unprocessed; rye; linseed for animal consumption; 
edible linseed, unprocessed; hops; lentils, fresh; barley.

Cl.39;Delivery of goods; traffic information; transportation information; storage information; transportation logistics; 
hauling; railway transport; marine transport; river transport; shipbrokerage; transport brokerage; freight brokerage 
[forwarding (Am.)]; providing driving directions for travel purposes; stevedoring; packaging of goods; wrapping of goods; 
operating canal locks; car parking; chauffeur services; transport; freight [shipping of goods]; freighting; boat storage; 
storage of goods; storage; freight forwarding.

Cl.42;Chemical analysis; industrial design; engineering; installation of computer software; material testing; 
bacteriological research; biological research; geological research; research in the field of environmental protection; 
mechanical research; research in the field of physics; chemical research; research and development of new products for 
others; scientific research; technological research; calibration [measuring]; information technology [IT] consultancy; 
computer software consultancy; technological consultancy; quality control; updating of computer software; monitoring of 
computer systems to detect breakdowns; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; software as a service 
[SaaS]; maintenance of computer software; provision of scientific information, advice and consultancy in relation to 
carbon offsetting; conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical conversion; conducting technical 
project studies; computer system design; rental of computer software; construction drafting; computer software design; 
consultancy in the field of energy-saving; computer programming; technical writing; chemistry services; outsource 
service providers in the field of information technology; computer technology consultancy; scientific laboratory services; 
styling [industrial design]; surveying.

76097609



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 10/06/2019; Application No. : 88465922 ;United States of America 

4439842    21/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513656]
Infragistics, Inc.

2 Commerce Drive Cranbury NJ 08512 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software, namely, team collaboration software tools for the creation of personal and team boards to post 
and share content; software for creating, assigning and managing tasks and team goals, objectives and strategies; 
software for enabling chat; software for creating, viewing and sharing data visualizations; software for meeting 
automation.

Cl.42;Computer services, namely, providing on-line non-downloadable computer software in the field of team 
collaboration for posting and sharing content, task management, chat, calendaring and meeting digitization, creating, 
viewing and sharing dashboard visualizations and analytics from computer software applications, Internet software 
applications, XML web services and website software.

76107610



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

4439843    02/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513657]
BIOCONTROL TECHNOLOGIES, S.L.

Av. Madrid 215, Ent. A E-08014 Barcelona Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Microorganisms cultures other than for medical or veterinary use; microorganism preparations other than for 
medical or veterinary use; fertilizer products, organic manures, manures for soil, agricultural land, substrates for 
agriculture; chemical products for agriculture, horticulture and forestry.

Cl.5;Cultures of microorganisms for medical or veterinary use; preparations of microorganisms for medical and 
veterinary use; nutritive substances for microorganisms,; products for destroying vermin, herbicides, products for 
destroying noxious plants; additives for medical use in feed.

76117611



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

4439857    24/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513659]
DIUSA SA

2 ap, Vasil Aprilov Str. 11 BG-1000 SOFIA Bulgaria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Solid perfumes; antiperspirants [toiletries]; soap; soaps in liquid form; cakes of toilet soap; dentifrices; shampoos; 
tints for the hair; face creams for cosmetic use; mascara; eyeliner; eyelid shadow; make-up pencils; lipsticks; make-up 
foundations; body cream; nail varnish; fabric softeners; hair wax; hair lighteners; hair gel; hair emollients; hair 
preparations and treatments; hair fixing oil; non-medicated hair shampoos; hair bleaching preparations; hair tinting 
preparations; hair moisturising conditioners; hair texturizers; hair protection mousse; combing oil; hair protection 
creams; oils for hair conditioning; neutralizing hair preparations; hair protection lotions; hair protection gels; hair 
mousse; hair balsam; hair lotions; hair glaze; hair spray; hair pomades; cosmetics for the use on the hair; hair 
moisturisers; cosmetics; perfumes; liquid perfumes; aromatics for perfumes; air fragrancing preparations; extracts of 
perfumes; natural oils for perfumes; fumigation preparations [perfumes]; perfumes for industrial purposes; room 
perfumes in spray form; bath foam; foaming bath liquids; foaming bath gels; shower and bath foam; ethereal oils; 
emulsified essential oils; blended essential oils; aromatics [essential oils]; aromatic essential oils; natural essential oils; 
essential vegetable oils; essential oils for personal use; oils for cosmetic purposes; essential oils for industrial use; 
essential oils for household use; permanent waving and curling preparations; sun bronzers; preparations for reinforcing 
the nails; nail hardeners [cosmetics]; sun-tanning oils; suntanning oil [cosmetics]; suntan oils for cosmetic purposes; 
suntan creams; sun-tanning creams and lotions; creams for tanning the skin; dishwashing detergents; detergents for 
automobiles; biological laundry detergents; commercial laundry detergents; dishwashing liquid; javelle water; household 
bleach; laundry bleach; bleaching preparations; bleaching preparations for household use; polishing preparations; 
cleaning and fragrancing preparations; grease-removing preparations; sandcloth; hair tonic; hair tonic [non-medicated]; 
hair conditioners; abrasives; essential oils and aromatic extracts; tailors' and cobblers' wax; animal grooming 
preparations; toiletries; cosmetics for animals; deodorants for animals; deodorants for pets; preparations and products 
for fur care; skin care products for animals; shampoos for animals [non-medicated grooming preparations]; shampoos for 
pets [non-medicated grooming preparations].

Cl.5;Mineral food supplements; dietetic foods for use in clinical nutrition; food for medically restricted diets; dietetic 
food adapted for veterinary use; dietetic foods adapted for medical purposes; freeze-dried food adapted for medical 
purposes; homogenized food adapted for medical purposes; medicated additives for animal foods; nutritional 
supplements for livestock feed; albuminous foodstuffs for medical purposes; nutritional additives to foodstuffs for 
animals, for medical purposes; preparations for use as additives to food for human consumption [medicated]; medical 
foodstuff additives for veterinary use; dietary supplements for pets; vitamin and mineral supplements for pets; food 
supplements for veterinary use; pharmaceutical and medical complementary feed for animal foods; protein supplements 
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for animals; dietary supplements and dietetic preparations; sanitary preparations and articles; pest control preparations 
and articles; pharmaceuticals and natural remedies; veterinary preparations; veterinary vaccines; vaccines for cattle; 
disinfectants for veterinary use; medicines for veterinary purposes; cultures for veterinary use; greases for veterinary 
purposes; veterinary preparations and substances; enzymes for veterinary purposes; lotions for veterinary purposes; 
amino acids for veterinary purposes; pharmaceutical preparations for veterinary use; chemical preparations for veterinary 
purposes; dietetic substances adapted for veterinary use; sanitary preparations for veterinary use; anti-infective products 
for veterinary use; feed supplements for veterinary use; fodder supplements for veterinary purposes; yeast for medical, 
veterinary or pharmaceutical purposes; vitamins for animals; dietary supplements for animals; antiparasitic collars for 
animals; powders for killing fleas on animals; vitamin supplements for animals; medicated animal feed; insecticidal 
animal shampoos; animal washes [insecticides]; deodorizers for litter trays; antiparasitic preparations for pets; vitamins 
for pets; medicated supplements for foodstuffs for animals.

Cl.31;Agricultural products (unprocessed -); flowers; fresh fruits and vegetables; fresh fruits, nuts, vegetables and 
herbs; seeds for planting; pulses [foodstuffs for animals]; horticultural mulches; trees and forestry products; unseasoned 
timber; live animals; foodstuffs for marine animals; algarovilla for animal consumption; bran mash for animal 
consumption; malt; pet food; beverages for pets; woodshavings for use as animal bedding; foodstuffs for chickens; 
foodstuffs for dogs; foodstuffs for sheep; foodstuffs for horses; formula animal feed; bird food; synthetic animal feed; 
food for aquarium fish; foodstuffs for dairy animals; feeding preparations for bees; mixed animal feed; animal feed 
preparations; foodstuffs for pigs; soy bean meal [animal feed]; preserved crops for animal feeds; animal foodstuffs in the 
form of nuts; stall food for animals; soy sauce cakes [animal feed]; residues from malt treatment for use as an animal 
feed; foodstuffs for calves; foodstuffs for poultry; rabbit food; food for rodents; foodstuffs for fish; animal foodstuffs; 
mushrooms, fresh, for food; food for wild birds; foodstuffs containing phosphate for feeding animals; foods containing 
liver for feeding cats; foodstuffs for farm animals; canned foodstuffs for dogs; foods containing liver for feeding dogs; 
animal foodstuffs containing hay; aloe vera, fresh, for food; canned foodstuffs for cats; nutrients [foodstuffs] for fish; 
foods flavoured with liver for feeding dogs; foods flavoured with chicken for feeding cats; rice bran [animal feed]; animal 
foodstuffs derived from hay; animal foodstuffs derived from vegetable matter; foods flavoured with chicken for feeding 
dogs; foods flavoured with liver for feeding cats; edible chews for animals; starch pulp [animal feed]; distillery waste for 
animal consumption; foods in the form of rings for feeding to cats; oat-based food for animals; foods flavoured with beef 
for feeding dogs; foods flavoured with beef for feeding cats; canned or preserved foods for animals; foods in the form of 
rings for feeding to dogs; animal foodstuffs in the form of pieces; animal foodstuffs in the form of pellets; cereal based 
foodstuffs for animals; milk-based foodstuffs for animals; animal foodstuffs containing air-cured hay; animal foodstuffs 
for the weaning of animals; canned foodstuffs consisting of meat for young animals; cereals preparations being food for 
animals; milk substitutes for use as foodstuffs for animals; animal foodstuffs derived from air-cured hay; foodstuffs for 
cats based on or consisting of fish; animal foodstuffs consisting of soya bean products; pet animals; meal for 
consumption by animals; litter for animals; malt for animals; biscuits for animals; meal for animals; milled food products 
for animals; strengthening animal forage; animal fattening preparations.

Cl.44;Medical services; animal healthcare services; animal grooming services; farming (animals); animal clipping; 
sterilising of animals; animal hospitals; branding of animals; services for the care of pet animals; pet hospital services; 
animal beautician services; pet bathing services; advice relating to the feeding of animals; hygienic and beauty care for 
animals; advisory services relating to the care of animals; providing information relating to animal breeding; pet beauty 
salon services; tattooing of pets for identification purposes; dog grooming services; animal beautician services for cats; 
cat breeding services; veterinary surgical services; veterinary dentistry; human hygiene and beauty care; agriculture, 
horticulture and forestry services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

4439863    27/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513692]
ACCIONA, S.A.

Avenida de Europa, 18 E-28108 ALCOBENDAS (Madrid) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Paper and cardboard; printing products (printed matter); bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and 
office supplies, except furniture; adhesives (glues) for stationery or household use; drawing materials and artists' 
materials; paintbrushes; instructional or teaching material; sheets, films and bags of plastic materials for wrapping and 
packaging; printing type, printing blocks; printed publications; periodicals.

Cl.37;Construction services; building and demolition; maintenance and repair of equipment in buildings; service 
stations; service stations repair and maintenance; installation, maintenance and repair services of buildings, 
constructions, roads, bridges, car parks, airports, oil pipelines, gas pipelines and channels; construction, management, 
maintenance and repair of bridges, tunnels and underground structures; construction, maintenance and repair of airports 
and ports; construction, repair and maintenance of roads and streets; management and supervision of works and 
building projects; oil and water well drilling; tastings for water wells; underground construction work relating to water 
supply networks; construction and maintenance services relating to water irrigation; installation of water supply 
apparatus; installation of rainwater tanks; installation of water softening devices; installation of rainwater capture, 
drainage and collection systems; installation of water pipes; water tank and pipe cleaning; maintenance of water purifying 
apparatus; maintenance of water pollution control equipment; repair and maintenance of water supply apparatus and 
installations; repair and maintenance of water pollution control equipment; repair and maintenance of water purification 
equipment; construction of structures for the production, storage and transport of natural gas; gas extraction; installation 
of apparatus for supplying and distribution of gas; installation of gas pipelines and aqueducts; installation of pipe 
systems for conducting gases; maintenance and repair of gas and electricity installations; oil and gas well drilling; repair 
services for gas supply systems; emergency servicing of gas supply apparatus; underground construction work relating 
to supply networks of gas, water and electricity.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of merchandise; organization of travel; escorting of travelers; booking of rental 
vehicles; rental of means of transportation; travel reservations; transport reservation; Airport services; operating toll 
roads and operation of bridges; harbor services; maritime navigation services; freighting and shipbrokerage services; 
rental of railways and railway cars; parking services; logistics services in the field of transport; storage (warehousing) 
services; transfer and transport of waste; organization of the transport of passengers and goods by rail, land, sea and air; 
merchandise transport, storage and delivery services; ground support services for passenger and freight management; 
ambulance services; distribution of energy; renewable energy distribution; information and advisory services relating to 
energy distribution; transportation, storage and distribution services for electricity and all types of energy; storage of 
water in tanks; water distribution and supply; water supply as public utility services; collection of waste water by public 
sewerage; waste water transport; water transport by pipeline; disposal (transport) of waste water.

Cl.40;Generation and production of energy; electrical energy generation; generation of electrical energy from 
renewable energy sources; generation of electricity from wind energy; generation of electricity from solar energy; energy 
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production consultancy; water treatment; rental of apparatus for purifying water; rental of water treatment equipment; 
water purification; water desalination; water demineralization; water regeneration; water conditioning and purification 
services; custom manufacturing and assembling services; air purification; recycling of waste and trash.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services, as well as associated research and design services; industrial analysis and 
research services; design and development of computer hardware and software; computer system analysis; analysis and 
quality control of water; analysis for oil-field exploitation; chemical analysis; architecture; calibration [measuring]; 
construction drafting; consultancy in the field of energy-saving; architectural consultation; consultancy in the design and 
development of computer hardware; software consultancy; remote monitoring of computer systems; quality control; oil-
well testing; creation and maintenance of web sites for others; design of interior decor; computer system design; 
software design; industrial design; design and development of systems for renewable energy generation; testing of 
materials; technical project study; development of technical projects for wind and photovoltaic farms; underwater 
exploration; meteorological information; engineering; vehicle roadworthiness testing; installation of software; 
bacteriological research; biological research; physics research; research in the field of environmental protection; 
mechanical research; geological research; chemical research; technical research; research and development of new 
products for others; land surveys; maintenance of software; oil-field surveys; geological surveys; surveying (engineering 
services); urban planning; geological prospecting; oil prospecting; chemistry services; provision of scientific information, 
advice and consultancy in relation to carbon offsetting; scientific laboratory services; technical design and planning of 
pipelines for gas, water and waste water; technical design and planning of water treatment plants; technical design 
services of water supply installations; environmental testing services for detecting pollutants of water; water pollution 
control.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 16/07/2019; Application No. : 734501 ;Switzerland 

4440945    13/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513738]
AKENZA AG

Regina-Kägi-Strasse 11 CH-8050 Zürich Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer hardware and software; software platforms; computer platforms in the nature of downloadable or 
recorded software; computer application software for implementing the Internet of Things (IoT).

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and development services relating thereto; services provided 
by consultants relating to information technology; consultancy relating to design, development and use of computer 
hardware and computer software; temporarily providing non-downloadable software applications accessible via a website 
or platform on the Internet; provision of computer programs on data networks; software as a service (SaaS); provision of 
software on computer networks (particularly the Internet), on telecommunication networks and on mobile data services 
(Application-Service-Providing); consultancy relating to computers, namely services provided by consultants concerning 
the integration of systems for networking electronic equipment and apparatus via computer networks; computer system 
analysis; computer system integration services; design and hosting of Web portals; development and testing of software, 
algorithms and computing methods for producing and p rocessing navigation and telecommunication signals; design, 
development and programming of software; design and development of new technologies for others; design and 
development of data processing systems; design and development of electronic data security systems; hosting of 
computerized data, applications and information; hosting of platforms on the Internet and on telecommunication 
networks; Platform as a Service [PaaS]; programming of data calculation and evaluation software; computer 
programming for data processing and communication systems; programming of software for Internet platforms; software 
engineering; providing a cloud platform for data of the Internet of Things and the processing thereof.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 19/11/2019; Application No. : 018155105 ;European Union 

4440953    26/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513780]
Fieldpoint (Cyprus) Limited

Oneworld Parkview House, 75 Prodromou Avenue CY-2063 Nicosia Cyprus

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Mattress; bedding, except linen; pillows.

Cl.24;Mattress covers; ticks (mattress covers); pillow cases; bed clothes.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

4440954    06/01/2020
[International Registration No. : 1513789]
ShenZhen Sidea Semiconductor Equipment Co., Ltd

The east side of 3F, the middle and west side of 5F, No. 3 building, LongCheng Industrial Park, Huanggekeng Community, Longcheng 
Street, LongGang District, Shenzhen Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Semiconductor wafer processing equipment; engraving machines; concrete mixers [machines]; punching 
machines; stands for machines; molding machines; centrifuges; metalworking machines.

Cl.9;Measuring apparatus; signal lanterns; semiconductor testing apparatus; probes for scientific purposes; 
spectacles / eyeglasses; optical lenses.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 11/06/2019; Application No. : 018080381 ;European Union 

4440955    19/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513829]
JACQUEMUS SAS

69 rue de Monceau F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Fine jewelry; precious metals and their alloys; jewelry of precious metal; fashion jewelry; rings (jewelry); 
necklaces; bracelets; earrings; chains (jewelry) for necklaces; brooches (jewelry); medallions; pendants; jewelry cases 
[caskets]; cuff links; watches; watch cases and bands; clocks; precious stones; works of art of precious metal.

Cl.24;Household linen of textile materials; bath linen (except clothing); bed linen and blankets; towels of textile 
materials; bath and beach towels of textile materials; covers for cushions.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 21/06/2019; Application No. : m 201914921 ;Ukraine 

4440968    12/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513925]
Stamburskyy Vladyslav Vasylovych

vul. Voronoho, 13 A m. Chernihiv 14017 Ukraine

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire extinguishing apparatus; accumulators, electric; data processing apparatus; apparatus and 
instruments for astronomy; audiovisual teaching apparatus; batteries, electric; batteries for pocketlamps; binoculars; 
connected bracelets (measuring instruments); scales; gauges; measuring apparatus; measuring devices, electric; 
measures; video screens; video cassettes; electronic display units; hands-free kits for telephones; virtual reality 
headsets; measuring glassware; mirrors (optics); dictating machines; disks, magnetic; optical discs; disk drives for 
computers; juke boxes for computers; diffraction apparatus (microscopy); diagnostic apparatus, not for medical 
purposes; transparencies (photography); slide projectors; dosage dispensers; electrical adapters; electronic 
publications, downloadable; electronic interactive whiteboards; electronic pocket translators; electronic sheet music, 
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downloadable; electronic pens (visual display units); electronic notice boards; electronic tags for goods; electronic 
agendas; battery chargers; chargers for electric batteries; protective films adapted for computer screens; protective films 
adapted for smartphones; sound recording carriers; couplers (data processing equipment); readers (data processing 
equipment); identity cards, magnetic; instruments containing eyepieces; interfaces for computers; pocket calculators; 
integrated circuit cards (smart cards); mouse pads; downloadable electronic books; compact discs (audio-video); 
compact discs (read-only memory); directional compasses; computer hardware; computer game software, recorded; 
computer software, recorded; joysticks for use with computers, other than for video games; computer keyboards; 
computer peripheral devices; printers for use with computers; computer programs, downloadable; computer programs, 
recorded; computer operating programs, recorded; commutators; electric apparatus for commutation; squares for 
measuring; pedometers; circular slide rules; azimuth instruments; laboratory trays; logs (measuring instruments); laptop 
computers; rulers (measuring instruments); carpenters' rules; counters; slide-rules; magnifying glasses (optics); 
magnets; decorative magnets; mathematical instruments; furniture especially made for laboratories; rules (measuring 
instruments); dressmakers' measures; mouse (computer peripheral); microscopes; microphones; measuring spoons; 
modems; monitors (computer hardware); monitors (computer programs); navigational instruments; headphones; 
notebook computers; video and audio equipment for presentations; clothing especially made for laboratories; 
eyeglasses; eyewear; optical lenses; optical data media; selfie sticks (hand-held monopods); switchboards; converters, 
electric; furnaces for laboratory use; amplifying tubes; amplifiers; wrist rests for use with computers; egg timers 
(sandglasses); tablet computers; portable and mobile electronic devices for transmission and reception of digital data; 
computer software applications, downloadable; time recording apparatus; weighing apparatus and instruments; video 
recorders; electronic book readers; test tubes; projection apparatus; projection screens; abacuses; cell phone straps; 
retorts; levels (instruments for determining the horizontal); blueprint apparatus; light-emitting diodes (LED); light-emitting 
electronic pointers; scanners (data processing equipment); smartwatches; smartglasses; smartphones; solar batteries; 
bags adapted for laptops; bags adapted for computers; printed circuits; telecommunications equipment; telescopes; 
temperature indicators; temperature indicator labels, not for medical purposes; thermal imaging cameras; thermometers, 
not for medical purposes; crucibles (laboratory); security tokens (encryption devices); toner cartridges, unfilled, for 
printers and photocopiers; precision measuring apparatus; protractors (measuring instruments); downloadable image 
files; downloadable music files; facsimile machines; apparatus and instruments for physics; wearable activity trackers; 
USB flash drives; cases for smartphones; chromatography apparatus for laboratory use; chronographs (time recording 
apparatus); compasses for measuring; digital signs; digital photo frames; square rulers for measuring; sleeves for 
laptops; covers for personal digital assistants (PDAs); covers for tablet computers; covers for smartphones; jigs 
(measuring instruments); retorts' stands.

Cl.16;Paper and cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs (printed); stationery and office 
requisites, except furniture; adhesives (glues) for stationery or household purposes; artists' and drawing materials; 
painters' brushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; 
printers' type, printing blocks; fountain pens; address plates for addressing machines; address stamps; addressing 
machines; aquarelles; albums; almanacs; pocket memorandum books; bookbinding apparatus and machines (office 
equipment); atlases; biological samples for use in microscopy (teaching materials); forms, printed; drawing pads; spiral-
bound notebooks; wristbands for the retention of writing instruments; pamphlets; booklets; house painters' rollers; 
composing sticks; signboards of paper or cardboard; greeting cards; musical greeting cards; charcoal pencils; 
newspapers; electrotypes; hectographs; geographical maps; bunting of paper; histological sections for teaching 
purposes; terrestrial globes; drawing sets; engraving plates; engravings; graphic representations; graphic reproductions; 
pencil leads; rubber erasers; adhesive tape dispensers (office requisites); diagrams; punches (office requisites); 
directories (printed matter); advertisement boards of paper or cardboard; blackboards; typewriters, electric or non- 
electric; printed publications; graphic prints; elastic bands for offices; prints (engravings); labels of paper or cardboard; 
magazines (periodicals); bookmarkers; note books; paper clasps; pen clips; baby books (storybooks); writing or drawing 
books; moisteners (office requisites); moisteners for gummed surfaces (office requisites); erasing products; writing 
board erasers; transfers (decalcomanias); newsletters; calendars; tracing paper; tracing cloth; paintings (pictures), 
framed or unframed; announcement cards (stationery); trading cards, other than for games; cards; wood pulp board 
(stationery); cardboard tubes; files (office requisites); catalogues; manifolds (stationery); tickets; adhesive bands for 
stationery or household purposes; adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; gluten (glue) for stationery or 
household purposes; books; bookends; comic books; drawing pins; envelopes (stationery); carbon paper; copying paper 
(stationery); tracing needles for drawing purposes; duplicators; correcting fluids (office requisites); correcting ink 
(heliography); boxes of paper or cardboard; squares for drawing; tailors' chalk; chalk for lithography; writing chalk; spray 
chalk; drawing boards; drawing instruments; French curves; drawing pens; printed coupons; document laminators for 
office use; sheets of reclaimed cellulose for wrapping; flyers; drawing rulers; lithographs; lithographic works of art; paint 
trays; luminous paper; pictures; stick markers; document markers (highlighting pens); sealing compounds for stationery 
purposes; modelling materials; envelope sealing machines for offices; sealing machines for offices; franking machines 
for office use; pencil sharpening machines, electric or non-electric; garbage bags of paper or of plastics; modelling clay; 
modelling wax, not for dental purposes; painters' easels; galley racks (printing); printing sets, portable (office requisites); 
stickers (stationery); finger-stalls (office requisites); table runners of paper; writing cases (stationery); writing cases 
(sets); paper knives (letter openers); paper creasers (office requisites); handkerchiefs of paper; printed sheet music; 
numbering apparatus; covers (stationery); passport holders; index cards (stationery); indexes; arithmetical tables; 
oleographs; pencils; pencil lead holders; slate pencils; color pencils; office perforators; bags for microwave cooking; 
bottle envelopes of paper or cardboard; packing (cushioning, stuffing) materials of paper or cardboard; palettes for 
painters; pantographs (drawing instruments); paper bows, other than haberdashery or hair decorations; paper ribbons, 
other than haberdashery or hair decorations; paper tapes and cards for the recordal of computer programmes; papier 
mâché; paper sheets (stationery); paper for recording machines; sheets of paper for taking notes; papers for painting and 
calligraphy; document files (stationery); folders for papers; loose-leaf binders; report covers of paper; folders for letters; 
expanding files (stationery); pastels (crayons); modelling paste; pen cases; paintbrushes; nibs; nibs of gold; parchment 
paper; periodicals; seals (stamps); writing chalk; writing materials; writing paper; writing slates; writing instruments; 
writing brushes; letter trays; manuals (handbooks); hand-rests for painters; stands for pens and pencils; photograph 
stands; coasters of paper; stamp stands; desk mats; tablemats of paper; song books; posters; clipboards; plastics for 
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modelling; plastic cling film, extensible, for palletization; paper shredders for office use; stamp pads; polymer modelling 
clay; banners of paper; canvas for painting; portraits; postcards; flags of paper; paperweights; vignetting apparatus; 
apparatus for mounting photographs; gummed cloth for stationery purposes; gummed tape (stationery); blotters; 
prospectuses; printers' reglets; ledgers (books); T-squares for drawing; rice paper; printed timetables; marking chalk; 
pens (office requisites); rollerball pens; gel roller pens; marking pens (stationery); penholders; hand labelling appliances; 
towels of paper; self-adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; blueprints; table napkins of paper; staples for 
offices; scrapers (erasers) for offices; paper-clips; stapling presses (office requisites); table linen of paper; balls for ball-
point pens; correcting tapes (office requisites); bags (envelopes, pouches) of paper or plastics, for packaging; placards of 
paper or cardboard; highlighting markers; pencil sharpeners, electric or non-electric; transparencies (stationery); 
stencils; stencils (stationery); stencil plates; mimeograph apparatus and machines; drafting triangles; document holders 
(stationery); chalk holders; pencil holders; holders for stamps (seals); page holders; toilet paper; folders for blueprints; 
Indian inks; chart pointers, non-electronic; paint boxes for use in schools; aquarelles; felt-tip pens; molds for modelling 
clays (artists' materials); photo albums; photo-engravings; cases for stamps (seals); chromolithographs (chromos); 
compasses for drawing; artists' watercolor saucers; ink; inkwells; inking sheets for duplicators; inking sheets for 
document reproducing machines; inking pads; inkstands; ink sticks; inking ribbons; square rulers for drawing; erasing 
shields; cabinets for stationery (office requisites); school supplies (stationery); scaling stamps; diaries.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins; luggage and carrying bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking 
sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; collars, leashes and clothing for animals; valises; business card cases; boxes of 
vulcanized fiber; key cases; vanity cases, not fitted; purses; travelling bags; labels of leather; attaché cases; pocket 
wallets; boxes of leather or leatherboard; haversacks; music cases; leather straps; briefcases; randsels (Japanese school 
satchels); rucksacks; cases of leather or leatherboard; bags for sports; bags (envelopes, pouches) of leather, for 
packaging; bags; card cases (notecases); credit card cases (wallets); school satchels; leather cord.
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Priority claimed from 17/07/2019; Application No. : 88520156 ;United States of America 

4440973    31/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514476]
Namero, LLC

3145 East Washington Street Phoenix AZ 85034 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.28;Hobby-grade remote-controlled toy vehicles, parts and accessories therefor.

Cl.35;Online retail store services and wholesale distributorship services featuring hobby-grade remote-controlled 
vehicles, and parts and accessories for hobby-grade remote-controlled vehicles, and hobby-grade vehicle support; 
providing consumer product information about hobby-grade vehicles via a website; promoting the educational programs 
of others in the field of science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) by producing remote-controlled vehicles, parts 
and accessories therefor to be integrated into the program curriculums.

Cl.40;Contract manufacturing for others in the field of hobby-grade remote-controlled vehicles.
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Priority claimed from 15/08/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 110 648 ;Germany 

4440981    28/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514517]
INSONE GmbH

Stallbaumstr. 8 04155 Leipzig Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Assistive software; wearable audio equipment; parts and fittings for audio apparatus; chips containing musical 
recordings; software for controlling and improving the sound quality of audio devices; computer software packages; 
software for tablet computers; software related to handheld digital electronic devices; software for computer telephony; 
computer software; multi-room audio devices; interactive software; information technology and audio-visual, multimedia 
and photographic devices; information technology and audio-visual devices; high-fidelity audio apparatus; downloadable 
software; data processing equipment; data communications hardware; electronic units for transmitting audio signals; 
electronic audio/video signal distribution systems; audio electronic apparatus; audio dynamic characteristic modifiers; 
wireless audio and video receivers; digital audio servers; digital audio recorders; digital audio players; computer software 
to enhance the audio-visual capabilities of multimedia applications; computer software for controlling the operation of 
audio and video devices; computer software for recording sound; computer hardware for signal processing of audio and 
video; computer hardware; computer application software for streaming audio-visual media content via the Internet; audio 
time delay units; audio-visual teaching apparatus; audio-visual apparatus; audio amplifiers; audio/visual and 
photographic devices; audio signal amplifiers; audio signal range restorers; audio transmitter units; audio interfaces; 
audio noise reducers; audio testing apparatus; audio circuit boards; audio mixers; audio compressors; audio devices and 
radio receivers; audio apparatus; audio frequency apparatus; audio expanders; audio receivers; audio digitizers; audio 
editing software; audio analyzers; adaptive software; computer software to enhance the audio-visual capabilities of 
multimedia applications; equalizers [audio apparatus].

Cl.38;Transmission of data or audio visual images via a global computer network or the Internet; audio broadcasting; 
audio communications services; audio-visual transmission services; audio-visual communication services; broadcasting 
of audio-visual and multimedia content via the Internet; provision of telecommunication access to audio content provided 
via the Internet; digital audio broadcasting; digital transmission services for audio and video data; remote transmission of 
audio signals by means of telecommunications; streaming of audio, visual and audio-visual material via a global 
computer network or the Internet; transmission of data, audio, video and multimedia files; transmission of videos, movies, 
pictures, images, text, photos, games, user-generated content, audio content and information via the Internet; 
transmission of audio and video data via the Internet; transmission of audio and video content via the Internet; 
transmission of data, audio, video and multimedia files, including downloadable files and files streamed over a global 
computer network; transmission of data by audio-visual apparatus; transmission of digital audio and video broadcasts 
over a global computer network; transmission of information in the audio-visual field; distribution of data or audio visual 
images via a global computer network or the Internet; rental of apparatus for the broadcast of audio signals.

Cl.42;Updating of computer software; updating of software for embedded devices; advisory services in the field of 
product development and quality improvement of software; consultancy in the field of software design; consultancy in the 
field of software draft; providing temporary use of web-based software; computer programming and software design; 
consultancy and advice in the design and development of computer hardware and software; design of software for 
embedded devices; electronic storage of audio files; electronic storage of digital audio files; software development, 
programming and implementation; design of software for audio and video operators; design of hardware for audio and 
video operators; development of software for digital signal processing; development of software for multimedia data 
storing and recalling; development of software for compression and decompression of multimedia contents; development 
of software for processing and distribution of multimedia contents; design and development of multimedia products; 
design and development of multimedia products [software]; design of audio-visual creative works [software]; 
troubleshooting of computer hardware and software problems; research in the field of computer programs and software; 
computer software research; consultancy on computer hardware and software; data hosting services; software as a 
service and rental of software; installation of computer software; configuring computer hardware using software; design 
and development of software and hardware for signal amplification and transmission; conception of software for audio 
and video operators; conception of hardware for audio and video operators; design of software for data and multimedia 
content conversion from and to different protocols; custom design of software packages; software customization 
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services; providing online, non-downloadable software; computer software consultancy; computer software design; 
software engineering; software engineering services for data processing programs; software development; software 
development services; software creation; software creation services; technical services for the downloading of software; 
computer software technical support services; rental of computer hardware and computer software; maintenance and 
repair of software.
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Priority claimed from 08/02/2019; Application No. : 88294129 ;United States of America 

4440999    08/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514523]
BLCK+WHT Co.

4847 Deanscroft Drive Charlotte NC 28226 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising and publicity services; advertising and publicity services, namely, promoting the goods, services, 
brand identity and commercial information and news of third parties through print, audio, video, digital and on-line 
medium; advertising, marketing and promotion services; conducting marketing studies; writing of advertising for the 
audio, video and technology industries; layout services for advertising purposes; market opinion polling studies; market 
research; marketing research services; marketing services; producing audio or video infomercials; production of 
advertising films; production of television commercials; television advertising; preparing advertisements for others, 
namely, preparing video advertising and promotional videos for commercial use via the internet and television, digital 
cable and video-on-demand or download.

Cl.41;Audio recording and production; dubbing services; film production, other than advertising films; film and video 
production; media production services, namely, video and film production; music composition services; photography; 
production of music; production of television programs; rental of video equipment; subtitling; video editing; video 
production services; video tape film production; multimedia entertainment services in the nature of development, 
production and post-production services in the fields of video and films; post-production editing services in the field of 
music, videos and film.
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4441004    30/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514540]
Solti Corp.

1697, Ubashima, Shibukawa-shi Gumma 377-0024 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Soil stabilizing agents; desiccants; oil absorbent chemicals; purification preparations; sewage purification 
preparations; water preservatives; water conditioner; moss inhibitor for an aquarium; water conditioner for an aquarium; 
fire extinguishing preparations; preparations for reducing frictional heat; chemicals; soil conditioning preparations; plant 
growth regulating preparations; soil for growing; fertilizers; non-metallic minerals.

Cl.3;Deodorants for animals; abrasive preparations; abrasive sand.

Cl.5;Antiseptics, other than for agricultural purposes; soil-sterilizing preparations; fungicides, other than for agricultural 
purposes; athlete's foot remedies; pharmaceutical preparations; antibacterial and antifungal preparations.

Cl.19;Aquarium sand; aquarium gravel; non-metallic minerals for building or construction; concrete blocks for planting; 
ceramic building materials; bricks and refractory products; cement and its products.

Cl.31;Sand [litter] for pets.
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4441011    27/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514551]
R. Stahl Aktiengesellschaft

Am Bahnhof 30 74638 Waldenburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electrotechnical and electronic devices and systems, in particular for controlling, regulating, measuring and 
distributing energy as well as electrical protection devices and systems; remote basic input/output [BIOS] and bus 
systems; bars and bus modules for collecting electricity; interface devices and interface units; computer security barriers 
[firewall] and buffer stages; power units; pin and socket connection devices; energy distribution boards; installation 
equipment, namely, junction boxes [electricity], on-off switches, wall lighting components [switches], distribution boards 
and boxes, electric switches, distribution cabinets [electricity], junction boxes [electricity] for electric wires, boxes for 
commutators, housings for electric apparatus, technical cabinets designed to hold electric apparatus, circuit breaker; 
junction boxes; control and signaling apparatus; tap changers and motor control commutators; all the aforesaid goods 
particularly for use in blast hazard areas, in vehicles, aircraft and ships and in firedamp areas; equipment and systems for 
measuring, regulating, signaling, monitoring, operating and controling; software; electric commutation apparatus and 
housings for electrical and electronic components, in particular housings with explosion-proof protective casing.

Cl.11;Lighting apparatus and lighting systems, in particular for use in blast hazard areas, in vehicles, aircraft and ships 
and in firedamp areas.

Cl.42;Development, design, planning and configuration of machines, engines and apparatus and electrotechnical and 
electronic systems, in particular for control, regulating, measuring, power distribution and electric protection, as well as 
apparatus and systems for measuring, regulating, signaling, monitoring, controlling and testing, low-voltage switchgear 
assemblies, electronic and electric controls and technical cabinets, as well as devices and systems for lighting; design 
and development of computer hardware and computer software; technical research, in particular in the fields of 
mechanical engineering and electrical engineering; preparation of analyses, expert opinions and consulting services in 
the fields of mechanical engineering, electrical protection and protection against explosions; planning and configuration 
of electrotechnical and electronic systems, in particular for use in blast hazard areas, in vehicles, aircraft and ships, as 
well as in firedamp areas.
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4441012    25/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514522]
Clean Energy Partners LLP

23 Cromwell Grove London W6 7RQ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business management in the energy sector and in the field of energy plants; business analysis services in 
relation to the energy sector and in the field of energy plants; business management consultancies for the energy sector 
and in the field of energy plants; market analysis and research for the energy sector and in the field of energy plants; 
business management, consultancy, operational and other business advisory services relating to, and resulting from, the 
acquisition of businesses in the energy sector and acquisition of energy plants.

Cl.36;Financial services; financial investment services.
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Priority claimed from 07/03/2019; Application No. : 88329529 ;United States of America 

4441033    05/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514198]
Sytheon Limited

315 Wootton Street Boonton NJ 07005 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical additives for use in the manufacture of health and beauty aid products, cosmetics and skin and hair care 
treatment products; plant and herb extracts for use in the manufacture of health and beauty aid products, cosmetics and 
skin and hair care treatment products; chemical stabilizers and antioxidants for use in preservation and prevention of 
degradation and efficacy of cosmetics, health and beauty aid products, and skin and hair care treatment products; gene 
manipulating chemicals and natural extracts for use in the manufacture of cosmetics, health and beauty aid products, and 
skin and hair care treatment products; chemical additives and natural extracts in the nature of corrective, preventative 
and enhancing physiological active agents for use in the manufacture of cosmetics, health and beauty aid products, and 
skin and hair care treatment products.

Cl.3;Chemical additives sold as a component of health and beauty aid products, cosmetics and skin and hair care 
treatment products (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); plant and herb extracts sold as a component of health and beauty aid products, cosmetics and skin and hair 
care treatment products (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); chemical stabilizers and antioxidants sold as a component of cosmetics, health and beauty aid products, 
and skin and hair care treatment products (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of 
the Common Regulations); chemical additives and natural extracts in the nature of corrective, preventative or enhancing 
physiological active agents sold as a component of cosmetics, health and beauty aid products, and skin and hair care 
treatment products (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations).
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Priority claimed from 25/01/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 001 673 ;Germany 

4441040    25/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514234]
Mecalit GmbH Kunststoffverarbeitung

Landstraße 14 77839 Lichtenau Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Building and construction materials and elements of metal; metal hardware; doors, gates, windows and window 
coverings of metal; structures and transportable buildings of metal; metal grips; metal handles; sheet metal; cover panels 
of metal; trays of metal; carriers of metal; clips of metal for cables and pipes; pipes of metal; tubes of metal; couplings of 
metal for tubing; seating platforms of metal; glazed doors of metal; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, 
included in this class.

Cl.7;Parts and accessories of washing machines and dishwashers, included in this class; doors for washing machines; 
doors for dishwashers; clacks [parts of machines]; clack valves [parts of machines]; housings for machines, motors and 
engines; pump housings; pipes [fitted parts of machines]; parts and accessories of the aforesaid goods, included in this 
class.

Cl.11;Refrigerating and freezing equipment; lighting and lighting reflectors; freezers; chest freezers; parts and 
accessories of refrigerating cabinets freezers, chest freezers and tumble dryers for laundry use, included in this class; 
shelves for refrigerating cabinets; shelves for freezers; shelves for chest freezers; drawers for refrigerating cabinets; 
drawers for freezers; drawers for chest freezers; doors for refrigerating cabinets; doors for freezers; doors for chest 
freezers; doors for tumble dryers for laundry use; lamp mantles; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, 
included in this class.

Cl.12;Parts and accessories for motor vehicles, caravans, water vehicles, railway carriages, tramcars as well as for air 
and space vehicles; dashboards; crankcases for components of motor vehicles, caravans, water vehicles, railway 
carriages, tramcars as well as for air and space vehicles (other than for engines); arm rests for motor vehicles, caravans, 
water vehicles, railway carriages, tramcars as well as for air and space vehicles; interior panels for motor vehicles, 
caravans, water vehicles, railway carriages, tramcars as well as for air and space vehicles; seats for motor vehicles, 
caravans, water vehicles, railway carriages, tramcars as well as for air and space vehicles including parts and accessories 
therefor; backrests for seats of motor vehicles, caravans, water vehicles, railway carriages, tramcars as well as for seats 
of air and space vehicles; head-rests for motor vehicles, caravans, water vehicles, railway carriages, tramcars as well as 
for air and space vehicles; head-rests for motor vehicle seats, caravan seats, airplane seats, railway carriages seats, 
tramcar seats as well as for air vehicle seas and space vehicle seats; gear shifts for motor vehicles; plastic struts for use 
in motor vehicles, caravans, water vehicles, railway carriages, tramcars a well for use in air and space vehicles; motor 
vehicle tables and caravan cables; airplane tables; water vehicle tables; railway carriage tables; tramcar tables; parts and 
accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.19;Building and construction materials and elements, not of metal; doors, gates, windows and window coverings, 
not of meta structures and transportable buildings, not of metal; structural elements, not of metal, namely panels; 
casings, not of metal, for use in building or construction; coverings, not of metal; cover panels of plastic, wood and press 
board; cover panels of wood and press board with corner protectors of plastics; glass panels; rigid pipes, not of metal, 
for building; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.20;Furniture; furniture fittings, not of metal; containers as well as closures and holders therefor, non-metallic; 
displays, stands and signage, non-metallic; garden furniture; tables; chairs; benches; table tops; corner protectors of 
plastics; fasteners, not of metal, for pipes; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.
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Priority claimed from 13/03/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 005 755 ;Germany 

4441049    03/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514243]
Lenze SE

Hans-Lenze-Str. 1 31855 Aerzen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and machine tools for treatment of materials and for manufacturing; motors and engines, drive units, 
machine parts and controllers for operating machines, motors and engines; motors and engines, in particular electric 
motors, for machines; direct current motors, alternating current and three-phase motors and servomotors for machines; 
gear motors, other than for land vehicles; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.9;Software; downloadable software; software downloadable from the internet; software for data processing; software 
platforms, recorded or downloadable; interactive software; artificial intelligence software for preparing analyses; software 
for smartphones; software for tablet computers; software related to handheld digital electronic devices; mobile apps; 
software and software applications for mobile devices; downloadable software applications for use with mobile devices; 
virtual and augmented reality software; software for monitoring, controlling and running physical world operations; 
production support software; industrial process control software; industrial automation software; robotic process 
automation software [rpa software]; application software; downloadable software applications; software program suites; 
adaptive software; predictive maintenance software; software for error diagnoses is and troubleshooting; software 
development kits [sdk]; software for development environments; business technology software; software for product 
development; computer-aided manufacturing [cam] software; computer-aided design [cad] software; software for 
computer-aided technical engineering [cae]; communications and networking software; software for data and file 
management and for databases; data management software; downloadable cloud computing service software; artificial 
intelligence software and computer training software; office and business application software; system and system 
support software and firmware; software for web applications and servers; application simulation software; application 
server software; intranet software; extranet software; computer data-base server software; file server software; operating 
systems; operating system programs; computer operating system programs; operating system programs for 
smartphones; all of the aforesaid goods in particular for automation technology; all of the aforesaid goods in particular 
for the control and/or operation and/or handling of machines, in particular electric motors and geared motors, and/or for 
the control and/or operation and/or handling of apparatus and instruments for regulating electricity, in particular 
frequency converters, current trans-formers and servo converters; computer networking and data communication devices 
and equipment; data storage devices and media; computers; computer hardware; apparatus, instruments and cables for 
electricity; apparatus and instruments for regulating electricity, in particular frequency converters, current transformers 
and servo converters; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.42;Information technology [IT] consultancy services; development, programming and implementation of software; 
computer software design; computer software consultancy; software creation; software engineering; software 
development; programming of software for internet platforms; software customization services; custom composition of 
software packages; custom design of software packages; de-sign and development of software in the field of mobile 
applications; technical support services in the field of software; repair of software [maintenance and updating]; online 
providing of non-downloadable software; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software; providing of non-
downloadable online software for temporary use, in particular via computer networks, intranets and the internet; 
providing temporary use of web-based software; providing software on a global computer network; providing temporary 
use of non-downloadable software applications accessible via a web site; hosting services, software as a service [saas] 
and rental of software; rental of computer hardware and computer systems; it services in the field of consultancy, help 
desk and information; it services in the field of security, protection and restoration; rental of hardware and software; 
loaning, rental and leasing of objects in connection with providing the aforesaid services, included in this class; 
consultancy and information in relation to the aforesaid services, included in this class; all the aforesaid services in 
particular to be provided in the field of automation technology; all the aforesaid services in particular to be provided in the 
field of control and/or operation and/or handling of machines, in particular electric motors and geared motors, and/or to 
be provided in the field of control and/or operation and/or handling of apparatus and instruments for regulating electricity, 
in particular frequency converters, current transformers and servo converters.
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Priority claimed from 01/03/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 004 986 ;Germany 

4441051    30/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514242]
Lenze SE

Hans-Lenze-Str. 1 31855 Aerzen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and machine tools for treatment of materials and for manufacturing; motors and engines, powertrains 
and controls for the operation of machines, motors and engines; motors and engines, in particular electric motors, for 
machines; direct current motors, alternating current and three-phase motors and servomotors for machines; gear motors, 
other than for land vehicles; parts and accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.9;Downloadable software for operating machines; operating systems for the execution of software applications on 
machines.

Cl.42;Software as a service [saas] for operating machines; rental of software for operating machines; online provision 
of non-downloadable software for operating machines.
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Priority claimed from 13/03/2019; Application No. : AM 10466/2019 ;Austria 

4441055    21/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514251]
AMST Holding GmbH

Lamprechtshausener Straße 63 A-5282 Ranshofen Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer hardware; recorded computer software; downloadable computer programs; downloadable computer 
software applications; virtual reality software; virtual reality hardware; virtual reality motion simulators; virtual reality 
models; 3D animation software; 3D computer graphics software; stereoscopic equipment for 3D viewing; all the aforesaid 
goods in particular for simulators, motion platforms and / or flight simulators; simulation devices for motion-induced 
effects; downloadable computer graphics; computer graphics software; data and image processing software for making 
three dimensional models; simulation software; simulation software [training]; simulation software for use in digital 
computers; instrumentation simulators; simulators for simulating the operation of land vehicles; simulators for simulating 
the operation of aircraft; simulators for simulating the operation of weapons; simulators for the steering and control of 
vehicles; simulators for training operators in weapons systems control.

Cl.42;Computer programming; updating of computer software; rental of computer hardware; rental of computer 
software; computer software design; software as a service [SaaS]; platform as a service [PaaS]; infrastructure as a 
service [IaaS]; software development for virtual reality; design and development of virtual reality software; design and 
development of software for computer games and virtual reality software; design of software for virtual reality; 
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development of programs for simulation of experiments or series of experiments in a virtual optical laboratory; all the 
aforesaid services in particular for simulators, motion platforms and / or flight simulators; design of graphic software 
systems; computer aided design of molds; computer aided graphic design; graphic arts design.
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4441062    27/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514295]
Zhongjie Jieding Industrial CO.,LTD.

No.369,Wuzhou Rd., Yuhang Economic Development Zone, Yuhang District, Hangzhou City Zhejiang China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Building materials of metal; valves of metal, other than parts of machines; bottles [metal containers] for 
compressed gas or liquid air; locks of metal, other than electric; signboards of metal; works of art of common metal; 
springs [metal hardware]; safes; nails; rods of metal for welding.

Cl.7;Compressed air machines; alternators; hand-held tools, other than hand-operated; computer aided character 
carver; saws [machines]; spray gun; drilling heads [parts of machines]; welding machines, electric; pneumatic nail gun; 
hydraulic press.
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Priority claimed from 09/09/2019; Application No. : 88609554 ;United States of America 

4441064    27/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514310]
Booz Allen Hamilton Inc.

8283 Greensboro Drive McLean VA 22102 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software, namely, software for business analytics and database management in the fields of social 
media, marketing, merchandising, customer service, website performance, financial services, healthcare, communication, 
mobile technology, consumer goods, retail, and manufacturing; computer software, namely, software for compliance with 
government regulations in the fields of health and public service; computers, computer hardware, and computer 
peripheral interface equipment; computer programs and software, namely, computer software for capturing human 
biometric data, modelling from sensor data for anomaly detection and prediction, data collection and management, 
geographic information systems, data mining and analytics, communications to increase collaboration, and processing 
digital images, all in the fields of biometrics, cloud analytics, data mining, visualization, and motion imagery; 
downloadable publications, namely, books, newsletters, and reports in the fields of management, technology consulting, 
engineering, and innovation; downloadable mobile applications in the fields of cybersecurity and business intelligence; 
biometric identification apparatus.

Cl.35;Management consulting services in various industries and fields of business, namely, aerospace, defense, 
manufacturing, technology management, electronics, health care, chemicals, pharmaceuticals, government contracting, 
transportation, marketing, education, banking, utilities, insurance, energy, telecommunications, and environment 
management; business data analysis services in the fields of social media, marketing, merchandising, customer service, 
website performance, financial services, healthcare, communication, mobile technology, consumer goods, retail, and 
manufacturing; Professional business consultancy on organization and general management problems-namely, in the 
fields of organizational planning, policy development, operations improvement, productivity improvement, personnel 
appraisal and selection.

Cl.41;Educational services in the nature of conducting seminars, workshops, and conferences in the field of business 
management.

Cl.42;Technology consulting services; computer cybersecurity services, namely, a cloud-based cyber security platform 
as a service for detecting cyber threats; computer cybersecurity consultancy; providing information in the field of cyber 
security via a website; Website design and development for others; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring 
software for use in data analytics, project analysis, and location-based security; Application service provider featuring 
application programming interface (API) for financial threat analysis; Computer software design and development for 
others; Engineering services for others in the fields of infrastructure, energy, environment, science, systems integration, 
and directed energy weapon systems.
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4441065    19/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514338]
Ciena Corporation

7035 Ridge Road, Legal Dept. Hanover MD 21076 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Telecommunication and data networking equipment, networking hardware, namely, devices for transporting, 
switching, and aggregating voice, data and video communications across multiple network infrastructures and 
communications protocols, optical network products, namely switches, add/drop multiplexers, amplifiers, optical 
transporters, optoelectronic transceivers, communications hubs, optical waveguides and regenerators, 
telecommunications network hardware and software for interconnecting, managing, controlling and operating core, 
enterprise, metropolitan, local and wide area networks; optical transport hardware and computer software platforms for 
use in the transmission and routing of internet, voice, video and data communications; optical network computer 
operating systems; optical link management software application suites for use in the transmission and routing of 
internet, voice, video and data communications; and instructional manuals sold in connection with the foregoing.

Cl.38;Consulting services in the field of telecommunication networks.

Cl.42;Engineering services, consulting services in the field of data storage, technical and support services in the field 
of network architecture planning, analysis, and design services for others; testing of telecommunication equipment; 
updating of computer software for interconnecting, managing, controlling and operating core, enterprise, metropolitan, 
local and wide area networks.
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4441067    25/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514333]
Clean Energy Partners LLP

23 Cromwell Grove London W6 7RQ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business management in the energy sector and in the field of energy plants; business analysis services in 
relation to the energy sector and in the field of energy plants; business management consultancies for the energy sector 
and in the field of energy plants; market analysis and research for the energy sector and in the field of energy plants; 
business management, consultancy, operational and other business advisory services relating to, and resulting from, the 
acquisition of businesses in the energy sector and acquisition of energy plants.

Cl.36;Financial services; financial investment services.
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Priority claimed from 30/01/2019; Application No. : 2019-18434 ;Japan 

4441068    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514359]
TANITA CORPORATION

14-2, 1-chome, Maenocho, Itabashi-ku Tokyo 174-8630 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Weighing machines with body fat monitors; weighing machines with body composition monitors; measuring 
machines and instruments; fat metabolism measurement machines and apparatus; measuring and testing machines and 
apparatus to measure and analyze acetone concentration in breath; baby scales; bath room scales; weighing machines; 
kitchen scales, and parts and fittings thereof; scales, and parts and fittings thereof; scales for industrial use; scales for 
commercial use; pedometers; calorie consumption meters and monitors; detectors and analyzers for alcohol in breath; 
alcohol breath testing units; halitosis meters, not for medical use; body odor detectors and analyzers; residual chlorine 
meters; pH meters; water quality surveying and monitoring apparatus and instruments; skin condition meters and 
analyzers; apparatus for measuring the amount of exercises and physical activities and the amount of calorie burned by 
the said exercises and physical activities; wearable apparatus for measuring the amount of exercises and physical 
activities and the amount of calorie burned by the said exercises and physical activities; subcutaneous fat thickness 
measuring instruments; measurement machines and instruments, namely, sleeping state analyzers; temperature gauges; 
hygrometers; thermo-hygrometers; thermo-hygrometers with luminous and voice navigation functions; hot water 
temperature meters; altimeters; ultraviolet measurement apparatus; heat stroke detection device, namely, WBGT heat 
index meters; salinometers; glutamine acid meters; glucose measurement machines and apparatus, not for medical use; 
measuring machines and instruments with the communications function of transmitting measured data to computers; air 
pollution concentration analyzers to measure the density and amount of powder dust, house dust, etc.; air pollution 
concentration analyzers to measure and analyze the air environment; air analysis apparatus; air pollution analyzers; 
weighing machines having features of monitoring and analyzing the volume and other conditions of body muscles; 
muscular strength measurement machines; measuring machines to check and analyze the body distortion or the body 
balance; measuring machines to monitor and analyze the speed of making a physical balance steady as well as the motor 
functions and physical conditions including the speed of standing-up from a sitting position, muscular strength, speed of 
shifting a physical balance, etc.; measuring machines to measure the softness of human head skins; measuring machines 
to measure the softness of human skins; measuring machines to measure the softness of human muscles; measuring 
machines to measure the softness of agricultural crops; measuring machines to measure the softness of material objects; 
hardness measurement machines; measuring machines to measure the mature degree of vegetables and fruits; 
saccharometers; crop moisture meters; moisture meters; agricultural crop component analyzers; food analysis machines 
to analyze vegetables, fruits and other foods; apparatus for testing food; calorie intake measurement and analysis 
apparatus; scales having features of measuring the amount of food calories; Doppler effect sensing device; pressure 
sensing device; pressure sensors; human motion detecting sensors; motion detecting sensors; shake or vibration 
sensors; air pressure sensors; illuminance sensors; sound sensors; sensors [measurement apparatus], other than for 
medical use; monitoring apparatus, other than for medical purposes; telecommunications machines and instruments for 
remote supervision system; detecting apparatus (measuring machines and instruments); measuring cups; measuring 
spoons; measures; photographic machines and instruments; cinematographic machines and instruments; optical 
machines and instruments; cameras; kitchen timers with electronic buzzers; telecommunications machines and 
instruments; communications device to store, record, process and transmit the measured data; straps and neckpieces for 
mobile phones; straps and neckpieces for smart phones; GPS-based navigation system; CCD cameras; CMOS cameras; 
alarm system to detect emergency circumstances in houses of solitary elderly people, which is comprised of sensors, 
computer networks, etc.; alarm system to detect emergency circumstances in houses of elderly people; detectors; 
electric or magnetic meters and testers; electronic circuits (excluding those in which computer programs are recorded); 
computer programs; prepaid magnetic cards, encoded; printers; electronic machines and instruments, and their parts; 
downloadable application software for mobile phones, smart phones or computers; pre-recorded media, in which 
application software for mobile phones, smart phones or computers is recorded; application software; computers and 
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computer displays; records; music files, which can be downloaded from the Internet and be saved; downloadable sounds 
and music; image files, which can be downloaded from the Internet and be saved; pre-recorded video discs and video 
tapes; video media or audio media, pre-recorded; electronic publications; pre-recorded CD-ROMs; pre-recorded DVDs; 
cable adapters; computer network adapters for wireless network connection; computer network adapters for wireless 
network communications; electronic data processing device, namely, electronic data writers and readers used for 
electronic device containing IC chips; electronic data processing device; electronic buzzers with countdown timers; 
electronic buzzers; sports timers with electronic buzzers; sports timers; countdown timers with electronic buzzers used 
to measure and countdown the time when doing studies, works, exercises or other activities [measuring apparatus]; 
countdown timers used to measure and countdown the time when doing studies, works exercises or other activities 
[measuring apparatus]; chronographs for use as specialized time recording apparatus; chronographs to display the time 
measured by the countdown method, namely, countdown timers with electronic buzzer; chronographs with electronic 
buzzers to measure the time of studies, works, exercises and other activities by the countdown method; chronographs; 
time recording apparatus.

Cl.10;Body fat monitors; body composition monitors; medical machines and instruments; biomedical body 
composition analysis machines; bioelectrical impedance measurement machines for medical use; impedance abdominal 
fat analyzers; abdominal fat analyzers; medical machines and instruments used to measure fat metabolism; medical 
machines and apparatus to measure and analyze acetone concentration in breath; sphygmomanometers; clinical 
thermometers; blood glucose meters; sleeping state analyzers for medical use; sleeping quality analyzers for medical 
use; pulse meters; bone density measurement machines; heart rate monitors; medical diagnosis machines and medical 
monitoring machines; measuring machines to monitor and analyze the quality, volume and other conditions of body 
muscles for medical use; measuring machines to check and analyze the body distortion of a patient or the body balance 
of a patient for medical use; medical measurement machines to monitor and analyze the speed of making a physical 
balance steady as well as the motor functions and physical conditions including the speed of standing-up from a sitting 
position, muscular strength, speed of shifting a physical balance, etc.; medical measurement machines and instruments; 
massage apparatus.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 20/06/2019; Application No. : UK00003408160 ;United Kingdom 

4441079    16/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514029]
BRC Trading Limited

LGC, Queens Road, Teddington Middlesex TW11 0LY United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable electronic publications; downloadable electronic magazines; downloadable electronic journals; 
downloadable electronic reports; downloadable electronic manuals; downloadable electronic training materials; 
downloadable electronic publications, magazines, journals, reports, manuals and training materials in respect of quality 
standards.

Cl.16;Printed publications; printed materials; journals; reports; manuals; magazines; printed training materials; printed 
publications, printed materials, journals, reports, manuals, magazines and printed training materials in respect of quality 
standards.

Cl.35;Setting of standards relating to business practices; provision of business information directory services; 
provision of business information directory services via a global computer network; arranging, planning and conducting 
of trade fairs, exhibitions and presentations in respect of quality standards for advertising and promotional purposes; 
business data analysis; marketing and advertising services; marketing and advertising of third party products and 
services to the retail and manufacturing sector; business management assistance services in the nature of setting of 
standards for business ethics; provision of benchmarking and reference information relating to ethical standards.

Cl.41;Organisation of entertainment events; organisation of educational events in respect of quality standards; 
provision of instructional and educational services; provision of instructional and education services in respect of quality 
standards; arranging and conducting of conferences, exhibitions, events and seminars; arranging and conducting of 
conferences, exhibitions, events and seminars in respect of quality standards; training courses and the provision of 
training; training courses and the provision of training in respect of quality standards; arranging of presentations for 
training and educational purposes; arranging of presentations for educational purposes in respect of quality standards; 
non-downloadable electronic publications; setting of training and educational standards; information, advice and 
consultancy relating to all of the above services.

Cl.42;Setting of quality standards, setting of standards in the field of environmental protection; setting of quality 
standards and quality control standards in the field of retail, food safety, packaging and materials, consumer products, 
storage and distribution, agents and brokers, and food service sectors; setting of ethical and responsible sourcing 
standards; setting of gluten-free and plant-based certification standards; evaluation, testing and verification services 
relating to performance, environmental, social welfare, ethical or safety standards of businesses.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 02/09/2019; Application No. : 40755142 ;China 

4441080    30/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514369]
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.

Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Liquid crystal display (LCD) televisions; selfie sticks (hand-held monopods); cameras (photography); thermal 
imaging cameras; selfie lenses; connected bracelets (measuring instruments); gas testing instruments; digital weather 
stations; biochips; infrared detectors; air analysis apparatus; laboratory robots; teaching robots; optical lenses; materials 
for electricity mains (wires, cables); USB data lines or data cables for mobile phones; USB data lines or data cables; 
electronic key fobs being remote control apparatus; video screens; integrated circuits; electronic chips; touch screens; 
electric plugs; electric sockets; sensors; digital door locks; alarm central units; electric batteries; chargers for electric 
batteries; mobile power source (rechargeable batteries); smartglasses; smartwatches; computer hardware; computer 
memories; integrated circuit cards (smart cards); sleeves for laptops; tablet computers; covers for tablet computers; 
stands adapted for tablet computers; flat panel displays; flexible flat panel displays for computers; laptop computers; 
notebook computers; bags adapted for laptops; computer keyboards; mouse (computer peripheral); computer programs, 
recorded; computer software applications, downloadable; black boxes (data recorders); interactive touch screen 
terminals; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; electronic sheet music, downloadable; smart rings; security tokens 
(encryption devices); personal digital assistants (PDAs); computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; thin 
client computers; hand-held electronic dictionaries; computer screen saver software, recorded or downloadable; 
computer software, recorded; downloadable graphics for mobile phones; wearable computers; downloadable mobile 
phone software applications; downloadable emoticons for mobile phones; computer operating programs, recorded; liquid 
crystal displays (LCD) with large screens; electronic diaries; liquid crystal displays (LCD); electronic pens; video image 
printers; computer styluses; computer programs, downloadable; pedometers; fingerprint identifier; human face 
recognition devices; scales; bathroom scales; scales with body mass analyzers; portable digital electronic scales; 
smartphones; wearable activity trackers; cases for smartphones; covers for smartphones; protective films adapted for 
smartphones; transponders; network communication apparatus; modems; switchboards; transmitters of electronic 
signals; transmitting sets (telecommunication); stored program controlled telephone switching apparatus; radios; 
telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewellery; selfie sticks for mobile phones; holders for mobile phones; 
intercoms; wrist-mounted smartphones; digital photo frames; microphones; cabinets for loudspeakers; headphones; 
earphones; virtual reality headsets; digital video recorder for vehicles; set-top boxes; loudspeakers; portable media 
players; sound transmitting apparatus; camcorders; monitoring apparatus, other than for medical purposes; video 
monitors; audio interfaces; electric and electronic effects units for musical instruments; equalizers (audio apparatus); 
security surveillance robots; wearable video display monitors; television apparatus; television apparatus for vehicles; 
ultra high-definition (UHD) televisions.

Cl.35;Presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; advertising; online advertising on a 
computer network; price comparison services; business information; commercial information and advice for consumers 
(consumer advice shop); business management assistance; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of 
goods and services; sales promotion for others; marketing; providing information in the field of marketing; marketing in 
the framework of software publishing; alcoholic beverage procurement services for others (purchasing goods for other 
businesses); providing marketing consulting in the field of social media; outsourcing services in the nature of arranging 
procurement of goods for others; goods import-export agencies; search engine optimization for sales promotion; data 
search in computer files for others; accounting; business auditing; account auditing; accounting services for mergers 
and acquisitions; accounting for third parties; consulting and information concerning accounting.

Cl.36;Providing financial information via a web site; providing rebates at participating establishments of others through 
use of a membership card; processing of debit card payments; insurance brokerage; insurance information; currency 
trading; online real-time currency trading; bill payment services; providing securities market information; financing 
services; securities brokerage; financial information; electronic funds transfer; financial analysis; financial management; 
financial consultancy; online banking; credit services; electronic banking via a global computer network (internet 
banking); money order services; electronic check acceptance services; processing of credit card payments; apartment 
house management; real estate management; trusteeship.

Cl.38;Teleconferencing services; communications by cellular phones; videoconferencing services; video-on-demand 
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transmission; computer aided transmission of messages and images; radio broadcasting; message sending; providing 
internet chatrooms; providing user access to a global computer network (service providers); providing access to 
databases; transmission of digital files; streaming of data.

Cl.41;Providing recreation facilities; entertainment information; game services provided on-line from a computer 
network; conducting fitness classes; audio and video recording services; providing entertainment information via a 
website; entertainment services; conducting guided tours; ticket agency services (entertainment); television 
entertainment; news reporters services; training in the field of communication technologies; educational services; 
instruction services; training services provided via simulators; providing information about online education; 
organization of competitions (education or entertainment); providing amusement arcade services; preparing subtitles for 
movies; production of radio and television programmes; providing online music, not downloadable; providing online 
videos, not downloadable; providing films, not downloadable, via video-on-demand services; providing television 
programs, not downloadable, via video-on-demand services; arranging and conducting of colloquiums; arranging and 
conducting of symposiums; arranging and conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of concerts; arranging 
and conducting of in-person educational forums; online publication of electronic books and journals; providing online 
electronic publications, not downloadable.

Cl.42;Technical project studies; telecommunications technology consultancy; computer programming; computer 
software design; updating of computer software; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; 
maintenance of computer software; recovery of computer data; technological research; research and development of new 
products for others; scientific research; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; computer 
system design; creating and maintaining web sites for others; data conversion of computer programs and data (not 
physical conversion); computer software consultancy; rental of web servers; providing search engines for the internet; 
web site design consultancy; information technology (IT) consultancy; electronic data storage; providing information on 
computer technology and programming via a web site; cloud computing; computer technology consultancy; computer 
security consultancy; developing of driver and operating system software.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

4441082    27/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514039]
Motorherz GmbH

Immermannstraße 13 40210 Düsseldorf Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Pumps [machines]; pumps [parts of machines or engines]; vacuum pumps [machines]; self-regulating fuel pumps; 
starters for motors; power generators; electric generators.

Cl.35;Procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; sales promotion for 
others.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

 

4441432    20/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514276]
Robert Bosch GmbH

Robert-Bosch-Platz 1 70839 Gerlingen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic 
articles; suture materials.

Cl.28;Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for Christmas 
trees.

Cl.44;Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, 
horticulture and forestry services.

Cl.45;Legal services; security services for the protection of property and individuals; personal and social services 
rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals; rental of fire alarms; rental of fire extinguishers; physical security 
consultancy.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

4441442    14/01/2020
[International Registration No. : 1514376]
Xiamen Sinictek Intelligent Technology Co.,Ltd

Unit 101, No.583 Tonglong 2nd Road, (Xiang’an) Industrial Area, Xiamen Torhc Hi-tech Zone, Xiamen 361000 Fujian China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Wrapping machines; electric welding apparatus; labellers [machines].

Cl.9;Measuring apparatus; batteries, electric; regulating apparatus, electric; optical apparatus and instruments; 
computer programs, downloadable; distribution boxes [electricity]; cases especially made for photographic apparatus 
and instruments; bar code readers; printed circuit boards; cameras [photography].
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 08/04/2019; Application No. : 018048556 ;European Union 

4441444    02/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514391]
Digital Applications Company Limited

70 Sir John Rogerson's Quay, Dublin D02 R296 Ireland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for recording, transmitting, reproducing or processing sound, images or data; 
computer software; computer game software; computer games; virtual reality games software; computer game software, 
downloadable; computer software for the administration of on-line games and gaming; downloadable software in the 
nature of a mobile application for playing games; recorded and downloadable media; audio-visual apparatus; computers 
and computer peripheral devices; gaming hardware including keyboards, headsets and controllers; electronic 
publications, downloadable.

Cl.38;Broadcasting services; wireless broadcasting; broadcasting of esports events; transmission of videos, movies, 
pictures, images, text, photos, games, user-generated content, audio content, and information via the Internet; streaming 
of esports events; providing access to gambling and gaming websites on the internet; providing user access to global 
computer networks; transmission of digital files; streaming of data; providing online forums; providing internet 
chatrooms; electronic bulletin board services [telecommunications services]; providing online forums for communication 
in the field of electronic games; information, advisory and consultancy services in relation to all of these services.

Cl.41;Entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; staging and organisation of tournaments; providing online 
entertainment in the nature of game tournaments; entertainment services relating to esports; esports coaching; esports 
officiating; providing esports facilities; organization of esports competitions; provision of information relating to esports; 
production of esports events; game services provided online from a computer network; arranging and conducting games; 
video game entertainment services; organisation of games and competitions; online game services through mobile 
devices; providing information to game players about the ranking of their scores of games through the web sites; 
information, advisory and consultancy services in relation to all of these services.

Cl.42;Design and development of computer hardware, computer software and computer platforms; platform as a 
service [PaaS]; software as a service [SaaS]; hosting of platforms on the internet; computer design services; computer 
design research; computer software design; computer hardware design; developing computer software; computer 
hardware development; testing, authentication and quality control; authentication services (control) of data and 
messages transmitted via telecommunications; computer programming; software maintenance services; maintenance of 
websites; installation, maintenance, updating and upgrading of computer software; computer virus protection services; 
creating, designing and hosting websites; electronic data storage; document data transfer from one computer format to 
another; leasing of computer software and hardware; hosting of servers; providing search engines for the Internet; 
information, advisory and consultancy services in relation to all of these services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 05/09/2019; Application No. : 018120032 ;European Union 

4441448    14/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514393]
Webfleet Solutions B.V.

De Ruijterkade 154 NL-1011 AC Amsterdam Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Surveying apparatus and instruments; measuring apparatus and instruments; checking (supervision) apparatus 
and instruments; signalling apparatus and instruments; telematics apparatus, namely wireless Internet devices which 
provide telematic services and have a cellular phone function; navigation apparatus for vehicles in the nature of on-board 
computers; vehicle locating, tracking and security system comprised of an antenna and radio transmitter to be placed in a 
vehicle; global positioning system consisting of computers, computer software, transmitters, receivers, and network 
devices; satellite navigational system, namely a global positioning system; vehicle locator and recovery device 
programmed to use global positioning systems and cellular telecommunications; mobile computing and operating 
platforms consisting of data transceivers, wireless networks and gateways for collection and management of data; 
computer software for operating satellite navigational systems and global positioning systems, and for use of global 
positioning systems for tracking, locating and security of vehicles and objects; computer software in the field of fleet 
management services; computer hardware and software for use with satellite and/or GPS navigation systems for 
navigation purposes; computer software for use with route planners, electronic maps and digital dictionaries for 
navigation purposes; software for travel information systems for providing or displaying travel advice on petrol stations, 
car parks, restaurants, car dealers and other travel and transport-related information; software for information 
management for the transport and traffic sector; software for viewing electronic maps; downloadable electronic maps; 
software for operating route planners; route planners in the form of hand-held personal computers (hand-held 
computers); software for operating electronic digital dictionaries; location, orientation and navigation, and global 
positioning systems (GPS) consisting of computers, computer software, transmitters, global positioning system receivers 
(GPS) and/or satellite receivers; holders for hand-held computers; satellite and radio transmitter and receiver apparatus 
technology, namely processors, mobile telephones and receivers; telecommunications installations, networks and 
apparatus, namely fixing racks for telecommunications hardware, telecommunication switches; computer terminals, all in 
particular for the use of navigation systems, route planners, and/or digital maps; software used in relation to tires, vehicle 
parts, vehicles and groups of vehicles; software for use in relation to the replacement, repair, inspection, installation, 
monitoring, management, maintenance, ordering or purchase of tires, vehicle parts and vehicles; software for 
management and maintenance of groups of vehicles; software to indicate maintenance requirements and maintenance 
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scheduling for vehicles; software for use in relation to subscription services provided in relation to tires and vehicle 
parts; electronic databases relating to tires, vehicle parts, vehicles and groups of vehicles; electronic reports relating to 
tires, vehicle parts, vehicles and groups of vehicles; electronic publications relating to tires, vehicle parts, vehicles and 
groups of vehicles; electronic sensing, checking, monitoring and communication devices used in relation to vehicles, 
tires, vehicle parts and groups of vehicles; electronic sensors for tires, vehicles and vehicle parts; parts and fittings for all 
the aforesaid goods.

Cl.35;Computerized database management; business management services, namely managing fleet of commercial 
motor vehicles, vehicle performance data, and workforce; business consulting services relating to operations 
management services, logistics, distribution solutions, vehicle maintenance, and optimised driving costs.

Cl.36;Financial affairs; monetary affairs; financial services; financial services relating to motor vehicles; financial 
services for the purchase of vehicles; financial services relating to the maintenance of vehicles; finance leasing; lease 
purchase financing of vehicles; financial services relating to the provision of loans; financial planning and investment 
advisory services; financial analysis and consultancy; financial services for vehicle parts and services.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance and repair of telematics and navigation apparatus for vehicles, including apparatus for 
transmitting vehicle data, messages and information on carriers of all kinds; installation, maintenance and repair of 
apparatus for locating vehicles, anti-theft equipment for vehicles, electronic navigation and tracking apparatus for use in 
vehicles; inspection of tires and vehicles prior to maintenance and repair; retreading of tires; maintenance, inspection, 
installation and replacement services provided in relation to tires and vehicle parts; information, advice and consultancy 
provided in relation to all the aforesaid services.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; telecommunications services, namely transmission and delivery of digital data all in 
particular for transmission apparatus, location and anti-theft systems for use in vehicles, navigation systems, devices 
enabling wireless access to vehicle data, computerized databases; wireless transfer of data; electronic transmission of 
data and documents via computer terminals and mobile applications; telecommunications services relating to traffic, 
transport and roadworks; broadcasting services relating to traffic, transport and roadworks; telecommunications services 
to send/receive messages and orders via in-vehicle driver terminals; telecommunications services to update maps, 
firmware and software over the air; providing of temporary access to non-downloadable software providing map images 
and geographical and itinerary information obtained with the aid of a global positioning system (gps) to enable others to 
determine locations or directions accurately; secure or non-secure telecommunications services, namely transmission 
and delivery of digital data, in particular for navigation systems, route planners and the use of electronic maps.

Cl.39;Transport; tracking, locating and monitoring of vehicles; providing of navigation and information services, 
namely information relating to traffic, road conditions and traffic jams; provision of information relating to travel; 
consultancy relating to traffic, journeys and roadworks, namely monitoring traffic and receiving alerts from vehicles; 
logistics and fleet management in the field of tracking, locating and monitoring vehicles; all the aforesaid services also 
provided via a communications network or a mobile telephone or wireless navigation system.

Cl.42;Technological consultancy; consultancy in the field of computer software design; development and design of 
navigation systems and route planners; computer software and hardware design; development and design of computer 
software for use with navigation systems and route planners and with electronic maps and digital dictionaries; 
development and design of telecommunications and data communications services and networks; software as a service 
(SAAS) services featuring software for tracking and monitoring in the field of fleet management; design of software for 
compiling and recovering information on the location of vehicles, route reconstruction, driver activities; updating of the 
aforesaid computer software; creation of databases on traffic and information relating to travel; product design; design, 
maintenance and development of computer software for use in relation to the replacement, repair, inspection, installation, 
monitoring, management, maintenance, ordering, purchase or hire purchase of tires, vehicle parts, vehicles and groups of 
vehicles; quality control services, namely monitoring, checking and testing status of tires, vehicle parts, vehicles and 
groups of vehicles; technological analysis and consultancy services related to the selection, condition, maintenance, 
rethreading or replacement of vehicle tires; technological analysis and consultancy services related to the selection, 
condition, maintenance or replacement of vehicle component parts, spare parts and accessories; providing an online 
platform for managing information and data associated with tires, vehicle parts, vehicles and groups of vehicles; 
provision of technical reports and information in relation to tires, vehicle parts, vehicles and groups of vehicles; provision 
of technical notifications and technical reports concerning tires, vehicle parts, vehicles and groups of vehicles; 
information, advice and consultancy provided in relation to all the aforesaid services; technological consultancy in 
connection with telecommunications services; secure or non-secure storage services, namely the electronic storage of 
digital data, photographs, audio files, data, information and image signals, all in particular for navigation systems, route 
planners and the use of electronic maps.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 02/05/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 105 733 ;Germany 

4441544    29/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514403]
Lilium GmbH

Claude-Dornier Straße 1, Geb. 335 82234 Weßling Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.39;Aircraft rental; aircraft charter brokerage; renting and hiring aircraft; arrangement of transportation of passengers 
by aircraft; rental of aircraft; chauffeur services; transportation of passengers by aircraft; providing information relating to 
the booking of transport services through a website; transport; air transport; rental of aircraft; services provided by an 
aerodrome operator, namely renting of runways for aircraft, landing assistance for aircraft by radar, radio and satellite 
aircraft guidance, airport passenger check-in services, including baggage handling and examination of travel documents; 
assistance to passengers until they board the aircraft; renting of hangars; aircraft inspection prior to transport; hiring and 
rental of parking places and storage sites.

Cl.42;Aircraft design; development of aircraft; design of computer programs and software relating to aircraft; technical 
research; mechanical research; research and development services; design services relating to aircraft configurations; 
engineering research; provision of temporary use of non-downloadable online software to provide transport services, 
booking of transport services and dispatching of aircraft to customers.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 13/05/2019; Application No. : 018063919 ;European Union 

4441551    11/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514411]
Chromaway AB

Fritidsvägen 5 SE-168 41 Bromma Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; application software for mobile phones; computer databases; financial management software; 
computer software relating to the handling of financial transactions; all of the aforementioned goods only in the field of 
blockchain technology.

Cl.36;Financial transactions via blockchain; providing financial information by means of a computer database; 
processing of electronic payments; collection of payments for goods and services; payment administration services; 
electronic payment services; trading of currencies; issue of tokens, coupons and vouchers of value; financial transfers 
and transactions, and payment services; trading of stocks with contracts; financial management; financial portfolio 
management; financial market information services; financial evaluation; financial advice and consultancy services; 
financial services in relation to digital currencies; currency trading and exchange services; on-line real-time currency 
trading; currency trading and exchange services; cash management, namely, facilitating transfers of electronic cash 
equivalents by providing a software for financial transactions; virtual currency exchange transaction services for 
transferable electronic cash equivalent units having a specified cash value; electronic funds transfer; financial and 
monetary services, and banking.

Cl.42;Data storage via blockchain; development of data bases; hosting of databases; development of systems for the 
storage of data; hosting services and software as a service and rental of software; software as a service [SaaS]; software 
as a service (SaaS) featuring software for deep learning; software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for machine 
learning; design of information systems; electronic data storage; data security services; consultancy in the field of 
computer security; software design and development; rental of software; rental of Internet security programs; certification 
of data via blockchain; all of the aforementioned services only in the field of blockchain technology.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 02/10/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 112 910 ;Germany 

4441552    14/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514413]
Vela Diagnostics Holding Pte. Ltd.

50 Science Park Road, 5th Floor, The Kendall, Science Park II Singapore 117406 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Biological and chemical substances used in industry and for scientific and research purposes, including medical 
scientific and medical research purposes.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, in-vitro diagnostic 
preparations for medical purposes; sanitary preparations.

Cl.35;Services in the field of data processing; all of the aforementioned services only in the field of clinical, veterinary, 
environmental and medical diagnosis.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research services, including consultancy services for scientific, 
technical laboratory and research purposes; laboratory research services, laboratory testing services, development of 
computer hardware and software; all of the aforementioned services only in the field of clinical, veterinary, environmental 
and medical diagnosis.

Cl.44;Consultancy services for health and medical purposes; services in the field of medicine, health care; health 
centers; medical care.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

4442365    08/01/2020
[International Registration No. : 1243271]
James Johnston & Company of Elgin Limited

Newmill Elgin Morayshire, Scotland IV30 4AF United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods; bed and table covers; blankets, picnic rugs, throws.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

4442385    14/01/2020
[International Registration No. : 1365489]
Radeberger Exportbierbrauerei GmbH

Dresdner Str. 2 01454 Radeberg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.32;Beer, including non-alcoholic beer, artificial and natural mineral waters, non-alcoholic drinks, fruit juices.

Cl.43;Providing of food and drink and temporary accommodation.
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4442386    18/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514751]
AO Kaspersky Lab

Leningradskoe shosse, 39A/2 RU-125212 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Monitors [computer programs]; computer programs [recorded]; computer programs [downloadable]; computer 
operating programs; electronic publications, downloadable in the form of manuals, books, brochures and newsletters in 
the field of detection and curing computer viruses, operating systems and software.

Cl.42;Web site design consultancy; computer software design; installation of computer software; computer virus 
protection services.

Cl.45;Licensing of computer software [legal services].
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Priority claimed from 24/05/2019; Application No. : 4554317 ;France 

4442395    19/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514729]
JUNG S.A.S

154 boulevard Macdonald F-75019 Paris France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, checking apparatus and instruments; electronic 
apparatus and instruments for data processing; electronic apparatus and instruments for sound amplification; apparatus 
for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; projection screens; computers; televisions; mobile 
phones, telephone sets, vehicle radios, loudspeakers, amplifiers, hi-fi systems, computers, microphones, astronomical 
apparatus and instruments, personal stereos, digital personal stereos, digital video camera, digital video disc player, 
printer, video projector, tape recorder, digital disk drive, mobile phone charger; computer mice; external hard drives; 
electronic agendas; headphones; measuring spoons; dictating machines; cartridges for printers and facsimile machines; 
air analysis apparatus, thermostats, alcoholmeters, satellite navigation apparatus; bells (warning apparatus); spectacles; 
audiovisual headsets for video games; gamepad for computers, other than for video games; encoded gift cards; Purchase 
vouchers (electronic); coupons (electronic) having value on the purchase of goods or services; discount coupons 
(electronic); gift checks (electronic) for payment; gift cards (electronic) for payment; promotional codes downloadable 
from a global computer network; promotional cards (electronic); customer loyalty cards (electronic); subscription cards 
(electronic); electronic tickets; solar panels; bathroom scales; e-commerce software; point-of-sale terminals; electronic 
point-of-sale terminals; smartwatches; smartphone in the form of watch; batteries for electronic cigarettes; electric 
batteries.

Cl.35;Advertising; rental of advertising space; dissemination of advertisements; distribution of publicity columns and 
dissemination of advertising materials (leaflets, prospectuses, printed materials, samples), including online; publication 
of advertising texts; advertising via radio, television, the Internet; interactive advertising services; commercial business 
management; commercial administration; distribution of prospectuses, of samples; business advice, business 
information or inquiries; computer file management; display, shop window decoration, including online; auctions; 
teleshopping with offer of sale; organization of commercial or advertising events; management of exhibition sites for 
commercial or advertising purposes, including online; operation and supervision of loyalty card schemes; bringing 
together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of products, namely, watchmaking products, office automation products, 
household goods, heating articles, decorative articles, household electrical appliances, household utensils, calculating 
machines, kitchen and bathroom items, cameras, audiovisual equipment, televisions, cinema screens, video projectors, 
loudspeakers, hi-fi system, video recorder, digital video disc player, camera including digital camera, music players 
including digital music players, mini disc and MP3 players, radio (audio), auto radio (audio), telephone, mobile phone 
charger, mobile phone casing, mobile phone cover, cameras, computers, printers, scanners, photocopiers, vehicles, 
games, toys including electronic toys, allowing customers to view and purchase these products in retail stores, in a 
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general merchandise catalog or on a website or on television or any other form of electronic telecommunication media; 
promoting the products and services of others by issuing loyalty cards; online database management for third parties; 
data processing services; data systematization in computer databases; updating and maintenance of data in computer 
databases; linking repackaging professionals and buyers; providing marketing information via web site; commercial 
information via websites; e-commerce business management service; providing information and consultancy services 
relating to e-commerce; e-commerce service, namely, providing information on products via telecommunication networks 
for advertising and sales purposes; providing outsourcing services in the field of managing customer relations; 
commercial management of retail outlets, including online outlets; retail sale, including online, of horological products, 
office automation products, household goods, heating articles, decorative items, household appliances, household 
utensils, calculating machines, kitchen and bathroom products, cameras, audiovisual equipment, televisions, cinema 
screens, video projectors, loudspeakers, hi-fi system, video recorder, digital video disk player, camera including digital 
camera, music players including digital music players, mini disc and MP3 players, radio (audio), auto radio (audio), 
telephone, mobile phone charger, mobile phone casing, mobile phone cover, cameras, computers, printers, scanners, 
vehicles, games, toys including electronic toys; operation of loyalty or bonus programs; organization and management of 
commercial incentive and loyalty programs; commercial intermediary service; commercial intermediation relating to 
contracts for the purchase and sale of goods.

Cl.37;Construction; installation services for networks, telecommunication apparatus and instruments; installation of 
computer hardware; installation of lighting, heating equipment; installation of household appliances; installation of office 
products; installation of audiovisual equipment, television sets, movie screens, video projectors, loudspeaker, hi-fi 
system, video recorder, digital video disk players, mini disc and MP3 players, radios, car radios, telephone, film cameras, 
computers, printers, scanners, photocopier; maintenance and repair service for telecommunication networks, apparatus 
and instruments; vehicle maintenance and repair service; computer hardware maintenance and repair service; 
maintenance and repair of heating, lighting equipment; maintenance and repair of household appliances; maintenance 
and repair of cameras, including digital cameras; maintenance and repair of clock products; maintenance and repair of 
office products, calculating machine; maintenance and repair of audiovisual equipment, televisions, cinema screens, 
video projectors, speakers, hi-fi system, video recorder, digital video disk player, mini disc and MP3 players, radio (audio), 
auto radio (audio), telephone, charger for mobile phone, cameras, computers, printers, scanners, photocopier; 
maintenance and repair of games, toys including electronic toys.
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[International Registration No. : 1514684]
YAMAHA CORPORATION

10-1, Nakazawa-cho, Naka-ku, Hamamatsu-shi Shizuoka 430-8650 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals; glue and adhesives for industrial purposes; plant growth regulating preparations; fertilizers; ceramic 
glazings; priming putty; higher fatty acids; alkaline metals; industrial minerals; chemical compositions for developing, 
printing and enlarging photographs; reagent paper [not for medical purposes]; artificial sweeteners; flour and starch for 
industrial purposes; plastics [raw materials]; wood pulp; antifreeze; anti-boil preparations for engine coolants; 
transmission oil; chemical preparations for decarbonising engines; combusting preparations [chemical additives to motor 
fuel]; brake fluid; adhesives for industrial purposes; preparations for preventing the tarnishing of glass; coolants for 
vehicle engines; mildew proofing agents for musical instruments; damp proofing agents for musical instruments; 
inorganic acids; alkalies; inorganic salts; halides and halogen acid salts; sulphates; nitrates; phosphates; carbonates; 
silicates and borates; cyanides and cyanates; metallates [metal salts of acids]; complex salts and double salts; chemical 
elements; non-metallic elements; metallic elements; oxides; non-metallic oxides; metallic oxides; sulphides; carbides; 
water for industrial purposes; air entraining agents; aromatics [chemicals]; aliphatics; organic halogenides; alcohols; 
phenols; ethers; aldehydes and ketones; organic acids and their salts; esters; nitrogen compounds; heterocyclic 
compounds; carbonic hydrates; gum arabic; proteins and enzymes; organophosphorus compounds and organoarsenic 
compounds; organometallic compounds; surface-active agents [surfactants]; chemical agents; gum arabic glue for 
industrial purposes; casein glue for industrial purposes; rubber cements for industrial purposes; gelatine glue for 
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industrial purposes; dextrine size; starch paste for industrial purposes; animal glue for industrial purposes; plastic 
adhesives for industrial purposes; water glass [soluble glass]; latex glue for industrial purposes; plant rearing 
preparations; plant hormones [phytohormones]; soil improving agents; germination inhibitors [anti-sprouting agents]; 
chemical fertilizers; natural fertilizers; complex fertilizers; artificial plant-cultivation soil; oleic acid; stearic acid; palmitic 
acid; actinium; americium; antimony; ytterbium; yttrium; uranium; erbium; gadolinium; gallium; californium; curium; 
samarium; dysprosium; silicon [metal element]; mercury; scandium; strontium; cesium; cerium; selenium; bismuth; 
thallium; thulium; technetium; terbium; tellurium; thorium; neodymium; neptunium; berkelium; barium; fermium; 
praseodymium; francium; plutonium; protactinium; promethium; holmium; europium; radium; lanthanum; lithium; 
rubidium; rhenium; sulfur [non-metallic minerals]; foundry sand; kaolin; talc; rock salt; diatomaceous earth; acid clay; 
barytes [barite]; saltpeter [salpetre]; natural graphite; dolomite; cryolite; bentonite; bauxite; fluorite [fluorspar]; 
magnesite; alunite; rock phosphate; blueprint paper; photographic paper; photographic sensitizers; photographic dry 
plates; photographic developers; flash powder; photographic fixers; unexposed photographic films; Japanese arrowroot 
powder for industrial purposes [Kuzu-ko]; corn starch for industrial purposes; wheat flour for industrial purposes; rice 
flour for industrial purposes; sweet potato flour for industrial purposes; potato flour for industrial purposes; buckwheat 
flour for industrial purposes; pulse flour for industrial purposes; barley flour for industrial purposes; condensation 
plastics, unprocessed; polymerization plastics, unprocessed; cellulose plastics, unprocessed; protein plastics, 
unprocessed; groundwood pulp; chemical pulps.

Cl.2;Canada balsam; copal; sandarac; shellac; dammar; mordants; anti-corrosive preparations; anti-rust preparations; 
mastic; pine gum; wood preservatives; dyestuffs; pigments; paints; printing ink; colors for painting pictures; printing ink, 
other than mimeographing inks; mimeographing ink; anti-rust greases; nonferrous metals in foil or powder form for 
painters, decorators, printers and artists; precious metals in foil or powder form for painters, decorators, printers and 
artists; coatings [paints]; anti-rust preparations for musical instruments; waterproof paints; paints for vehicles; natural 
dyes; synthetic dyes; inorganic pigments; organic pigments; oil paints; Japanese lacquer [Urushi]; enamel paints; Kiriko 
primers and coating powder [paints]; fluorescent paints; synthetic resin paints; anticorrosive paints; Jinoko primers and 
coating powder [paints]; distempers [water paint]; stains; lower hull paints; fireproof paints; chemicalproof paints; 
Tonoko primers and coating powder [paints]; driers [siccatives for paints]; paint thinners; lacquers; varnishes; intaglio 
ink; typographic ink; planographic ink.

Cl.3;Anti-static preparations for household purposes; de-greasing preparations for household purposes; rust removing 
preparations; stain removing benzine; fabric softeners for laundry use; laundry bleach; adhesives for affixing false hair; 
laundry starch; seaweed gelatine for laundry use [Funori]; adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; breath freshening 
preparations; deodorants for animals; paint stripping preparations; shoe cream; shoe black [shoe polish]; polishing 
preparations; soaps and detergents; dentifrices; cosmetics; perfume and flavour materials; incense; abrasive paper 
[sandpaper]; abrasive cloth; abrasive sand; artificial pumice stone; polishing paper; false nails; false eyelashes; abrasive 
preparations; detergents, other than for use in manufacturing operations and for medical purposes; polishing wax; 
carburetor and choke cleaning preparations; rust removing preparations for musical instruments; polishing preparations 
for musical instruments; abrasive paper for musical instruments; abrasive cloth for musical instruments; furniture 
polishes; automobile polishes; leather dressings; floor polishes; washing powder; glass cleaning preparations; scouring 
preparations [cleanser]; toilet soap; industrial soap; shampoos; detergents prepared from petroleum; laundry soap; dry 
cleaning preparations; hand cleaners [hand cleaning preparations]; pet shampoos; toilet bowl detergents; scrubbing 
powder; liquid soap; toothpaste in soft cake form; tooth powder; moistened tooth powder; mouthwash; tooth paste; non-
medicated dental rinse; make-up powder; toilet water; cosmetic creams; cosmetic rouges; hair care preparations; 
perfumes; natural perfumery prepared from vegetables; natural perfumery prepared from animals; synthetic perfumery; 
blended perfumery; food flavorings prepared from essential oils; sniffing incense [Kyuko]; fumigating incense [Kunko]; 
joss-sticks; perfuming sachets.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations and other preparations for destroying vermin, fungicides, herbicides; reagent paper 
for medical purposes; pharmaceutical preparations; fumigants [only for agricultural purposes]; fungicides [only for 
agricultural purposes]; rodenticides [only for agricultural purposes]; insecticides [only for agricultural purposes]; 
herbicides [weedkillers]; insect-repellents [only for agricultural purposes]; antiseptics [only for agricultural purposes]; 
oiled paper for medical purposes; adhesive tapes for medical purposes; drug delivery agents in the form of edible wafers 
for wrapping powdered pharmaceuticals; gauze for dressings; empty capsules for pharmaceuticals; eyepatches for 
medical purposes; ear bandages; menstruation bandages; menstruation tampons; sanitary napkins; sanitary panties; 
absorbent cotton; adhesive plasters; bandages for dressings; liquid bandages; breast-nursing pads; cotton swabs for 
medical use; dental materials; diapers; diaper covers; fly catching paper; mothproofing paper; lacteal flour for babies; 
dietary supplements for humans; dietetic beverages adapted for medical purposes; dietetic food adapted for medical 
purposes; beverages for babies; food for babies; dietary supplements for animals; semen for artificial insemination; 
deodorizers for automobiles; pharmaceutical agents affecting central nervous system; pharmaceutical agents affecting 
peripheral nervous system; pharmaceutical agents affecting sensory organs; antiallergic agents; cardiovascular agents; 
agents affecting respiratory organs; pharmaceutical agents affecting digestive organs; hormones for medical purposes; 
agents for uro-genitial and anal organs; pharmaceutical agents for epidermis; vitamin preparations; amino acid 
preparations; nutritional additives for medical purposes, medicinal tonics and substitutes therefore; hemotoropic agents; 
pharmaceutical agents affecting metabolism; cellular function activating agents; tumor suppressing agents; 
pharmaceutical agents for treating physically caused lesions; agents for treating chemically caused disorders; antibiotic 
preparations; chemotherapeutics; biological preparations for medical purposes; agents against parasites; agents for 
dispensing purposes; diagnostic preparations; radio-isotope markers for therapeutic or diagnostic use; narcotics; crude 
drugs, charred drugs and moxa; veterinary preparations; dental cements; dental prosthetics and fillings; dental wax; 
materials for artificial teeth; chlorella dietary supplements in the form of granular; yeast dietary supplements in the form 
of granular; propolis-based dietary supplements.

Cl.6;Iron and steel; nonferrous metals and their alloys; ores of metal; metal materials for building or construction; 
prefabricated building assembly kits of metal; loading and unloading pallets of metal; turn-tables for load handling; 
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traversers for load handling; artificial fish reefs of metal; prefabricated sectional poultry houses of metal; paint spraying 
booths of metal; metal moulds for forming cement products; metal pulleys, springs and valves [not including machine 
elements]; pulleys of metal, not machine elements; springs of metal, not machine elements; valves of metal, not machine 
elements; metal junctions for pipes; metal flanges; machine keys; cotter pins; railway points; road signs of metal [not 
luminous nor mechanical]; beacons of metal, non-luminous; reservoirs of metal; liquid storage tanks or reservoirs of 
metal; industrial water storage tanks of metal; internal floating lids of aluminium for use with gas or liquefied gas storage 
tanks; liquefied gas storage tanks of metal; gas storage tanks of metal; anchors; containers of metal for transport; anvils; 
swage blocks; metal hardware; metal hardware, not including security locks, keys of metal for locks, ring of metal for 
keys and padlocks; security locks of metal; rings of metal for keys; keys of metal for locks; padlocks; wire rope; wire nets 
and gauzes; industrial packaging containers of metal; industrial packaging containers of metal, not including metal 
stoppers, lids and caps; metal stoppers for industrial packaging containers; metal lids and caps for industrial packaging 
containers; metal nameplates and door nameplates; hand-held flagpoles of metal; stakes of metal for plants or trees; 
metal stepladders and ladders; letter boxes of metal; hat-hanging hooks of metal; water tanks of metal for household 
purposes; tool boxes of metal, empty; towel dispensers of metal; metal joinery fittings; safes; outdoor blinds of metal; 
upright signboards of metal; man-made garden ponds of metal [structures]; transportable greenhouses of metal for 
household use; metal tombs and metal tomb plaques; shoe dowels of metal; shoe pegs of metal; hobnails of metal; 
ferrules of metal for canes and walking-sticks; spurs; crampons [climbing irons]; carabiners of metal; rock pitons; 
sculptures of metal; keys of metal; badges of metal for vehicles; buckles of common metal [hardware]; nozzles of metal; 
metal license plates; packaging containers of metal; signs, non-luminous and non-mechanical, of metal; prefabricated 
soundproof room assembly kits of metal; steels in primary forms; rolled steels; steels and irons in secondary forms; iron 
or steel scraps; copper and its alloys; lead and its alloys; zinc and its alloys; tin and its alloys; aluminium and its alloys; 
magnesium and its alloys; nickel and its alloys; titanium and its alloys; indium and its alloys; cadmium and its alloys; 
chromium and its alloys; germanium and its alloys; cobalt and its alloys; zirconium and its alloys; tungsten and its alloys; 
tantalum and its alloys; niobium and its alloys; vanadium and its alloys; hafnium and its alloys; beryllium and its alloys; 
manganese and its alloys; molybdenum and its alloys; zinc ores; antimony ores; uranium ores; lead ores; gold ores; 
silver ores; chrome iron ores; cobalt ores; mercury ores; tin ores; bismuth ores; tungsten ores; iron ores; copper ores; 
thorium ores; nickel ores; manganese ores; molybdenum ores; iron pyrites; chimney shafts of metal; guardrails of metal; 
stair treads of metal; fasteners for casement windows of metal; wall linings of metal; flagpoles [structures] of metal; 
pilings of metal; metal shutters for building or construction; metal ceiling boards for building or construction; floor 
boards of metal for building or construction; gratings of metal; tunneling materials of metal; fences of metal; water-pipes 
of metal; tiles of metal; steel frames for building; boards of metal for shelves as metal materials for building or 
construction; hinges of metal; handrails of metal; gabions of steel wire; ceiling decorations of metal; electric poles of 
metal; door knockers of metal; gutters of metal; gutter brackets of metal; sliding door pulleys or rollers of metal; doors of 
metal; door handles of metal; door closers of metal; pillars of metal; wainscottings of metal; beams [building material of 
metal]; grilles of metal; wire fences; fire retarding doors of metal; floor pavings of metal; windows of metal; window knobs 
of metal; window frames of metal; window pulleys of metal; manhole covers of metal; gates of metal; barbed wires; louver 
doors of metal; rockslide retention wire nets; laths of metal; aviary assembly kits of metal; spiral springs of metal, not 
machine elements; laminated leaf-springs of metal, not machine elements; coil springs of metal, not machine elements; 
angle valves of metal, not machine elements; ball valves of metal, not machine elements; cocks of metal, not machine 
elements; automatic control valves of metal, not machine elements; butterfly valves of metal, not machine elements; cut 
nails; nails; wedges and pegs of metal; nuts of metal; screws; tacks of metal; plugs [metal hardware]; bolts of metal; 
rivets; washers of metal; rings [metal fitting]; chains of metal; casters of metal; metal fixtures for ropes for use with 
swimming pools; tin cans, sold empty; collapsible tubes of metal, sold empty; high pressure gas containers, sold empty; 
steel drums, sold empty.

Cl.8;Tweezers; braiders [hand-held ones only]; hoes [hand-held]; digging forks [spading forks]; lawn rakes [hand-held 
ones only]; lasts for shoe-making [handheld ones only]; electric flat irons; electric razors and electric hair clippers; 
bladed or pointed hand tools and swords; bladed or pointed hand tools; swords; hand tools, hand operated, other than 
bladed or pointed hand tools; hand tools [other than "carpenters' inkpots and their accessories, razor strops, sharpening 
steels and whetstones"]; carpenters' inkpots and their accessories; razor strops [leather strops]; sharpening steels; 
whetstones [sharpening stones]; egg slicers, non-electric; non-electric planes for flaking dried bonito blocks [Katsuo-
bushi planes]; can openers, non-electric; spoons; cheese slicers, non-electric; pizza cutters, non-electric; forks [cutlery]; 
dressmakers' chalk sharpeners; fire pans for carrying live charcoal [Juno]; fireplace bellows [handtools]; fire tongs; 
bludgeons; shaving cases; pedicure sets; eyelash curlers; manicure sets; ice axes; diving knives; diving knife holders; 
palette knives; hand-operated grease guns; air pumps, hand-operated; handles for hand-operated hand tools; gardening 
shears and scissors; metal-cutting scissors [tin shears]; nail clippers; nail scissors; Japanese grip scissors [Japanese 
thread clippers]; scissor blades; punches; scissors; woolen shears; hair cutting scissors; kitchen knives; razors, non-
electric; hand-operated hair clippers; edged scoops; planes; drills, hand-operated; saws [hand-operated]; chisels [hand-
operated]; axes; sickles and scythes; hatchets; broadaxes; cutting tools [hand-held ones only]; sabres [sword]; sword 
canes; daggers; Japanese swords; non-Japanese swords [Bantoh]; bushhammers [stone hammers]; mallets; hammers 
[hand-operated]; spanners; screwdrivers, non-electric; adjustable spanners; wrenches, hand-held tools; troweling; 
masons' trowels; irons [non-electric hand tools]; branding irons; vices; carpenters' pincers [nail pullers]; nippers; pliers; 
cutting pliers [lineman's pliers]; tongs; picks; spades; gardening trowels; shovels; snow shovels; Japanese style 
carpenters' inkpots [Sumi-tsubo]; carpenters' compasses; marking snap string to be reeled out of Sumi-tsubo [Tsubo-ito]. 
hand garden rakes.

Cl.10;Finger guards for medical purposes; pacifiers for babies; ice bag pillows for medical purposes; triangular 
bandages; supportive bandages; surgical catguts; feeding cups for medical purposes; dropping pipettes for medical 
purposes; teats; medical ice bags; medical ice bag holders; baby bottles; nursing bottles; contraceptives, non-chemical; 
artificial tympanic membranes; prosthetics or fillings materials, not for dental use; ear plugs for sleeping; ear plugs for 
soundproofing; esthetic massage apparatus for commercial use; medical apparatus and instruments; medical apparatus 
and instruments, other than walking aids, and crutches; walking aids for medical purposes; crutches; electric massage 
apparatus for household purposes; gloves for medical purposes; urinals for medical purposes; bed pans; ear picks; 
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condoms; pessaries; diagnostic apparatus and instruments; surgical apparatus and instruments; therapeutic apparatus 
and instruments; medical supportive equipment for hospitals; dental apparatus and instruments; veterinary apparatus 
and instruments; auxiliary medical devices and orthodontic apparatus, other than walking aids, and crutches; medical X-
ray apparatus; sanitary masks for medical purposes.

Cl.11;Toilet bowls and seats sold as a unit; prefabricated bathrooms sold as a unit; drying apparatus for chemical 
processing; recuperators for chemical processing; steamers for chemical processing; evaporators for chemical 
processing; distillers for chemical processing; heat exchangers for chemical processing; drying apparatus for textile 
manufacture; milk sterilizers; ice-cream making machines for industrial purposes; bread-making machines for industrial 
purposes; plywood drying machines; industrial furnaces; nuclear reactors [atomic piles]; drying apparatus for harvest; 
forage drying apparatus; boilers, other than parts of non-electric prime movers or engines; air conditioners for industrial 
purposes; freezing machines and apparatus for industrial purposes; laundry dryers, electric, for industrial purposes; 
towel steamers for hairdressing purposes; hair drying machines for beauty salon use; hair steamers for beauty salon use; 
shampoo basins for barbers' shop use; cooking apparatus and installations for commercial use; dish drying machines for 
commercial use; dish disinfectant apparatus for commercial use; kitchen worktops with integrated sinks for commercial 
use; kitchen sinks for commercial use; tap water faucets; level controlling valves for tanks; pipe line cocks; waste water 
treatment tanks for industrial purposes; septic tanks for industrial purposes; garbage incinerators; garbage incinerators 
for industrial purposes; garbage incinerators for household purposes; solar water heaters; water purifying apparatus for 
industrial purposes; electric lamps and other lighting apparatus; household electrothermic appliances; household 
electrothermic appliances, other than for beauty or sanitary purposes; household electrothermic appliances for beauty or 
sanitary purposes; washers for water taps; gas water heaters for household purposes; non-electric cooking heaters for 
household purposes; kitchen worktops with integrated sinks for household purposes; kitchen sinks for household 
purposes; household tap-water filters, non-electric; standing paper lanterns [Andon]; portable paper lanterns [Chochin]; 
gas lamps; oil lamps; lamp chimneys; warming pans, non-electric; pocket warmers, non-electric; hot water bottles for 
warming one's feet in bed; waste water treatment tanks for household purposes; septic tanks for household purposes; 
toilet stool units with a washing water squirter; disinfectant dispensers for toilets; toilet bowls; seatings for use with 
Japanese style toilet bowls; bath fittings; stoves for household purposes, non-electric; water purification units; water 
purifying units for producing potable water; apparatus for filtering drinking water; lights for vehicles; motorcycle lights; 
safety lamps; light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting apparatus; lamp bulbs; lighting apparatus and installations; boilers, 
other than parts of machines; air conditioners apparatus; air conditioners for vehicles; refrigerators; freezing machines 
and apparatus; laundry dryers; cooking apparatus and installations; kitchen ranges [ovens]; kitchen sinks; electric 
cooking ovens; gas cooking ovens; dish drying machines; water purifying apparatus; electric refrigerators; microwave 
ovens [cooking apparatus]; bath tubs; burners; water heaters; vehicle reflectors; hot-air space heating apparatus for 
industrial purposes; hot-air furnaces for industrial purposes; hot-water space heating apparatus for industrial purposes; 
industrial humidifiers; industrial air purifiers; steam heating apparatus for industrial purposes; industrial dehumidifiers; 
locally induced air-conditioners for industrial purposes; radiators for industrial air-conditioning purposes; central air-
conditioning installations for industrial purposes; window-mounting air-conditioners for industrial purposes; pavement 
heating apparatus for industrial purposes; gas refrigerators for industrial purposes; ice machines for industrial purposes; 
refrigerating machines for industrial purposes; cooling evaporators for industrial purposes; cooling domes for industrial 
purposes; freezers for industrial purposes; refrigerating or freezing showcases; industrial-water purifying apparatus; tap-
water purifying apparatus; arc lamps; pocket search lights; lamp shade for electric lamps; fluorescent lamps; safety 
lamps for underground use; germicidal lamps; chandeliers; fish-luring lights; mercury lamps; spotlights; infrared lamps; 
diving lights; artificial sunlights; searchlights; vehicle dynamo lamps; incandescent lamps; incandescent lamps and their 
fittings; discharge lamps and their fittings; miniature light bulbs; electrically heated carpets for household purposes; 
electric cooking pots for household purposes; electric coffee makers for household purposes; Japanese electric leg-
warming apparatus for household purposes [electric Kotatsu]; electric cooking stoves for household purposes; electric 
ice-cream making machines for household purposes; laundry dryers, electric, for household purposes; electric 
humidifiers for household purposes; electric air purifiers for household purposes; electric dehumidifiers for household 
purposes; electric fans for household purposes; electric water ionizers for household purposes; electric futon driers for 
household purposes; electric hot plates for household purposes; electric space cooling apparatus for household 
purposes; electric range hoods [extractor hoods] for household purposes; water purifiers for household purposes, 
electric; electric radiant heaters for household purposes; electric footwarmers for personal use; electric toasters for 
household purposes; Japanese hand warming apparatus for household purposes [electric Hibachi]; electric sleeping 
mattresses for household purposes; electric therm pots for household purposes; electric blankets for household 
purposes; electric refrigerators for household purposes; electric freezers for household purposes; electric cooking ovens 
for household purposes; electromagnetic induction cookers for household purposes; microwave ovens [cooking 
apparatus] for household purposes; electric bath-water purifying apparatus for household purposes; facial equipment 
using ultrasonic waves for household purposes; hair driers for household purposes; bathtub units integral with a 
bathroom floor; bubble baths; showers; bathtub units integral with a bathroom floor and a sink; bath boilers; gas stoves 
[space heaters] for household purposes; coal stoves [space heaters] for household purposes; oil stoves [space heaters] 
for household purposes; wicks for oil stoves; slow-burning stoves [wood stoves] for household purposes; Japanese 
charcoal heaters for household purposes [Hibachi]. ice chests for household purposes; ice-cooling refrigerators for 
household purposes;.

Cl.13;Firearms; ammunition for firearms; gunpowder; explosive powders; pyrotechnic products and their peripherals; 
tanks [weapons]; safety catches for firearms; cannons [artillery guns]; machine guns; automatic guns; air pistols [air 
guns]; percussion devices for firearms; pistols; anti-aircraft guns; gun mount; mockup rifles; gunstocks; noise-
suppressors for guns; rifles; firearm sights; magazines for firearms; mortars [firearms]; gun carriages; firing platforms; 
gun barrels; recoilless guns; howitzers; hunting rifles [sporting rifles].

Cl.14;Precious metals; unwrought and semi-wrought precious stones and their imitations; unwrought precious stones; 
semi-wrought precious stones and their imitations; key rings; jewellery cases; trophies [prize cups]; commemorative 
shields; personal ornaments [jewellery, jewelry (Am.)]; ornaments of precious metal in the nature of jewelry; cuff links; 
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shoe ornaments of precious metal; clocks and watches; key holder; bracelets [jewellery]; badges of precious metal; key 
rings [split rings with trinket or decorative fob]; gold and its alloys; silver and its alloys; platinum and its alloys; iridium 
and its alloys; osmium and its alloys; palladium and its alloys; ruthenium and its alloys; rhodium and its alloys; diamond 
[unwrought]; agate and sardonyx [unwrought]; emerald; topaz; olivine [peridot]; threads of precious metal; chalcedony; 
sapphire; coral [jewellery]; pearl; artificial gemstones; rock crystal [jewellery]; diamond [jewellery]; opal; jade [jewellery]; 
jasper; agate and sardonyx [jewellery]; ruby; earrings; insignias of precious metal; bonnet pins of precious metal 
[jewellery]; tie clips; tie pins; necklaces; bracelets; pendants; gem brooches; medals; rings [trinket]; lockets; parts and 
accessories of clocks and watches. bonnet pins, not of precious metal.

Cl.15;Tuning apparatus for musical instruments; musical instruments; music stands; conductors' batons; tuning forks; 
tuning hammers; electronic tuners for musical instruments; music synthesizers; melodicas; musical chimes being 
musical instruments; strings for musical instruments; plectrums; straps for musical instruments; mouthpieces for 
musical instruments; stands for musical instruments; cases for musical instruments; pedals for musical instruments; 
mallets for musical instruments; mutes for musical instruments; musical boxes; conductor's batons; intensity regulators 
for mechanical pianos; western style musical instruments; accordions; oboes; ocarinas; organs; musical boxes [not 
toys]; castanets; guitars; clarinets; cornets; double basses; mutes [musical instrument]; cymbals; tambourines; cellos; 
chimes; timpani; glockenspiels; drumsticks; trumpets; trombones; harps; harmonicas; violins; bagpipes; pianos; violas; 
bassoons; flutes; horns; mouthpieces [musical instruments]; mandolins; xylophones; strings for western musical 
instruments; bows for western musical instruments; reeds [musical instruments]; Japanese traditional musical 
instruments; oriental fiddles [Kokyu]; oriental harps [Koto]; Japanese bamboo clarinets [Shakuhachi]; three-stringed 
Japanese guitars [Shamisen]; bamboo vertical pipes [Shoh]; Japanese drums [Taiko]; Japanese hand drums [Tsuzumi]; 
Japanese picks [Tsume]; Japanese plectrums [Bachi]; bamboo vertical pipes [Hichiriki]; Japanese lutes [Biwa]; Japanese 
flutes [Yokobue]; strings for Japanese style stringed instruments; harmoniums; wind pipes for organs; keys for musical 
instruments; keyboards for musical instruments; catgut for musical instruments; bows for musical instruments; valves 
for musical instruments; clarions; clarionets; kettledrums; kettledrum frames; stringed musical instruments; pegs for 
musical instruments; bridges for musical instruments; picks for stringed instruments; bow nuts for musical instruments; 
Jews' harps [musical instruments]; cornets [musical instruments]; gongs; concertinas; saxophones; turning apparatus 
for sheet music; robotic drums; dampers for musical instruments; perforated music rolls; bellows for musical 
instruments; bamboo flutes; zithers; huqin [Chinese violins]; sheng [Chinese musical wind instruments]; pipa [Chinese 
guitars]; suona [Chinese trumpets]; basses [musical instruments]; carillons [musical instruments]; barrel organs; 
electronic musical instruments; tom-toms; triangles [musical instruments]; drums [musical instruments]; drumheads; 
skins for drums; harp strings; chin rests for violins; balalaikas [stringed musical instruments]; banjos; bandonions; 
handbells [musical instruments]; piano keys; piano keyboards; piano strings; music rolls [piano]; buccins [trumpets]; 
hats with bells [musical instruments]; horns [musical instruments]; sticks for bows for musical instruments; horsehair for 
bows for musical instruments; reeds; lyres.

Cl.16;Pastes and other adhesives for stationery or household purposes; sealing wax; printers' reglets [interline leads]; 
printing type; addressing machines; ink ribbons; automatic stamp affixing machines; electric staplers for offices; 
envelope sealing machines for offices; stamp obliterating machines; drawing instruments; typewriters; checkwriters; 
mimeographs; relief duplicators; paper shredders for office use; franking machines; rotary duplicators; marking 
templates; decorators' paintbrushes; containers of paper, for packaging; bags [pouches] of plastics, for packaging; food 
wrapping plastic film for household purposes; garbage bags of paper for household purposes; garbage bags of plastics 
for household purposes; paper patterns; tailors' chalk; banners of paper; flags of paper; hygienic hand towels of paper; 
towels of paper; table napkins of paper; hand towels of paper; handkerchiefs of paper; printed paper for lot, other than 
toy; paper and cardboard; stationery; printed matter; paintings and calligraphic works; photographs; photograph stands; 
stickers [stationery]; decals; calendars; name badges [office requisites]; name badge holders [office requisites]; posters; 
note books; pens [office requisites]; document files [stationery]; pencil cases; cardboards; printed sheet music; musical 
score books; music magazines; song books; gum arabic glue for stationery or household purposes; seaweed glue 
[alginic acid glue extracted from brown algae, for stationery or household purposes]; Japanese glue [Kasugai-nori, for 
stationery or household purposes]; casein glue for stationery or household purposes; rubber cements for stationery or 
household purposes; Devils' tongue starch paste for stationery or household purposes [Konnyaku-nori]; gelatine glue for 
stationery or household purposes; starch paste for stationery or household purposes; animal glue for stationery or 
household purposes; rye or wheat paste for handicraft, for stationery or household purposes [Banjaku-nori]; red algae 
gelatine glue, for stationery or household purposes [Funori]; plastic adhesives for stationery or household purposes; 
latex glue for stationery or household purposes; paperboard boxes; paper bags and sacks; corrugated cardboard boxes; 
fiberboard boxes; paperboard [cardboard]; Japanese paper; converted paper [processed paper]; cellophane paper; 
synthetic paper; paper stationery; writing implements [writing instruments]; painters' articles; writing ink; ink erasers; 
inkwells; stamps [seals]; stamp cases; stamp stands; seal ink pads; pencil sharpeners, non-electric; thumbtacks; clips for 
offices; rubber erasers; blackboards; blackboard erasers [chalk erasers]; seals [stationery]; bookmarkers; underlays for 
writing paper; adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; correcting fluid [whiteout]; correcting tapes; rulers 
for stationery and office use; letter racks; paper folders; ink stones [ink reservoirs]; inking pads; staplers for offices, non-
electric; ink sticks [Sumi]; writing slates; adhesive tape dispensers [office requisites]; abacus [Soloban]; strips of fancy 
paper [Tanzaku]; terrestrial globes; price tags; notice bills; numbering stamps; date stamps [daters]; stands for pens and 
pencils; pen cases; paperweights; drawing protractors for stationery; paper knives [letter openers]; Indian inks; Japanese 
ceremonial paper strings [Mizuhiki]; finger-stalls [office requisites]; picture postcards; sheet music; catalogues; 
magazines [publication]; printed timetables; books; newspapers; geographical maps; diaries; newsletters; pamphlets; 
paintings and their reproductions; hanging scrolls for mounting a picture, a calligraphic work; calligraphic works and 
their reproductions; engravings and their reproductions. sacred lots [Omikuji];. cutout pictures of paper;. assorted pieces 
of Japanese paper with colorful patterns printed thereon [Chiyogami];.

Cl.17;Mica [raw or partly processed]; valves of rubber or vulcanized fiber [not including machine elements]; gaskets; 
junctions for pipes, not of metal; joint packings; floating anti-pollution barriers; electrical insulating materials; washers of 
rubber or vulcanized fiber; chemical fiber, not for textile use; rock wool; slag wool; rubber thread and covered rubber 
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yarn, not for textile use; chemical fiber yarn and thread, not for textile use; insulating gloves; rubber cords and laces; 
industrial packaging containers of rubber; rubber stoppers; rubber lids and caps for industrial packaging containers; 
plastic sheeting for agricultural purposes; condenser paper; vulcanized fiber; adhesive tapes, other than stationery and 
not for medical or household purposes; plastic semi-worked products; rubber [raw or semi-worked]; soundproofing 
materials of rock wool, not for building purposes; plastic film, other than for wrapping; electrical insulators; electrical 
insulating tapes; electrical insulating paints; electrical insulating oils; electrical insulating mica products; electrical 
insulating paper products; electrical insulating rubber products; electrical insulating fabric products; synthetic fibers, not 
for textile use; regenerated fibers, not for textile use; semi-synthetic fibers, not for textile use; boards and plates of 
plastics; plastic tapes and strips [as material]; plastic pipes and tubes; metalized plastic sheets; laminated boards of 
plastics; adhesive-coated plastic sheets for use in manufacture; fiber-reinforced plastic boards; reflective plastic sheets; 
plastic film; plastic rods and bars; fibrous plastic wadding products; natural rubber; synthetic rubber; rubber derivatives. 
foam glass for building;. prefabricated soundproof room assembly kits; soundproof panels; sound adjustment panels; 
soundproofing materials for floors, walls or ceilings;.

Cl.18;Handbag frames; purse frames; horseshoes; leather cloth; leather and fur, unworked or semi-worked; leather 
straps; rawhides; raw skins; tanned leather; fur; industrial packaging containers of leather; clothing for domestic pets; 
bags; pouches; vanity cases, not fitted; umbrellas and their parts; walking sticks; canes; metal parts of canes and 
walking-sticks; handles for canes and walking sticks; saddlery; rucksack; backpack; business card cases; wallets; key 
cases; folding briefcases; shoulder bags; gladstone bags; Japanese wicker trunks [Kori]; briefcases; suitcases; carry-on 
bags; tote bags; trunks; handbags; boston bags; schoolchildren's backpacks; rucksacks; dog shoes; dog collars; 
clothing for dogs; dog bellybands; telescopic umbrellas; Japanese paper umbrellas [Karakasa]; Japanese oiled-paper 
umbrellas [Janome-gasa]; rainproof parasols; beach umbrellas [beach parasols]; parasols [sun umbrellas]; umbrella 
covers; umbrella handles; metal parts of umbrellas; frames for umbrellas; bags for umbrellas; stirrups; horse blankets; 
riding saddles; saddle cloths for horses; blinkers for horses [blinders for horses]; reins [harness]; bits [harness]; whips; 
horse collars; baggage tags.

Cl.19;Tar; pitch; non-metallic minerals for building or construction; ceramic building materials, bricks and refractory 
products; building materials made of linoleum for fixing to existing walls or floors; plastic building materials; synthetic 
building materials; asphalt, and asphalt building or construction materials; rubber building or construction materials; 
plaster for building purposes; lime building or construction materials; building or construction materials of plaster; 
rockslide retention nets of textiles [construction materials]; flagpoles [structures], not of metal; buildings, not of metal; 
erosion control mats integrating plants seeds; plastic security windows allowing communication; road and field marking 
sheets and strips; cement and its products; building timber; building stone; building glass; artificial fish reefs, not of 
metal; poultry houses, not of metal; paint spraying booths, not of metal; moulds for forming cement products, not of 
metal; water-pipe valves, not of metal or plastics; road signs, not of metal, non-luminous and non-mechanical; beacons 
[not of metal, non-luminous]; reservoirs, not of metal or plastics; liquid storage tanks of masonry for industrial purposes; 
water tanks of masonry for industrial purposes; water tanks of masonry for household purposes; letter boxes of masonry; 
joinery fittings, not of metal; outdoor blinds, not of metal or textile; stone lanterns; man-made garden ponds [structures, 
not of metal]; transportable greenhouses, not of metal, for household use; gravestones and tomb plaques, not of metal; 
stone sculptures; concrete sculptures; marble sculptures; nonmetallic mineral materials [unworked or partly worked]; 
boards and powder of inorganic fiber; plaster boards; slag; swimming pools [structures], not of metal; andesite; 
amphibole [amphibolite]; granite; volcanic ash; tuff; silica stone; rock crystal for building or construction; sandstone; 
serpentine for use as a building material; gravel; sand; limestone [calcareous stone]; gypsum; liparite; fireclay; marble 
[building material]; cobbles and boulders; feldspar [felspar]; pottery stone; clay wall tiles; slate; calcite; agalmatolite 
[pyrophyllite or pagodite] for use as a building material; fired bricks; refractory mortars; insulating refractory bricks; clay 
roofing tiles; terra cotta; ceramic roofing tiles; ceramic tiles; ceramic drain pipes; clay pipes and conduits; unfired bricks; 
refractory products of pyrophylite; prefabricated sectional poultry houses, not of metal; field marking sheets and strips 
for sports grounds of synthetic material; road marking sheets and strips of synthetic material; alumina cement; portland 
blast-furnace slag cement; concrete pipes; concrete piles; concrete road pavement boards; concrete poles; concrete 
blocks; silica cement [pozzolanic cement]; slag-lime cement; cement mortar; cement mortar roofing tiles; cement mortar 
pipes; cement mortar slates; hume pipes; portland cement; magnesia cement; wood-fiber reinforced cement boards 
[cement excelsior boards]; wood boards; arms [building timber]; pilings of wood; wood joists; mine timber; plywood; 
shingles, not of metal; planks; artificial timber; fiberboards; bamboo [building material]; wood rafters; railway sleepers of 
wood; wooden poles [posts] for electric power lines; halved timber; fire resisting wood; preserved wood [anti-decay 
wood]; logs [building material]; wooden pipes; ceiling boards of wood; floor boards of wood; wooden railings; wood 
blocks; roofing boards of wood; floor tiles of wood; stone roofing tiles; stone slates; slag stone; slag ballast; artificial 
stone; monument stone; footing stone; tombstones [gravestones]; wall stone; paving stone; glass roofing tiles; glass 
tiles, not for roofing; glass bricks; wired plate glass for building; laminated flat glass for building; colored sheet glass for 
building; figured plate glass for building; modified sheet glass for building; tempered glass for building; ultraviolet-ray 
transmitting glass for building; infrared-ray absorbing glass for building; decorative glass for building; luminous glass for 
building; common sheet glass for building; radiation shield glass for building; Japanese sliding screens of thin paper 
[Shoji]; sliding doors, not of metal; Japanese style indoor sliding partitions [Fusuma].

Cl.20;Meerschaum [raw or partly worked material]; yellow amber; loading pallets, not of metal; beehives [hive boxes or 
honeycombs]; hairdresser's chairs; barbers' chairs; valves of plastics, not including machine elements; reservoirs, not of 
metal nor of masonry; liquid storage tanks or reservoirs, not of metal or masonry; industrial water storage tanks, not of 
metal or masonry; liquefied gas storage tanks, not of metal or masonry; gas storage tanks, not of metal or masonry; 
containers for transport, not of metal; curtain fittings; metal-substitute plastic fasteners; nails, wedges, nuts, screws, 
tacks, bolts, rivets and casters, not of metal; washers, not of metal, not of rubber or vulcanized fiber; locks, non-electric, 
not of metal; cushions [furniture]; Japanese floor cushions [Zabuton]; pillows; mattresses; industrial packaging 
containers of wood, bamboo or plastics; industrial packaging containers of wood [not including "corks nor wooden 
stoppers, lids and covers"]; industrial packaging containers of bamboo; industrial packaging containers of plastics [not 
including "plastic stoppers, lids, covers and bottles"]; corks, plastics and wooden stoppers for industrial packaging 
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containers; plastic and wooden lid and covers for industrial packaging containers; embroidery frames and hoops; 
nameplates and door nameplates, not of metal; hand-held flagpoles, not of metal; hand-held flat fans; hand-held folding 
fans; stakes, not of metal, for plants or trees; dog kennels; nesting boxes for small birds; beds for household pets; step 
ladders and ladders, not of metal; letter boxes [not of metal or masonry]; hat hooks, not of metal; hand-held supermarket 
shopping baskets, not of metal; water tanks for household purposes, not of metal or masonry; hanging boards [Japanese 
style pegboards using positional hooks]; tool boxes, not of metal; towel dispensers, not of metal; furniture; indoor 
window blinds [shade]; blinds of reed, rattan or bamboo [Sudare]; bead curtains for decoration; window shades 
[furniture]; wind chimes; oriental single panel standing partition [Tsuitate]; oriental folding partition screens [Byoubu]; 
benches; advertising balloons; upright signboards of wood or plastics; artificial model food samples; ritual equipment; 
pocket mirrors; pocket mirror bags; shoe dowels, not of metal; shoe pegs, not of metal; hobnails, not of metal; protective 
members, not of metal, for shoes and boots; cradles; infant walkers; mannequins; costume display stands; picture 
frames; plaster sculptures; plastic sculptures; wooden sculptures; Japanese food wrapping sheets of wood as materials 
[Kyogi]; ferns [unworked or partly worked material]; bamboo [unworked or partly worked material]; bamboo skins 
[unworked or partly worked material]; vines; rattan [unworked or partly worked material]; tree barks; reeds [raw or partly 
worked material]; rushes [raw or partly worked material]; Onigaya hay [raw or partly worked material]; sedges [unworked 
or partly worked material]; vegetable aggregate for plaster [Susa]; wheat, barley or oat straw; rice straw; tusks [raw or 
partly worked material]; whalebones; shells and crusts; artificial horns; ivory [unworked or partly worked material]; 
animal horns; animal teeth; tortoiseshells [unworked or partly worked material]; animal bone [unworked or partly worked 
material]; coral [unworked or partly worked]; stools; tables; registration plates, not of metal; bottle caps, not of metal; 
packaging containers of plastic; locks, not of metal, for vehicles; angle valves of plastics, other than machine elements; 
ball valves of plastics, other than machine elements; automatic control valves of plastics, other than machine elements; 
butterfly valves of plastics, other than machine elements; Japanese food boxes of veneer or cardboard [Oribako]; wooden 
boxes for industrial packaging purposes; packaging barrels and casks made of wood; bamboo baskets for industrial 
packaging purposes; cupboards; Chadansu [cabinets for tea services]; wardrobes; Japanese style low tables [Zataku]; 
office desks; dining tables; writing desks; Japanese style low desks [Wazukue]; easy-chairs; Japanese style arm rests 
[Kyosoku]; Japanese style floor seats [Zaisu]; dining chairs; high chairs for infants; mirrors, looking glasses; bathroom 
vanity; kimono racks; toy boxes and chests; umbrella stands; shoe cabinets; bookshelves; beds; receiver-side storage 
boxes for home delivery services; display shelves; Tsuridoko alcoves; Nagamochi chests; boxes for storing writing 
implements; book stands; bookcases; magazine racks; lockers; inflatable publicity objects; signboards of wood or 
plastics; placards of wood or plastics; Buddhist mortuary tablets [Ihai]; Shintoist family altars [Kamidana]; funerary urns; 
Shintoist upright tubular vases for sakaki tree twigs [Sakaki-tate]; offering stands for Shintoism [Sanboh]; Buddhist 
prayer beads [Juzu]; coffin fittings; ritual flower stands; coffins; Buddhist family altars [Butsudan]; Shintoist sake-offering 
porcelain bottles [Heiji]; portable shrines for Shintoism [Mikoshi]; water-offering porcelain pots for Shintoism [Mizutama]; 
hollow wood blocks for beating when reciting Buddhist sutra [Mokugyo]; Buddhist hanging lanterns [Rinto]. bathroom 
stools;.

Cl.21;Floss for dental purposes; unworked or semi-worked glass, not for building; mangers for animals [troughs for 
livestock]; poultry rings; cosmetic and toilet utensils; electric toothbrushes; cosmetic and toilet utensils, other than 
electric, toothbrushes; tub brushes; metal brushes; brushes for pipes; industrial brushes; ship-scrubbing brushes; 
gloves for household purposes; industrial packaging containers of glass or porcelain; industrial packaging containers of 
glass, not including glass stoppers, lids and covers; industrial packaging containers of ceramics; glass stoppers for 
industrial packaging containers; glass covers and lids for industrial packaging containers; industrial packaging bottles of 
plastics; kitchen utensils and containers, not including gas water heaters for household use, non-electric cooking heaters 
for household purposes, kitchen worktops and kitchen sinks; cooking pots and pans, non-electric; coffee-makers, non-
electric; Japanese cast iron kettles, non-electric [Tetsubin]; kettles, non-electric; dinnerware, other than knives, forks and 
spoons; kitchen containers for rice; food preserving jars of glass; drinking flasks for travellers; vacuum bottles [insulated 
flasks]; cookware; ice pails; sugar tongs; nutcrackers; pepper pots; sugar bowls; colanders; salt shakers; Japanese style 
cooked rice scoops [Shamoji]; cooking funnels; drinking straws; Japanese style personal dining trays or stands [Zen]; 
bottle openers, non-electric; egg cups; tart scoops; napkin holders; napkin rings; hot pads [trivets]; chopsticks; 
chopstick cases; ladles and dippers for kitchen use; cooking sieves and sifters; trays; toothpicks; toothpick holders; 
cleaning tools and washing utensils; ironing boards; tailors' sprayers; ironing boards [Kotedai]; Hera-dai [fabric marking 
boards]; stirrers for hot bathtub water [Yukakibo]; bathroom pails; candle extinguishers; candlesticks; cinder sifters for 
household purposes; Gotoku [trivets for Japanese charcoal heaters for household purposes]; coal scuttles; Japanese 
charcoal extinguishers [Hikeshi-tsubo]; mouse and rat traps; fly swatters; flower pots; hydroponic plant pots for home 
gardening; watering cans; bird cages; bird baths; feeding vessels for pets; brushes for pets; clothes brushes; chamber 
pots; piggy banks; talisman; heating or cooling packs filled with chemical substances ready to react when required; 
boxes of metal for dispensing paper towels; soap dispensers; tanks [indoor aquaria] and their fittings; toilet paper 
holders; flower vases; flower bowls; upright signboards of glass or ceramics; perfume burners; shoe brushes; shoe 
horns; shoe shine cloths; shoe shine sponges and cloths; shoe-trees [stretchers]; portable cooking kits for outdoor use; 
cattle hair for brushes, raccoon dog hair for brushes, pig bristles for brushes and horsehair for brushes; bottles; brushes; 
drinking flasks; sponges; mugs; insulated bags for food or beverages, for domestic use; drinking glasses; polishing 
cloths; insulating sleeve holders for bottles; wired plate glass, not for building; laminated flat glass, not for building; 
colored sheet glass, not for building; figured plate glass, not for building; glass pipes, not for building; glass balls and 
beads, not for building; glass rods and bars, not for building; modified sheet glass, not for building; glass bulbs and 
tubes, not for building; photosensitive sheet glass, not for building; tempered glass, not for building; ultraviolet-ray 
transmitting glass, not for building; infrared-ray absorbing glass, not for building; decorative glass, not for building; glass 
incorporating fine electrical conductors, not for building; luminous glass, not for building; common sheet glass, not for 
building; radiation shield glass, not for building; foam glass, not for building; glass for chemical laboratory glassware; 
personal washing cloths; face-powder cases; combs; combs cases; cosmetic cream cases; cosmetic utensil sets; make-
up sponges; make- up brushes; vanity cases, fitted; perfume sprays, sold empty; powder compacts; soap holders and 
boxes; toilet cases; nail brushes; powder puffs; toothbrushes, non-electric; toothbrushes cases; shaving brushes; 
shaving brush stands; hair brushes; lip brushes; eyebrow brushes; industrial packaging glass containers for beverages; 
industrial packaging glass containers for cosmetics; industrial packaging glass containers for food; industrial packaging 
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glass containers for medicines; Japanese style tea-serving pots [Kyusu]; drinking cups; Sake cups; dishes and plates; 
salad bowls; Japanese nests of food boxes [Jubako]; Japanese rice bowls [Chawan]; dish covers; decanters; Sake 
serving bottles [Tokkuri]; serving bowls [Hachi]; beer mugs; lunch-boxes; jugs; teacups [Yunomi]; Japanese style soup 
serving bowls [Wan]; cans for confectionery; barrels and casks for kitchen purposes; tea canisters; kitchen urns; bread 
bins; buckets for cleaning; washing boards; clothes pegs [clothes pins]; washing brushes; wash basins; dusting or 
cleaning cloths; wash-tubs; scrubbing brushes; waste baskets; dust-pans; dusters; drying boards for washed, starched 
and then stretched pieces of kimono [Hari-ita]; brooms; mops; clothes hanging rods [used as washing lines]; clothes 
drying hangers; glass bowls for live goldfish; tanks [indoor aquaria]; ornamental accessories for indoor aquaria. cleaning 
cloths;.

Cl.22;Awnings for vessels; tarpaulins for ships; sails; raw textile fibers; cotton fibers; hemp fibers; silk fibers; coarse 
animal hairs; chemical fibers for textile use; inorganic fibers for textile use; cotton waddings for clothes; hammocks; 
Futon bags; cotton batting for Futon; knitted cords; Sanada-himo [Japanese-style cords]; starched cords; twisted cords; 
cordage; netting, not of metal; industrial packaging containers of textile; industrial packaging containers of straw; elastic 
bands for binding; tarpaulins, not for ships; outdoor blinds of textile; tents, not for camping; wax ends; mountaineering 
ropes; tents for mountaineering or camping; sails for windsurfing; sawdust; kapok; wood shavings; wood wool [wooden 
excelsior]; rice hulls; wax waste for stuffing; cattle hair, raccoon dog hair, pig bristles and horsehair [raw material]; 
feathers and downs; ropes; tents; tarpaulins; raw cotton; cotton waste; flax fiber, raw; jute fiber, raw; sisal fiber, raw; true 
hemp fiber, raw; raffia fiber, raw; ramie fiber, raw; cocoons; floss silk; alpaca hair; angora goat hair; rabbit hair; wool [raw 
material]; camel hair; synthetic fibers for textile use; regenerated fibers for textile use; semi-synthetic fiber for textile use; 
glass fibers for textile use; metallic fibers for textile use; hemp nettings; chemical fiber nettings; glass fiber netting; silk 
netting; fishing nets; chemical fiber nettings; cotton netting; jute bags for use in industry; packaging bags of chemical 
fiber; cotton bags for use in industry; rice straw bags [Kamasu]; rice straw bales [Tawara]; straw wrappers for bottles.

Cl.23;Threads and yarns; threads and yarns, other than degreased waste threads and yarns; degreased waste threads 
and yarns; cotton threads and yarns; hemp threads and yarns; silk threads and yarns; spun wool; chemical-fiber threads 
and yarns for textile use; inorganic-fiber threads and yarns for textile use; mixed spun threads and yarns; twisted threads 
and yarns; sewing thread and yarn; special threads and yarns for textile use.

Cl.24;Woven fabrics; woven fabrics, other than edging ribbons for Tatami mats; cloth for Tatami mat edging ribbons; 
knitted fabrics; felt and non-woven textile fabrics; oilcloth; gummed waterproof cloth; vinyl coated cloth; rubberized cloth; 
filtering materials of textile; woven textile goods for personal use; mosquito nets; bedsheets; Futon quilts; quilt covers for 
Futon; Futon ticks [unstuffed Futon]; pillowcases [pillow slips]; blankets; table napkins of textile; dish towels for drying; 
shower curtains; banners and flags, not of paper; toilet seat covers of textile; seat covers of textile; wall hangings of 
textile; curtains; table cloths, not of paper; draperies [thick drop curtains]; shrouds [sheets for wrapping corpses]; 
shrouds for dressing a corpse for funeral [Kyokatabira kimono]; red-and-white striped curtains; black-and-white striped 
curtains; billiard cloth [baize]; sleeping bags; towels, not of paper; flags of textile or plastic; wash cloths for musical 
instruments; cotton fabrics; hemp yarn fabrics; silk fabrics; wool yarn fabrics; chemical fiber fabrics; inorganic fiber 
fabrics; mixed fiber fabrics; mixed yarn fabrics [union fabrics]; narrow woven fabrics; paper yarn fabrics; covered rubber 
yarn fabrics for textile use; knitted fabrics of chemical-fiber yarn; knitted fabrics of silk yarn; knitted fabrics of wool yarn; 
knitted fabrics of cotton yarn; towels of textile; Japanese cotton towels [Tenugui]; handkerchiefs; Japanese ceremonial 
wrapping cloth [Fukusa]; Japanese general wrapping cloth [Furoshiki].

Cl.25;Clothing; non-Japanese style outerclothing; coats; sweaters; shirts; nightwear; underwear [underclothing]; 
swimwear [bathing suits]; swimming caps [bathing caps]; camisoles; tank-tops; tee-shirts; Japanese traditional clothing; 
sleep masks; aprons [clothing]; detachable collars; socks and stockings other than special sportswear; puttees and 
gaiters; fur stoles; shawls; scarves [scarfs]; Japanese style socks [Tabi]; Japanese style socks covers [Tabi covers]; 
gloves and mittens [clothing]; neckties; neckerchieves; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; thermal supporters [clothing]; mufflers; 
ear muffs [clothing]; nightcaps; headgear for wear; garters; sock suspenders; suspenders [braces]; waistbands; belts for 
clothing; footwear [other than special footwear for sports]; shoes and boots [other than special footwear for sports]; 
Japanese style wooden clogs [Geta]; Japanese style sandals [Zori]; masquerade costumes; special footwear for sports; 
special footwear for sports, other than horse-riding boots and windsurfing shoes; horse-riding boots; windsurfing shoes; 
clothes for sports; clothes for sports, other than clothes for water sports; clothes for water sports; wet suits for use by 
surfers; rash guard vests; shirts; polo shirts; jackets [clothing]; wind-resistant jackets; jerseys [clothing]; parkas; neck 
warmers; wristbands [clothing]; knitted caps; hats; wrist bands [clothing]; caps being headwear; trousers; bib shorts; 
driving shoes; motorcycle gloves; socks; rainwear; flip-flops [footwear]; boots; boiler suits; swimsuits; sun visors 
[headwear]; balaclava; motorcyclists' clothing; wooden shoes; suspenders; sport shirts; motorcycle boots; clothing of 
leather; shoes; suits of leather; motorcycle jackets; knitwear [clothing]; evening dresses; school uniforms; children's 
wear; working clothing; jackets; jogging pants; sweat shirts; sweat pants; suits; skirts; ski jackets; ski pants; smocks; 
formalwear; overcoats; topcoats; mantles; raincoats; cardigans; vests and waistcoats; open-necked shirts; cuffs; collars 
for clothing; blouses; shirts for suits; albs; overalls; stuff jackets [clothing]; outerclothing; togas; liveries; saris; sarongs; 
shirt fronts; shirt yokes; jumper dresses; skorts; pants (Am.); chasubles; fishing vests; detachable collars; dresses; 
breeches for wear; pinafore dresses; collars [clothing]; pullovers; jumpers [pullovers]; vests; waistcoats; pelisses; 
ponchos; leggings [trousers]; night gowns; negligees; Japanese sleeping robes [Nemaki]; pajamas; bath robes; 
undershirts; corsets [underclothing]; chemises; drawers and underpants; slips; panties, shorts and briefs; brassieres; 
petticoats; girdles; sweat-absorbent underclothing; sweat-absorbent underwear; corselets; combinations [clothing]; 
underclothing; underwear; bathing suits; bathing drawers; bathing caps; bathing trunks; underpants; slips 
[underclothing]; teddies [underclothing]; dress shields; dressing gowns; babies' pants [underwear]; pyjamas; panties; 
boxer shorts; bodices [lingerie]; bodies [underclothing]; beach clothes; knickers; short-sleeve shirts; leotards; sash 
bands for kimono [Obi]; bustle holder bands for obi [Obiage]; bustles for obi-knots [Obiage-shin]; waist strings for 
kimonos [Koshihimo]; undershirts for kimonos [Koshimaki]; undershirts for kimonos [Juban]; tightening-up strings for 
kimonos [Datejime]; wrap belts for kimonos [Datemaki]; full-length kimonos [Nagagi]; short overcoat for kimono [Haori]; 
string fasteners for haori [Haori-himo]; pleated skirts for formal kimonos [Hakama]; detachable neckpieces for kimonos 
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[Haneri]; kimonos; ascots; sweat-absorbent socks; gaiters; gaiter straps; sashes for wear; scarfs; scarves; heelpieces for 
stockings; bibs, sleeved, not of paper; gloves [clothing]; neck scarfs [mufflers]; neck scarves [mufflers]; hairdressing 
capes; pelerines; boas [necklets]; muffs [clothing]; pocket squares; maniples; mufflers [neck scarves]; mittens; fingerless 
gloves; bibs, not of paper; leg warmers; leggings [leg warmers]; hoods [clothing]; wimples; paper hats [clothing]; miters 
[hats]; mitres [hats]; shower caps; top hats; skull caps; turbans; cap peaks; visors being headwear; veils [clothing]; 
berets; headwear; hat frames [skeletons]; mantillas; stocking suspenders; braces for clothing [suspenders]; trouser 
straps; belts [clothing]; money belts [clothing]; rain boots; leather shoes; sandal [shoes]; sneaker; Japanese split-toed 
work footwear [Jikatabi]; boots, other than boots for sports; women's shoes; winter boots; infants' shoes and boots; inner 
soles for shoes and boots; heelpieces for shoes and boots; insoles for shoes and boots; tongue or pullstrap for shoes 
and boots; welts for shoes and boots; rubber soles for Jikatabi; footwear uppers; tips for footwear; shoe soles for repair; 
ankle boots; heels; galoshes; goloshes; inner soles; boot uppers; heel protectors for shoes; half-boots; heelpieces for 
footwear; welts for footwear; valenki [felted boots]; beach shoes; lace boots; high rain clogs [Ashida]; low wooden clogs 
[Koma-geta]; sandal-clogs; low wooden clogs [Hiyori-geta]; metal fittings for Japanese style wooden clogs; wooden 
bodies for Japanese-style clogs; toe straps for Japanese style wooden clogs; Japanese toe-strap sandals [Asaura-zori]; 
Japanese style sandals of leather; slippers; Japanese style sandals of felt; Japanese footwear of rice straw [Waraji]; 
slipper soles; uppers for Japanese style sandals; soles for Japanese style sandals; toe straps for Japanese style sandals 
[Zori]; uppers of woven rattan for Japanese style sandals; bath sandals; bath slippers; golf shoes; soccer shoes; ski 
boots; snowboarding shoes; gymnastic shoes; climbing boots [mountaineering boots]; bowling shoes; boxing shoes; 
hockey shoes; baseball shoes; rugby shoes; footwear for track and field athletics; football boots; football shoes; studs 
for football boots; anoraks; Karate suits; sports overuniforms; Kendo outfits; Judo suits; ski suits for competition; wind-
jackets; uniforms and stockings [special sportswear]; wristbands; karate uniforms; cyclists' clothing; motorists' clothing; 
judo uniforms; ski gloves; headbands [clothing]; wetsuits for surfing; wetsuits for water-skiing; wet suits for water-skiing; 
paper clothing; gabardines [clothing]; furs [clothing]; embroidered clothing; layettes [clothing]; clothing containing 
slimming substances; ready-made clothing; ready-made linings [parts of clothing]; waterproof clothing; clothing of 
imitations of leather; pockets for clothing; sports singlets; clothing for gymnastics; sports jerseys; uniforms; tights; 
hosiery; footmuffs, not electrically heated; sweat-absorbent stockings; stockings; spats; esparto shoes or sandals; 
sandals; soles for footwear; sports shoes; non-slipping devices for footwear; boots for sports. protective metal members 
for shoes and boots.

Cl.26;Shuttles for making fishing nets; hosiery loom needles; electric hair curlers; needles; eyelets for clothing; tapes 
[haberdashery]; ribbons; knitted raschel lace fabrics; embroidery lace fabrics; tufts and tassels [semi-finished]; braids; 
knitting sticks; needle-threaders; sewing boxes; dressmakers' impressing blades; sewing thimbles; pin and needle 
cushions; boxes for needles; artificial flowers; artificial garlands and wreaths for ceremonies or funerals; artificial flowers, 
other than artificial garlands and wreaths; armband for holding sleeves; insignias for wear, not of precious metal; buckles 
for clothing [clothing buckles]; badges for wear, not of precious metal; brooches for clothing; special sash clips for obi 
[Obi-dome]; ornamental adhesive patches for jackets; brassards; hair ornaments; buttons; false beards; false 
moustaches; hair curlers, non-electric; shoe ornaments, not of precious metal; shoe eyelets; shoe laces; metal fasteners 
for shoes and boots; human hair; buckles [clothing accessories]; embroidered emblems; knitting needles; crochet hooks; 
Tatami needles; sewing needles; wire pins; bodkins; canvas needles; marking pins; sewing machine needles; setting 
pins; sewing needles with an oval eye; lacing needles; artificial flowers of paper; artificial garlands for decoration; 
artificial flowers of textile; artificial flowers of plastics; hair pieces; hairpieces for Japanese hair styling [Kamishin]; 
barrettes [hair-slides]; false hair for Japanese hair styling [Kamoji]; oriental hair pins; ornamental hair pins for Japanese 
hair styling [Kogai]; hair pins for fixing back-hairpieces for use in Japanese hair styling [tabodome]; back-hairpieces for 
Japanese hair styling [Tabomino]; toupees [false hair]; hair ribbons for Japanese hair styling [Tegara]; hair tassel 
ornaments for Japanese hair styling [Negake]; hair nets; hair bands; hair pins and grips; chignons for Japanese hair 
styling [Mage]; ornamental combs for Japanese hair styling [Marugushi]; hair ribbons; hair tassel strings for Japanese 
hair styling [Motoyui]; fasteners for tabi [Kohaze]; beads for handicraft work; snap fasteners [press fasteners and press 
studs]; slide fasteners [zippers]; strap buckles; snap fasteners; hook and pile fastening tapes.

Cl.27;Bath mats for wash places; floor coverings; wall hangings, not of textile; artificial turf; gymnastic mats; 
wallpaper; floor mats for vehicles; Goza rush mats; weaves of wild rice leaves [Komo mats]; tatami mats; surface facings 
of tatami mats; edging ribbons for tatami mats; bodies of tatami mats; rush mats with floral patterns [Hana-mushiro].

Cl.28;Amusement machines and apparatus for use in amusement parks; toys for domestic pets; toys; dolls; Go games; 
Japanese chess [Shogi games]; Japanese playing cards [Utagaruta]; dice; Japanese dice games [Sugoroku]; dice cups; 
Chinese checkers [games]; chess games; checkers [checker sets]; conjuring apparatus; dominoes; playing cards; 
Japanese playing cards [Hanafuda]; mah-jong; game machines and apparatus; billiard equipment; sports equipment; 
sports equipment, other than for climbing, surfing, water-skiing and scuba diving; climbers' harness; sports equipment 
for surfing, water-skiing and scuba diving; fishing tackle; insect collectors' articles; scale model vehicles; toy 
construction vehicles; toy vehicles; remote-controlled scale model vehicles; toy vehicles which transform into robots; 
drones [toys]; swimming pools [play articles]; swim floats for recreational use; sailboards; surfboards; wakeboards; 
paddleboards; body protectors for sports use; golf equipment; golf clubs; golf bags, with or without wheels; golf gloves; 
golf tees; head covers for golf clubs; golf ball markers; arcade video game machines; chewing goods for pet dogs; metal 
toys; toy clocks and watches; clockwork toys of metal; roller toys; electrically-driven toys; flywheel-driven toys; toy 
brooches; toy whistles; lever action toys; wooden or bamboo toys; toys made out of wooden boards or planks; wooden 
toys shaped by jigsaws; hollow toy-models of plywood or veneer; wooden toys shaped by turning lathes; paper toys; 
assorted pieces of colored paper [paper toy]; transfer-pictures [paper toy]; assorted pieces of folding paper [Origami]; 
paper balloons (play articles); Karuta playing cards [Japanese card game]; sets of sheet-paper dolls and changing clothes 
therefor; coloring [toys]; plastic toys; one piece celluloid toys; plastic toys formed by blow molding; clockwork toys of 
plastics; hollow toys made of plastic; rubber toys; hollow rubber toys formed by molding process; hollow toys made of 
rubber; rubber balls; inflatable thin rubber toys; solid rubber toys formed by moulding process; musical toys; toy musical 
boxes; toy glockenspiels; toy harmonicas; toy pianos; toy xylophones; toy sets; toy construction sets; toy sets of 
carpenters' tools; housekeeping-play sets; good-luck charm bamboo rakes for decoration [Engi-kumade]; toy beanbags 
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[Otedama]; marbles; toy masks; toy fireworks; home video game machines; corn stem toys [Kibigara]; toy Christmas 
trees; hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; toy Koi-nobori streamers; toy scooters; jigsaw puzzles; four-wheeled 
toy vehicles; soap bubbles [toys]; clay [toy]; Hagoita battledores; shuttlecocks for Hagoita game; glass beads [play 
articles]; Menashi-daruma [bodhidharma dolls without pupils]; rocking horses; tricycles for infants [toys]; inflatable 
swimming pools [play articles]; ring games; Japanese traditional dolls; Osuwari dolls [dolls in sitting position]; Japanese 
boys festival dolls and accessories thereof; Kokeshi dolls; Sakura dolls; clothes for Japanese traditional dolls; Japanese 
girls festival dolls and accessories thereof; European style dolls; clothes for European dolls; traditionally dressed 
Western dolls; cute figures for decorating personal space; marionettes; puppets; remote-controlled toy vehicles; 
theatrical masks; toy air pistols; toy pistols; toy figures; toy putty; toy models; toy dough; toy mobiles; toy robots; 
controllers for toys; carnival masks; paper party hats; rattles [playthings]; snow globes; teddy bears; building games; 
artificial snow for Christmas trees; ornaments for Christmas trees, except illumination articles and confectionery; 
Christmas tree stands; bells for Christmas trees; candle holders for Christmas trees; Christmas crackers [party 
novelties]; protective films adapted for screens for portable games; portable games with liquid crystal displays; marbles 
for games; caps for pistols [toys]; Christmas trees of synthetic material; scooters [toys]; spinning tops [toys]; inflatable 
games for swimming pools; swimming pool air floats; kites; kite reels; building blocks [toys]; horseshoe games; play 
tents; dolls' houses; dolls' clothes; dolls' beds; dolls' rooms; dolls' feeding bottles; stuffed toys; party poppers [party 
novelties]; novelty toys for parties; pinatas; flying discs [toys]; plush toys; plush toys with attached comfort blanket; baby 
gyms; matryoshka dolls; toy imitation cosmetics; kaleidoscopes; masks [playthings]; scale model kits [toys]; gyroscopes 
and flight stabilizers for model aircraft; play balloons; detonating caps [toys]; percussion caps [toys]; quoits; Go stones; 
Goke pots [pots for stone pieces used in Go games]; Go boards; stands for shogi pieces [Koma-dai]; wooden pieces for 
shogi game [Koma]; Shogi boards; cups for dice; chessboards; checkerboards; draughtboards; checkers [games]; 
draughts [games]; backgammon games; ball game implements; baseball implements; softball implements; basketball 
implements; volleyball implements; rugby implements; football implements; American football implements; handball 
implements; dodgeball implements; tennis implements; table tennis implements; badminton implements; field hockey 
implements; ice hockey implements; bowling implements; gateball implements; squash implements; lacrosse 
implements; track and field events implements; curling implements; skiing implements; skating implements, including 
skating boots; snowboard implements; boxing implements; archery implements of Japanese and Western styles; fencing 
implements; Kendo implements; appliance for gymnastics; appliance for rhythmic sportive gymnastics; training 
implements; weight lifting implements; stationary exercise bicycles and rollers therefor; chest expanders; inflatable 
swimming floats; athletic sporting goods [athletic wrist and joint supports, elbow guards, knee pads for athletic use, etc.]; 
see-saws; swimming flutter boards; skateboards; starting pistols; slides; skipping ropes; twirling batons; paragliders; 
hang gliders; swings; line markers for sports fields; archery implements; bows for archery; ice skates; in-line roller 
skates; waist trimmer exercise belts; discuses for sports; stationary exercise bicycles; rollers for stationary exercise 
bicycles; nets for sports; bats for games; chest expanders [exercisers]; exercisers [expanders]; ninepins; skittles 
[games]; skittles; cricket bags; clay pigeons [targets]; clay pigeon traps; divot repair tools [golf accessories]; pitch mark 
repair tools [golf accessories]; seal skins [coverings for skis]; shuttlecocks; weight lifting belts [sports articles]; 
camouflage screens [sports articles]; rhythmic gymnastics ribbons; swimming belts; swimming jackets; swimming 
kickboards; skis; edges of skis; ski bindings; ski poles; ski sticks; sole coverings for skis; skating boots with skates 
attached; starting blocks for sports; shin guards [sports articles]; snowshoes; snowboards; slides [playthings]; sling 
shots [sports articles]; sleds [sports articles]; appliances for gymnastics; tables for table tennis; men's athletic 
supporters [sports articles]; dumb-bells; tennis ball throwing apparatus; tennis nets; electronic targets; bar-bells; batting 
gloves [accessories for games]; punching bags; knee guards [sports articles]; elbow guards [sports articles]; targets; 
fencing gauntlets; fencing gloves; fencing weapons; fencing masks; spring boards [sports articles]; paintball guns 
[sports apparatus]; paintballs [ammunition for paintball guns] [sports apparatus]; poles for pole vaulting; ball pitching 
machines; boxing gloves; protective paddings [parts of sports suits]; hockey sticks; body-training apparatus; body-
building apparatus; bob-sleighs; baseball gloves; yoga swings; rackets; gut for rackets; strings for rackets; body 
rehabilitation apparatus; water wings; rosin used by athletes; roller skis; ski poles for roller skis; ski sticks for roller skis; 
roller skates; ascenders [mountaineering equipment]; swim fins; sailboards for windsurfing; bags especially designed for 
surfboards; waterskis; spear guns [toy]; surf skis; surfboard leashes; flippers for swimming; swimming webs; webbed 
gloves for swimming; harness for sailboards; masts for sailboards; flippers for diving; bodyboards; harpoon guns [sports 
articles]; fishing floats; fishing sinkers; landing nets for anglers; rods for spear fishing; fishing lines; fishing rods; fishing 
rod cases; fish hooks; fishing creels; fishing reels; lures for fishing; insect nets [butterfly nets].

Cl.29;Edible oils and fats; milk products; meat for human consumption [fresh, chilled or frozen]; eggs; fresh, chilled or 
frozen edible aquatic animals (not live); frozen vegetables; frozen fruits; processed meat products; processed seafood 
products; processed seafood products [other than "blocks of boiled, smoked and then dried bonitos [Katsuo-bushi], dried 
pieces of agar jelly [Kanten], flakes of dried fish meat [Kezuri-bushi], fishmeal for human consumption, edible shavings of 
dried kelp [Tororo-kombu], sheets of dried laver [Hoshi-nori], dried brown alga [Hoshi-hijiki], dried edible seaweed [Hoshi-
wakame] and toasted sheets of laver [Yaki-nori]"]; blocks of boiled, smoked and then dried bonitos [Katsuo-bushi]; dried 
pieces of agar jelly [Kanten]; flakes of dried fish meat [Kezuri-bushi]; fish meal for human consumption; edible shavings 
of dried kelp [Tororo-kombu]; sheets of dried laver [Hoshi-nori]; dried brown alga [Hoshi-hijiki]; dried edible seaweed 
[Hoshi-wakame]; toasted sheets of laver [Yaki-nori]; processed vegetables and fruits; fried tofu pieces [Abura-age]; 
freeze-dried tofu pieces [Kohri-dofu]; jelly made from devils' tongue root [Konnyaku]; soya milk; Tofu; fermented 
soybeans [Natto]; processed eggs; pre-cooked curry stew, stew and soup mixes; dried flakes of laver for sprinkling on 
rice in hot water [Ochazuke-nori]; Furi-kake [dried flakes of fish, meat, vegetables or seaweed]; side-dish made of 
fermented soybean [Name-mono]; preserved pulses; vegetable oils and fats for food; animal oils and fats for food; 
processed oils and fats for food; milk; cream [milk products]; cheese; lactic acid drinks; lactic acid bacteria drinks; 
butter; fermented milk; powdered milk, not for babies; goat milk; sheep milk; condensed milk and evaporated milk; beef; 
chicken [meat]; pork; duck eggs; quail eggs; hen eggs; ark-shells, not live; short-necked clams, not live; sweetfish, not 
live; abalones, not live; cuttlefish, squids and calamaries, not live; salmon roe, not live; sardines, not live; sea urchins, not 
live; shrimps, prawns and lobsters, not live; oysters, not live; herring roe, not live; crabs, not live; flat fish, not live; caviar, 
not live; whales, not live; carp, not live; salmon, not live; crayfish, not live; sauries, not live; edible frogs, not live; 
prepared sea salmon or trout roe; sea basses, not live; soft-shelled turtles, not live; sea breams, not live; octopuses, not 
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live; cods, not live; cod roe, not live; herrings, not live; clams, not live; yellow tails, not live; tuna fish, not live; blue 
mussels, not live; canned or bottled fruits; pickled fruits; dried fruits; dried vegetables; jams; vegetable juices for 
cooking; peanut butter; ground almonds; marmalade; fermented bamboo shoots boiled and preserved in salt [Menma]; 
canned or bottled vegetables; pickled vegetables; dried eggs; frozen eggs; pre-cooked curry stew; instant or pre-cooked 
stew; instant or pre-cooked soup; instant or pre-cooked miso soup; fermented soybean food containing chopped 
vegetables [Kinzanji-miso]; fermented soybean food containing minced red snapper meat [Tai-miso]; Adzuki [preserved 
red beans]; preserved kidney beans; preserved peas; preserved broad beans; preserved soybeans; preserved peanuts.

Cl.30;Binding agents for ice cream; meat tenderizers for household purposes; preparations for stiffening whipped 
cream; aromatic preparations for food, not from essential oils; tea; prepared coffee and coffee-based beverages; prepared 
cocoa and cocoa-based beverages; ice; confectionery; bread and buns; sandwiches; steamed buns stuffed with minced 
meat [Chuka-manjuh]; hamburgers [sandwiches]; pizzas; hot dogs [sandwiches]; meat pies; seasonings [other than 
spices]; soya bean paste [condiment]; Worcester sauce; meat gravies; ketchup; soy sauce [soya sauce]; vinegar; vinegar 
mixes; seasoning soy sauce [Soba-tsuyu]; salad dressings; white sauce; mayonnaise; sauces for barbecued meat; cube 
sugar; fructose for culinary purposes; crystal sugar [not confectionery]; sugar; maltose for culinary purposes; honey; 
glucose for culinary purposes; powdered starch syrup for culinary purposes; starch syrup for culinary purposes; table 
salt mixed with sesame seeds; cooking salt; roasted and ground sesame seeds; celery salt; Umami seasonings; spices; 
ice cream mixes; sherbet mixes; unroasted coffee beans; cereal preparations; chocolate spread; Chinese stuffed 
dumplings [Gyoza, cooked]; Chinese steamed dumplings [Shumai, cooked]; Sushi; fried balls of batter mix with small 
pieces of octopus [Takoyaki]; boxed lunches consisting of rice, with added meat, fish or vegetables; ravioli; yeast 
powder; Koji [fermented malted rice]; yeast; baking powder; instant confectionery mixes; pasta sauce; by-product of rice 
for food [Sake lees]; husked rice; husked oats; husked barley; gluten for food; flour; oolong tea [Chinese tea]; black tea 
[English tea]; tea of salty kelp powder [Kombu-cha]; Mugi-cha [roasted barley tea]; Japanese green tea; table ice; ice 
blocks; Japanese traditional confectionery; western-style confectionery; mustard powder [spice]; curry powder [spice]; 
pepper powder [spice]; Sansho powder [Japanese pepper in powder form]; clove powder [spice]; hot pepper powder 
[spice]; cinnamon powder [spice]; Wasabi powder [Japanese horseradish]; uncooked Udon noodles [Japanese wheat 
noodles]; oat flakes; oatmeal; dried cooked rice; uncooked enriched rice; pasta-wrappings for Gyoza; corn flakes; powder 
of sweetened bean jam [Sarashi-an]; uncooked artificial rice; uncooked spaghetti noodles; uncooked Somen noodles 
[very thin Japanese wheat noodles]; instant Udon noodles; instant Soba noodles; instant Chinese noodles; uncooked 
Soba noodles [Japanese buckwheat noodles]; uncooked Chinese noodles; uncooked bean-starch noodles [Harusame]; 
bread crumb; uncooked Chinese rice noodles [Bifun]; uncooked dried pieces of wheat gluten [Fu]; canned cooked rice; 
macaroni [uncooked]; pounded rice cakes [Mochi]; instant jelly mixes; instant doughnut mixes; instant pudding mixes; 
instant pancake mixes; Mizu-yokan-no-moto [mixes for making sweet adzuki-bean jelly]; sago palm starch; Japanese 
arrowroot powder for food [Kuzu-ko]; corn starch for food; wheat flour for food; rice flour for food; sweet potato flour for 
food; potato flour for food; buckwheat flour for food; pulse flour for food; barley flour for food; tapioca flour; corn flour.

Cl.31;Wreaths of natural flowers for ceremonies or funerals; fishing baits; hops; edible aquatic animals, live; edible 
seaweeds; vegetables, fresh; fresh vegetables, other than tea leaves; tea leaves, unprocessed; sugar crops; fruits, fresh; 
malt, not for food; foxtail millet, unprocessed; proso millet, unprocessed; sesame, unprocessed; buckwheat, 
unprocessed; corn [unprocessed grain]; Japanese barnyard millet, unprocessed; wheat, barley and oats, unprocessed; 
unprocessed rice; sorghum, unprocessed; protein-enriched feed for animal consumption; animal foodstuffs; seeds and 
bulbs; trees; grasses [plants]; turf [natural]; dried flowers; seedlings; saplings; flowers [natural]; pasture grass; potted 
dwarfed trees [Bonsai]; live mammals, fish [not for food], birds and insects; silkworm eggs; cocoons for silkworm 
breeding; eggs for hatching; Urushi tree seeds; rough cork; palm tree leaves, unworked; live baits; ark-shells, live; short-
necked clams, live; abalones, live; cuttlefish, squids and calamaries, live; sardines, live; shrimps, prawns and lobsters, 
live; oysters, live; crabs, live; carp, live; crayfish, live; sea basses, live; soft-shelled turtles, live; sea breams, live; 
octopuses, live; clams, live; blue mussels, live; sea lettuce [Aosa seaweed]; kelp [Kombu seaweed]; agar [Tengusa 
seaweed]; laver [Nori seaweed]; brown algae [Hijiki seaweed]; seaweed [Wakame]; young soybeans in the pod (Eda-
mame), fresh; pumpkins (marrows and squashes), fresh; green cabbages, fresh; cucumbers, fresh; Japanese burdock 
roots (Goboh), fresh; sweet potatoes, fresh; green beans (string beans), fresh; flavoring leaves of Japanese pepper tree 
(Sansho), fresh; mushrooms (Shiitake), fresh; perilla leaves (Shiso), fresh; potatoes, fresh; gingers, fresh; Japanese 
edible ferns (Zenmai), fresh; white radishes, fresh; bamboo shoots, fresh; peppers, fresh; corn [fresh vegetables]; 
tomatoes, fresh; eggplants, fresh; carrots, fresh; leeks, fresh; Chinese cabbages (Hakusai), fresh; parsley, fresh; 
Japanese edible butterburs (Fuki), fresh; spinach, fresh; Matsutake mushrooms, fresh; bean sprouts, fresh; lettuce, fresh; 
Japanese edible horseradishes (Wasabi), fresh; Japanese edible brackens (Warabi), fresh; sugar cane; sugar beet, fresh; 
almonds, fresh; strawberries, fresh; oranges, fresh; Japanese persimmons, fresh; cashew nuts, fresh; chestnuts, fresh; 
walnuts, fresh; cola nuts, fresh; coconuts, fresh; watermelons, fresh; pears, fresh; bananas, fresh; loquats, fresh; grapes, 
fresh; hazelnuts, fresh; pine nuts, fresh; mandarin oranges (tangerines), fresh; melons, fresh; peaches, fresh; apples, 
fresh; lemons, fresh; fish meal [animal feed]; synthetic animal feed; rice bran [animal feed]; mixed animal feed; soy sauce 
cakes [animal feed]; soy bean meal [animal feed]; starch pulp [animal feed]; meat scrap meal [animal food]; formula 
animal feed; pet food; bulbs for horticultural purposes; seeds for horticultural purposes; oil seeds, unprocessed; spores 
and spawn for agricultural purposes; bulbs for agricultural purposes; seeds for agricultural purposes; aquarium fish.

Cl.32;Beer; carbonated drinks [refreshing beverages]; fruit juices; vegetable juices [beverages]; extracts of hops for 
making beer; whey beverages; black beer [toasted-malt beer]; compound beer; stout; lager beer; protein-enriched sports 
beverages.

Cl.33;Sake; Japanese white liquor [Shochu]; Sake substitute; Japanese sweet rice-based mixed liquor [Shiro-zake]; 
Naoshi [Japanese liquor]; Japanese Shochu-based mixed liquor [Mirin]; western liquors in general; alcoholic fruit 
beverages; Japanese Shochu-based beverages [Chuhai]; Chinese liquors in general; flavored liquors; Japanese sake 
[Nihonshu]; Wujiapie-jiou [mixed Chinese liquor]; Gaolian-jiou [sorghum-based Chinese spirits]; Chinese white liquor 
[Baiganr]; Laojiou [Chinese brewed alcoholic beverages]; liquor flavored with Japanese plum extracts; hydromel [mead]; 
liquor containing herb extracts; liquor flavored with pine needle extracts; liquor containing Mamushi-snake extracts.
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Cl.34;Tobacco; electronic cigarettes; smokers' articles; matches; snuff; chewing tobacco; cigarettes; Japanese 
shredded tobacco [Kizami tobacco]; leaf tobacco; cigars; Asian long tobacco pipes [Kiseru]; Asian long tobacco pipe 
sheaths; tobacco pouches; pocket machines for rolling cigarettes; cigarette cases; cigarette holders; tobacco trays; 
cigarette filters; ashtrays; tobacco pipes; tobacco pipe cleaners; absorbent paper for tobacco pipes; pipes for 
mentholated tobacco substitutes; cigar cutters; match holders; lighters for smokers [cigarette lighters]; lighter flints; 
liquefied gas cylinders for cigarette lighters; safety matches; sulfur matches; paraffin matches.

Cl.35;Advertising and publicity services; promoting the goods and services of others through the administration of 
sales and promotional incentive schemes involving trading stamps; business management analysis or business 
consultancy; business management; marketing research or analysis; providing information concerning commercial sales; 
preparation, auditing or analysis of financial statements for business; employment agencies; auctioneering; import-export 
agencies; arranging newspaper subscriptions; shorthand services; transcription; document reproduction; office 
functions, namely filing, in particular documents or magnetic tapes; compilation of information into computer databases; 
providing business assistance of business activities to others in the operation of data processing apparatus namely, 
computers, typewriters, telex machines and other similar office machines; publicity material rental; rental of typewriters, 
copying machines and word processors; commercial information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and 
services; providing employment information; providing information on newspaper articles; rental of vending machines; 
retail services or wholesale services for a variety of goods in each field of clothing, foods and beverages, and livingware, 
carrying all goods together; retail services or wholesale services for woven fabrics and beddings; retail services or 
wholesale services for clothing; retail services or wholesale services for diapers; retail services or wholesale services for 
footwear, other than special footwear for sports; retail services or wholesale services for bags and pouches; retail 
services or wholesale services for personal articles; retail services or wholesale services for foods and beverages; retail 
services or wholesale services for liquor; retail services or wholesale services for meat; retail services or wholesale 
services for sea food; retail services or wholesale services for vegetables and fruits; retail services or wholesale services 
for confectionery, bread and buns; retail services or wholesale services for rice and cereals; retail services or wholesale 
services for milk; retail services or wholesale services for carbonated drinks [refreshing beverages] and nonalcoholic fruit 
juice beverages; retail services or wholesale services for tea, coffee and cocoa; retail services or wholesale services for 
processed food; retail services or wholesale services for automobiles; retail services or wholesale services for two-
wheeled motor vehicles; retail services or wholesale services for bicycles; retail services or wholesale services for 
furniture; retail services or wholesale services for joinery fittings; retail services or wholesale services for tatami mats; 
retail services or wholesale services for ritual equipment; retail services or wholesale services for electrical machinery 
and apparatuses; retail services or wholesale services for bladed or pointed hand tools, hand tools and metal hardware; 
retail services or wholesale services for kitchen equipment, cleaning tools and washing utensils; retail services or 
wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; retail services or 
wholesale services for cosmetics, toiletries, dentifrices, soaps and detergents; retail services or wholesale services for 
agricultural machines, implements and supplies; retail services or wholesale services for flowers [natural] and trees; retail 
services or wholesale services for fuel; retail services or wholesale services for printed matter; retail services or 
wholesale services for paper and stationery; retail services or wholesale services for sports goods; retail services or 
wholesale services for toys, dolls, game machines and apparatus; retail services or wholesale services for musical 
instruments and records; retail services or wholesale services for photographic machines and apparatus and 
photographic supplies; retail services or wholesale services for clocks, watches and spectacles [eyeglasses and 
goggles]; retail services or wholesale services for tobaccos and smokers' articles; retail services or wholesale services 
for building materials; retail services or wholesale services for semi-wrought precious stones and their imitations; retail 
services or wholesale services for pets; organisation of exhibitions and events for commercial or advertising purposes; 
administration of consumer loyalty programs; retail services or wholesale services for medical apparatus; retail services 
or wholesale services for lubricants; retail services or wholesale services relating to toys; retail services or wholesale 
services for musical instruments; internet advertising; circular advertising; magazine advertising; newspaper advertising; 
television advertising; radio advertising; traffic advertising; advertising on the inside and/or outside of vehicles; outdoor 
advertising; street and shop window dissemination of advertising materials; demonstration of goods; direct mail 
advertising; organization and production of advertising materials; planning of advertising; organization or management of 
trade fairs for advertising purposes; advertising copy writing; shop window dressing; corporate communications 
services; pay per click advertising; advertising; publicity; rental of advertising time on communication media; advertising 
agency services; publicity agency services; scriptwriting for advertising purposes; consultancy regarding advertising 
communication strategies; updating of advertising material; publication of publicity texts; dissemination of advertising 
matter; layout services for advertising purposes; writing of publicity texts; modelling for advertising or sales promotion; 
production of advertising films; design of advertising materials; public relations; consultancy regarding public relations 
communication strategies; online advertising on a computer network; distribution of samples; organization of trade fairs 
for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; advertising 
by mail order; production of teleshopping programmes; production of teleshopping programs; bill-posting; organization 
of fashion shows for promotional purposes; media relations services; interim business management; providing business 
information via a web site; outsourced administrative management for companies; price comparison services; 
psychological testing for the selection of personnel; competitive intelligence services; cost price analysis; business 
project management services for construction projects; relocation services for businesses; professional business 
consultancy; business information; business management and organization consultancy; business management 
consultancy; advisory services for business management; business management assistance; business organization 
consultancy; business inquiries; business investigations; business research; business efficiency expert services; 
business appraisals; marketing research; market intelligence services; market studies; business management of 
performing artists; commercial information agency services; commercial or industrial management assistance; 
administrative processing of purchase orders; personnel management consultancy; business management of sports 
people; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; provision of commercial and 
business contact information; business management for freelance service providers; business management of hotels; 
financial auditing; drawing up of statements of accounts; tax preparation; medical doctor referral marketing; referral 
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marketing of scientific or technological experts; housekeeper referral marketing; nurse referral marketing; referral 
marketing of cleaning engineers; dentist referral marketing; midwife referral marketing; referral marketing of cooks and 
chefs; interpreter referral marketing; referral marketing of waiters and waitresses; beautician referral marketing; 
demonstrator referral marketing; model referral marketing; pharmacist referral marketing; referral marketing of barbers 
and hairdressers; personnel recruitment; transcription of communications [office functions]; photocopying services; 
invoicing; payroll preparation; computerized file management; appointment reminder services [office functions]; 
appointment scheduling services [office functions]; word processing; updating and maintenance of data in computer 
databases; systemization of information into computer databases; compiling indexes of information for commercial or 
advertising purposes; registration of written communications and data; updating and maintenance of information in 
registries; typing; rental of billboards [advertising boards]; rental of sales stands; rental of office equipment in co-working 
facilities; rental of photocopying machines; news clipping services; wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and 
sanitary preparations and medical supplies; retail services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and 
medical supplies; online retail services for downloadable digital music; online retail services for downloadable ring tones; 
promotion of goods and services through sponsorship of sports events; sales promotion for others; administration of 
frequent flyer programs; web site traffic optimisation; web site traffic optimization; web indexing for commercial or 
advertising purposes; search engine optimisation for sales promotion; search engine optimization for sales promotion; 
presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; rental of advertising space; business auditing; 
administrative assistance in responding to calls for tenders; administrative assistance in responding to requests for 
proposals [RFPs]; accounting; book-keeping.

Cl.36;Acceptance of deposits [including substitute bond issuance] and acceptance of fixed interval installment 
deposits; loans [financing] and discount of bills; domestic exchange settlement; liability guarantee and acceptance of 
bills; securities lending; acquisition and transfer of monetary claims; safekeeping of valuables including securities and 
precious metals [safe deposit services]; money exchange [exchanging money]; trusteeship of financial futures contracts; 
trusteeship of money, securities, monetary claims, personal property, land, rights on land fixtures, surface rights or lease 
on land; agencies for bond subscriptions; foreign exchange transactions; letter-of-Credit related services; brokerage of 
credit purchase; issuance of tokens of value; agencies for collecting gas or electric power utility payments; consigned 
collection of payment for goods; buying and selling of securities; trading of securities index futures; trading of securities 
options; trading of overseas market securities futures; agencies for brokerage of securities, securities index futures, 
securities options, and overseas market securities futures; agencies for brokerage of entrusting agents with on-
commission trading in domestic markets of securities, securities index futures and securities options; agencies for 
brokerage of entrusting agents with on-commission trading in overseas markets of securities and securities index 
futures; agencies for brokerage of forward agreement of securities, for forward agreement of securities index futures, for 
forward agreement of securities options, spot and forward transaction of securities index futures; brokerage for securities 
liquidation; securities underwriting; securities offering; brokerage services relating to securities subscription or offering; 
providing stock market information; agencies for commodity futures trading; life insurance brokerage; life insurance 
underwriting; agencies for non-life insurance; claim adjustment for non-life insurance; non-life insurance underwriting; 
insurance premium rate computing; management of buildings; agency services for the leasing or rental of buildings; 
leasing or renting of buildings; real estate agency services relating to the purchase and sale of buildings; real estate 
agency services for the purchase or sale of buildings; real estate appraisal; providing information on buildings or land 
[real estate affairs]; land management; real estate agency services for the leasing or rental of land; leasing of land; real 
estate agency services relating to the purchase and sale of land; real estate agency services for the purchase or sales of 
land; antique appraisal; art appraisal; precious stone appraisal; used automobiles appraisal; financial assessment of 
company credit; advisory services relating to tax planning; tax payment processing services; charitable fund raising; 
rental of paper money and coin counting or processing machines; rental of cash dispensers; rental of automated-teller 
machines; financing services; insurance; credit and debit card services; online banking; deposits of valuables; banking; 
issuance of credit cards; processing of credit card payments; arranging finance for construction projects; check 
verification; cheque verification; surety services; loans [financing]; pawnbrokerage; fiduciary; trusteeship; lending 
against security; lease-purchase financing; clearing, financial; clearing-houses, financial; processing of debit card 
payments; mortgage banking; factoring; hire-purchase financing; instalment loans; safe deposit services; savings bank 
services; exchanging money; issuance of travelers' checks; issuance of travellers' cheques; stocks and bonds brokerage; 
stock exchange quotations; stock brokerage services; securities brokerage; health insurance underwriting; marine 
insurance underwriting; fire insurance underwriting; repair costs evaluation [financial appraisal]; accident insurance 
underwriting; insurance brokerage; insurance information; actuarial services; insurance consultancy; insurance 
underwriting; apartment house management; rental of apartments; accommodation bureau services [apartments]; rental 
of offices for co-working; rental of offices [real estate]; financial evaluation of standing timber; financial valuation of 
standing timber; real estate brokerage; real estate management; rental of real estate; real estate agency services; rental of 
farms; stamp appraisal; numismatic appraisal; jewellery appraisal; jewelry appraisal; fiscal valuation; financial customs 
brokerage services; mutual funds; provident fund services; brokerage.

Cl.37;Construction; construction consultancy; repair and maintenance of building equipment; shipbuilding; repair or 
maintenance of vessels; aircraft repair or maintenance; repair of bicycles; repair or maintenance of automobiles; repair or 
maintenance of railway rolling stocks; repair or maintenance of two-wheeled motor vehicles; repair or maintenance of 
cinematographic machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of optical machines and apparatus; repair or 
maintenance of photographic machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of loading-unloading machines and 
apparatus; repair or maintenance of fire alarms; repair or maintenance of office machines and equipment; repair or 
maintenance of air conditioners for industrial purposes; repair or maintenance of burners; repair or maintenance of 
boilers; repair or maintenance of pumps; repair or maintenance of freezing machines and apparatus for industrial 
purposes; repair or maintenance of electronic machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of telecommunication 
machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of telephone apparatus; repair of radio receivers or television receivers; 
repair or maintenance of telecommunication machines and apparatus [other than telephone apparatus, radio receivers 
and television receivers]; repair or maintenance of construction machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of 
consumer electric appliances; repair or maintenance of electric lighting apparatus; repair or maintenance of electric 
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motors; repair or maintenance of power distribution or control machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of power 
generators; repair or maintenance of laboratory apparatus and instruments; repair or maintenance of measuring and 
testing machines and instruments; repair or maintenance of medical apparatus and instruments; repair or maintenance of 
firearms; repair or maintenance of printing or bookbinding machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of chemical 
processing machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of glassware manufacturing machines and apparatus; repair 
or maintenance of fishing machines and instruments; repair or maintenance of metalworking machines and tools; repair 
or maintenance of shoe making machines; repair or maintenance of industrial furnaces; repair or maintenance of mining 
machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of rubber-goods manufacturing machines and apparatus; repair or 
maintenance of integrated circuits manufacturing machines and systems; repair or maintenance of semiconductor 
manufacturing machines and systems; repair or maintenance of machines and apparatus for processing foods or 
beverages; repair or maintenance of machines and apparatus for lumbering, woodworking, or veneer or plywood making; 
repair or maintenance of textile machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of tobacco processing machines; repair 
or maintenance of painting machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of agricultural machines and implements; 
repair or maintenance of plowing machines and implements, other than hand-held tools; repair or maintenance of 
cultivating machines and implements; repair or maintenance of harvesting machines and implements; repair or 
maintenance of plant fiber processing machines and implements; repair or maintenance of fodder presses; repair or 
maintenance of fodder cutting machines; repair or maintenance of fodder mixing machines; repair or maintenance of 
cake-fodder crushing machines; repair or maintenance of milk filtering machines; repair or maintenance of milking 
machines; repair or maintenance of chick brooders; repair or maintenance of egg incubators; repair or maintenance of 
sericultural machines and implements; repair or maintenance of machines and apparatus for pulp-making, papermaking 
or paper-working; repair or maintenance of plastic processing machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of 
packaging or wrapping machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of sewing machines; repair or maintenance of 
reservoirs; repair or maintenance of gasoline station equipment; repair or maintenance of mechanical parking systems; 
repair or maintenance of bicycle parking apparatus; repair or maintenance of cooking equipment for industrial purposes; 
repair or maintenance of industrial dishwashers; repair or maintenance of electric washing machines for industrial 
purposes; repair or maintenance of vehicle washing installations; repair or maintenance of vending machines; repair or 
maintenance of power-driven floor cleaning machines; repair or maintenance of amusement machines and apparatus; 
repair or maintenance of apparatus and instruments for use in beauty salons or barbers' shops; repair or maintenance of 
water pollution control equipment; repair or maintenance of water purifying apparatus for industrial purposes; repair or 
maintenance of waste compacting machines and apparatus for industrial purposes; repair or maintenance of waste 
crushing machines for industrial purposes; repair or maintenance of divers' apparatus; repair or maintenance of chemical 
plants; repair or maintenance of nuclear power plants; repair and maintenance of 3D printers; furniture restoration; 
umbrella repair; repair or maintenance of musical instruments; safe maintenance or repair; shoe repair; clock and watch 
repair or maintenance; sharpening of scissors and kitchen knives; setup or repair of locks; repair or maintenance of gas 
water heaters; repair or maintenance of nonelectric cooking heaters for household purposes; repair or maintenance of 
cooking pots and pans; repair or maintenance of signboards; repair of bags or pouches; repair of personal ornaments; 
repair of toys or dolls; repair of sports equipment; repair of billiard equipment; repair of game machines and apparatus; 
repair or maintenance of bath fittings; repair of toilet stool units with a washing water squirts; repair of fishing tackle; 
repair of spectacles; fur care and repair; laundering; pressing of clothing; clothing repair [mending clothing]; fluffing of 
cotton batting for futon; repair of tatami mats; chimney sweeping; cleaning of building exterior surfaces; window 
cleaning; carpet and rug cleaning; floor polishing; septic tank cleaning; bathtub and bath boiler cleaning; street cleaning; 
reservoirs cleaning; disinfecting of telephone hand-sets; vermin exterminating [other than for agriculture, aquaculture, 
horticulture and forestry]; sterilization of medical apparatus and instruments; rental of construction machines and 
apparatus; rental of floor cleaning machines; rental of mops; rental of car-washing apparatus; rental of laundry dryers; 
rental of spin dryers for clothes; rental of electric washing machines; rental of mining machines and apparatus; rental of 
drainage pumps; rental of dish drying machines for restaurants; rental of dish washing machines for industrial purposes; 
maintenance, servicing and repair of vehicles; maintenance, servicing, tuning and repair of motors and engines; repair of 
power lines; providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of power generators; repair or maintenance of 
machines and systems for manufacturing integrated circuits; repair or maintenance of medical machines and apparatus; 
repair or maintenance of audio equipment; piano tuning services; tuning of musical instruments; restoration of musical 
instruments; repair or maintenance of sporting equipment; repair or maintenance of golf clubs; general building 
construction works; dredging; construction and maintenance services relating to civil engineering; glass installation 
services; steel structure construction works; plastering; carpentry services; tile laying, bricklaying or block laying; 
joinery; building reinforcing; painting; scaffolding; construction services in the nature of earthworks; construction 
services using concrete; upholstering; installation of metal sheets; building damp-proofing; roofing services; machinery 
installation; electrical installation services; telecommunication wiring; thermal insulating for buildings; scaffolding; 
asphalting; masonry; painting, interior and exterior; paper hanging; wallpapering; strong-room maintenance and repair; 
laying of cable; construction information; demolition of buildings; building insulating; installation of utilities in 
construction sites; factory construction; harbour construction; quarrying services; drilling of wells; fracking services; 
hydraulic fracturing services; underwater repair; underwater construction; warehouse construction and repair; building 
sealing; damp-proofing [building]; kitchen equipment installation; interference suppression in electrical apparatus; 
building of fair stalls and shops; installation of doors and windows; road paving; sanding; riveting; plumbing; pipeline 
construction and maintenance; pier breakwater building; drilling of deep oil or gas wells; bricklaying; varnishing; building 
construction supervision; airplane maintenance and repair; repair or maintenance of movie projectors; repair or 
maintenance of overhead projectors; repair of binoculars; repair of cameras; repair of lenses; film projector repair and 
maintenance; photographic apparatus repair; repair or maintenance of elevators [lifts]; repair of conveyors; burner 
maintenance and repair; boiler cleaning and repair; pump repair; repair or maintenance of computers; telephone repair; 
repair and maintenance of video frequency devices and apparatus; repair of facsimile machines; furniture maintenance; 
parasol repair; safe maintenance and repair; clock and watch repair; pumicing; knife sharpening; repair of security locks; 
re-tinning; painting or repair of signs; diaper cleaning; washing; dry cleaning; cleaning of clothing; linen ironing; washing 
of linen; clothing repair; renovation of clothing; cleaning of buildings [exterior surface]; cleaning of buildings [interior]; 
pest control services, other than for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry; rat exterminating; vermin 
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exterminating, other than for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry; sterilisation of medical instruments; 
sterilization of medical instruments; rental of excavators; rental of construction equipment; rental of cranes [construction 
equipment]; rental of bulldozers; rental of laundry washing machines; mining extraction; services of electricians; 
rustproofing; elevator installation and repair; lift installation and repair; fire alarm installation and repair; office machines 
and equipment installation, maintenance and repair; irrigation devices installation and repair; freezing equipment 
installation and repair; installation and repair of air-conditioning apparatus; heating equipment installation and repair; 
installation and repair of flood protection equipment; installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware; 
telephone installation and repair; electric appliance installation and repair; vehicle breakdown repair services; vehicle 
maintenance; vehicle cleaning; vehicle washing; vehicle battery charging; anti-rust treatment for vehicles; vehicle 
polishing; vehicle greasing; vehicle lubrication; rebuilding engines that have been worn or partially destroyed; 
vulcanization of tires [repair]; vulcanization of tyres [repair]; tire balancing; tyre balancing; retreading of tires; retreading 
of tyres; vehicle service stations [refuelling and maintenance]; motor vehicle maintenance and repair; refilling of ink 
cartridges; refilling of toner cartridges; upholstery repair; fur care, cleaning and repair.

Cl.38;Telecommunication; telecommunication, other than broadcasting; broadcasting; news agencies; rental of 
telecommunication equipment including telephones and facsimile apparatus; transmission of videos, movies, pictures, 
images, text, photos, games, user-generated content, audio content, and information via the Internet; mobile telephone 
communication; telex services; communications by telegrams; communications by telephone; facsimile transmission; 
paging services; providing Internet chatrooms; transmission of greeting cards online; providing online forums; 
communications by cellular phones; communications by computer terminals; computer aided transmission of messages 
and images; telecommunications routing and junction services; streaming of data; providing access to databases; 
transmission of digital files; teleconferencing services; videoconferencing services; providing telecommunications 
connections to a global computer network; providing user access to global computer networks; rental of access time to 
global computer networks; electronic bulletin board services [telecommunications services]; transmission of electronic 
mail; telegraph services; transmission of telegrams; telephone services; communications by fiber optic networks; 
communications by fibre optic networks; video-on-demand transmission; voice mail services; radio communications; 
paging services [radio, telephone or other means of electronic communication]; message sending; television 
broadcasting; radio broadcasting; wireless broadcasting; cable television broadcasting; news agency services; rental of 
telecommunication equipment; rental of telephones; rental of facsimile apparatus; rental of message sending apparatus; 
rental of modems; satellite transmission; providing telecommunication channels for teleshopping services; information 
about telecommunication.

Cl.39;Railway transport; car transport; providing road and traffic information; vehicle-driving services; marine 
transport; air transport; packaging of goods; freight brokerage; cargo unloading; removal services; rental, selling, 
purchasing or chartering of vessels; refloating of ships; ship piloting; warehousing services; temporary safekeeping of 
personal belongings; temporary storage of deliveries; gas supplying [distribution]; electricity distribution; water 
supplying [distribution]; heat supplying [distribution]; rental of warehouse space; parking services; providing toll roads; 
providing vessel mooring facilities; airport services; operating parking lots; rental of Loading-unloading machines and 
apparatus; car rental; rental of vessels; rental of bicycles; rental of aircraft; rental of mechanical parking systems; rental 
of packaging or wrapping machines and apparatus; rental of freezers for household purposes; rental of refrigerator-
freezers for household purposes; rental of wheelchairs; correspondence delivery services; conducting of travel tours; 
escorting of travel tours; travel arrangement and reservation services, excluding those for lodging; rental of aircraft 
engines; rental of freezing machines and apparatus for industrial purposes; rental of gasoline station equipment, not for 
repair and maintenance of automobiles; vehicle rental; rental of motorcycles; boat rental; vehicle transport; arranging the 
rental of cars, boats and other vehicles; marina services; freight train transport; cable-car transport; monorail transport; 
passenger train transport; ropeway transport; truck transport; transport by man-powered vehicles; taxi transport; 
transport by two-wheeled motor vehicles; hired car transport; bus transport; car sharing services; ambulance transport; 
armored-car transport; armoured-car transport; carting; providing driving directions for travel purposes; traffic 
information; chauffeur services; cargo ship transport; passenger ship transport; tanker transport; ferry-boat transport; 
river transport; freight [shipping of goods]; boat transport; barge transport; lighterage services; pleasure boat transport; 
turbojet airplane transport; propeller airplane transport; helicopter transport; gift wrapping; wrapping of goods; bottling 
services; freight brokerage [forwarding (Am.)]; unloading cargo; stevedoring; shipbrokerage; underwater salvage; 
piloting; warehousing; luggage storage; water supplying; water distribution; rental of warehouses; garage rental; parking 
place rental; car parking; boat storage; rental of containers; rental of pallets; rental of storage containers; rental of 
tractors; rental of vehicle roof racks; motor coach rental; rental of motor racing cars; aircraft rental; booking of seats for 
travel; escorting of travellers; travel reservation; streetcar transport; tram transport; arranging of passenger 
transportation services for others via an online application; transporting furniture; freighting; transport services for 
sightseeing tours; guarded transport of valuables; collection of recyclable goods [transport]; passenger transport; 
transport of travellers; arranging of transportation for travel tours; porterage; hauling; freight forwarding; parcel delivery; 
delivery of goods by mail order; flower delivery; delivery of goods; message delivery; courier services [messages or 
merchandise]; transportation logistics; transport and storage of trash; transport and storage of waste; transport; 
transportation information; vehicle breakdown towing services; towing; rescue operations [transport]; transport 
brokerage; transport reservation; arranging of cruises; physical storage of electronically stored data or documents; 
storage of goods; storage; storage information; distribution of energy; frozen-food locker rental; rental of electric wine 
cellars; refrigerator rental; rental of freezers; railway coach rental; transport by pipeline; railway truck rental.

Cl.40;Removal of radiation rays; treatment or processing of cloth, clothing or fur, including drying; tailoring or 
dressmaking; embroidery [embroidering]; metal treating; processing of rubber; processing of plastics; ceramic 
processing; wood-working; paper treating and working; stone treating; taxidermy; processing of bamboo, tree barks, 
rattan, vines or other mineral vegetable materials, other than processing of ingredients; food processing; processing of 
artificial limbs or artificial teeth, including processing of medical materials; processing of cinematographic films; 
photographic enlarging; photographic printing; photographic film development; bookbinding; water treating; recycling of 
waste; nuclear fuel reprocessing; engraving of sealing stamps; photogravure; rental of textile machines and apparatus; 
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rental of machines and apparatus for film development, photograph printing, photograph enlargement or photograph 
finishing; rental of metal treating machines and tools; rental of bookbinding machines; rental of machines and apparatus 
for processing foods or beverages; rental of machines and apparatus for lumbering, wood-working, or veneering or 
plywood making; rental of machines and apparatus for pulp-making, papermaking or paper-working; rental of water 
purifying apparatus; rental of waste compacting machines and apparatus; rental of waste crushing machines; rental of 
chemical processing machines and apparatus; rental of glassware manufacturing machines and apparatus; rental of shoe 
making machines; rental of tobacco processing machines; rental of 3D printers; providing material treatment information; 
printing; collection, sorting and disposal of waste and trash; collection, sorting and disposal of domestic waste and trash; 
collection, sorting and disposal of industrial waste and trash; rental of knitting machines; rental of sewing machines; 
rental of air-conditioning apparatus for household purposes; rental of humidifier for household purposes; rental of air 
purifiers for household purposes; rental of electricity generators; rental of printing machines and apparatus; rental of 
boilers; rental of humidifier for industrial purposes; rental of air purifiers for industrial purposes; rental of air conditioners 
for industrial purposes; application of coatings using physical vapor deposition techniques; rental of generators; 
applying finishes to textiles; woodworking; dyeing of cloth, clothing or fur; dyeing for cloth, clothing or fur; fireproofing 
for cloth, clothing or fur; shrink-proofing for cloth, clothing or fur; waterproofing for cloth, clothing or fur; mothproofing 
for cloth, clothing or fur; textile treating; textile dyeing; fabric fireproofing; textile fireproofing; fabric waterproofing; textile 
mothproofing; leather working; skin dressing; leather staining; shoe staining; fur glossing; fur satining; fur conditioning; 
fur dyeing; fur mothproofing; warping [looms]; dyeing services; tanning; pattern printing; cloth treating; cloth dyeing; 
cloth fireproofing; permanent-press treatment of fabrics; fabric bleaching; cloth pre-shrinking; cloth waterproofing; 
crease-resistant treatment for clothing; wool treating; quilting; custom fashioning of fur; custom tailoring; cloth cutting; 
cloth edging; clothing alteration; dressmaking; electro-plating; millworking; annealing; metal tempering; hot dipping; 
galvanization; blacksmithing; cadmium plating; metal casting; metal plating; gilding; gold plating; silver plating; 
chromium plating; magnetization; tin plating; electroplating; nickel plating; burnishing by abrasion; soldering; 
boilermaking; welding services; laser scribing; vulcanization [material treatment]; firing pottery; pottery firing; timber 
felling and processing; paper treating; paper finishing; fruit crushing; custom manufacturing of bread; beer brewing for 
others; food and drink preservation; food smoking; freezing of foods; flour milling; slaughtering of animals; services of a 
dental technician; upcycling [waste recycling]; recycling of waste and trash; waste treatment [transformation]; material 
treatment information; offset printing; photogravure printing; screen printing; lithographic printing; digital printing; 
letterpress printing; photocomposing services; silkscreen printing; knitting machine rental; rental of fan heaters for 
household purposes; rental of space cooling apparatus for household purposes; rental of electric fans for household 
purposes; rental of electrically heated carpets for household purposes; rental of electric radiant heaters for household 
purposes; rental of typographic presses; decontamination of hazardous materials; sawing of materials; planing of 
materials; abrasion; grinding; stripping finishes; laminating; engraving; sorting of waste and recyclable material 
[transformation]; incineration of waste and trash; destruction of waste and trash; rental of air-conditioning apparatus; 
rental of space heating apparatus.

Cl.41;Operating lotteries; educational and instruction services relating to arts, crafts, sports or general knowledge; 
providing information on donation of human corpses for medical education; arranging of donation of human corpses for 
medical education; arranging, conducting and organization of seminars; animal training; plant exhibitions; animal 
exhibitions; providing electronic publications; services of reference libraries for literature and documentary records; book 
rental; art exhibitions; gardens for public admission; caves for public admission; publication of books; arranging and 
planning of movies, shows, plays or musical performances; movie theatre presentations or movie film production and 
distribution; presentation of live show performances; direction or presentation of plays; presentation of musical 
performances; production of radio or television programs; production of videotape film in the field of education, culture, 
entertainment or sports [not for movies or television programs and not for advertising or publicity]; directing of radio and 
television programs; operation of video and audio equipment for production of radio and television programs; 
organization, arranging and conducting of sports competitions; organization of entertainment events excluding movies, 
shows, plays, musical performances, sports, horse races, bicycle races, boat races and auto races; organization, 
arranging and conducting of horse races; organization, arranging and conducting of bicycle races; organization, 
arranging and conducting of boat races; organization, arranging and conducting of auto races; providing audio or video 
studio services; providing sports facilities; providing amusement facilities; providing facilities for movies, shows, plays, 
music or educational training; booking of seats for shows; rental of cinematographic machines and apparatus; rental of 
cine-films; rental of musical instruments; rental of sports equipment; rental of television sets; rental of radio sets; rental 
of records or sound-recorded magnetic tapes; rental of image-recorded magnetic tapes; rental of film negatives; rental of 
reversal film; rental of toys; rental of amusement machines and apparatus; rental of game machines and apparatus; rental 
of paintings and calligraphic works; photography; language interpretation; translation; rental of cameras; rental of optical 
machines and apparatus; vehicle driving instruction; organization, arranging and conducting of motorcycle races; club 
services [entertainment or education]; organising and conducting sports competitions; educational and instruction 
services relating to sport; instruction in the field of music; teaching in the field of music; education information; 
instruction services; educational and instruction services relating to music and dance; publication of music books; 
publication of electronic books and journals on-line; presentation of live performances; providing online music, not 
downloadable; sound engineering services for events; music-halls; producing music programs; production of shows; 
recording studio services; providing golf facilities; rental of audio equipment; organization of lotteries; flower 
arrangement instruction; tutoring at cram schools; Karate instruction; instruction on formal wearing of Kimono; Kendo 
instruction [Japanese fencing instruction]; educating at senior high schools; language instruction; review courses for 
state examinations; tea ceremony instruction; vehicle-driving instruction; Judo instruction; teaching at elementary 
schools; swimming instruction; abacus instruction; educating at universities or colleges; teaching at junior high schools; 
tennis instruction; piano instruction; beauty arts instruction; dance instruction; bookkeeping instruction; tailoring or 
dressmaking instruction; hairdressing instruction; Kimono-making instruction; aikido instruction; educational services 
provided by schools; educational examination; coaching [training]; personal trainer services [fitness training]; tutoring; 
sado instruction [tea ceremony instruction]; practical training [demonstration]; training services provided via simulators; 
religious education; vocational guidance [education or training advice]; vocational retraining; academies [education]; 
boarding school education; physical education; gymnastic instruction; teaching; educational services; correspondence 
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courses; educational services provided by special needs assistants; educational examination for users to qualify to pilot 
drones; know-how transfer [training]; conducting fitness classes; nursery schools; arranging and conducting of 
conferences; arranging and conducting of congresses; arranging and conducting of in-person educational forums; 
arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; arranging and conducting of symposiums; arranging and conducting 
of seminars; arranging and conducting of colloquiums; zoological garden services; bookmobile services; mobile library 
services; providing online electronic publications, not downloadable; lending library services; online publication of 
electronic books and journals; electronic desktop publishing; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; organization 
of shows [impresario services]; arranging and conducting of concerts; film directing, other than advertising films; 
screenplay writing; subtitling; cinema presentations; movie theatre presentations; film production, other than advertising 
films; film distribution; providing films, not downloadable, via video-on-demand services; lighting technician services for 
events; theatre productions; orchestra services; entertainer services; presentation of circus performances; presentation 
of variety shows; television entertainment; providing television programmes, not downloadable, via video-on-demand 
services; providing television programs, not downloadable, via video-on-demand services; production of radio and 
television programmes; radio entertainment; organization, arranging and conducting of professional golf tournaments or 
competitions; organization, arranging and conducting of soccer games; organization, arranging and conducting of sumo 
wrestling competitions; organization, arranging and conducting of boxing matches; organization, arranging and 
conducting of baseball games; organization of sports competitions; conducting guided tours; conducting guided 
climbing tours; organization of cosplay entertainment events; sport camp services; party planning [entertainment]; 
arranging of beauty contests; organization of fashion shows for entertainment purposes; organization of balls; holiday 
camp services [entertainment]; movie studio services; providing ski slopes; providing skating rinks; providing 
gymnasiums; providing tennis courts; providing swimming pools; providing bowling alleys; providing baseball fields; 
providing track and field facilities; timing of sports events; rental of sports grounds; rental of stadium facilities; rental of 
tennis courts; health club services [health and fitness training]; providing Go or Shogi saloons; providing karaoke 
facilities; providing slot machine parlors; providing dance halls; providing Pachinko parlors; providing billiard rooms; 
providing mahjong parlors; providing amusement parks; providing casino facilities [gambling]; karaoke services; 
providing amusement arcade services; discotheque services; nightclub services [entertainment]; amusement park 
services; providing museum facilities [presentation, exhibitions]; ticket agency services [entertainment]; rental of movie 
projectors and their accessories; rental of overhead projectors; rental of cinematographic apparatus; rental of motion 
pictures; rental of ski equipment; rental of skin-diving equipment; rental of sports equipment, except vehicles; rental of 
skin diving equipment; rental of radio and television sets; rental of sound recordings; rental of videotapes; toy rental; 
games equipment rental; rental of artwork; videotaping; microfilming; sign language interpretation; language interpreter 
services; organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational 
purposes; entertainment information; entertainment services; recreation information; scriptwriting, other than for 
advertising purposes; disc jockey services; providing recreation facilities.

Cl.42;Providing meteorological information; architectural design; surveying; geological surveys or research; designing 
of machines, apparatus, instruments [including their parts] or systems composed of such machines, apparatus and 
instruments; designing, other than for advertising purposes; computer software design, computer programming, or 
maintenance of computer software; technological advice relating to computers, automobiles and industrial machines; 
testing, inspection or research of pharmaceuticals, cosmetics or foodstuffs; research on building construction or city 
planning; testing or research on prevention of pollution; testing or research on electricity; testing or research on civil 
engineering; testing, inspection or research on agriculture, livestock breeding or fisheries; testing or research on 
machines, apparatus and instruments; rental of measuring apparatus; rental of computers; providing computer programs 
on data networks; rental of laboratory apparatus and instruments; rental of technical drawing instruments; software as a 
service [SaaS]; platform as a service [PaaS]; providing technical advice relating to computer hardware and software; 
technological advice relating to operation of professional audio apparatus; technological advice relating to operation of 
teleconference equipment; technological advice relating to operation of telecommunication apparatus; meteorological 
information; weather forecasting; construction drafting; architectural services; architectural consultancy; cartography 
services; urban planning; land surveying; exploration services in the field of the oil, gas and mining industries; geological 
prospecting; geological research; geological surveys; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; 
interior design; graphic arts design; styling [industrial design]; industrial design; design of interior decor; graphic design 
of promotional materials; dress designing; packaging design; business card design; creating or maintaining web sites for 
others; creating and maintaining web sites for others; web site design consultancy; providing search engines for the 
Internet; monitoring of computer systems to detect breakdowns; development of computer platforms; monitoring of 
computer systems by remote access; computer system design; computer software design; computer software 
consultancy; updating of computer software; maintenance of computer software; recovery of computer data; installation 
of computer software; duplication of computer programs; conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical 
conversion; creating and designing website-based indexes of information for others [information technology services]; 
software development in the framework of software publishing; computer programming; monitoring of computer systems 
for detecting unauthorized access or data breach; cosmetic research; research in the field of environmental protection; 
research in the field of building construction; scientific and technological research in the field of natural disasters; 
research in the field of welding; quality evaluation of standing timber; quality evaluation of wool; calibration [measuring]; 
mechanical research; rental of web servers; cloud computing; hosting computer sites [web sites]; rental of computer 
software; computer rental; server hosting; electronic data storage; engineering; providing information on computer 
technology and programming via a web site; computer technology consultancy; information technology [IT] consultancy; 
computer system analysis; computer virus protection services; provision of scientific information, advice and 
consultancy in relation to carbon offsetting. surveying.

Cl.43;Providing temporary accommodation; accommodation bureaux services [hotels, boarding houses]; providing 
foods and beverages; boarding for animals; preschooler and infant care at daycare centers; retirement home; rental of 
conference rooms; rental of facilities for exhibitions; rental of Futon and quilts; rental of pillows; rental of blankets; rental 
of electric hot plates for household purposes; rental of electric toasters for household purposes; rental of microwave 
ovens for household purposes; rental of cooking equipment for industrial purposes; rental of kitchen worktops with 
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integrated sinks for commercial use; rental of kitchen sinks for commercial use; rental of non-electric cooking heaters for 
household purposes; rental of kitchen worktops with integrated sinks for household purposes; rental of kitchen sinks for 
household purposes; rental of dishes; rental of curtains; rental of furniture; rental of wall hangings; rental of floor 
coverings; rental of wet wipes; rental of towels; providing food and drink catering services for sports events, concerts, 
conventions and exhibitions; rental of temporary accommodation; providing campground facilities; boarding house 
services; hotel services; holiday camp services [lodging]; tourist home services; motel services; boarding house 
bookings; temporary accommodation reservations; accommodation bureau services [hotels, boarding houses]; hotel 
reservations; providing Japanese cuisine; providing Udon or Soba noodles; providing cooked eels; providing Sushi; 
providing Tempura [Japanese food]; providing pork cutlets; providing European cuisine; providing Italian cuisine; 
providing Spanish cuisine; providing French cuisine; providing Russian cuisine; providing Chinese or other Oriental 
cuisine; providing Indian cuisine; providing Kwangtung style Chinese cuisine; providing Sichuan style Chinese cuisine; 
providing Shanghai style Chinese cuisine; providing Beijing style Chinese cuisine; providing alcoholic beverages; 
providing tea, coffee, cocoa, carbonated drinks or fruit juice beverages; udon and soba restaurant services; cafeteria 
services; canteen services; cafe services; snack-bar services; food and drink catering; personal chef services; 
information and advice in relation to the preparation of meals; self-service restaurant services; bar services; restaurant 
services; washoku restaurant services; day-nursery [creche] services; rental of meeting rooms; reception services for 
temporary accommodation [management of arrivals and departures]; rental of cooking apparatus; rental of chairs, tables, 
table linen, glassware.

Cl.44;Beauty salons; barbershops; providing bath houses; garden tree planting; garden or flower bed care; fertilizer 
spreading; weed killing; vermin exterminating [for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture or forestry]; massage and 
therapeutic Shiatsu massage; chiropractic; moxibustion; treatment for dislocated joints, sprain or bone fractures; 
bodywork therapy; acupuncture; medical practice; providing medical information; physical examination; dentistry 
services; preparation and dispensing of medications; dietary and nutritional guidance; animal breeding; veterinary 
services; beautification for animals; nursing care; rental of potted plants; farming equipment rental; rental of medical 
apparatus and instruments; rental of fishing equipment and instruments; rental of apparatus and instruments for use in 
beauty salons or barbers' shops; rental of lawnmowers; aerial and surface spreading of fertilizers and other agricultural 
chemicals; visagists' services; hair implantation; manicuring; hairdressing; solarium services; depilatory waxing; 
providing hot-spring facilities; public bath services for hygiene purposes; sauna services; Turkish bath services; tree 
planting for carbon offsetting purposes; aerial and surface spreading of fertilisers and other agricultural chemicals; lawn 
care; tree surgery; reforestation services; landscape gardening; plant nursery services; gardening; horticulture; pest 
control services for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry; vermin exterminating for agriculture, aquaculture, 
horticulture and forestry; aromatherapy services; massage; nursing, medical; health center services; health centre 
services; medical screening; medical assistance; medical analysis services for diagnostic and treatment purposes 
provided by medical laboratories; tattooing; telemedicine services; health spa services; palliative care; orthodontic 
services; plastic surgery; opticians' services; speech therapy; sanatorium services; medical advice for individuals with 
disabilities; midwife services; services of a psychologist; animal-assisted therapy; human tissue bank services; hospital 
services; medical clinic services; physical therapy; physiotherapy; hospice services; body piercing; preparation of 
prescriptions by pharmacists; pharmacy advice; blood bank services; veterinary assistance; animal grooming; pet 
grooming; nursing care at facilities; home-visit nursing care; rental of beehives; rental of medical X-ray apparatus; rental 
of ultrasonic diagnostic apparatus; medical equipment rental; therapy services; alternative medicine services; 
rehabilitation for substance abuse patients; rest home services; convalescent home services; nursing home services; 
health care; health counseling; health counselling; in vitro fertilisation services; in vitro fertilization services; artificial 
insemination services.

Cl.45;Rental of safes; information relating to fashion coordination services for individuals; marriage partner 
introduction or dating services; providing facilities for wedding ceremonies, including planning and arranging of wedding 
ceremonies; funeral service undertaking; providing grave spaces or charnel houses; agencies for procedures relating to 
industrial property rights, preparation of expert opinions; agencies for legal procedures relating to lawsuits or other legal 
issues; agencies for judicial registration or deposits; agencies for copyright licensing; legal services relating to social 
insurance claims; security guarding for facilities; personal body guarding; investigation or surveillance services for 
checking background profiles; fortune-telling; non-therapeutic counselling services rendered to meet the needs of 
individuals; pet sitting; caring for babies [excluding services provided at facilities]; housework services rendered to meet 
the needs of individuals; guardianship services; rental of clothing; rental of altars; rental of fire alarms; rental of fire 
extinguishers; rental of personal ornaments for wearing; online social networking services; personal wardrobe styling 
consultancy; dating services; marriage agency services; planning and arranging of wedding ceremonies; crematorium 
services; conducting funeral ceremonies; funerary undertaking; burial services; registration of domain names [legal 
services]; alternative dispute resolution services; litigation services; arbitration services; mediation; legal consultancy 
relating to patent mapping; copyright management; inspection of factories for safety purposes; guard services; physical 
security consultancy; security screening of baggage; monitoring of burglar and security alarms; night guard services; 
detective agency services; personal background investigations; missing person investigations; cartomancy services; 
astrology consultancy; horoscope casting; spiritual consultancy; dog walking services; babysitting; house sitting; 
clothing rental; evening dress rental; rental of personal ornaments; rental of hair ornaments; legal services in relation to 
the negotiation of contracts for others; licensing of computer software [legal services]; licensing [legal services] in the 
framework of software publishing; intellectual property consultancy; licensing of intellectual property; legal advice in 
responding to calls for tenders; legal advice in responding to requests for proposals [RFPs]; legal document preparation 
services; legal advocacy services; legal watching services; monitoring intellectual property rights for legal advisory 
purposes; legal administration of licences.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 23/04/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 009 692 ;Germany 

4443545    21/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514672]
Esha Strasse GmbH

An der Esha Straße 1 99880 Hörsel OT Laucha Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Industrial chemicals, in particular for the construction industry; setting acceleration agents and setting retardation 
agents, in particular for concrete; chemical substances as additives for bitumen and chemical substances as additives for 
asphalt; chemical substances as binders for asphalt; unprocessed plastics, unprocessed artificial resins; chemical 
products for road paving and repair of road surfaces; chemical products for use in road construction; polymers for use in 
modified asphalt; chemical sealants and adhesives for use in building construction, in particular road construction.

Cl.9;Laboratory appliances and instruments; measuring, recognition and monitoring instruments, devices and control 
units; data processing programs for laboratory equipment.

Cl.19;Building materials [non-metallic]; building materials of bitumen, concrete, plastics, glass and stone, plastic fibres, 
glass fibres and stone fibres; bitumen mixtures; bitumen-containing building materials, asphalt; bitumen; pitch; tar; 
asphalt repair materials; asphalt repair and sealing materials on the basis of asphalt, bitumen or tar; asphalt, bitumen, 
modified bitumen, pitch and tar for use in road construction; bituminous pastes for use in the construction industry, in 
particular road construction; tar and tar products; non-woven fabric and textiles for the construction industry; 
geotextiles; mortar; mineral aggregate for use in the construction industry; polymer-bitumen-emulsions for road surfaces; 
polymer concrete; composites, not of metal; casting compounds for use in the construction industry; cement.

Cl.37;Building construction; construction, installation and demolition work; sealing work, in particular on road 
surfaces, application of paint and coatings [building construction]; repair in the field of buildings and roads/streets; 
installation work in the field of buildings and roads/streets; maintenance and reconstruction of roads and other 
transportation facilities; removal of road surfaces; consultation in regard of the aforementioned services; construction 
consultancy; construction monitoring; supervision of construction work; site management.

Cl.42;Laboratory research services; laboratory research; analytical laboratory services; scientific laboratory services; 
chemical laboratory services; laboratory examinations and analysis; examination of materials in laboratories; laboratory 
services concerning soil and road surface analyses.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

4443550    27/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514043]
Motorherz GmbH

Immermannstraße 13 40210 Düsseldorf Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Pumps [machines]; pumps [parts of machines or engines]; vacuum pumps [machines]; self-regulating fuel pumps; 
starters for motors; power generators; electric generators.

Cl.35;Procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; sales promotion for 
others.
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4443553    18/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513980]
Robert Bosch GmbH

Robert-Bosch-Platz 1 70839 Gerlingen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Medical and veterinary apparatus and instruments, except dental instruments, artificial limbs; orthopedic articles; 
suture materials.

Cl.28;Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for Christmas 
trees.

Cl.44;Medical services; veterinary services; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services; flower arranging; rental of 
sanitation facilities; wreath making.

Cl.45;Legal services; security services for the protection of property and individuals; personal and social services 
rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals; rental of fire alarms; rental of fire extinguishers; physical security 
consultancy.
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Priority claimed from 19/03/2019; Application No. : 2019-040154 ;Japan 

4443556    21/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514655]
ARKRAY, Inc.

57, Nishi Aketa-cho, Higashi-kujo, Minami-ku, Kyoto-shi Kyoto 601-8045 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Medical and veterinary preparations; diagnostic test reagents for medical or veterinary purposes; diagnostic test 
reagents for medical or veterinary purposes for testing of urine; diagnostic test reagents for medical or veterinary 
purposes for calibration adjustment of urine test; pharmaceutical preparations for use with medical and veterinary 
diagnostic imaging apparatus; control solutions and sheath solutions for use with medical and veterinary diagnostic 
imaging apparatus.

Cl.9;Laboratory apparatus and instruments; laboratory apparatus and instruments for analysis and diagnosis by using 
photographed images; laboratory apparatus and instruments for analysis and diagnosis by using photographed images 
of bodily fluid; laboratory apparatus and instruments for analyzing urine formed element; computer software for data 
management including data collection, analysis, and classification; computer software for diagnosis and analysis of 
images; computer software for use in the medical testing and medical diagnosis; computer software for diagnosis and 
analysis of images for medical purposes; computer software for use in the urine testing for the purposes of medical 
testing and medical diagnosis; computer hardware for use in the medical testing and medical diagnosis; computer 
hardware for diagnosis and analysis of images; computer hardware for diagnosis and analysis of images for medical 
purposes; computer hardware for the urine testing for the purposes of medical testing and medical diagnosis; 
photographic apparatus and instruments; photographic apparatus and instruments for photographing urine formed 
element; measuring or testing machines and instruments; measuring or testing machines and instruments for counting of 
urine formed element.

Cl.10;Medical and veterinary apparatus and instruments; bodily fluid diagnostic apparatus and instruments for medical 
and veterinary purposes and parts and fittings therefor; medical and veterinary apparatus and instruments for urine 
testing; medical and veterinary apparatus and instruments for analyzing urine formed element; diagnostic imaging 
apparatus and instruments for medical and veterinary purposes; image analysing apparatus and instruments for medical 
and veterinary purposes.

Cl.42;Providing on-line non-downloadable computer programs for data management including data collection, analysis, 
and classification, on data networks; providing on-line non-downloadable computer software for diagnosis and analysis 
of images; providing on-line non-downloadable computer software for use in the medical testing and medical diagnosis; 
providing on-line non-downloadable computer software for diagnosis and analysis of images for medical purposes; 
providing on-line non-downloadable computer software for use in the urine testing for the purposes of medical testing 
and medical diagnosis; providing on-line non-downloadable software for use in the field of medicine; providing on-line 
non-downloadable software for urine testing for use in the field of medicine.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 05/07/2019; Application No. : 018092145 ;European Union 

4443557    30/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514722]
NOKIA OF AMERICA CORPORATION

600 Mountain Avenue Murray Hill NJ 07974 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for use in computer network mapping, namely, mapping of computer network components and 
component relationships in the area of internet services.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SaaS) services featuring computer software for use in computer network mapping, namely, 
mapping of computer network components and component relationships in the area of internet services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

4443605    03/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1513974]
JOSE CARLOS CASTRO GARCIA

Rue St. Beuve, nº 2. CH-1005 Lausanne Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing for gymnastics and sports.

Cl.28;Gymnastic and sporting articles, gloves for boxing and martial arts.

Cl.41;Sporting activities; services typical of a gym; education; training; entertainment; cultural activities in connection 
with sports and health.
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Priority claimed from 24/12/2018; Application No. : 4510824 ;France 

4443609    18/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514582]
COMPAGNIE PLASTIC OMNIUM

19 boulevard Jules Carteret F-69007 Lyon France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machine tools, machines for painting, gluing, welding, punching, cutting and machining; spray guns for painting 
and distributing glue; vulcanization, lifting and brazing apparatus, soldering apparatus included in this class, vaporization 
apparatus, apparatus for machining and mechanical tools for the automobile industry and the production of parts for 
motor vehicles; anti-pollution devices for engines; electric, pneumatic and hydraulic devices for opening vehicle doors 
and windows; vending machines; robots for the automotive industry and the manufacture of parts for motor vehicles; 
industrial presses for the manufacture of parts for motor vehicles; molds (parts of machines) for the automotive industry 
and for the manufacture of parts for motor vehicles; electric machines and apparatus for cleaning; roof opening 
mechanisms for vehicles.

Cl.9;Registered on-board computer and calculator programs; software (recorded programs); gasoline gages; electric 
regulating apparatus; electric monitoring apparatus; voltage regulators for vehicles; sensors; electric batteries; control 
units, sensors and actuators used to control, monitor, regulate and diagnose, on board vehicles, systems, modules and 
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components relating to the production, storage, supply and transformation of energy, and the decontamination of 
vehicles; on-board computer and calculator programs and software for the control, monitoring, regulation and diagnosis, 
on board vehicles, of systems, modules, control units and vehicle components relating to the production, storage, supply 
and conversion of energy, and the decontamination of vehicles; electric and electronic apparatus and instruments for 
weighing, measuring and control; apparatus for reading, recording, transmitting and reproducing data; energy conversion 
apparatus for vehicles.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; motor vehicles, motorcycles, vans, trucks; parts of 
vehicles; parts and constituents for vehicles, namely, body parts, constituent parts of bodies, bumpers, shields, hoods, 
tailgates, doors, fenders, fender extensions, protective panels, spoilers, roofs, trunk floors, floors, shock absorbers; 
vehicle modules; structural elements for motor vehicles; aerodynamic elements for vehicles, deflectors, spoilers, air 
guides for vehicles; radiator grille; vehicle chassis; fuel tanks for vehicles; caps for vehicle gasoline tanks; components, 
component parts of vehicles, systems, control unit and modules of vehicles included in this class; components, 
component parts of vehicles, systems, control units and modules of vehicles included in this class, namely, all parts 
relating to production, storage, supply and processing of all forms of energy on board vehicles, as well as depollution; 
tanks, tubing, valves, canisters, filters and units for pumping, gauging, filtering, pressure regulation, chemical, thermal or 
mechanical protection; fuel cells for vehicles.

Cl.19;Foundry molds not of metal.

Cl.35;Retail or wholesale services relating to vehicle components, component parts, systems, control units and 
modules; wholesale or retail of vehicle components, component parts, systems, control units and modules in connection 
with the production, storage, supply and processing of all forms of energy on board vehicles, as well as vehicle 
decontamination; business organization consultancy; consultancy services in business management; assistance in 
business management and business consulting for companies; compilation of statistical reports and market studies; 
computer data management; collection and systematization of data in a central file.

Cl.37;Building construction supervision.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; communications by computer terminals; provision of access to databases; electronic 
transmission of data related to land vehicles; rental of telecommunication equipment; telecommunication services; radio, 
telephone communications; message transmission; providing private access to computer databases; telecommunication 
services for radio location and/or identification of land vehicles.

Cl.40;Treatment of plastics, metals, composite materials; plastic recycling services.

Cl.42;Provision of technical advice in the field of scientific and industrial research for the maintenance, installation and 
replacement of component parts of vehicles, parts and components for vehicles, namely, body parts, body component 
parts, bumpers, shields, hoods, tailgates, doors, fenders, fender flares, protective panels, spoilers, roofs, trunk floor, 
floor, shock absorbers, vehicle modules, roof opening mechanisms for vehicles, structural elements for motor vehicles, 
aerodynamic elements for vehicles, deflector, spoiler for vehicles, vehicle air guide, grille, vehicle chassis, vehicle fuel 
tanks, vehicle gas tank caps, components, component parts of vehicles, systems, control units and modules of vehicles, 
components, component parts of vehicles, systems, control units and modules of vehicles, namely, all parts related to the 
production, storage, supply and conversion of any form of energy on board vehicles, as well as to depollution, tanks, 
tubing, valves, canisters, filters and modules for pumping, gauging, filtering, pressure regulation, mechanical, thermal or 
chemical protection, fuel cells for vehicles, energy conversion apparatus for vehicles; planning with respect to urban and 
commercial development, technical planning and technical advice; work planning (engineers' services) and technical 
project planning; technical advice services with respect to environmental protection; industrial analysis services; 
industrial analysis services and consultancy with respect to monitoring and conservation of the environment; scientific 
and technological information and technical advice services relating to environmental awareness; design, development, 
updating and rental of software and databases; research and development of new products for third parties; technical 
research and development; research and development in mechanics; research and development in physics; research and 
development in chemistry, bio-chemistry and electrochemistry; advice related to energy saving; research and 
development relating to environmental protection; testing of materials; research and development of systems, modules, 
components, computer programs and software for vehicles; research and development in the field of reducing vehicle 
weight and emissions; research and development of sensors, actuators, control units; research and development of 
tooling and production lines for the automotive industry; advice relating to the development and product development, 
manufacturing devices, control devices, fuel system control as well as control consultancy; advice on monitoring the 
process of fuel system tank filling, emission measures of vehicles and fuel systems as well as spare parts of the fuel 
system; research and development of parts of vehicles, parts and components for vehicles, namely, body parts, 
component parts of bodies, bumpers, shields, hoods, tailgates, doors, fenders, fender flares, protective panels, spoilers, 
roofs, boot floors, floors, shock absorbers, modules for vehicles, roof opening mechanisms for vehicles, structural 
elements for motor vehicles, aerodynamic elements for vehicles, deflector, spoiler, air guide for vehicles, grille, chassis 
for vehicles, fuel tanks for vehicles, caps for vehicle gasoline tanks, components, parts of vehicles, systems, control units 
and vehicle modules, components, parts of vehicles, systems, control unit and vehicle modules, namely, all parts relating 
to the production, storage, supply and conversion of any form of energy in vehicles, as well as de-pollution, tanks, tubing, 
valves, canisters, filters and units for pumping, gauging, filtration, pressure regulation, mechanical, thermal or chemical 
protection, fuel cells for vehicles, energy conversion apparatus for vehicles.

Cl.45;Security consultancy.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020           Class 99 
 

 

4443615    29/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514676]
Shenzhen Enesoon Science & Technology Co., Ltd.

Room 811, Chinese Academy of Science & Technology Development Incubator Bldg. 009 , High-tech South 1st Road, Nanshan District, 
Shenzhen Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Salpetre; nitrates; salts for industrial purposes; salts [chemical preparations]; sodium salts [chemical compounds]; 
salts of alkaline metals; benzene derivatives; magnesium chloride.

Cl.9;Data processing apparatus; computers; downloadable computer software programs; counters; cell phones; 
electronic monitoring devices; semi-conductors; photovoltaic cells; solar batteries; cables, electric; boiler control 
instruments; transformers [electricity]; step-up transformers; computer software, recorded; computer software 
applications, downloadable; downloadable mobile applications; electric control equipment for heating management; 
scales; signs, luminous; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; electrolysers; computer operating programs, 
recorded; computer software for controlling self-service terminals.

Cl.11;Boilers, other than parts of machines; heat exchangers, other than parts of machines; steam boilers, other than 
parts of machines; steam generating installations; cooling installations for water; refrigerating apparatus and machines; 
cooling installations for liquids; water heaters [apparatus]; dampers [heating]; heat accumulators; solar thermal 
collectors [heating]; heating installations; heat pumps; heating apparatus, electric; steam heating apparatus for industrial 
purposes; boilers for heating installations; evaporators; radiators [heating]; air-conditioning installations.

Cl.42;Consultancy in the field of energy-saving; research in the field of environmental protection; provision of scientific 
information, advice and consultancy in relation to carbon offsetting; energy auditing; research in the field of building 
construction; chemistry services; biological research; material testing; software as a service [saas]; meteorological 
information; construction drafting; computer programming; maintenance of computer software; off-site data backup; 
development and creation of computer programs for data processing; rental of computer software; cloud computing; 
smartphone software design; computer software design.
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Priority claimed from 20/06/2019; Application No. : 4561224 ;France 

4443639    16/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514580]
BIOFARMA

50 rue Carnot F-92284 Suresnes Cedex France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (inspecting), life-saving and teaching apparatus and 
instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic recording media; sound 
recording disks; digital recording media; data and information processing apparatus and equipment; software; computer 
programs; computers; data processing equipment; software recorded on magnetic media or downloaded from a remote 
computer network; downloadable computer software applications; telecommunication equipment for use with mobile 
networks; personal digital assistant; transmitters of electronic signals; connected wristbands, connected scales, 
connected watches (measuring instruments); video cameras; activity sensors; wearable activity sensors; downloadable 
applications for mobile devices; digital applications; software for algorithms; artificial intelligence software; software for 
analyzing, storing and monitoring physiological data, including predictive medicine, diagnosis, monitoring and warning 
software; spectacles, contact lenses; computer platforms in the form of information sharing software; connected self-
measuring tools; virtual reality computer programs; analysis systems based on artificial intelligence (software); software 
for online data management in the field of cloud computing networks and applications; software for recording and storage 
of data and information by means of blockchain-type technology; electronic chips connected to an information system; 
virtual reality headsets; all of the aforesaid goods intended for the medical field.

Cl.10;Medical, surgical, dental and veterinary apparatus, instruments and equipment; artificial teeth, eyes, organs and 
limbs; orthopedic articles; suture material; compression stockings, tights and socks; stockings, tights and socks for 
varicose veins; bandages for compression dressing; medical apparatus, instruments and equipment for introducing 
pharmaceutical preparations into the human body; infusion devices and syringes for medical use; diagnostic tools and 
instruments for medical use; blood analysis apparatus for medical use; medical endoscopy apparatus; inhalers; 
physiological measuring and monitoring apparatus for medical use; telemetry apparatus for medical use; acupuncture 
equipment; hearing aids; automatic analyzers for medical use; medical imaging apparatus; massage apparatus; health 
monitoring and testing apparatus; sensors, monitors and display screens in the field of health; electric or electronic 
sensors for use in detecting, measuring, processing, collecting, recording and transmitting health-related variables.

Cl.35;Support services in running or managing a commercial company; business management assistance services; 
commercial assistance services in connection with company creation; database management; compilation of 
mathematical or statistical data; computer file management; compilation of information in computer databases; updating 
and maintenance of data in computer databases; business management and organization consultancy; business 
management consultancy; analysis of commercial data; market studies; information relating to market research; 
commercial intermediation services in the framework of matching potential private investors with entrepreneurs in search 
of funding; commercial expertise services in connection with company productivity; retail or wholesale services for 
pharmaceutical, veterinary and hygienic preparations as well as medical, surgical apparatus and instruments; sales 
promotion services for others; public relations; sponsorship search; auctioneering; organization of events for commercial 
or advertising purposes; grant administration and management services (business management support); provision of 
personnel; collection of information for companies.

Cl.44;Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; advice relating to 
health; pharmacy advice; health services; telemedicine services; therapeutic services; medical diagnosis services; home 
healthcare services; individualized medical prescription services; personalized medicine services; online medical 
prescription services; consultancy in relation to medical treatment in the home; advice with respect to self-medication; 
medical information services for patients; remote medical examination services; advice concerning personal well-being 
[health]; medical monitoring of patients including provided remotely; providing medical support in the monitoring of 
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patients receiving medical treatments; medical information retrieval services; medical health assessment services.

Cl.45;Provision of individual support services to families of patients with serious illnesses; social networking services.
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Priority claimed from 05/06/2019; Application No. : 018078391 ;European Union 

4443640    03/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514731]
HENSOLDT Sensors GmbH

Willy-Messerschmitt-Straße 3 82024 Taufkirchen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, signaling, checking (supervision) and 
teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for reproduction of sound or images; computer; computer software; 
simulators; simulators for the driving or operation or steering and control of vehicles, especially land vehicles or rail 
vehicles; mobile training and simulation devices, especially on a computer or smart phone or tablet; full motion 
simulators; operation desk simulators; desktop simulators; vehicle drive training simulators.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; training services provided via simulators; providing of training and instruction in 
dealing with technical apparatus and systems or driving simulators, especially for train drivers; providing of training and 
instruction in dealing with vehicles, especially land vehicles or rail vehicles; business training provided through a 
simulation structure.
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4443646    27/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514044]
Motorherz GmbH

Immermannstraße 13 40210 Düsseldorf Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Pumps [machines]; pumps [parts of machines or engines]; vacuum pumps [machines]; self-regulating fuel pumps; 
starters for motors; power generators; electric generators.

Cl.35;Procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; sales promotion for 
others.
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4443649    20/01/2020
[International Registration No. : 1440394]
Galaxa Pharma ApS

Korskildelund 6 DK-2670 Greve Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics.

Cl.5;Pharmaceuticals and natural remedies; health food supplements; medicated food supplements.

Cl.10;Medical devices.
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Priority claimed from 08/06/2019; Application No. : 88464988 ;United States of America 

4443651    06/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1514579]
nanoGriptech Inc.

91 43rd Street, Suite 130 Pittsburgh PA 15201 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Eyewear; protective eyewear; protective eyewear and components thereof; safety eyewear; sports eyewear; nose 
guards which can be worn by attachment to eyewear such as sunglasses and ski goggles; nose pads for eyewear; nose 
clips for divers and swimmers; ear buds; wireless ear buds; protective ear covering shields; in-ear monitors not for 
medical purposes; ear pads for headphones; ear phones; protective sports helmet accessories that attach to the helmets, 
namely, mouth guards, ear pads, throat protectors, chin straps, face masks, jaw pads and eye shields.

Cl.17;Camouflage tapes used in hunting.

Cl.28;Grips for sporting articles, namely, tennis racquets, squash racquets, badminton racquets, racquetball racquets, 
paddle tennis racquets, golf clubs, cricket bats, softball bats, baseball bats, hockey sticks; handle grips for sporting 
equipment, namely, tennis racquets, squash racquets, badminton racquets, racquetball racquets, paddle tennis racquets, 
golf clubs, cricket bats, softball bats, baseball bats, hockey sticks; grip tapes for sporting equipment; racket grip tapes; 
athletic tapes; skateboard grip tapes.

76917691



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

CORRIGENDA 
APPL 
NO

CORRIGENDA DESCRIPTION  

1513052 1513052 - (1938-0) 
clerical error in the goods description corrected to be - SOAPS, DETERGENTS, BLEACHING 
PREPARATIONS, CLEANING PREPARATIONS, PERFUMERY, TOILET WATER, AFTERSHAVE, 
COLOGNE, ESSENTIAL OIL, AROMATHERAPY PRODUCTS, NOT FOR MEDICAL USE, MASSAGE 
PREPARATIONS, NOT FOR MEDICAL USE, DEODORANTS AND ANTIPERSPIRANTS, 
PREPARATIONS FOR THE CARE OF THE SCALP AND HAIR, SHAMPOOS AND CONDITIONERS, 
HAIR COLOURANTS, HAIR STYLING PRODUCTS, TOOTHPASTE, MOUTHWASH, NOT FOR 
MEDICAL USE, PREPARATIONS FOR THE CARE OF THE MOUTH AND TEETH, NON MEDICATED 
TOILET PREPARATIONS, BATH AND SHOWER PREPARATIONS, SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, 
OILS, CREAMS AND LOTIONS FOR SKIN, SHAVING PREPARATIONS, PRE-SHAVE AND 
AFTERSHAVE PREPARATIONS, OILS, CREAMS AND LOTIONS FOR THE SKIN SHAVING 
PREPARATIONS, PRE-SHAVE AND AFTERSHAVE PREPARATIONS, DEPILATORY 
PREPARATIONS, SUN TANNING AND SUN PROTECTION PREPARATIONS, COSMETICS, MAKE 
UP AND MAKE UP REMOVING PREPARATIONS, PETROLEUM JELLY, LIP CARE PREPARATIONS, 
TALCUM POWDER, COTTON WOOL, COTTON STICKS, COSMETIC PADS, TISSUES OR WIPES, 
PRE-MOISTENED OR IMPREGNATED CLEANSING PADS, TISSUES OR WIPES, BEAUTY MASKS, 
AND FACIAL PACKS. 

3694724 3694724 - (1937-0) The Proprietor name corrected to be read as KAIF FAQUIH AND BAHAAR 
FAQUIH 

3940520 3940520 - (1937-0) ASSOCIATION NAME SHREE GHANCHI SAMAJ CHOHTE KA DOODH 
UTPADAN AVM VIKRAY SANGH JODHPUR INCORPORATED AS PER TM-M 

76927692



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

581276 842007 1258775 1371670 1392428

1601588 1734329 1824958 1868384 2008674

2017700 2030125 2037599 2111250 2197677

2252950 2271616 2276347 2323823 2381343

2382866 2416603 2491657 2525469 2561994

2574248 2578820 2583523 2583538 2592683

2600097 2614744 2624654 2624658 2636385

2639308 2645454 2650538 2650910 2655099

2656442 2656887 2659629 2663950 2669039

2671266 2687337 2698388 2707526 2708491

2711797 2713766 2718436 2719471 2723990

2727328 2727452 2728996 2735625 2735756

2743517 2743741 2744730 2745444 2745733

2754592 2754593 2754595 2754596 2754758

2755951 2757797 2763982 2767517 2769306

2777009 2785059 2790253 2790916 2792107

2794891 2796103 2800077 2801515 2801517

2803075 2803082 2811108 2811118 2813541

2819017 2819028 2828045 2829269 2831176

2833321 2839953 2844171 2845172 2847691

2847693 2847701 2847704 2850262 2850569

2853641 2855892 2856867 2867404 2873420

2879311 2891676 2891678 2893366 2894065

2894066 2894856 2900295 2914267 2915464

2915575 2925915 2928544 2939082 2939658

2940894 2945575 2947114 2949483 2951237

2953108 2953770 2954739 2959884 2965349

2969737 2969837 2969922 2971161 2971163

2972670 2973709 2976599 2978577 2978580

2984746 2986264 2986289 2987920 2987922

2988338 2988340 2988341 2988854 2993257

2999934 3000121 3002159 3003733 3003761

3006506 3007884 3008809 3008995 3009714

3011536 3012585 3012640 3015880 3016765

3016902 3017643 3018328 3019315 3019509

3024132 3029891 3030169 3034843 3037299

 
 

 

76937693



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

3037532 3039748 3040024 3045666 3046328

3046332 3047491 3048096 3048587 3048895

3048898 3050115 3050484 3053877 3054697

3054748 3055657 3056754 3056942 3057172

3057477 3059730 3059823 3059824 3060728

3060926 3061914 3063341 3064752 3066730

3067733 3069932 3070070 3070202 3072347

3074985 3075538 3075972 3078470 3080077

3080654 3081826 3083827 3084186 3084356

3086065 3090297 3090862 3092565 3094978

3095380 3095581 3100364 3100371 3100374

3100377 3100378 3100379 3100382 3100395

3100878 3101527 3104496 3105182 3105882

3106025 3108126 3108275 3108526 3108621

3109015 3109379 3109380 3109382 3109658

3110453 3110497 3110711 3112426 3112432

3112442 3112626 3114099 3114296 3114727

3115335 3116272 3116283 3117665 3117896

3117912 3118092 3118226 3118384 3118709

3119827 3119828 3119829 3120085 3120090

3120092 3120096 3121849 3123134 3123437

3123887 3124376 3125142 3125545 3126469

3126707 3126709 3126728 3127202 3127204

3127759 3128163 3128260 3128261 3128263

3128264 3128266 3128267 3128268 3128308

3128391 3128392 3129044 3130126 3130472

3130498 3130617 3130822 3130841 3131049

3131056 3131080 3131088 3131097 3131246

3131248 3131250 3131320 3131594 3132676

3132703 3133570 3133750 3134089 3134740

3135644 3137805 3137836 3138885 3139147

3139597 3141483 3142480 3142483 3142485

3142529 3142530 3143948 3143951 3144967

3145691 3146048 3146136 3146590 3146592

3146733 3147010 3148565 3148582 3148687

3148828 3149233 3149450 3152421 3152976

 
 

76947694



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

3153062 3153560 3153561 3154551 3154894

3154923 3154929 3154930 3155672 3158358

3158375 3159313 3159316 3159542 3160997

3161887 3165049 3165062 3165935 3166598

3166599 3167047 3167435 3167948 3168019

3168198 3168202 3168203 3168205 3168206

3169119 3169699 3169758 3170398 3170872

3172334 3172639 3172663 3173455 3174733

3175122 3176194 3176198 3176681 3176824

3177847 3178098 3178581 3178697 3178715

3178726 3178728 3179088 3179484 3179856

3180238 3180265 3180787 3181391 3181521

3181952 3181953 3182043 3182596 3182604

3182622 3183396 3183688 3183975 3184677

3184726 3184746 3184747 3184771 3185693

3185711 3185821 3186156 3187298 3187655

3188085 3188153 3188204 3189227 3190257

3190309 3190889 3192254 3192255 3193002

3193003 3193911 3194796 3194798 3194844

3194845 3195105 3195225 3196138 3197427

3198422 3198424 3198435 3198856 3199791

3200223 3200351 3201043 3201445 3201945

3202150 3202631 3203093 3205243 3205791

3205795 3205800 3206296 3206298 3207097

3208081 3208085 3210213 3211182 3212235

3214177 3215557 3216222 3216965 3219526

3220433 3222471 3223932 3227726 3229122

3230778 3233450 3236028 3237539 3237544

3237547 3238249 3238683 3239476 3240562

3242031 3243948 3244140 3244980 3247440

3247654 3248245 3250416 3252171 3252713

3256635 3258602 3259939 3260981 3260982

3261105 3262054 3262840 3263728 3265933

3270732 3271501 3273737 3279085 3281529

3283397 3283414 3284291 3284494 3285436

3286344 3287685 3288732 3289381 3289471

 
 

 

76957695



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

3289848 3289943 3290487 3290790 3291871

3292018 3292328 3292330 3292342 3292885

3293887 3293888 3294011 3294012 3294013

3294401 3294743 3294816 3295203 3295440

3295697 3296071 3296251 3296747 3296918

3297887 3298478 3299020 3299022 3300100

3300101 3300123 3300429 3300963 3301234

3301361 3301943 3302080 3302294 3302302

3303083 3303164 3303280 3303325 3303859

3303920 3304055 3304456 3304458 3304460

3304464 3304466 3305855 3306565 3306645

3306692 3307393 3307511 3307883 3307884

3307887 3308003 3308081 3309060 3310117

3310129 3311341 3311403 3311432 3311626

3311754 3311892 3312311 3312316 3313302

3313456 3313524 3313558 3314233 3315452

3315845 3316532 3317365 3318314 3318327

3318833 3319768 3320579 3320697 3321505

3321898 3321899 3322039 3322209 3322587

3322673 3323385 3323496 3324114 3324450

3324822 3325827 3325953 3326270 3326337

3326501 3326559 3327310 3327329 3328116

3328455 3328587 3329212 3329439 3330410

3330481 3332852 3334042 3335097 3335098

3335111 3335116 3335134 3335446 3335571

3335986 3336691 3336715 3337963 3338101

3338364 3339868 3339879 3339895 3339938

3340541 3340551 3340726 3341150 3341781

3341961 3342415 3344611 3345339 3346783

3346784 3346785 3347518 3347749 3348330

3348352 3348698 3348717 3348726 3349516

3349525 3349692 3351168 3351683 3352691

3352744 3352745 3353690 3355349 3358109

3358981 3359092 3359542 3359770 3359774

3360891 3361169 3363547 3363577 3363586

3363804 3364642 3364656 3365309 3365311

 
 

 

76967696



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

3365326 3365327 3365941 3365942 3366664

3366811 3366908 3367300 3367352 3367455

3367634 3367636 3367638 3367639 3367694

3367775 3367861 3368330 3368334 3368632

3368729 3368781 3369295 3369426 3370125

3370263 3370366 3371122 3371340 3372016

3372093 3372094 3372098 3372108 3372200

3372458 3372465 3372601 3372656 3372658

3372660 3372664 3373514 3373642 3373847

3374075 3374274 3374676 3374682 3374784

3374830 3374918 3375193 3375203 3375242

3375795 3375796 3375820 3375828 3375833

3375834 3375837 3375838 3375839 3376035

3376037 3376275 3376660 3376675 3376676

3376886 3376892 3377724 3377725 3377771

3377894 3377895 3378010 3378031 3378035

3378042 3378045 3378046 3378048 3378088

3378089 3378093 3378098 3379111 3379168

3379340 3379673 3379846 3379864 3380140

3380148 3380150 3380586 3380603 3381001

3381309 3381310 3381461 3381810 3381908

3381909 3382060 3382888 3383264 3383276

3383293 3383294 3383819 3383916 3384103

3384169 3384278 3384598 3384602 3384663

3384664 3384866 3385189 3385416 3385581

3386566 3386774 3386945 3387097 3387155

3387250 3387557 3387806 3387844 3387931

3388057 3388359 3388814 3388827 3389060

3389262 3389343 3389899 3390450 3391207

3391209 3391210 3391211 3392343 3392610

3392936 3393012 3393100 3393104 3393636

3393643 3393644 3393735 3395000 3395075

3395330 3395613 3395651 3395866 3396394

3396613 3396676 3397027 3397587 3397604

3398101 3398347 3398348 3399462 3399499

3399636 3400119 3400233 3400308 3400450

 
 

 

76977697



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

3400645 3400898 3401011 3401660 3401992

3402336 3402564 3402621 3403027 3403031

3403042 3403046 3403050 3403058 3403071

3403073 3403075 3403076 3403783 3404285

3404691 3404913 3404916 3404919 3405138

3405159 3405185 3405186 3405187 3405188

3405191 3405259 3405260 3405372 3405440

3405441 3405445 3405636 3406150 3406152

3406402 3406403 3406893 3407605 3407845

3407846 3408618 3408619 3408672 3408673

3408860 3408996 3409822 3410249 3410975

3410976 3411077 3411325 3411489 3411852

3411853 3412360 3412557 3412596 3412598

3412878 3413022 3413498 3413500 3413611

3413613 3414398 3414399 3414402 3414403

3414407 3414408 3414409 3414497 3415182

3415329 3415960 3416396 3416525 3416531

3416534 3416863 3416864 3416943 3416944

3416946 3416948 3417739 3418248 3418565

3418573 3418832 3418874 3419098 3419236

3419677 3419977 3420089 3420162 3420164

3420449 3420452 3420529 3421009 3421010

3421267 3421327 3421328 3421905 3422027

3422074 3423195 3423471 3423531 3423532

3424248 3424304 3424391 3424671 3424828

3424893 3425262 3425268 3425276 3425277

3425278 3425279 3425341 3425417 3426521

3426765 3426766 3426767 3427039 3427261

3427613 3427952 3428325 3428326 3428512

3428513 3428597 3428698 3428737 3428738

3428883 3429048 3429049 3429051 3429348

3429350 3429351 3429353 3429417 3429447

3429618 3430273 3430274 3430276 3430277

3430314 3430457 3431257 3432000 3432183

3432573 3434262 3435923 3439199 3439960

3440710 3440720 3440721 3441544 3443737

 
 

 

76987698



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

3444335 3444340 3444812 3445134 3446324

3446325 3446330 3446332 3446342 3446343

3446344 3446346 3446347 3449244 3449245

3449246 3449247 3449248 3449249 3449250

3449252 3450097 3450979 3452740 3455009

3457774 3457777 3457779 3457782 3460821

3464347 3464654 3464665 3470406 3470411

3472075 3472076 3474727 3478532 3482502

3486085 3488943 3489816 3491379 3492103

3492670 3493621 3493751 3494013 3498802

3498805 3498946 3500593 3500595 3500597

3500599 3503632 3503637 3506234 3506236

3507885 3507950 3508290 3513244 3515228

3516931 3516932 3516934 3517107 3520482

3520786 3520801 3522057 3522165 3523055

3523653 3525827 3528384 3528385 3529370

3535148 3535429 3535549 3541364 3541521

3541814 3543917 3544479 3546758 3546824

3547547 3548952 3549365 3549387 3550880

3553711 3555731 3557771 3560759 3561416

3561607 3562564 3562824 3564652 3566708

3569319 3572868 3573695 3575584 3583621

3585309 3585754 3586011 3589788 3589837

3591968 3592537 3592983 3593060 3593753

3597335 3598956 3601158 3601765 3602739

3602849 3604291 3607890 3610037 3615210

3617220 3618487 3618538 3619886 3623163

3626699 3626700 3626702 3626704 3626711

3626712 3626715 3626716 3626717 3626718

3626721 3626989 3627004 3627070 3627272

3627904 3627969 3628938 3628952 3629706

3629861 3630337 3630567 3631337 3631588

3632386 3632730 3633908 3634870 3634871

3635428 3635538 3636029 3636215 3636780

3636781 3636912 3637060 3637190 3637240

3637268 3637470 3637492 3637526 3637657

 
 

 

76997699



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

3637720 3637726 3637794 3637995 3638161

3638189 3638467 3638470 3638473 3638474

3638493 3638721 3638722 3638970 3639394

3639416 3640034 3640055 3640364 3640463

3640464 3640468 3640474 3640478 3640480

3640567 3640589 3641206 3641879 3641880

3642186 3642264 3642859 3643104 3643224

3643228 3643501 3643819 3643863 3643864

3643865 3643991 3644674 3644986 3645497

3646244 3646383 3647241 3647243 3647244

3647246 3647247 3647248 3647648 3647649

3647676 3648019 3648142 3648164 3648366

3648826 3649565 3649566 3649804 3650428

3650430 3650431 3650508 3650639 3650640

3650643 3651150 3651456 3651538 3651539

3651557 3651840 3652016 3652448 3652451

3652595 3652709 3652879 3653159 3653609

3653712 3653713 3653720 3653902 3653999

3654000 3654107 3654110 3654236 3654347

3654368 3654369 3654686 3654874 3655010

3655255 3655453 3655525 3655569 3655659

3655866 3656213 3656215 3656542 3656543

3656544 3656746 3656810 3656877 3657112

3657633 3657729 3657925 3657926 3657930

3657982 3658004 3658180 3658257 3658258

3658328 3658571 3658863 3658922 3659017

3659164 3659177 3659364 3660064 3660065

3660066 3660068 3660072 3660076 3660082

3660085 3660098 3660100 3660898 3660900

3660902 3660903 3660906 3660908 3660909

3661127 3661616 3661731 3662148 3662958

3663083 3663446 3663468 3664364 3665119

3665139 3665458 3665542 3665609 3665657

3666011 3666060 3666063 3666311 3666342

3666829 3666997 3667096 3667707 3667708

3667815 3668347 3668780 3668863 3668864

 
 

 

77007700



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

3668888 3668889 3668967 3668968 3669137

3669432 3669619 3669662 3669663 3669844

3669845 3671284 3671429 3671431 3671432

3671434 3671435 3671437 3671460 3671527

3671528 3672425 3672426 3672749 3673242

3673250 3673330 3673483 3673562 3674206

3674210 3674424 3674426 3674597 3674817

3674865 3674880 3675721 3676025 3676246

3676536 3676537 3677106 3677441 3678383

3678398 3678752 3679034 3679293 3679385

3679424 3679609 3680884 3680885 3681707

3681796 3682045 3682285 3682346 3682355

3682461 3682691 3682717 3682949 3682951

3682952 3682953 3682957 3683055 3683106

3683111 3683181 3683355 3683356 3683783

3683898 3683979 3684292 3684464 3684835

3684945 3685542 3685746 3686050 3686767

3686809 3687445 3687515 3688325 3688880

3689165 3690088 3691634 3694509 3694530

3694668 3696549 3698384 3698592 3700186

3701844 3703534 3705253 3705524 3707314

3707974 3708992 3709032 3709345 3709984

3710677 3710766 3711407 3711415 3712863

3714225 3716230 3718988 3721029 3723359

3725693 3726246 3726442 3727079 3727092

3727190 3728568 3728596 3728597 3728985

3730770 3731819 3731828 3732782 3733991

3736417 3737625 3737635 3738620 3740437

3740638 3742110 3742257 3746565 3749466

3749996 3750584 3751315 3751865 3752155

3752475 3755389 3756602 3757029 3758369

3759649 3760376 3760495 3760814 3761626

3763114 3765145 3765985 3767032 3767035

3767570 3772474 3774370 3776689 3776695

3777126 3779046 3779389 3781406 3783313

3783341 3785719 3790284 3790574 3790738

 
 

 

77017701



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

3790836 3791043 3791205 3791768 3792490

3793208 3794652 3795114 3795670 3797308

3800156 3801553 3801858 3802290 3802565

3804200 3806512 3807369 3807437 3807440

3807759 3808459 3809005 3810512 3810681

3810799 3810851 3811142 3811282 3811351

3811358 3811718 3812013 3812202 3813471

3814999 3815731 3815827 3816460 3817321

3817399 3817821 3819203 3819419 3819983

3819985 3820064 3821091 3821181 3821573

3823063 3823074 3823142 3823209 3823211

3823251 3823510 3823720 3823768 3823850

3823853 3823902 3823948 3823958 3824543

3824556 3824649 3824991 3825416 3825422

3825555 3825840 3826943 3827006 3827569

3827853 3828143 3828539 3828801 3828870

3828947 3829092 3829470 3830133 3830417

3830459 3830965 3831201 3831207 3831209

3831212 3831302 3831460 3831544 3831882

3831999 3832228 3832519 3832839 3833488

3834295 3834359 3834467 3834855 3834976

3835256 3835374 3835530 3835647 3835648

3835650 3835703 3836060 3836453 3836505

3836552 3836585 3836586 3836607 3837441

3837822 3838024 3838143 3838221 3838535

3838810 3838895 3839408 3839558 3839563

3839637 3839687 3839974 3839999 3840015

3840048 3840052 3840053 3840060 3840200

3840365 3840548 3840597 3840827 3840828

3840955 3841003 3841122 3841544 3841868

3841992 3841993 3842177 3842923 3842924

3842926 3842927 3842943 3843428 3843536

3843550 3843953 3844922 3845100 3845172

3845295 3845978 3846445 3847276 3847278

3848197 3848260 3848284 3848479 3848793

3848806 3848807 3848893 3849034 3849044

 
 

 

77027702



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

3850248 3850410 3850412 3850566 3850573

3850829 3851045 3851048 3851537 3851545

3851651 3851686 3851897 3852134 3852161

3852461 3853041 3853271 3853272 3853848

3853943 3854100 3854297 3854714 3855023

3855226 3855312 3855316 3855331 3855333

3855335 3856545 3856915 3857647 3857955

3858110 3858157 3858650 3858660 3859084

3859091 3859621 3859919 3860008 3860269

3860464 3860706 3861129 3861924 3861926

3862023 3862144 3862220 3862741 3863926

3864355 3864773 3865241 3865396 3866219

3867225 3867263 3868230 3869152 3869159

3870382 3871276 3871278 3871985 3872660

3872865 3872925 3873038 3874348 3874355

3874816 3875791 3875815 3875881 3875913

3876413 3876452 3876510 3876800 3877558

3878450 3880339 3881548 3884878 3885119

3885245 3885332 3885745 3886272 3886388

3886393 3887843 3888002 3888626 3888648

3888650 3888799 3889107 3889315 3889773

3890214 3890705 3890820 3890886 3891426

3891654 3891950 3892002 3892003 3892091

3892147 3893034 3893377 3893514 3894484

3895820 3896600 3896714 3896894 3897060

3897799 3897991 3898340 3898385 3899049

3900479 3901815 3903087 3903829 3904038

3904853 3905412 3905598 3905727 3905734

3906089 3906361 3906502 3906503 3907077

3907261 3907685 3908583 3908734 3908755

3908757 3910949 3913866 3914477 3914731

3917605 3920954 3921776 3926803 3926806

3926807 3926808 3928313 3929388 3929909

3930343 3933586 3933807 3934238 3935469

3935659 3936130 3936141 3936827 3936838

3937291 3938917 3939490 3941068 3942924
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3945906 3946016 3946497 3947309 3947399

3947888 3950997 3951073 3951350 3951647

3953145 3953172 3954010 3955121 3956249

3956438 3956865 3956866 3956868 3957330

3957573 3959266 3961179 3961938 3961939

3961940 3961941 3962467 3962469 3962487

3963537 3963698 3964568 3966129 3967031

3967885 3968150 3968179 3968182 3968774

3969139 3969233 3969340 3969860 3969863

3970028 3970386 3971261 3971502 3971553

3971854 3971969 3972181 3972220 3972237

3972665 3973830 3973831 3973834 3973836

3973837 3973847 3973848 3973850 3973853

3975004 3975005 3975541 3975801 3976188

3976549 3976966 3977773 3978214 3978215

3978216 3979929 3980154 3980188 3980454

3980456 3981076 3981429 3981483 3981765

3983244 3984117 3984118 3984119 3984120

3984121 3984122 3984123 3984124 3984361

3984925 3985445 3986654 3987158 3987591

3988782 3989268 3989300 3990684 3990950

3991083 3991622 3992577 3992966 3994112

3994355 3994455 3994467 3994468 3994562

3994613 3994742 3995044 3995148 3995478

3995519 3995748 3995779 3995935 3995991

3995994 3996337 3996381 3996642 3996720

3996948 3996949 3996951 3997124 3997175

3997360 3997487 3997618 3997641 3997652

3997879 3997963 3997987 3998104 3998172

3998220 3998266 3998296 3998408 3998480

3998495 3998520 3998523 3998594 3998613

3998914 3999016 3999091 3999105 3999144

3999189 3999261 3999463 3999552 3999805

3999925 4000164 4000191 4000192 4000267

4000277 4000279 4000374 4000375 4000413

4001310 4001433 4001443 4001466 4002112
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4002170 4002171 4002268 4002344 4002661

4002696 4002866 4002867 4002868 4002870

4002875 4002922 4003083 4003099 4003170

4003217 4003218 4003260 4003278 4003401

4003434 4003517 4003535 4003566 4003655

4003742 4003796 4003798 4004151 4004153

4004158 4004336 4004381 4004385 4004386

4004387 4004510 4004664 4004781 4004928

4005087 4005240 4005243 4005263 4005335

4005391 4005400 4005402 4005404 4005610

4005875 4005950 4005991 4006237 4006238

4006239 4006284 4006483 4006492 4006516

4006710 4006775 4006820 4007002 4007328

4007411 4007541 4007613 4007687 4007963

4007968 4008249 4008281 4008366 4008398

4008546 4008572 4008703 4008714 4008736

4008790 4008865 4008893 4008894 4008895

4009237 4009245 4009259 4009338 4009384

4009505 4009731 4009817 4009891 4009930

4009933 4010055 4010180 4010254 4010400

4010491 4010588 4010592 4010593 4010602

4010603 4010649 4010901 4010970 4010987

4011047 4011212 4011214 4011333 4011345

4011349 4011350 4011351 4011468 4011575

4011665 4011672 4011771 4011777 4011778

4011779 4011781 4011902 4011933 4012052

4012188 4012244 4012251 4012414 4012545

4012610 4012674 4012753 4012773 4012830

4012833 4012853 4012884 4013023 4013031

4013033 4013361 4013474 4013476 4013703

4013705 4013708 4013715 4013942 4013950

4013951 4014064 4014094 4014232 4014840

4014842 4014844 4014935 4014951 4015121

4015124 4015293 4015626 4015631 4015674

4015688 4015692 4015988 4015989 4015991

4016068 4016093 4016094 4016307 4016308
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4016309 4016310 4016403 4016475 4016476

4016505 4016611 4016613 4017272 4017417

4017612 4017613 4017675 4017780 4017803

4017823 4017831 4017837 4017901 4017918

4018081 4018342 4018343 4018344 4018387

4018401 4018438 4018688 4018764 4018782

4018783 4018857 4018901 4019040 4019191

4019365 4019374 4019555 4019665 4019678

4019729 4019863 4020113 4020139 4020155

4020157 4020220 4020313 4020314 4020318

4020429 4020517 4020519 4020520 4020524

4020774 4020776 4020779 4020928 4020931

4021094 4021118 4021158 4021194 4021242

4021886 4021888 4022106 4022151 4022173

4022217 4022353 4022354 4022380 4022489

4022515 4022613 4022630 4022795 4022840

4022843 4023014 4023175 4023208 4023238

4023408 4023480 4023630 4024168 4024288

4024300 4024424 4024431 4024457 4024583

4024584 4024588 4024746 4024747 4024748

4024749 4024799 4024800 4024822 4025005

4025034 4025055 4025282 4025449 4025454

4025490 4025491 4025506 4025528 4025775

4025829 4025830 4025831 4025859 4025862

4025942 4025988 4026116 4026138 4026139

4026375 4026378 4026536 4026622 4026625

4026627 4026762 4026873 4026913 4026914

4027073 4027108 4027172 4027175 4027267

4027373 4027377 4027560 4027567 4027722

4027725 4027740 4027749 4027771 4027925

4028392 4028407 4028410 4028534 4028612

4028751 4028768 4028790 4028793 4028937

4028950 4029078 4029133 4029139 4029151

4029207 4029419 4029513 4029514 4029516

4029517 4029519 4029522 4029764 4029771

4029850 4029967 4030021 4030040 4030041
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4030042 4030043 4030045 4030100 4030110

4030400 4030406 4030569 4030804 4030873

4030968 4031097 4031187 4031309 4031428

4031616 4031852 4031873 4031926 4032273

4032306 4032307 4032768 4032791 4033020

4033082 4033604 4033795 4033798 4034145

4034148 4034159 4034162 4034247 4034333

4034455 4034458 4034461 4034487 4034516

4034536 4034566 4034575 4034635 4034689

4034774 4034804 4034818 4035206 4035207

4035419 4035489 4035552 4035671 4036014

4036027 4036361 4036362 4036371 4036373

4036381 4036384 4036390 4036393 4036419

4036540 4036590 4036804 4037072 4037077

4037144 4037506 4037575 4037583 4037740

4037741 4037770 4037999 4038257 4038258

4038310 4038336 4038347 4038433 4038434

4038479 4038608 4038753 4038823 4038833

4038868 4038869 4038870 4038872 4039111

4039147 4039216 4039491 4039606 4039629

4039631 4039648 4039667 4039716 4039736

4039770 4039809 4039840 4039854 4039866

4039925 4039950 4039988 4040020 4040043

4040053 4040055 4040083 4040092 4040094

4040097 4040170 4040171 4040181 4040184

4040201 4040256 4040313 4040327 4040454

4040461 4040529 4040614 4040796 4041006

4041008 4041020 4041038 4041057 4041061

4041107 4041139 4041140 4041323 4041448

4041461 4041462 4041478 4041580 4041617

4041620 4041695 4041696 4041698 4041699

4041700 4041908 4041911 4042035 4042098

4042141 4042149 4042152 4042174 4042178

4042199 4042390 4042528 4042731 4042765

4042775 4042890 4042942 4043012 4043204

4043263 4043275 4043450 4043653 4043978
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4043987 4043996 4044169 4044269 4044321

4044325 4044347 4044355 4044491 4044643

4044676 4044692 4044719 4044851 4044855

4044898 4044932 4045036 4045043 4045044

4045207 4045320 4045358 4045393 4045394

4045395 4045396 4045441 4045504 4045860

4045950 4046023 4046060 4046079 4046240

4046307 4046386 4046485 4046487 4046578

4046596 4046665 4046675 4046696 4046830

4046845 4047059 4047061 4047064 4047279

4047308 4047362 4047369 4047457 4047542

4047597 4047607 4047762 4047975 4048053

4048074 4048082 4048083 4048151 4048152

4048190 4048191 4048192 4048263 4048278

4048354 4048364 4048546 4048579 4048581

4048596 4048597 4048697 4048867 4048996

4049028 4049031 4049094 4049095 4049096

4049097 4049145 4049479 4049495 4049543

4049554 4049700 4049702 4049788 4049864

4050056 4050101 4050102 4050304 4050328

4050361 4050620 4050791 4051021 4051115

4051116 4051129 4051153 4051299 4051352

4051475 4051739 4051776 4051777 4051780

4051815 4051816 4052152 4052182 4052252

4052301 4052855 4052918 4052924 4053070

4053113 4053244 4053333 4053334 4053376

4053388 4053706 4053952 4054438 4054439

4054440 4054441 4054526 4054592 4054952

4055119 4055223 4055350 4055355 4055693

4056017 4056263 4056456 4056663 4056695

4056696 4056697 4056902 4056906 4056968

4056981 4056988 4056990 4057071 4057074

4057075 4057327 4057330 4057541 4057583

4057586 4057663 4057928 4058460 4058621

4058761 4058797 4058911 4059015 4059047

4059139 4059271 4059650 4060049 4060174
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4060280 4060618 4060835 4060837 4061269

4061275 4061470 4062062 4062149 4062179

4062267 4062417 4062564 4062580 4062746

4063045 4064501 4064712 4067006 4067220

4067411 4067414 4067992 4068636 4068872

4069259 4069496 4070245 4070967 4071653

4072843 4072881 4073021 4074001 4074407

4074711 4075712 4075984 4076580 4078693

4078776 4079765 4081569 4082892 4083094

4083110 4083302 4084502 4084632 4084809

4088071 4089097 4089099 4089429 4089471

4089472 4089839 4090074 4090104 4090136

4090137 4091668 4091792 4091855 4092104

4092345 4093113 4093302 4093633 4093634

4093945 4093947 4094542 4094669 4094926

4095225 4095370 4095499 4095500 4095591

4096468 4097038 4097361 4097475 4097476

4097479 4097795 4097975 4097976 4098097

4098114 4098234 4098235 4098236 4098240

4098253 4098270 4098654 4098829 4098952

4099052 4099078 4099080 4099351 4099447

4099470 4099471 4099518 4099775 4099932

4099966 4099986 4100022 4100030 4100106

4100284 4100309 4100358 4100410 4100836

4100866 4100913 4101205 4101295 4101374

4101405 4101409 4101416 4101497 4101665

4101669 4101738 4101751 4101766 4101794

4101884 4101912 4101973 4101974 4101975

4101994 4101997 4102046 4102078 4102185

4102188 4102190 4102265 4102271 4102293

4102302 4102324 4102330 4102338 4102348

4102350 4102353 4102355 4102356 4102363

4102382 4102384 4102393 4102428 4102498

4102568 4102585 4102586 4102597 4102670

4102697 4102713 4102715 4102716 4102742

4102752 4102803 4102834 4102885 4102926
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4102952 4102988 4102992 4102998 4103003

4103043 4103074 4103079 4103085 4103101

4103115 4103239 4103248 4103250 4103272

4103294 4103357 4103362 4103381 4103393

4103400 4103411 4103437 4103443 4103445

4103471 4103482 4103484 4103502 4103521

4103534 4103553 4103586 4103599 4103611

4103612 4103624 4103650 4103762 4103811

4103844 4103859 4103881 4103919 4103941

4103965 4103975 4103978 4103983 4103997

4104053 4104073 4104080 4104085 4104090

4104097 4104099 4104111 4104145 4104156

4104157 4104190 4104214 4104232 4104233

4104234 4104264 4104304 4104321 4104337

4104338 4104352 4104368 4104369 4104370

4104373 4104374 4104440 4104456 4104468

4104478 4104479 4104504 4104505 4104518

4104537 4104546 4104552 4104553 4104594

4104615 4104620 4104664 4104680 4104686

4104705 4104736 4104745 4104781 4104813

4104815 4104882 4104899 4104960 4104981

4104983 4104989 4104991 4105009 4105056

4105057 4105084 4105115 4105116 4105125

4105197 4105270 4105279 4105304 4105323

4105386 4105389 4105392 4105404 4105446

4105469 4105480 4105508 4105510 4105515

4105525 4105548 4105620 4105634 4105679

4105693 4105718 4105736 4105742 4105769

4105835 4105843 4105907 4105917 4105987

4106054 4106057 4106103 4106115 4106117

4106119 4106120 4106142 4106146 4106148

4106175 4106182 4106215 4106248 4106261

4106277 4106297 4106306 4106311 4106326

4106358 4106388 4106396 4106479 4106492

4106496 4106551 4106554 4106561 4106589

4106592 4106593 4106595 4106596 4106617
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4106623 4106640 4106653 4106661 4106663

4106707 4106724 4106744 4106795 4106796

4106885 4106891 4106898 4106904 4106919

4106921 4106923 4107047 4107070 4107100

4107102 4107103 4107107 4107120 4107121

4107141 4107143 4107158 4107173 4107186

4107188 4107190 4107196 4107202 4107227

4107239 4107335 4107341 4107346 4107347

4107393 4107400 4107488 4107492 4107494

4107495 4107504 4107513 4107527 4107539

4107540 4107586 4107633 4107652 4107662

4107671 4107708 4107709 4107711 4107712

4107742 4107783 4107784 4107798 4107805

4107813 4107815 4107823 4107840 4107898

4107908 4107987 4107988 4107995 4108002

4108016 4108019 4108021 4108031 4108066

4108067 4108084 4108116 4108208 4108253

4108273 4108289 4108303 4108312 4108329

4108344 4108347 4108407 4108418 4108477

4108505 4108509 4108522 4108523 4108530

4108534 4108539 4108562 4108565 4108566

4108584 4108606 4108694 4108711 4108713

4108728 4108757 4108791 4108792 4108793

4108803 4108808 4108812 4108813 4108850

4108854 4108884 4108895 4108901 4108939

4108947 4109036 4109039 4109042 4109062

4109063 4109103 4109107 4109116 4109118

4109123 4109129 4109136 4109142 4109144

4109170 4109184 4109185 4109257 4109323

4109328 4109329 4109387 4109407 4109477

4109485 4109569 4109618 4109623 4109657

4109697 4109698 4109714 4109798 4109826

4109827 4109828 4109833 4109881 4109903

4109905 4109923 4109950 4109987 4110013

4110058 4110059 4110067 4110073 4110103

4110104 4110109 4110110 4110209 4110299
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4110324 4110343 4110439 4110472 4110473

4110474 4110491 4110595 4110627 4110749

4110773 4110778 4110792 4110797 4110816

4110820 4110867 4110879 4110913 4110918

4110954 4111000 4111016 4111059 4111224

4111244 4111294 4111313 4111319 4111332

4111364 4111374 4111380 4111443 4111447

4111484 4111503 4111630 4111659 4111664

4111700 4111701 4111773 4111798 4111824

4111829 4111833 4111880 4111887 4111896

4111906 4111932 4111982 4111990 4112006

4112009 4112066 4112076 4112144 4112147

4112152 4112163 4112166 4112175 4112221

4112245 4112259 4112260 4112261 4112267

4112277 4112281 4112283 4112295 4112328

4112368 4112399 4112430 4112431 4112507

4112519 4112546 4112555 4112595 4112601

4112717 4112722 4112732 4112791 4112794

4112815 4112864 4112881 4112888 4112899

4112901 4112933 4113018 4113031 4113064

4113070 4113084 4113110 4113162 4113256

4113277 4113317 4113336 4113365 4113366

4113383 4113402 4113421 4113426 4113517

4113525 4113535 4113536 4113541 4113542

4113543 4113544 4113580 4113595 4113629

4113634 4113635 4113664 4113686 4113717

4113718 4113742 4113748 4113754 4113843

4113858 4113875 4113943 4113968 4113972

4113973 4113975 4113976 4114111 4114161

4114173 4114233 4114284 4114302 4114316

4114328 4114330 4114433 4114451 4114460

4114467 4114489 4114492 4114507 4114553

4114737 4114816 4114820 4114848 4114900

4114933 4114946 4115039 4115088 4115113

4115222 4115224 4115270 4115286 4115290

4115320 4115408 4115427 4115432 4115433
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4115435 4115436 4115510 4115570 4115582

4115752 4115757 4115770 4115826 4115839

4115873 4115875 4115881 4115915 4115920

4116038 4116060 4116062 4116193 4116209

4116235 4116240 4116243 4116267 4116269

4116282 4116283 4116302 4116306 4116307

4116338 4116339 4116340 4116364 4116365

4116367 4116372 4116382 4116415 4116451

4116454 4116464 4116474 4116502 4116503

4116527 4116536 4116617 4116686 4116702

4116715 4116760 4116761 4116825 4116827

4116833 4116933 4116971 4117222 4117425

4117455 4117570 4117698 4117854 4118006

4118008 4118026 4118104 4118114 4118129

4118249 4118414 4118416 4118417 4118423

4118513 4118642 4118657 4118659 4118665

4118868 4119092 4119291 4119503 4119506

4119508 4119547 4119730 4119899 4120051

4120186 4120246 4120289 4120445 4120516

4120549 4120580 4120844 4121030 4121533

4121541 4121809 4122138 4122850 4122952

4124738 4129050 4129424 4129480 4130227

4130538 4133520 4135582 4138044 4138116

4138549 4140140 4140637 4140648 4141470

4141636 4141778 4141879 4145714 4146233

4146748 4147240 4147812 4148774 4149633

4149892 4150201 4150370 4151339 4153509

4153869 4154216 4154218 4155024 4156881

4157097 4157129 4158241 4158242 4158243

4158607 4160310 4160473 4160774 4160846

4161451 4163196 4165350 4165579 4165705

4165707 4165708 4166177 4166178 4166179

4166458 4166851 4166990 4168196 4168204

4168337 4168931 4170058 4170223 4170802

4171190 4171192 4171206 4171207 4171542

4171679 4171849 4172313 4172535 4173086
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4173088 4173089 4173196 4173713 4174088

4174452 4174546 4175274 4175849 4178247

4178405 4178407 4178409 4178416 4178865

4179772 4180347 4181831 4182050 4182855

4182942 4183544 4183700 4183703 4183716

4183900 4184029 4185395 4185433 4185827

4186148 4186771 4189354 4190925 4190967

4191389 4191414 4192391 4192789 4192821

4193475 4193488 4193696 4194015 4194227

4194269 4194598 4194601 4194694 4194959

4194961 4194964 4195085 4195392 4196142

4196463 4196674 4196751 4198545 4198847

4199038 4199090 4199098 4199170 4199554

4199921 4200085 4200133 4200134 4200568

4201543 4202377 4203455 4203608 4204260

4205469 4205504 4205555 4206446 4206797

4207471 4207692 4208704 4209170 4209549

4209691 4209698 4209793 4209838 4210712

4212026 4212028 4212049 4212290 4212804

4213516 4214338 4214339 4214894 4215132

4215176 4215507 4215636 4216102 4216237

4216436 4216857 4216860 4216862 4216865

4217192 4219198 4219962 4219963 4219965

4219967 4219969 4221599 4222302 4223187

4223615 4223853 4223888 4224601 4225057

4225556 4226096 4226352 4226572 4226878

4226952 4227237 4227239 4227572 4227583

4227660 4227661 4227779 4227832 4227841

4228583 4228622 4228877 4229065 4229345

4229346 4229958 4230639 4230808 4231298

4231713 4231714 4231798 4232322 4232357

4232358 4233114 4233115 4233127 4233173

4233188 4233712 4233909 4234446 4234450

4235265 4235762 4235855 4236191 4236305

4236478 4236479 4236612 4236613 4236982

4237254 4237513 4237894 4238047 4238048
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4238049 4238050 4238055 4238477 4239059

4239063 4239463 4239719 4240132 4240169

4240170 4240566 4240653 4240654 4240868

4240898 4241610 4242048 4242319 4242332

4242438 4242643 4242646 4242712 4242749

4242850 4243324 4243334 4243442 4243446

4243642 4243751 4243829 4243849 4243870

4243899 4243909 4244498 4244558 4244582

4244928 4245061 4245093 4245151 4245194

4245260 4245466 4245500 4245789 4245798

4245828 4246212 4246281 4246283 4246284

4246446 4246475 4246478 4246541 4246750

4247015 4247033 4247059 4247480 4247752

4247833 4247870 4248080 4248403 4248675

4248826 4248830 4249149 4249170 4249221

4249682 4250155 4250338 4250544 4250546

4250548 4250629 4251318 4251332 4251406

4251407 4251618 4251625 4251647 4251882

4251944 4252148 4252203 4252204 4252205

4252208 4252209 4252210 4252211 4252213

4252216 4252477 4252543 4252574 4252603

4252604 4252607 4253059 4253065 4253110

4253224 4253403 4253541 4253581 4253767

4253768 4253959 4254218 4254393 4254784

4254788 4254801 4254822 4254823 4255699

4255848 4255895 4255940 4256076 4256089

4256103 4256142 4256204 4256243 4256476

4256506 4256843 4256844 4256845 4256910

4256911 4256964 4256965 4257065 4257085

4257154 4257196 4257198 4257234 4257235

4257240 4257309 4257310 4257327 4257335

4257359 4257367 4257471 4257487 4257622

4257623 4257624 4257625 4257631 4257817

4257910 4257915 4257916 4258089 4258132

4258180 4258204 4258260 4258277 4258290

4258291 4258292 4258293 4258295 4258444

 
 

 

77157715



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4258486 4258488 4258536 4258753 4258755

4258759 4258761 4258763 4258967 4258971

4259074 4259086 4259088 4259092 4259112

4259116 4259117 4259118 4259119 4259121

4259253 4259254 4259258 4259404 4259539

4259541 4259842 4259866 4260156 4260159

4260163 4260166 4260167 4260169 4260170

4260172 4260215 4260216 4260236 4260244

4260245 4260246 4260247 4260248 4260269

4260282 4260531 4260541 4260543 4260555

4260562 4260568 4260705 4260781 4260851

4260904 4260907 4260910 4260932 4261186

4261346 4261434 4261445 4261446 4261475

4261615 4261643 4261696 4261753 4261813

4261819 4262042 4262043 4262535 4262964

4263044 4263046 4263050 4263743 4264032

4264058 4264059 4264061 4264063 4264112

4264215 4264430 4264433 4264437 4264698

4264816 4264833 4264939 4264941 4264943

4264949 4265081 4265326 4265331 4265346

4265347 4265351 4265399 4265553 4265670

4265699 4265702 4265716 4265866 4266042

4266077 4266078 4266079 4266246 4266247

4266248 4266265 4266471 4266567 4266568

4266601 4266638 4266666 4266723 4266724

4266725 4266726 4266870 4266871 4266879

4266964 4266966 4266967 4266968 4266969

4266972 4266976 4267045 4267051 4267123

4267125 4267252 4267300 4267312 4267317

4267380 4267544 4267547 4267549 4267551

4267553 4267677 4267732 4268032 4268051

4268284 4268309 4268356 4268363 4268508

4268566 4268775 4268786 4268788 4268791

4269084 4269085 4269092 4269214 4269467

4269481 4269551 4269587 4269594 4269654

4269700 4269867 4269947 4270030 4270113

 
 

 

77167716



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4270132 4270206 4270212 4270216 4270221

4270223 4270291 4270299 4270300 4270301

4270341 4270556 4270660 4270662 4270727

4270731 4270739 4270761 4270778 4270781

4270824 4270896 4270908 4270922 4270981

4270992 4271034 4271058 4271067 4271089

4271110 4271141 4271142 4271143 4271145

4271146 4271150 4271151 4271155 4271156

4271163 4271180 4271190 4271197 4271200

4271219 4271250 4271261 4271281 4271283

4271459 4271531 4271616 4271629 4271630

4271724 4271729 4271787 4271828 4271863

4271925 4271979 4271981 4272035 4272091

4272092 4272138 4272366 4272367 4272440

4272441 4272442 4272444 4272491 4272495

4272496 4272499 4272506 4272730 4272738

4272788 4272836 4272893 4272907 4272921

4272933 4272952 4273001 4273057 4273103

4273280 4273281 4273467 4273538 4273539

4273568 4273636 4273646 4273647 4273819

4273821 4273822 4273823 4273824 4273826

4273827 4273828 4273829 4273949 4273950

4274060 4274186 4274248 4274251 4274427

4274558 4274676 4274714 4274791 4274805

4274850 4274950 4274966 4274987 4275099

4275125 4275155 4275168 4275224 4275236

4275237 4275243 4275246 4275267 4275277

4275288 4275292 4275311 4275343 4275365

4275412 4275441 4275444 4275465 4275506

4275527 4275528 4275530 4275549 4275558

4275636 4275637 4275639 4275657 4275674

4275675 4275676 4275691 4275693 4275697

4275698 4275699 4275704 4275705 4275717

4275732 4275734 4275735 4275759 4275761

4275781 4275787 4275788 4275872 4275895

4275896 4275992 4276024 4276061 4276067

 
 

 

77177717



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4276082 4276093 4276111 4276112 4276193

4276259 4276323 4276324 4276326 4276340

4276372 4276373 4276374 4276410 4276480

4276490 4276498 4276500 4276507 4276544

4276545 4276553 4276569 4276570 4276587

4276591 4276593 4276594 4276624 4276664

4276666 4276733 4276735 4276740 4276742

4276746 4276747 4276754 4276794 4276804

4276828 4276829 4276865 4276889 4276898

4276918 4276920 4276922 4276962 4276967

4276968 4276974 4276980 4276986 4276987

4276990 4276991 4276997 4277009 4277011

4277028 4277131 4277147 4277150 4277162

4277164 4277187 4277193 4277223 4277224

4277226 4277233 4277286 4277288 4277294

4277350 4277354 4277379 4277380 4277384

4277385 4277386 4277388 4277389 4277397

4277401 4277404 4277406 4277411 4277413

4277414 4277417 4277420 4277427 4277438

4277439 4277448 4277449 4277451 4277454

4277463 4277468 4277475 4277485 4277493

4277497 4277505 4277508 4277510 4277516

4277520 4277540 4277545 4277565 4277566

4277569 4277575 4277655 4277663 4277675

4277696 4277697 4277700 4277704 4277705

4277706 4277707 4277708 4277721 4277724

4277737 4277738 4277742 4277765 4277770

4277771 4277776 4277783 4277792 4277794

4277795 4277808 4277809 4277815 4277816

4277830 4277841 4277845 4277846 4277852

4277856 4277857 4277858 4277873 4277884

4277889 4277891 4277893 4277904 4277915

4277926 4277935 4277942 4277943 4277945

4277956 4277964 4277965 4277969 4277970

4277977 4277985 4278010 4278023 4278024

4278028 4278031 4278033 4278039 4278040

 
 

 

77187718



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4278055 4278057 4278058 4278067 4278068

4278069 4278072 4278073 4278074 4278075

4278076 4278083 4278085 4278086 4278089

4278090 4278091 4278092 4278093 4278116

4278117 4278118 4278133 4278134 4278135

4278180 4278191 4278196 4278216 4278225

4278234 4278243 4278249 4278253 4278266

4278267 4278275 4278284 4278288 4278344

4278356 4278357 4278358 4278360 4278361

4278365 4278366 4278378 4278379 4278380

4278381 4278388 4278389 4278390 4278398

4278409 4278443 4278487 4278488 4278496

4278505 4278531 4278541 4278553 4278555

4278556 4278557 4278558 4278559 4278563

4278570 4278589 4278590 4278599 4278616

4278617 4278635 4278637 4278661 4278703

4278704 4278706 4278707 4278713 4278729

4278742 4278762 4278763 4278766 4278775

4278802 4278828 4278837 4278852 4278859

4278860 4278865 4278871 4278878 4278880

4278882 4278883 4278884 4278899 4278900

4278903 4278918 4278927 4278928 4278967

4278969 4278974 4278976 4278991 4278992

4278994 4278996 4279004 4279005 4279018

4279036 4279064 4279078 4279099 4279116

4279140 4279141 4279146 4279148 4279149

4279150 4279151 4279153 4279162 4279163

4279165 4279167 4279186 4279188 4279208

4279219 4279220 4279232 4279234 4279236

4279241 4279247 4279248 4279264 4279294

4279295 4279299 4279300 4279330 4279374

4279389 4279404 4279410 4279411 4279413

4279428 4279429 4279434 4279485 4279490

4279495 4279514 4279516 4279528 4279532

4279568 4279574 4279575 4279579 4279580

4279581 4279582 4279592 4279595 4279598

 
 

 

77197719



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4279601 4279606 4279611 4279612 4279621

4279623 4279630 4279631 4279633 4279634

4279640 4279645 4279650 4279654 4279655

4279680 4279681 4279692 4279693 4279698

4279710 4279712 4279713 4279714 4279716

4279747 4279748 4279754 4279768 4279771

4279775 4279777 4279789 4279809 4279810

4279811 4279823 4279824 4279836 4279846

4279849 4279858 4279861 4279863 4279865

4279879 4279888 4279892 4279912 4279919

4279951 4279995 4279997 4280007 4280009

4280034 4280042 4280043 4280052 4280065

4280099 4280103 4280104 4280113 4280114

4280115 4280116 4280117 4280118 4280119

4280121 4280133 4280136 4280137 4280139

4280147 4280154 4280155 4280174 4280175

4280176 4280177 4280178 4280179 4280182

4280190 4280192 4280211 4280212 4280216

4280224 4280225 4280228 4280248 4280259

4280268 4280269 4280270 4280274 4280278

4280282 4280284 4280290 4280292 4280294

4280303 4280311 4280330 4280331 4280335

4280337 4280338 4280340 4280341 4280362

4280369 4280372 4280376 4280378 4280379

4280384 4280450 4280458 4280480 4280524

4280566 4280578 4280596 4280597 4280599

4280600 4280609 4280610 4280611 4280621

4280630 4280632 4280658 4280671 4280676

4280681 4280686 4280694 4280747 4280760

4280773 4280781 4280785 4280801 4280817

4280846 4280849 4280852 4280853 4280854

4280889 4280979 4280980 4280981 4280982

4280983 4280984 4280985 4280986 4280987

4280988 4281008 4281011 4281013 4281014

4281015 4281016 4281019 4281066 4281074

4281096 4281105 4281119 4281120 4281121

 
 

77207720



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4281123 4281144 4281148 4281149 4281150

4281151 4281152 4281153 4281154 4281156

4281159 4281172 4281184 4281186 4281191

4281207 4281208 4281213 4281214 4281215

4281216 4281242 4281244 4281246 4281249

4281250 4281252 4281253 4281254 4281263

4281267 4281268 4281272 4281274 4281276

4281283 4281285 4281287 4281288 4281291

4281292 4281297 4281306 4281308 4281313

4281315 4281316 4281322 4281327 4281333

4281334 4281349 4281353 4281359 4281408

4281410 4281419 4281425 4281430 4281435

4281444 4281445 4281446 4281447 4281448

4281453 4281458 4281478 4281486 4281488

4281490 4281491 4281494 4281495 4281496

4281498 4281500 4281502 4281506 4281512

4281514 4281517 4281525 4281531 4281558

4281560 4281561 4281573 4281578 4281581

4281588 4281589 4281593 4281594 4281596

4281598 4281603 4281609 4281612 4281614

4281720 4281721 4281723 4281725 4281726

4281727 4281728 4281729 4281732 4281733

4281734 4281735 4281736 4281749 4281751

4281754 4281758 4281760 4281762 4281763

4281764 4281769 4281781 4281782 4281789

4281791 4281793 4281794 4281795 4281798

4281802 4281810 4281811 4281820 4281827

4281828 4281829 4281832 4281833 4281850

4281879 4281884 4281885 4281886 4281889

4281893 4281896 4281897 4281898 4281899

4281900 4281915 4281916 4281917 4281928

4281929 4281930 4281931 4281937 4281949

4281960 4281961 4281967 4281968 4281969

4281974 4281975 4282005 4282012 4282014

4282035 4282043 4282045 4282060 4282061

4282067 4282068 4282072 4282075 4282078

 
 

 

77217721



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4282079 4282080 4282094 4282096 4282099

4282106 4282117 4282119 4282121 4282167

4282239 4282270 4282271 4282278 4282287

4282288 4282290 4282292 4282293 4282294

4282295 4282297 4282305 4282362 4282388

4282391 4282396 4282397 4282399 4282405

4282407 4282409 4282424 4282425 4282426

4282456 4282463 4282471 4282479 4282480

4282482 4282492 4282493 4282539 4282541

4282543 4282546 4282550 4282553 4282554

4282566 4282567 4282595 4282639 4282640

4282645 4282646 4282648 4282651 4282674

4282675 4282676 4282677 4282678 4282680

4282682 4282696 4282711 4282717 4282729

4282757 4282762 4282763 4282766 4282775

4282778 4282781 4282785 4282797 4282799

4282830 4282831 4282839 4282847 4282853

4282855 4282856 4282858 4282860 4282862

4282863 4282864 4282872 4282873 4282882

4282895 4282901 4282902 4282913 4282915

4282929 4282931 4282933 4282936 4282960

4282961 4282964 4282965 4282966 4282967

4282968 4283000 4283025 4283026 4283027

4283043 4283053 4283061 4283066 4283069

4283070 4283072 4283074 4283088 4283089

4283130 4283140 4283144 4283145 4283146

4283147 4283148 4283149 4283150 4283151

4283152 4283165 4283170 4283174 4283179

4283211 4283212 4283213 4283223 4283232

4283267 4283302 4283303 4283311 4283314

4283317 4283318 4283319 4283320 4283339

4283393 4283394 4283395 4283396 4283397

4283400 4283401 4283419 4283420 4283421

4283424 4283425 4283437 4283465 4283472

4283474 4283475 4283476 4283484 4283485

4283501 4283502 4283503 4283504 4283505

 
 

77227722



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4283506 4283507 4283531 4283532 4283533

4283538 4283540 4283568 4283570 4283572

4283583 4283596 4283597 4283599 4283600

4283603 4283612 4283620 4283627 4283631

4283647 4283649 4283650 4283655 4283656

4283657 4283662 4283673 4283674 4283676

4283683 4283693 4283694 4283695 4283702

4283704 4283718 4283719 4283728 4283732

4283734 4283736 4283737 4283747 4283748

4283749 4283750 4283754 4283757 4283758

4283771 4283799 4283813 4283832 4283833

4283835 4283836 4283837 4283839 4283841

4283843 4283847 4283894 4283918 4283919

4283924 4283931 4283944 4283977 4283980

4283981 4283982 4283983 4283985 4283988

4283989 4284002 4284003 4284005 4284016

4284024 4284038 4284049 4284050 4284088

4284118 4284119 4284122 4284123 4284128

4284131 4284138 4284143 4284189 4284202

4284223 4284240 4284318 4284369 4284408

4284409 4284410 4284411 4284440 4284444

4284445 4284446 4284450 4284453 4284456

4284467 4284468 4284472 4284488 4284509

4284511 4284514 4284515 4284523 4284526

4284541 4284543 4284544 4284546 4284548

4284552 4284554 4284562 4284563 4284564

4284568 4284569 4284572 4284574 4284576

4284580 4284590 4284593 4284622 4284630

4284636 4284637 4284644 4284661 4284665

4284667 4284668 4284681 4284683 4284687

4284689 4284691 4284693 4284697 4284700

4284702 4284713 4284715 4284735 4284752

4284757 4284758 4284765 4284771 4284774

4284786 4284787 4284804 4284806 4284807

4284824 4284836 4284851 4284853 4284861

4284864 4284866 4284881 4284902 4284904

 
 

77237723



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4284905 4284906 4284912 4284930 4284957

4284975 4284990 4284992 4284993 4284994

4284995 4284996 4285004 4285005 4285006

4285007 4285015 4285016 4285029 4285037

4285057 4285058 4285062 4285068 4285069

4285073 4285081 4285090 4285118 4285121

4285125 4285126 4285127 4285128 4285129

4285132 4285146 4285180 4285183 4285187

4285193 4285222 4285224 4285231 4285242

4285244 4285262 4285313 4285341 4285342

4285343 4285345 4285346 4285347 4285348

4285349 4285350 4285351 4285354 4285357

4285358 4285366 4285368 4285369 4285370

4285371 4285374 4285376 4285379 4285381

4285388 4285391 4285393 4285394 4285396

4285397 4285403 4285405 4285416 4285417

4285427 4285428 4285431 4285444 4285445

4285446 4285484 4285485 4285507 4285509

4285510 4285521 4285523 4285525 4285526

4285527 4285528 4285533 4285547 4285548

4285549 4285550 4285558 4285559 4285576

4285596 4285630 4285631 4285632 4285633

4285668 4285691 4285692 4285693 4285694

4285697 4285703 4285704 4285706 4285728

4285735 4285740 4285742 4285743 4285747

4285780 4285784 4285789 4285790 4285795

4285797 4285800 4285802 4285804 4285839

4285842 4285845 4285846 4285847 4285848

4285849 4285858 4285872 4285874 4285875

4285878 4285879 4285880 4285881 4285884

4285885 4285887 4285897 4285904 4285905

4285906 4285908 4285909 4285915 4285930

4285970 4285981 4285988 4286013 4286014

4286015 4286022 4286023 4286059 4286062

4286081 4286104 4286112 4286121 4286124

4286126 4286128 4286129 4286130 4286198

 
 

 

77247724



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4286199 4286200 4286201 4286203 4286204

4286205 4286207 4286213 4286235 4286236

4286241 4286242 4286243 4286244 4286247

4286273 4286282 4286285 4286287 4286289

4286290 4286312 4286314 4286346 4286367

4286370 4286387 4286389 4286429 4286436

4286437 4286442 4286445 4286451 4286464

4286470 4286471 4286472 4286473 4286476

4286477 4286487 4286490 4286496 4286497

4286504 4286505 4286516 4286517 4286522

4286547 4286550 4286554 4286568 4286583

4286589 4286608 4286610 4286611 4286628

4286643 4286644 4286646 4286663 4286666

4286669 4286671 4286704 4286711 4286713

4286716 4286733 4286744 4286746 4286797

4286801 4286808 4286810 4286843 4286852

4286853 4286878 4286879 4286880 4286903

4286904 4286907 4286910 4286911 4286914

4286953 4286954 4286957 4286969 4287015

4287047 4287094 4287096 4287098 4287100

4287102 4287104 4287114 4287132 4287147

4287148 4287149 4287150 4287156 4287157

4287165 4287177 4287180 4287184 4287213

4287214 4287216 4287234 4287264 4287276

4287279 4287280 4287324 4287332 4287333

4287344 4287346 4287348 4287352 4287368

4287379 4287382 4287397 4287400 4287407

4287422 4287445 4287447 4287449 4287453

4287456 4287463 4287466 4287469 4287472

4287473 4287478 4287480 4287481 4287484

4287508 4287511 4287512 4287514 4287515

4287532 4287537 4287538 4287544 4287558

4287560 4287563 4287591 4287597 4287635

4287639 4287650 4287651 4287691 4287704

4287708 4287709 4287712 4287732 4287740

4287741 4287749 4287752 4287755 4287773

 
 

 

77257725



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4287800 4287806 4287809 4287814 4287821

4287826 4287827 4287829 4287830 4287831

4287832 4287835 4287837 4287838 4287842

4287848 4287849 4287852 4287867 4287871

4287882 4287883 4287885 4287908 4287911

4287914 4287915 4287916 4287918 4287919

4287920 4287921 4287922 4287923 4287928

4287932 4287935 4287942 4287944 4287945

4287958 4287964 4287970 4287984 4287987

4287988 4287989 4287990 4287999 4288001

4288034 4288055 4288056 4288057 4288058

4288063 4288076 4288077 4288078 4288108

4288110 4288112 4288114 4288115 4288118

4288125 4288126 4288127 4288143 4288144

4288153 4288160 4288167 4288170 4288171

4288172 4288173 4288175 4288189 4288191

4288193 4288195 4288197 4288205 4288206

4288207 4288208 4288209 4288223 4288225

4288226 4288229 4288244 4288247 4288248

4288249 4288253 4288255 4288261 4288263

4288264 4288266 4288267 4288268 4288270

4288271 4288275 4288278 4288286 4288289

4288290 4288291 4288293 4288294 4288301

4288302 4288303 4288304 4288305 4288338

4288361 4288407 4288411 4288423 4288426

4288430 4288459 4288460 4288484 4288503

4288505 4288507 4288508 4288545 4288553

4288555 4288561 4288564 4288565 4288569

4288570 4288572 4288574 4288575 4288579

4288606 4288615 4288617 4288618 4288619

4288620 4288621 4288627 4288628 4288629

4288633 4288634 4288635 4288679 4288682

4288697 4288699 4288701 4288703 4288705

4288706 4288713 4288715 4288716 4288717

4288718 4288720 4288723 4288734 4288735

4288736 4288741 4288749 4288760 4288761

 
 

77267726



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4288762 4288769 4288770 4288772 4288774

4288775 4288778 4288779 4288782 4288793

4288795 4288808 4288818 4288819 4288823

4288834 4288841 4288846 4288855 4288858

4288866 4288872 4288874 4288884 4288895

4288898 4288904 4288912 4288916 4288917

4288920 4288921 4288922 4288924 4288926

4288950 4288982 4289007 4289018 4289029

4289030 4289034 4289064 4289065 4289076

4289077 4289078 4289122 4289123 4289162

4289175 4289180 4289204 4289208 4289215

4289228 4289248 4289250 4289253 4289284

4289297 4289304 4289306 4289307 4289308

4289309 4289312 4289313 4289323 4289325

4289326 4289331 4289332 4289344 4289346

4289372 4289450 4289452 4289454 4289456

4289458 4289459 4289467 4289482 4289583

4289591 4289607 4289609 4289611 4289613

4289618 4289625 4289651 4289654 4289655

4289660 4289680 4289682 4289686 4289690

4289706 4289727 4289736 4289738 4289784

4289819 4289822 4289849 4289862 4289874

4289875 4289876 4289877 4289879 4289880

4289886 4289889 4289896 4289898 4289899

4289903 4289905 4289907 4289910 4289912

4289914 4289915 4289917 4289935 4289937

4289938 4289951 4289953 4289954 4289958

4289983 4289992 4289993 4289995 4290016

4290017 4290020 4290021 4290027 4290028

4290029 4290091 4290102 4290106 4290115

4290148 4290152 4290153 4290168 4290169

4290171 4290184 4290196 4290197 4290198

4290204 4290207 4290210 4290212 4290215

4290216 4290218 4290238 4290244 4290251

4290252 4290253 4290276 4290287 4290295

4290296 4290310 4290315 4290321 4290329

 
 

77277727



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4290337 4290338 4290339 4290340 4290341

4290359 4290360 4290385 4290415 4290427

4290428 4290431 4290432 4290454 4290502

4290510 4290515 4290516 4290520 4290586

4290588 4290592 4290599 4290618 4290625

4290626 4290629 4290631 4290633 4290637

4290649 4290660 4290662 4290696 4290697

4290698 4290702 4290703 4290706 4290708

4290716 4290723 4290731 4290743 4290746

4290754 4290756 4290765 4290767 4290771

4290773 4290774 4290775 4290776 4290787

4290836 4290852 4290870 4290873 4290876

4290878 4290879 4290882 4290885 4290896

4290908 4290992 4290994 4290996 4290998

4290999 4291015 4291020 4291033 4291035

4291037 4291071 4291077 4291078 4291095

4291103 4291105 4291110 4291131 4291155

4291158 4291165 4291172 4291174 4291186

4291214 4291230 4291231 4291235 4291238

4291244 4291245 4291248 4291253 4291255

4291256 4291260 4291261 4291279 4291284

4291332 4291333 4291335 4291342 4291344

4291378 4291382 4291398 4291430 4291447

4291451 4291479 4291481 4291485 4291488

4291493 4291577 4291580 4291585 4291587

4291588 4291590 4291595 4291624 4291625

4291632 4291664 4291672 4291676 4291683

4291691 4291699 4291700 4291767 4291781

4291782 4291783 4291792 4291811 4291815

4291825 4291826 4291847 4291850 4291862

4291871 4291882 4291930 4291941 4291962

4291966 4291967 4291968 4291969 4291973

4291977 4291979 4291982 4291984 4291989

4291991 4292003 4292004 4292005 4292011

4292024 4292034 4292038 4292040 4292111

4292112 4292123 4292124 4292157 4292162

 
 

 

77287728



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4292165 4292167 4292181 4292200 4292201

4292222 4292226 4292229 4292236 4292243

4292244 4292252 4292256 4292259 4292265

4292266 4292268 4292287 4292290 4292292

4292305 4292309 4292327 4292331 4292336

4292342 4292348 4292349 4292358 4292359

4292366 4292373 4292378 4292379 4292386

4292408 4292416 4292417 4292425 4292426

4292427 4292456 4292458 4292498 4292528

4292529 4292551 4292563 4292566 4292568

4292569 4292601 4292606 4292617 4292627

4292629 4292638 4292639 4292640 4292641

4292643 4292644 4292645 4292646 4292647

4292652 4292654 4292656 4292663 4292664

4292665 4292670 4292672 4292683 4292688

4292691 4292695 4292699 4292700 4292736

4292748 4292771 4292785 4292787 4292789

4292881 4292884 4292885 4292886 4292887

4292888 4292949 4292951 4292952 4292953

4292975 4292976 4292979 4292980 4292992

4293035 4293040 4293041 4293042 4293044

4293045 4293051 4293052 4293085 4293086

4293108 4293109 4293121 4293125 4293130

4293131 4293148 4293171 4293175 4293177

4293179 4293181 4293202 4293204 4293206

4293208 4293210 4293212 4293213 4293214

4293215 4293216 4293221 4293223 4293228

4293229 4293242 4293246 4293247 4293251

4293252 4293253 4293255 4293257 4293269

4293279 4293289 4293290 4293322 4293334

4293339 4293342 4293354 4293355 4293362

4293367 4293370 4293379 4293380 4293382

4293389 4293393 4293410 4293428 4293441

4293442 4293446 4293460 4293480 4293488

4293494 4293497 4293501 4293502 4293503

4293512 4293521 4293543 4293559 4293621

 
 

77297729



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4293626 4293627 4293631 4293684 4293720

4293729 4293730 4293734 4293745 4293748

4293759 4293761 4293771 4293835 4293848

4293850 4293854 4293855 4293857 4293861

4293863 4293867 4293879 4293892 4293893

4293914 4293915 4293948 4293950 4293951

4293957 4293961 4293962 4293967 4293972

4293974 4294004 4294024 4294025 4294032

4294033 4294078 4294095 4294096 4294127

4294183 4294188 4294189 4294190 4294191

4294192 4294193 4294205 4294210 4294213

4294222 4294225 4294275 4294279 4294295

4294300 4294303 4294315 4294316 4294317

4294318 4294344 4294348 4294355 4294400

4294406 4294422 4294449 4294499 4294502

4294505 4294507 4294509 4294520 4294532

4294540 4294544 4294545 4294546 4294551

4294619 4294643 4294655 4294658 4294663

4294711 4294713 4294775 4294776 4295027

4295031 4295032 4295048 4295049 4295066

4295108 4295131 4295140 4295141 4295142

4295298 4295299 4295303 4295305 4295315

4295327 4295334 4295342 4295351 4295352

4295353 4295355 4295356 4295357 4295380

4295398 4295412 4295461 4295462 4295469

4295471 4295487 4295488 4295490 4295491

4295493 4295528 4295581 4295604 4295611

4295621 4295623 4295630 4295688 4295691

4295692 4295700 4295701 4295769 4295770

4295771 4295805 4295806 4295884 4295893

4295915 4295916 4295921 4295950 4295951

4295953 4296096 4296097 4296106 4296108

4296112 4296199 4296373 4296393 4296399

4296423 4296432 4296436 4296438 4296441

4296451 4296453 4296457 4296459 4296460

4296461 4296556 4296652 4296668 4296678

 
 

77307730



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 

4296692 4296699 4296704 4296706 4296712

4296715 4296718 4296720 4296725 4296740

4296746 4296782 4296802 4296804 4296807

4296838 4296844 4296863 4296870 4296883

4296895 4296930 4296949 4296956 4296959

4296962 4296967 4296968 4297033 4297043

4297055 4297056 4297059 4297061 4297116

4297208 4297241 4297244 4297292 4297306

4297317 4297320 4297323 4297324 4297340

4297659 4297660 4297667 4297668 4297684

4297685 4297690 4297700 4297701 4297717

4297722 4297734 4297763 4297765 4297770

4297772 4297778 4297779 4297800 4297810

4297815 4297849 4297858 4297860 4297863

4297883 4297890 4297893 4297896 4297933

4297935 4297940 4297942 4297944 4297945

4297946 4297948 4297950 4297951 4297953

4297964 4297965 4297968 4297969 4297976

4297980 4297981 4297985 4298009 4298011

4298182 4298183 4298274 4298275 4298276

4298441 4298628 4298690 4298691 4298720

4298775 4298776 4298858 4298865 4298870

4298937 4299032 4299095 4299099 4299141

4299156 4299181 4299182 4299239 4299242

4299244 4299252 4299254 4299274 4299278

4299286 4299306 4299310 4299606 4299837

4300278 4300620 4301008 4301127 4301128

4301130 4301132 4301598 4301616 4302387

4302701 4302722 4302723 4302738 4302739

4302762 4302763 4302764 4302782 4303314

4303315 4303316 4303353 4303354 4303358

4303503 4305096

 
 

77317731



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

111812 12 16/07/2019

119466 9 22/02/2020

120667 1 05/04/2020

121650 7 06/05/2020

121964 1 16/05/2020

123872 4 25/07/2020

162936 6 19/02/2020

162937 7 19/02/2020

165210 7 03/08/2020

200757 5 17/02/2020

200765 34 17/02/2020

200766 34 17/02/2020

200767 34 17/02/2020

200768 34 17/02/2020

200769 34 17/02/2020

200770 34 17/02/2020

200771 34 17/02/2020

201669 32 06/04/2020

201690 7 07/04/2020

201691 17 07/04/2020

202130 14 27/04/2020

202310 6 06/05/2020

203168 7 20/06/2020

203367 28 30/06/2020

205781 12 14/11/2020

241355 5 30/03/2019

246043 5 15/12/2019

247243 5 13/02/2020

247244 5 13/02/2020

247245 5 13/02/2020

247246 5 13/02/2020

247612 12 02/03/2020

247670 21 05/03/2020

248077 7 26/03/2020

248079 7 26/03/2020

248080 7 26/03/2020

248697 7 19/04/2020

248748 7 22/04/2020

250696 12 25/07/2020

302826 7 10/02/2020
 
 

 

77327732



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

302827 8 10/02/2020

302883 24 13/02/2020

303105 5 20/02/2020

303290 11 26/02/2020

303297 5 27/02/2020

303324 9 28/02/2020

303325 9 28/02/2020

303328 11 28/02/2020

303329 11 28/02/2020

303330 7 28/02/2020

303331 7 28/02/2020

303332 6 28/02/2020

303333 6 28/02/2020

303418 7 04/03/2020

303538 2 07/03/2020

303539 2 07/03/2020

303797 9 17/03/2020

303798 10 17/03/2020

304031 6 24/03/2020

305003 5 29/04/2020

305045 5 30/04/2020

305046 5 30/04/2020

305053 5 30/04/2020

305575 5 19/05/2020

305994 7 02/06/2020

305995 8 02/06/2020

306007 7 12/06/2020

308734 2 25/09/2020

308735 17 25/09/2020

308736 1 25/09/2020

310477 30 02/12/2020

372326 1 17/02/2019

381678 3 03/10/2019

385564 5 21/01/2020

386097 12 04/02/2020

386098 12 04/02/2020

386099 12 04/02/2020

386100 12 04/02/2020

386101 12 04/02/2020
 
 

 

77337733



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

386102 12 04/02/2020

386103 12 04/02/2020

386105 12 04/02/2020

386107 12 04/02/2020

386238 26 09/02/2020

386414 29 15/02/2020

386555 4 17/02/2020

386556 16 17/02/2020

386557 17 17/02/2020

386559 1 17/02/2020

386568 16 17/02/2020

386569 4 17/02/2020

386600 30 18/02/2020

386601 30 18/02/2020

386602 30 18/02/2020

386627 17 19/02/2020

386759 4 23/02/2020

386761 18 23/02/2020

386762 18 23/02/2020

386764 4 23/02/2020

386775 9 23/02/2020

386798 18 23/02/2020

386799 25 23/02/2020

386800 28 23/02/2020

386801 28 23/02/2020

386802 25 23/02/2020

386803 18 23/02/2020

386830 24 24/02/2020

386971 12 26/02/2020

386972 12 26/02/2020

386973 12 26/02/2020

386974 12 26/02/2020

387073 34 02/03/2020

387074 16 02/03/2020

387075 14 02/03/2020

387076 9 02/03/2020

387358 7 08/03/2020

387498 33 11/03/2020

388689 30 13/04/2020
 
 

 

77347734



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

388709 29 13/04/2020

388710 30 13/04/2020

388711 32 13/04/2020

388712 33 13/04/2020

388714 32 13/04/2020

388741 1 13/04/2020

388742 1 13/04/2020

389139 1 23/04/2020

389215 5 26/04/2020

390125 11 18/05/2020

390126 11 18/05/2020

390482 9 26/05/2020

390680 32 01/06/2020

392696 1 06/07/2020

395976 30 05/10/2020

396418 30 13/10/2020

495707 9 09/08/2019

495913 19 12/08/2019

496149 25 18/08/2019

501533 6 30/11/2008

502327 24 15/12/2019

503080 5 29/12/2019

503081 5 29/12/2019

503082 5 29/12/2019

503083 5 29/12/2019

503084 5 29/12/2019

504739 16 02/02/2020

505034 30 08/02/2020

505035 30 08/02/2020

505036 30 08/02/2020

505107 7 09/02/2020

505167 25 09/02/2020

505352 20 14/02/2020

505362 1 14/02/2020

505453 5 16/02/2020

505468 30 16/02/2020

505470 24 16/02/2020

505471 21 16/02/2020

505472 19 16/02/2019
 
 

 

77357735



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

505473 16 16/02/2020

505474 12 16/02/2019

505557 25 17/02/2020

505592 19 17/02/2020

505777 21 21/02/2020

505947 5 24/02/2020

505985 28 24/02/2020

506160 11 28/02/2020

506164 1 28/02/2020

506385 5 30/03/2020

506640 9 08/03/2020

506943 32 14/03/2020

507109 7 16/03/2020

507343 29 21/03/2020

507344 30 21/03/2020

507345 32 21/03/2020

507346 33 21/03/2020

507399 7 21/03/2020

507467 5 23/03/2020

507669 24 28/03/2020

507773 5 29/03/2020

508070 1 03/04/2020

508161 1 04/04/2020

508292 3 07/04/2020

508295 9 07/04/2020

508296 14 07/04/2020

508297 16 07/04/2020

508298 18 07/04/2020

508304 34 07/04/2020

508598 5 13/04/2020

508611 11 13/04/2020

508724 20 17/04/2020

509064 32 24/04/2020

509272 34 25/04/2020

509327 32 26/04/2020

509329 5 26/04/2020

509574 25 02/05/2020

510843 34 26/05/2020

511036 25 30/05/2020
 
 

 

77367736



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  

 
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO CLASS  RENEWAL DATE

513108 7 07/07/2020

513110 12 07/07/2020

513168 12 10/07/2020

513169 7 10/07/2020

513411 7 17/07/2020

513412 21 17/07/2020

513506 1 18/07/2020

513578 1 19/07/2020

513739 30 21/07/2019

514020 9 28/07/2020

514045 11 28/07/2020

514089 25 28/07/2020

514096 28 28/07/2020

514097 28 28/07/2020

515946 30 30/08/2020

516095 2 04/09/2020

516228 30 05/09/2020

516743 5 14/09/2020

516767 7 14/09/2020

517025 17 19/09/2020

517026 17 19/09/2020

517027 2 19/09/2020

517028 2 19/09/2020

522741 25 12/01/2000

524410 24 14/02/2020

524539 25 16/02/2020

524796 
525712 

4 
7 

20/02/2020
06/03/2010 

527622 1 06/04/2020

528928 30 02/05/2020

530503 5 29/05/2020

533775 21 23/07/2020

535036 7 13/08/2020

552537 31 11/06/2011

554817 11 19/07/2011

562789 29 29/11/2011

570292 25 30/03/2012

570292 25 30/03/2012

572099 26 28/04/2019

598496 30 01/06/2020

 

  
 

77377737



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  

 
Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  

APPL NO 
602728 

CLASS 
33  

RENEWAL DATE
28/07/2003 

603956 7 12/08/2013

604265 30 16/08/2020

614867 5 27/12/2020

621593 5 08/03/2014

657738 5 06/03/2019

665880 16 16/05/2019

669717 25 20/06/2005

676595 5 14/08/2019

676596 5 14/08/2019

695781 5 25/01/2016

697767 30 08/02/2020

697881 5 09/02/2020

698621 5 16/02/2020

698630 5 16/02/2020

698685 1 16/02/2020

698686 4 16/02/2020

699212 28 22/02/2020

708095 7 27/06/2020

708993 1 09/07/2020

708995 2 09/07/2020

712114 1 30/04/2020

727628 19 22/05/2020

742754 9 03/10/2020

742959 30 07/10/2016

754903 19 01/04/2007

771657 16 14/10/2017

795120 5 16/03/2018

800324 32 28/04/2018

841268 7 16/02/2019

842253 11 22/02/2019

842676 9 24/02/2019

842677 16 24/02/2019

842914 20 25/02/2019

848054 30 26/03/2019

850464 5 09/04/2019

850465 5 09/04/2019

858405 5 28/05/2019

862991 
868368 
868369 
869368 
869370 

16 
16 
30 
16 
16 

28/06/2009
28/07/2009 
28/07/2009 
03/08/2019 
03/08/2019 

870635 16 11/08/2019

 

  

77387738



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

870815 5 12/08/2019

871396 16 16/08/2019

873537 6 27/08/2019

873538 7 27/08/2019

873539 8 27/08/2019

873540 16 27/08/2019

873541 17 27/08/2019

873542 20 27/08/2019

873543 22 27/08/2019

875969 7 10/09/2019

877828 9 22/09/2019

883045 5 22/10/2019

885584 21 05/11/2019

887339 3 19/11/2009

888094 1 24/11/2019

891694 28 14/12/2019

891772 3 14/12/2019

894988 16 29/12/2019

896262 12 06/01/2020

897468 7 12/01/2020

898495 5 18/01/2020

898496 5 18/01/2020

900614 34 31/01/2020

901292 5 02/02/2020

901293 5 02/02/2020

901294 5 02/02/2020

901849 10 04/02/2020

901855 5 04/02/2020

901966 7 07/02/2020

901967 7 07/02/2020

902027 2 07/02/2020

902067 5 07/02/2020

902070 5 07/02/2020

902071 5 07/02/2020

902072 5 07/02/2020

902075 5 07/02/2020

902076 5 07/02/2020

902077 5 07/02/2020

902111 5 07/02/2020
 
 

 

77397739



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

902224 12 07/02/2020

902590 7 09/02/2020

902593 3 09/02/2020

902596 3 09/02/2020

902597 3 09/02/2020

902598 3 09/02/2020

902599 3 09/02/2020

902602 3 09/02/2020

902603 3 09/02/2020

902604 3 09/02/2020

902605 3 09/02/2020

902607 3 09/02/2020

902610 5 09/02/2020

902652 30 09/02/2020

902788 9 10/02/2020

902807 9 10/02/2020

902808 9 10/02/2020

903036 16 11/02/2020

903037 16 11/02/2020

903056 12 11/02/2020

903143 25 11/02/2020

903232 12 14/02/2020

903255 25 14/02/2020

903259 12 14/02/2020

903315 11 14/02/2020

903316 17 14/02/2020

903334 7 14/02/2020

903370 14 14/02/2020

903483 25 14/02/2020

903518 5 14/02/2020

903600 5 15/02/2020

903605 24 15/02/2020

903615 5 15/02/2020

903679 13 15/02/2020

903691 4 15/02/2020

903740 9 15/02/2020

903741 20 15/02/2020

903876 3 16/02/2010

903901 34 16/02/2020
 
 

 

77407740



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

903928 31 16/02/2020

903929 31 16/02/2020

903930 31 16/02/2020

903931 31 16/02/2020

903972 28 16/02/2020

903977 12 16/02/2020

904066 16 17/02/2020

904094 5 17/02/2020

904107 16 17/02/2020

904171 25 17/02/2020

904196 25 17/02/2020

904222 1 17/02/2020

904223 1 17/02/2020

904224 1 17/02/2020

904225 1 17/02/2020

904325 33 17/02/2020

904374 5 18/02/2020

904378 5 18/02/2020

904379 5 18/02/2020

904384 5 18/02/2020

904435 30 18/02/2020

904436 30 18/02/2020

904452 19 18/02/2020

904453 19 18/02/2020

904454 34 18/02/2020

904456 34 18/02/2020

904504 3 18/02/2020

904505 3 18/02/2020

904514 31 18/02/2020

904607 9 18/02/2020

904615 30 18/02/2020

904699 9 18/02/2020

904796 7 21/02/2020

904885 5 21/02/2020

904886 5 21/02/2020

904887 5 21/02/2020

904888 5 21/02/2020

904889 5 21/02/2020

904890 5 21/02/2020
 
 

 

77417741



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

904891 5 21/02/2020

904892 5 21/02/2020

904895 3 21/02/2020

904896 3 21/02/2020

904897 3 21/02/2020

904989 14 21/02/2020

904990 25 21/02/2020

904991 18 21/02/2020

905144 9 22/02/2020

905206 25 22/02/2020

905282 5 23/02/2020

905284 5 23/02/2020

905285 5 23/02/2020

905293 5 23/02/2020

905397 16 23/02/2020

905399 16 23/02/2020

905410 25 23/02/2020

905449 25 23/02/2020

905480 5 23/02/2020

905710 11 24/02/2020

905718 16 24/02/2020

905753 19 24/02/2020

905760 9 24/02/2020

905761 16 24/02/2020

905844 5 25/02/2020

905869 9 25/02/2020

905980 5 25/02/2020

905981 5 25/02/2020

905982 5 25/02/2020

905983 5 25/02/2020

905989 30 25/02/2020

905990 30 25/02/2020

905992 30 25/02/2020

905993 30 25/02/2020

905996 5 25/02/2020

905997 5 25/02/2020

905998 5 25/02/2020

905999 5 25/02/2020

906000 5 25/02/2020
 
 

 

77427742



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

906002 5 25/02/2020

906003 5 25/02/2020

906004 5 25/02/2020

906006 5 25/02/2020

906064 7 25/02/2020

906092 9 25/02/2020

906220 24 28/02/2020

906296 16 28/02/2020

906481 25 28/02/2020

906632 16 28/02/2020

906633 28 28/02/2020

906636 5 28/02/2020

906809 5 01/03/2020

906855 25 01/03/2020

906875 32 01/03/2020

906953 21 01/03/2020

906954 8 01/03/2020

906987 28 01/03/2020

907156 16 02/03/2020

907157 16 02/03/2020

907209 25 02/03/2020

907332 22 03/03/2020

907420 16 03/03/2020

907746 24 06/03/2020

907824 24 06/03/2020

907825 26 06/03/2020

907878 1 06/03/2020

908344 11 08/03/2020

908599 5 09/03/2020

908641 17 09/03/2020

908642 18 09/03/2020

908643 25 09/03/2020

908909 28 09/03/2020

908910 28 09/03/2020

908916 28 09/03/2020

909168 16 10/03/2020

909169 9 10/03/2020

909585 25 13/03/2020

909779 12 14/03/2020
 
 

 

77437743



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

909783 9 14/03/2020

909786 34 14/03/2020

910586 5 16/03/2020

910587 5 16/03/2020

910588 5 16/03/2020

910698 5 16/03/2020

910699 5 16/03/2020

910727 7 16/03/2020

910728 7 16/03/2020

910743 6 16/03/2020

910759 3 16/03/2020

910760 1 16/03/2020

911210 16 21/03/2020

911211 9 21/03/2020

911330 31 21/03/2020

911331 30 21/03/2020

911332 29 21/03/2020

911455 1 22/03/2020

911567 25 22/03/2020

911646 9 22/03/2020

911647 16 22/03/2020

912000 25 23/03/2020

912039 6 23/03/2020

912429 5 24/03/2020

912430 5 24/03/2020

912431 5 24/03/2020

912494 30 24/03/2020

912589 5 24/03/2010

912750 5 27/03/2020

912901 32 27/03/2020

912902 5 27/03/2020

913043 24 27/03/2020

913252 9 28/03/2020

913343 6 28/03/2020

913344 17 28/03/2020

913527 10 28/03/2020

913528 10 28/03/2020

913529 10 28/03/2020

913531 10 28/03/2020
 
 

 

77447744



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

913565 5 28/03/2020

913716 3 29/03/2020

914009 9 29/03/2020

914087 5 29/03/2020

914296 5 30/03/2020

914297 5 30/03/2020

914299 5 30/03/2020

914300 5 30/03/2020

914301 5 30/03/2020

914304 5 30/03/2020

914305 5 30/03/2020

914307 5 30/03/2020

914308 5 30/03/2020

914311 5 30/03/2020

914313 5 30/03/2020

914315 5 30/03/2020

914316 5 30/03/2020

914942 16 31/03/2020

915250 20 31/03/2020

915256 10 31/03/2020

915257 10 31/03/2020

915304 5 31/03/2020

915308 5 31/03/2020

915309 3 31/03/2020

915504 29 03/04/2020

915505 30 03/04/2020

915506 25 03/04/2020

915587 7 03/04/2020

916142 7 05/04/2020

916146 12 05/04/2020

916376 7 06/04/2020

916377 7 06/04/2020

916378 6 06/04/2020

916489 3 06/04/2020

916696 30 07/04/2020

916863 32 10/04/2020

916979 12 10/04/2020

917983 31 13/04/2020

918265 9 17/04/2020
 
 

 

77457745



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

918607 9 17/04/2020

918613 12 17/04/2020

918715 28 17/04/2020

918716 28 17/04/2020

918717 25 17/04/2020

918718 25 17/04/2020

918719 18 17/04/2020

918720 18 17/04/2020

918721 16 17/04/2020

918722 16 17/04/2020

918723 14 17/04/2020

918724 14 17/04/2020

918894 10 18/04/2020

919110 5 19/04/2020

919112 5 19/04/2020

919113 5 19/04/2020

919114 5 19/04/2020

919116 5 19/04/2020

919117 5 19/04/2020

919118 5 19/04/2020

919440 32 20/04/2020

919441 1 20/04/2020

919442 16 20/04/2020

919443 21 20/04/2020

919444 25 20/04/2020

919445 28 20/04/2020

919446 29 20/04/2020

919447 30 20/04/2020

919448 8 20/04/2020

919449 7 20/04/2020

919450 4 20/04/2020

919451 3 20/04/2020

919452 1 20/04/2020

919453 3 20/04/2020

919454 4 20/04/2020

919455 7 20/04/2020

919456 8 20/04/2020

919457 9 20/04/2020

919458 10 20/04/2020
 
 

 

77467746



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

919459 11 20/04/2020

919460 12 20/04/2020

919461 12 20/04/2020

919462 11 20/04/2020

919463 10 20/04/2020

919464 9 20/04/2020

919465 16 20/04/2020

919466 28 20/04/2020

919467 25 20/04/2020

919468 21 20/04/2020

919470 30 20/04/2020

919471 32 20/04/2020

919634 9 20/04/2020

919636 30 20/04/2020

919961 14 24/04/2020

920257 6 25/04/2020

920258 7 25/04/2020

920259 11 25/04/2020

920826 5 26/04/2020

920829 5 26/04/2020

921055 31 27/04/2020

921123 4 27/04/2020

921213 16 27/04/2020

921215 18 27/04/2020

921447 30 28/04/2020

921950 25 02/05/2020

922116 9 02/05/2020

922117 9 02/05/2020

922719 4 05/05/2020

922757 1 05/05/2020

923040 5 08/05/2020

923041 5 08/05/2020

923043 5 08/05/2020

923122 2 08/05/2020

923123 5 08/05/2020

923253 24 08/05/2020

923255 24 08/05/2020

923259 24 08/05/2020

923262 24 08/05/2020
 
 

 

77477747



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

924496 25 12/05/2020

925928 30 19/05/2020

926037 5 22/05/2020

926093 5 22/05/2020

926179 7 22/05/2020

926748 29 23/05/2020

926836 5 24/05/2020

927526 25 26/05/2020

927557 5 26/05/2020

927682 30 26/05/2020

927698 9 26/05/2020

927701 16 26/05/2020

927748 5 29/05/2020

927750 5 29/05/2020

927752 3 29/05/2020

927965 30 29/05/2020

928363 5 30/05/2020

928856 16 31/05/2020

928879 5 31/05/2020

928881 5 31/05/2020

929124 16 01/06/2020

930231 7 07/06/2020

930286 7 07/06/2020

930341 34 07/06/2020

930342 34 07/06/2020

930343 34 07/06/2020

930829 5 09/06/2020

930834 17 09/06/2020

930837 1 09/06/2020

930847 21 09/06/2020

930849 9 09/06/2020

930851 3 06/09/2020

930860 5 09/06/2020

930863 10 09/06/2020

930864 10 09/06/2020

930868 21 09/06/2020

930870 9 09/06/2020

930871 5 09/06/2020

931596 7 13/06/2020
 
 

 

77487748



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

931679 19 13/06/2020

931942 25 14/06/2020

932360 16 16/06/2020

932421 33 16/06/2020

932758 16 19/06/2020

932759 16 19/06/2020

932836 10 19/06/2020

933015 25 20/06/2020

933094 5 20/06/2020

933095 5 20/06/2020

933109 30 20/06/2020

933247 8 20/06/2020

933599 19 21/06/2020

934130 3 23/06/2020

934692 5 26/06/2020

934693 5 26/06/2020

934695 5 26/06/2020

935699 5 29/06/2020

935855 1 30/06/2020

935944 7 30/06/2020

936283 9 03/07/2020

937158 9 06/07/2020

938800 3 12/07/2020

940023 16 18/07/2020

940160 5 18/07/2020

940161 5 18/07/2020

940162 5 18/07/2020

940163 5 18/07/2020

940181 5 19/07/2020

941304 1 21/07/2020

941818 34 24/07/2020

941823 21 24/07/2020

941824 21 24/07/2020

941910 25 24/07/2020

942332 20 25/07/2020

942333 11 25/07/2020

942334 19 25/07/2020

943831 2 31/07/2020

943873 9 31/07/2020
 
 

 

77497749



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

944169 5 01/08/2020

944634 16 03/08/2020

945790 6 07/08/2020

945796 30 07/08/2020

946779 2 10/08/2020

946780 4 10/08/2020

946787 12 10/08/2020

947614 28 14/08/2020

947620 1 14/08/2020

947621 4 14/08/2020

947622 5 14/08/2020

947623 16 14/08/2020

948510 5 17/08/2020

948511 9 17/08/2020

949477 5 22/08/2020

949652 25 24/08/2020

950605 21 28/08/2020

950606 20 28/08/2020

950812 5 29/08/2020

950813 5 29/08/2020

951299 30 30/08/2020

957589 12 20/09/2020

957841 9 21/09/2020

958844 5 26/09/2020

960603 6 03/10/2020

961546 10 05/10/2020

964154 4 17/10/2020

964334 2 18/10/2020

966282 16 24/10/2020

968746 5 07/11/2020

970073 3 13/11/2010

973572 7 28/11/2020

973715 5 29/11/2020

974805 14 04/12/2020

976434 6 11/12/2020

976435 28 11/12/2020

976436 28 11/12/2020

976736 4 12/12/2020

977881 11 18/12/2020
 
 

 

77507750



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

978744 9 21/12/2020

979845 34 27/12/2020

979975 3 29/12/2020

980509 30 01/01/2021

982029 1 08/01/2011

982031 2 08/01/2011

982032 2 08/01/2011

982034 3 08/01/2011

982035 4 08/01/2011

982036 4 08/01/2011

982037 5 08/01/2011

982038 5 08/01/2011

982040 6 08/01/2011

982041 7 08/01/2011

982042 7 08/01/2011

982043 8 08/01/2011

982044 8 08/01/2011

982047 10 08/01/2011

982048 10 08/01/2011

982049 11 08/01/2011

982051 12 08/01/2011

982052 12 08/01/2011

982053 13 08/01/2011

982054 13 08/01/2011

982055 14 08/01/2011

982056 14 08/01/2011

982057 15 08/01/2011

982058 15 08/01/2011

982060 16 08/01/2011

982061 17 08/01/2011

982062 17 08/01/2011

982063 18 08/01/2011

982064 18 08/01/2011

982065 19 08/01/2011

982066 19 08/01/2011

982067 20 08/01/2011

982068 20 08/01/2011

982069 21 08/01/2011

982070 21 08/01/2011
 
 

 

77517751



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

982071 22 08/01/2011

982072 22 08/01/2011

982073 23 08/01/2011

982074 23 08/01/2011

982078 25 08/01/2011

982079 26 08/01/2011

982082 27 08/01/2011

982091 32 08/01/2011

982092 32 08/01/2011

982093 33 08/01/2011

982097 34 08/01/2011 11:28:00

982100 31 08/01/2011

982200 5 08/01/2021

983692 3 15/01/2021

984691 7 18/01/2021

986346 3 29/01/2021

986521 5 29/01/2021

987011 3 31/01/2021

987013 3 31/01/2021

987015 3 31/01/2021

987017 3 31/01/2021

1010274 31 18/05/2011

1010275 34 18/05/2011

1039860 3 27/08/2011

1056660 6 05/11/2011

1056661 6 05/11/2011

1056700 29 05/11/2011

1066758 9 13/12/2011

1066759 11 13/12/2011

1066760 7 13/12/2011

1068407 3 21/12/2011

1069413 29 26/12/2011

1070939 32 31/12/2011

1071954 12 04/01/2012

1072048 34 07/01/2012

1072049 34 07/01/2012

1072059 31 07/01/2012

1072060 31 07/01/2012

1072063 34 07/01/2012
 
 

 

77527752



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1072116 21 07/01/2012

1072117 21 07/01/2012

1072118 21 07/01/2012 12:56:20

1072119 21 07/01/2012

1072121 30 07/01/2012

1072175 31 07/01/2012

1072179 31 07/01/2012

1072180 31 07/01/2012

1072181 31 07/01/2012 14:20:32

1072184 31 07/01/2012

1072185 31 07/01/2012

1072192 34 07/01/2012 14:20:32

1072194 34 07/01/2012

1072198 34 07/01/2012

1072559 9 09/01/2012

1072570 9 09/01/2012

1072631 5 09/01/2012

1072632 5 09/01/2012

1073040 23 10/01/2012

1073050 12 10/01/2012

1073052 6 10/01/2012

1073417 16 11/01/2012

1073546 11 14/01/2012

1073718 24 14/01/2012

1073981 23 15/01/2012

1073982 7 15/01/2012

1073983 9 15/01/2012

1073984 11 15/01/2012

1075403 6 23/01/2012 12:34:30

1077295 11 31/01/2012

1078048 5 04/02/2012

1078155 16 04/02/2012

1079901 30 11/02/2012

1079903 29 11/02/2012

1079904 29 11/02/2012

1082344 3 21/02/2012

1082345 5 21/02/2012

1082346 5 21/02/2012

1082347 3 21/02/2012
 
 

 

77537753



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1082729 5 22/02/2012

1089597 9 26/03/2012

1089598 9 26/03/2012

1090253 12 27/03/2012 11:36:55

1094030 5 10/04/2012

1109574 5 06/06/2012

1114769 31 27/06/2012

1114770 29 27/06/2012

1151847 12 18/11/2012

1259719 14 07/01/2014

1277149 39 06/04/2014

1277152 39 06/04/2014

1277153 39 06/04/2014

1283232 5 06/05/2014

1316499 7 20/10/2014

1316501 7 20/10/2014

1392873 41 19/10/2015

1392881 42 19/10/2015

1512927 99 13/12/2016

1538214 99 08/03/2017

1548063 29 10/04/2017

1580707 5 19/07/2017

1716683 35 31/07/2018

1722863 28 19/08/2018

1774476 42 15/01/2019

1782719 14 09/02/2019

1784132 30 11/02/2019

1785007 39 13/02/2019

1786800 5 18/02/2019

1786801 5 18/02/2019

1787104 99 18/02/2019

1787123 42 18/02/2019

1787197 31 19/02/2019

1788978 99 24/02/2019

1789075 20 24/02/2019

1789271 11 25/02/2019

1789755 7 26/02/2019

1792149 3 04/03/2019

1792150 3 04/03/2019
 
 

 

77547754



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1793508 21 09/03/2019

1793660 25 09/03/2019

1797957 99 20/03/2019

1798420 5 23/03/2019

1799761 30 25/03/2019

1802420 30 02/04/2019

1802421 30 02/04/2019

1802423 5 02/04/2019

1802425 5 02/04/2019

1802428 5 02/04/2019

1803914 32 08/04/2019

1805142 20 13/04/2019

1810309 3 22/04/2019

1811300 25 27/04/2019

1811345 99 27/04/2019

1812903 21 29/04/2019

1813121 30 30/04/2019

1813230 10 30/04/2019

1815411 25 06/05/2019

1815413 35 06/05/2019

1815423 36 06/05/2019

1815424 16 06/05/2019

1816517 41 11/05/2019

1816518 41 11/05/2019

1816868 19 12/05/2019

1820028 40 20/05/2019

1820029 37 20/05/2019

1821735 25 25/05/2019

1822321 34 26/05/2019

1823146 7 28/05/2019

1826267 17 05/06/2019

1828487 5 12/06/2019

1828489 11 12/06/2019

1828491 35 12/06/2019

1830441 25 18/06/2019

1839975 17 15/07/2019

1842000 42 21/07/2019

1842825 39 22/07/2019

1842826 39 22/07/2019
 
 

 

77557755



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1847415 5 05/08/2019

1847416 5 05/08/2019

1847417 5 05/08/2019

1847418 5 05/08/2019

1849430 14 11/08/2019

1850455 35 13/08/2019

1850456 5 13/08/2019

1850457 5 13/08/2019

1850459 5 13/08/2019

1850475 14 13/08/2019

1850687 22 13/08/2019

1850688 22 13/08/2019

1850690 6 13/08/2019

1851312 5 17/08/2019

1851497 41 18/08/2019

1851500 35 18/08/2019

1851501 15 18/08/2019

1854088 30 24/08/2019

1856484 41 31/08/2019

1856485 42 31/08/2019

1857164 30 01/09/2019

1857679 5 02/09/2019

1857682 5 02/09/2019

1857684 5 02/09/2019

1858512 99 04/09/2019

1858513 99 04/09/2019

1860001 5 08/09/2019

1861456 99 11/09/2019

1861458 99 11/09/2019

1861460 99 11/09/2019

1861461 99 11/09/2019

1864643 42 22/09/2019

1865028 17 22/09/2019

1868726 9 01/10/2019

1869799 7 06/10/2019

1874315 14 18/10/2019

1874316 35 18/10/2019

1874930 24 21/10/2019

1876339 99 26/10/2019
 
 

 

77567756



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1876340 99 26/10/2019

1877030 30 27/10/2019

1880579 40 05/11/2019

1880582 9 05/11/2019

1882932 35 11/11/2019

1882933 6 11/11/2019

1882934 16 11/11/2019

1884230 5 13/11/2019

1884641 35 16/11/2019

1886735 24 20/11/2019

1887143 18 20/11/2019

1887150 18 20/11/2019

1888234 12 24/11/2019

1888274 14 24/11/2019

1889657 31 28/11/2019

1890666 35 02/12/2019

1890849 20 02/12/2019

1890984 35 03/12/2019

1891845 41 04/12/2019

1892479 1 07/12/2019

1892480 1 07/12/2019

1893050 11 08/12/2019

1893051 16 08/12/2019

1893189 5 08/12/2019

1893696 5 09/12/2019

1894499 29 11/12/2019

1895328 25 14/12/2019

1896016 99 15/12/2019

1897427 37 17/12/2019

1897428 37 17/12/2019

1897429 36 17/12/2019

1897430 36 17/12/2019

1902860 35 30/12/2019

1902861 37 30/12/2019

1902862 42 30/12/2019

1903864 20 31/12/2019

1903865 16 31/12/2019

1904366 19 04/01/2020

1904368 36 04/01/2020
 
 

 

77577757



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1904369 37 04/01/2020

1904975 43 05/01/2020

1906070 5 07/01/2020

1907093 9 11/01/2020

1907094 9 11/01/2020

1907096 42 11/01/2020

1907099 35 11/01/2020

1907100 42 11/01/2020

1907115 41 11/01/2020

1907539 16 11/01/2020

1907904 5 12/01/2020

1908497 5 13/01/2020

1908498 5 13/01/2020

1908500 5 13/01/2020

1908683 3 13/01/2020

1909385 5 15/01/2020

1910365 9 18/01/2020

1910882 99 19/01/2020

1911105 30 20/01/2020

1911799 39 21/01/2020

1911811 30 21/01/2020

1912056 36 21/01/2020

1913872 6 27/01/2020

1914548 3 28/01/2020

1915513 35 03/02/2020

1915654 25 03/02/2020

1915760 6 03/02/2020

1915805 6 03/02/2020

1915820 44 03/02/2020

1916200 30 04/02/2020

1916501 14 04/02/2020

1916506 42 04/02/2020

1916507 35 04/02/2020

1916529 5 04/02/2020

1916868 9 04/02/2020

1917531 35 05/02/2020

1917557 16 05/02/2020

1917558 43 05/02/2020

1917673 1 05/02/2020
 
 

 

77587758



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1917802 41 05/02/2020

1918203 45 05/02/2020

1918528 5 08/02/2020

1918589 45 08/02/2020

1918590 7 08/02/2020

1918717 11 08/02/2020

1918718 20 08/02/2020

1918719 21 08/02/2020

1918720 24 08/02/2020

1918721 27 08/02/2020

1918722 42 08/02/2020

1918723 11 08/02/2020

1918724 20 08/02/2020

1918728 42 08/02/2020

1918730 20 08/02/2020

1918732 24 08/02/2020

1918740 42 08/02/2020

1918771 37 08/02/2020

1918772 37 08/02/2020

1918773 37 08/02/2020

1918808 5 08/02/2020

1918840 39 08/02/2020

1918851 22 08/02/2020

1918852 22 08/02/2020

1918895 1 08/02/2020

1918896 1 08/02/2020

1918897 1 08/02/2020

1918925 1 08/02/2020

1918926 1 08/02/2020

1918954 7 08/02/2020

1918955 7 08/02/2020

1918956 7 08/02/2020

1919136 5 08/02/2020

1919137 5 08/02/2020

1919139 5 08/02/2020

1919140 5 08/02/2020

1919141 5 08/02/2020

1919165 5 08/02/2020

1919166 5 08/02/2020
 
 

 

77597759



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1919167 5 08/02/2020

1919168 5 08/02/2020

1919169 5 08/02/2020

1919170 5 08/02/2020

1919171 5 08/02/2020

1919172 5 08/02/2020

1919173 5 08/02/2020

1919192 24 08/02/2020

1919255 8 08/02/2020

1919265 5 08/02/2020

1919267 5 08/02/2020

1919275 25 08/02/2020

1919302 1 08/02/2020

1919323 35 08/02/2020

1919397 5 08/02/2020

1919398 5 08/02/2020

1919423 30 08/02/2020

1919435 35 08/02/2020

1919451 10 08/02/2020

1919457 35 08/02/2020

1919473 9 09/02/2020

1919474 6 09/02/2020

1919502 43 09/02/2020

1919528 99 09/02/2020

1919529 6 09/02/2020

1919543 43 09/02/2020

1919547 41 09/02/2020

1919548 16 09/02/2020

1919594 29 09/02/2020

1919656 5 09/02/2020

1919659 5 09/02/2020

1919660 5 09/02/2020

1919661 5 09/02/2020

1919671 31 09/02/2020

1919697 5 09/02/2020

1919698 35 09/02/2020

1919699 5 09/02/2020

1919712 5 09/02/2020

1919713 5 09/02/2020
 
 

 

77607760



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1919714 5 09/02/2020

1919715 5 09/02/2020

1919721 35 09/02/2020

1919722 35 09/02/2020

1919723 35 09/02/2020

1919725 35 09/02/2020

1919747 5 09/02/2020

1919776 43 09/02/2020

1919778 43 09/02/2020

1919786 4 09/02/2020

1919806 41 09/02/2020

1919837 9 09/02/2020

1919861 20 09/02/2020

1919863 43 09/02/2020

1919866 30 09/02/2020

1919892 9 09/02/2020

1919897 35 09/02/2020

1919899 42 09/02/2020

1919900 16 09/02/2020

1919906 32 09/02/2020

1920008 12 09/02/2020

1920014 12 09/02/2020

1920027 6 09/02/2020

1920032 9 09/02/2020

1920036 20 09/02/2020

1920038 20 09/02/2020

1920046 8 09/02/2020

1920049 29 09/02/2020

1920054 5 09/02/2020

1920060 7 09/02/2020

1920069 41 09/02/2020

1920136 30 09/02/2020

1920137 7 09/02/2020

1920226 31 09/02/2020

1920266 30 10/02/2020

1920276 41 10/02/2020

1920279 35 10/02/2020

1920280 35 10/02/2020

1920306 35 10/02/2020
 
 

 

77617761



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1920307 14 10/02/2020

1920329 1 10/02/2020

1920331 35 10/02/2020

1920332 35 10/02/2020

1920334 5 10/02/2020

1920335 5 10/02/2020

1920352 12 10/02/2020

1920353 12 10/02/2020

1920354 12 10/02/2020

1920355 12 10/02/2020

1920358 32 10/02/2020

1920369 30 10/02/2020

1920438 30 10/02/2020

1920447 3 10/02/2020

1920453 32 10/02/2020

1920513 29 10/02/2020

1920514 29 10/02/2020

1920516 30 10/02/2020

1920603 5 10/02/2020

1920604 31 10/02/2020

1920611 31 10/02/2020

1920653 24 10/02/2020

1920658 5 10/02/2020

1920659 5 10/02/2020

1920660 5 10/02/2020

1920661 5 10/02/2020

1920671 5 10/02/2020

1920680 9 10/02/2020

1920683 35 10/02/2020

1920696 5 10/02/2020

1920699 25 10/02/2020

1920701 25 10/02/2020

1920702 5 10/02/2020

1920722 9 10/02/2020

1920734 24 10/02/2020

1920773 25 10/02/2020

1920785 7 10/02/2020

1920792 5 10/02/2020

1920795 5 10/02/2020
 
 

 

77627762



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1920796 5 10/02/2020

1920798 5 10/02/2020

1920806 5 10/02/2020

1920872 99 10/02/2020

1920899 99 10/02/2020

1920900 99 10/02/2020

1920912 5 10/02/2020

1920913 5 10/02/2020

1920919 18 11/02/2020

1920920 24 11/02/2020

1920921 25 11/02/2020

1920923 9 11/02/2020

1920945 5 11/02/2020

1920947 41 11/02/2020

1920949 42 11/02/2020

1920958 42 11/02/2020

1920959 25 11/02/2020

1921014 11 11/02/2020

1921030 35 11/02/2020

1921047 17 11/02/2020

1921111 99 11/02/2020

1921143 41 11/02/2020

1921145 29 11/02/2020

1921146 32 11/02/2020

1921201 31 11/02/2020

1921224 35 11/02/2020

1921226 35 11/02/2020

1921227 42 11/02/2020

1921247 36 11/02/2020

1921248 36 11/02/2020

1921257 10 11/02/2020

1921278 5 11/02/2020

1921328 9 11/02/2020

1921329 16 11/02/2020

1921330 38 11/02/2020

1921331 41 11/02/2020

1921332 11 11/02/2020

1921335 1 11/02/2020

1921340 5 11/02/2020
 
 

 

77637763



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1921341 9 11/02/2020

1921342 11 11/02/2020

1921366 16 11/02/2020

1921406 34 11/02/2020

1921407 5 11/02/2020

1921440 35 11/02/2020

1921468 18 11/02/2020

1921469 25 11/02/2020

1921470 35 11/02/2020

1921475 7 11/02/2020

1921476 7 11/02/2020

1921477 7 11/02/2020

1921478 7 11/02/2020

1921479 7 11/02/2020

1921520 25 12/02/2020

1921521 25 12/02/2020

1921522 25 12/02/2020

1921547 31 12/02/2020

1921550 31 12/02/2020

1921555 7 12/02/2020

1921556 7 12/02/2020

1921562 31 12/02/2020

1921582 99 12/02/2020

1921583 99 12/02/2020

1921613 6 12/02/2020

1921615 18 12/02/2020

1921623 35 12/02/2020

1921680 5 12/02/2020

1921716 32 12/02/2020

1921729 34 12/02/2020

1921748 6 12/02/2020

1921766 2 12/02/2020

1921769 41 12/02/2020

1921771 25 12/02/2020

1921775 35 12/02/2020

1921780 14 12/02/2020

1921793 30 12/02/2020

1921806 5 12/02/2020

1921811 11 12/02/2020
 
 

 

77647764



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1921825 31 12/02/2020

1921834 31 13/02/2020

1921838 1 14/02/2020

1921839 1 14/02/2020

1921840 1 14/02/2020

1921865 3 15/02/2020

1921873 29 15/02/2020

1921902 28 15/02/2020

1921916 43 15/02/2020

1921998 44 15/02/2020

1922016 5 15/02/2020

1922017 1 15/02/2020

1922024 6 15/02/2020

1922033 3 15/02/2020

1922034 16 15/02/2020

1922035 41 15/02/2020

1922069 9 15/02/2020

1922070 17 15/02/2020

1922071 9 15/02/2020

1922072 9 15/02/2020

1922091 16 15/02/2020

1922097 99 15/02/2020

1922110 31 15/02/2020

1922112 31 15/02/2020

1922113 34 15/02/2020

1922114 25 15/02/2020

1922116 99 15/02/2020

1922118 5 15/02/2020

1922189 9 15/02/2020

1922196 36 15/02/2020

1922198 99 15/02/2020

1922200 99 15/02/2020

1922225 10 15/02/2020

1922279 35 15/02/2020

1922281 12 15/02/2020

1922285 25 15/02/2020

1922288 19 15/02/2020

1922289 6 15/02/2020

1922290 12 15/02/2020
 
 

 

77657765



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1922300 17 15/02/2020

1922309 5 15/02/2020

1922310 5 15/02/2020

1922313 5 15/02/2020

1922332 7 15/02/2020

1922405 9 15/02/2020

1922430 30 15/02/2020

1922441 5 15/02/2020

1922442 9 15/02/2020

1922470 5 15/02/2020

1922473 7 15/02/2020

1922494 20 15/02/2020

1922505 31 16/02/2020

1922506 31 16/02/2020

1922507 35 16/02/2020

1922508 36 16/02/2020

1922509 37 16/02/2020

1922510 41 16/02/2020

1922511 42 16/02/2020

1922517 5 16/02/2020

1922520 6 16/02/2020

1922538 3 16/02/2020

1922550 5 16/02/2020

1922555 14 16/02/2020

1922604 5 16/02/2020

1922610 9 16/02/2020

1922625 5 16/02/2020

1922626 5 16/02/2020

1922692 11 16/02/2020

1922693 7 16/02/2020

1922694 9 16/02/2020

1922699 5 16/02/2020

1922710 36 16/02/2020

1922713 35 16/02/2020

1922718 5 16/02/2020

1922721 5 16/02/2020

1922729 35 16/02/2020

1922772 36 16/02/2020

1922776 35 16/02/2020
 
 

 

77667766



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1922778 40 16/02/2020

1922781 45 16/02/2020

1922806 6 16/02/2020

1922814 17 16/02/2020

1922837 34 16/02/2020

1922840 11 16/02/2020

1922869 30 16/02/2020

1922870 30 16/02/2020

1922872 35 16/02/2020

1922873 43 16/02/2020

1922879 5 16/02/2020

1922895 29 16/02/2020

1922956 9 16/02/2020

1922962 25 16/02/2020

1922963 18 16/02/2020

1922964 14 16/02/2020

1922993 99 16/02/2020

1922998 12 16/02/2020

1923002 14 16/02/2020

1923079 99 16/02/2020

1923099 4 16/02/2020

1923100 35 16/02/2020

1923110 3 16/02/2020

1923111 14 16/02/2020

1923112 25 16/02/2020

1923113 12 16/02/2020

1923114 99 16/02/2020

1923136 12 16/02/2020

1923185 11 16/02/2020

1923250 5 16/02/2020

1923251 5 16/02/2020

1923314 30 16/02/2020

1923317 31 16/02/2020

1923319 31 16/02/2020

1923322 12 16/02/2020

1923337 25 17/02/2020

1923373 41 17/02/2020

1923375 14 17/02/2020

1923389 7 17/02/2020
 
 

 

77677767



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1923451 6 17/02/2020

1923452 9 17/02/2020

1923454 37 17/02/2020

1923455 6 17/02/2020

1923456 9 17/02/2020

1923457 6 17/02/2020

1923458 9 17/02/2020

1923459 37 17/02/2020

1923460 37 17/02/2020

1923461 6 17/02/2020

1923462 9 17/02/2020

1923463 37 17/02/2020

1923464 6 17/02/2020

1923465 9 17/02/2020

1923468 6 17/02/2020

1923469 9 17/02/2020

1923470 6 17/02/2020

1923471 9 17/02/2020

1923472 6 17/02/2020

1923473 9 17/02/2020

1923475 6 17/02/2020

1923476 9 17/02/2020

1923477 30 17/02/2020

1923479 39 17/02/2020

1923480 42 17/02/2020

1923485 37 17/02/2020

1923486 37 17/02/2020

1923487 6 17/02/2020

1923488 9 17/02/2020

1923489 7 17/02/2020

1923490 6 17/02/2020

1923491 9 17/02/2020

1923492 37 17/02/2020

1923493 6 17/02/2020

1923495 37 17/02/2020

1923496 6 17/02/2020

1923499 6 17/02/2020

1923500 9 17/02/2020

1923503 6 17/02/2020
 
 

 

77687768



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1923504 9 17/02/2020

1923505 6 17/02/2020

1923506 9 17/02/2020

1923507 6 17/02/2020

1923508 9 17/02/2020

1923509 6 17/02/2020

1923511 6 17/02/2020

1923512 9 17/02/2020

1923515 6 17/02/2020

1923516 9 17/02/2020

1923517 11 17/02/2020

1923519 35 17/02/2020

1923520 36 17/02/2020

1923521 37 17/02/2020

1923525 5 17/02/2020

1923531 16 17/02/2020

1923532 36 17/02/2020

1923578 18 17/02/2020

1923579 25 17/02/2020

1923580 35 17/02/2020

1923620 18 17/02/2020

1923627 7 17/02/2020

1923631 25 17/02/2020

1923632 25 17/02/2020

1923654 5 17/02/2020

1923656 5 17/02/2020

1923660 5 17/02/2020

1923661 35 17/02/2020

1923665 7 17/02/2020

1923672 25 17/02/2020

1923674 42 17/02/2020

1923679 14 17/02/2020

1923680 18 17/02/2020

1923681 24 17/02/2020

1923682 25 17/02/2020

1923683 35 17/02/2020

1923698 5 17/02/2020

1923700 5 17/02/2020

1923707 29 17/02/2020
 
 

 

77697769



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1923708 29 17/02/2020

1923735 17 17/02/2020

1923736 17 17/02/2020

1923737 17 17/02/2020

1923744 35 17/02/2020

1923745 36 17/02/2020

1923746 37 17/02/2020

1923747 5 17/02/2020

1923862 25 18/02/2020

1923896 5 18/02/2020

1923906 42 18/02/2020

1923907 18 18/02/2020

1923947 40 18/02/2020

1923991 30 18/02/2020

1923992 30 18/02/2020

1923994 5 18/02/2020

1924027 6 18/02/2020

1924034 5 18/02/2020

1924035 9 18/02/2020

1924038 5 18/02/2020

1924039 6 18/02/2020

1924040 9 18/02/2020

1924054 5 18/02/2020

1924056 5 18/02/2020

1924058 5 18/02/2020

1924060 5 18/02/2020

1924061 5 18/02/2020

1924062 5 18/02/2020

1924063 5 18/02/2020

1924064 5 18/02/2020

1924065 5 18/02/2020

1924067 5 18/02/2020

1924068 5 18/02/2020

1924069 5 18/02/2020

1924071 5 18/02/2020

1924072 5 18/02/2020

1924075 5 18/02/2020

1924076 5 18/02/2020

1924078 5 18/02/2020
 
 

 

77707770



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1924079 5 18/02/2020

1924081 5 18/02/2020

1924082 5 18/02/2020

1924083 5 18/02/2020

1924126 41 18/02/2020

1924193 5 18/02/2020

1924194 5 18/02/2020

1924195 5 18/02/2020

1924265 5 18/02/2020

1924273 5 18/02/2020

1924305 99 18/02/2020

1924356 30 18/02/2020

1924358 35 18/02/2020

1924361 7 18/02/2020

1924400 5 18/02/2020

1924405 5 18/02/2020

1924411 26 18/02/2020

1924415 11 18/02/2020

1924418 12 18/02/2020

1924420 2 18/02/2020

1924453 9 18/02/2020

1924456 40 18/02/2020

1924460 12 18/02/2020

1924461 16 18/02/2020

1924492 5 19/02/2020

1924494 17 19/02/2020

1924495 30 19/02/2020

1924496 35 19/02/2020

1924498 37 19/02/2020

1924501 43 19/02/2020

1924505 1 19/02/2020

1924506 1 19/02/2020

1924507 1 19/02/2020

1924508 1 19/02/2020

1924511 30 19/02/2020

1924512 7 19/02/2020

1924513 33 19/02/2020

1924524 16 19/02/2020

1924525 16 19/02/2020
 
 

 

77717771



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1924526 25 19/02/2020

1924534 5 19/02/2020

1924535 10 19/02/2020

1924536 40 19/02/2020

1924537 99 19/02/2020

1924582 35 19/02/2020

1924583 38 19/02/2020

1924584 41 19/02/2020

1924585 43 19/02/2020

1924586 43 19/02/2020

1924598 44 19/02/2020

1924659 3 19/02/2020

1924721 42 19/02/2020

1924723 2 19/02/2020

1924724 2 19/02/2020

1924725 2 19/02/2020

1924736 44 19/02/2020

1924739 3 19/02/2020

1924762 1 19/02/2020

1924763 32 19/02/2020

1924819 39 19/02/2020

1924860 30 19/02/2020

1924862 34 19/02/2020

1924864 5 19/02/2020

1924899 99 19/02/2020

1924900 99 19/02/2020

1924905 16 19/02/2020

1924911 35 19/02/2020

1924914 33 19/02/2020

1924932 42 19/02/2020

1924954 21 19/02/2020

1924973 1 19/02/2020

1925091 5 19/02/2020

1925093 12 19/02/2020

1925099 25 19/02/2020

1925120 6 19/02/2020

1925121 31 19/02/2020

1925122 30 19/02/2020

1925123 30 19/02/2020
 
 

 

77727772



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1925124 25 19/02/2020

1925127 17 19/02/2020

1925128 17 19/02/2020

1925166 17 22/02/2020

1925177 5 22/02/2020

1925238 7 22/02/2020

1925333 25 22/02/2020

1925338 44 22/02/2020

1925340 1 22/02/2020

1925353 39 22/02/2020

1925530 7 22/02/2020

1925531 35 22/02/2020

1925565 9 22/02/2020

1925567 9 22/02/2020

1925578 36 22/02/2020

1925579 37 22/02/2020

1925610 30 22/02/2020

1925685 42 22/02/2020

1925705 1 22/02/2020

1925707 3 22/02/2020

1925708 4 22/02/2020

1925709 5 22/02/2020

1925710 6 22/02/2020

1925711 7 22/02/2020

1925712 8 22/02/2020

1925714 10 22/02/2020

1925715 11 22/02/2020

1925716 12 22/02/2020

1925717 13 22/02/2020

1925718 14 22/02/2020

1925719 15 22/02/2020

1925721 17 22/02/2020

1925722 18 22/02/2020

1925723 19 22/02/2020

1925724 20 22/02/2020

1925725 21 22/02/2020

1925726 22 22/02/2020

1925727 23 22/02/2020

1925728 24 22/02/2020
 
 

 

77737773



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1925730 26 22/02/2020

1925731 27 22/02/2020

1925732 28 22/02/2020

1925733 29 22/02/2020

1925734 30 22/02/2020

1925735 31 22/02/2020

1925736 32 22/02/2020

1925737 33 22/02/2020

1925738 34 22/02/2020

1925740 36 22/02/2020

1925741 37 22/02/2020

1925743 39 22/02/2020

1925744 40 22/02/2020

1925746 99 22/02/2020

1925751 39 22/02/2020

1925776 6 22/02/2020

1925778 19 22/02/2020

1925804 99 22/02/2020

1925805 99 22/02/2020

1925806 12 22/02/2020

1925880 7 22/02/2020

1925883 35 22/02/2020

1925886 17 22/02/2020

1925941 24 22/02/2020

1925945 9 22/02/2020

1925953 30 22/02/2020

1925961 22 22/02/2020

1925990 24 22/02/2020

1926003 14 22/02/2020

1926004 35 22/02/2020

1926005 36 22/02/2020

1926006 36 22/02/2020

1926007 36 22/02/2020

1926008 36 22/02/2020

1926011 37 22/02/2020

1926012 37 22/02/2020

1926013 37 22/02/2020

1926016 37 22/02/2020

1926017 37 22/02/2020
 
 

 

77747774



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1926018 37 22/02/2020

1926019 37 22/02/2020

1926041 12 23/02/2020

1926124 19 23/02/2020

1926189 29 23/02/2020

1926199 12 23/02/2020

1926200 12 23/02/2020

1926203 3 23/02/2020

1926323 24 23/02/2020

1926400 19 23/02/2020

1926443 9 23/02/2020

1926445 9 23/02/2020

1926447 9 23/02/2020

1926451 36 23/02/2020

1926541 30 23/02/2020

1926560 30 23/02/2020

1926591 8 23/02/2020

1926653 3 24/02/2020

1926654 3 24/02/2020

1926676 3 24/02/2020

1926692 5 24/02/2020

1926695 44 24/02/2020

1926783 41 24/02/2020

1926845 2 24/02/2020

1926909 35 24/02/2020

1926910 5 24/02/2020

1926911 5 24/02/2020

1926912 5 24/02/2020

1926915 5 24/02/2020

1926918 5 24/02/2020

1926920 5 24/02/2020

1926921 5 24/02/2020

1926922 5 24/02/2020

1926923 5 24/02/2020

1926924 5 24/02/2020

1926925 5 24/02/2020

1926926 5 24/02/2020

1926927 5 24/02/2020

1926928 5 24/02/2020
 
 

 

77757775



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1926930 5 24/02/2020

1926931 5 24/02/2020

1926932 5 24/02/2020

1926933 5 24/02/2020

1926935 5 24/02/2020

1926937 5 24/02/2020

1926938 5 24/02/2020

1926945 5 24/02/2020

1926947 5 24/02/2020

1926959 30 24/02/2020

1926995 11 24/02/2020

1926996 9 24/02/2020

1927077 5 24/02/2020

1927123 19 24/02/2020

1927124 37 24/02/2020

1927126 25 24/02/2020

1927127 5 24/02/2020

1927128 5 24/02/2020

1927129 9 24/02/2020

1927142 30 24/02/2020

1927164 3 24/02/2020

1927203 5 24/02/2020

1927204 5 24/02/2020

1927205 5 24/02/2020

1927207 5 24/02/2020

1927208 5 24/02/2020

1927220 35 24/02/2020

1927232 99 24/02/2020

1927400 41 24/02/2020

1927401 42 24/02/2020

1927402 9 24/02/2020

1927403 7 24/02/2020

1927410 30 25/02/2020

1927414 14 25/02/2020

1927431 5 25/02/2020

1927434 30 25/02/2020

1927435 30 25/02/2020

1927470 29 25/02/2020

1927607 25 25/02/2020
 
 

 

77767776



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1927635 20 25/02/2020

1927767 30 25/02/2020

1927768 29 25/02/2020

1927810 5 25/02/2020

1927811 5 25/02/2020

1927920 25 25/02/2020

1927994 7 26/02/2020

1927995 7 26/02/2020

1928058 32 26/02/2020

1928075 29 26/02/2020

1928105 44 26/02/2020

1928174 30 26/02/2020

1928190 35 26/02/2020

1928259 1 26/02/2020

1928297 99 26/02/2020

1928298 99 26/02/2020

1928334 24 26/02/2020

1928341 25 26/02/2020

1928375 1 26/02/2020

1928425 16 26/02/2020

1928426 35 26/02/2020

1928436 5 26/02/2020

1928450 99 26/02/2020

1928468 35 26/02/2020

1928469 41 26/02/2020

1928503 26 26/02/2020

1928510 35 26/02/2020

1928511 5 26/02/2020

1928549 42 26/02/2020

1928578 5 26/02/2020

1928590 12 26/02/2020

1928613 9 01/03/2020

1928679 29 01/03/2020

1928686 31 01/03/2020

1928780 43 02/03/2020

1928814 35 02/03/2020

1928856 32 02/03/2020

1928860 41 02/03/2020

1928861 41 02/03/2020
 
 

 

77777777



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1928880 36 02/03/2020

1928884 37 02/03/2020

1928915 19 02/03/2020

1929034 5 02/03/2020

1929035 5 02/03/2020

1929036 5 02/03/2020

1929037 29 02/03/2020

1929038 30 02/03/2020

1929039 5 02/03/2020

1929040 29 02/03/2020

1929041 30 02/03/2020

1929183 5 02/03/2020

1929290 41 02/03/2020

1929320 99 02/03/2020

1929323 5 02/03/2020

1929327 99 02/03/2020

1929328 99 02/03/2020

1929360 11 02/03/2020

1929368 99 02/03/2020

1929416 17 02/03/2020

1929477 43 03/03/2020

1929497 99 03/03/2020

1929498 99 03/03/2020

1929661 7 03/03/2020

1929662 37 03/03/2020

1929726 30 03/03/2020

1929855 7 03/03/2020

1929856 7 03/03/2020

1929971 99 03/03/2020

1929974 41 03/03/2020

1929975 41 03/03/2020

1929977 41 03/03/2020

1930028 99 03/03/2020

1930130 26 03/03/2020

1930199 5 04/03/2020

1930308 35 04/03/2020

1930552 30 04/03/2020

1930669 16 04/03/2020

1930688 7 04/03/2020
 
 

 

77787778



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1930722 9 04/03/2020

1930788 32 04/03/2020

1931005 35 05/03/2020

1931068 35 05/03/2020

1931075 34 05/03/2020

1931076 34 05/03/2020

1931239 9 05/03/2020

1931240 16 05/03/2020

1931241 38 05/03/2020

1931242 41 05/03/2020

1931243 42 05/03/2020

1931244 35 05/03/2020

1931325 5 05/03/2020

1931535 6 05/03/2020

1931536 9 05/03/2020

1931537 16 05/03/2020

1931538 19 05/03/2020

1931539 20 05/03/2020

1931540 35 05/03/2020

1931541 36 05/03/2020

1931542 37 05/03/2020

1931543 38 05/03/2020

1931544 39 05/03/2020

1931545 40 05/03/2020

1931546 41 05/03/2020

1931547 42 05/03/2020

1931629 5 05/03/2020

1931641 5 05/03/2020

1931642 3 05/03/2020

1931643 3 05/03/2020

1931644 3 05/03/2020

1931789 25 08/03/2020

1931825 23 08/03/2020

1931834 5 08/03/2020

1931835 5 08/03/2020

1931837 5 08/03/2020

1931838 5 08/03/2020

1931975 19 08/03/2020

1931976 16 08/03/2020
 
 

 

77797779



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1931983 25 08/03/2020

1931998 19 08/03/2020

1932104 6 08/03/2020

1932237 16 08/03/2020

1932238 38 08/03/2020

1932239 41 08/03/2020

1932284 36 08/03/2020

1932285 36 08/03/2020

1932337 99 08/03/2020

1932339 99 08/03/2020

1932366 9 08/03/2020

1932370 11 08/03/2020

1932382 25 08/03/2020

1932383 25 08/03/2020

1932410 1 08/03/2020

1932510 11 09/03/2020

1932511 12 09/03/2020

1932512 35 09/03/2020

1932513 12 09/03/2020

1932700 25 09/03/2020

1932760 5 09/03/2020

1932803 25 09/03/2020

1932846 30 09/03/2020

1932849 30 09/03/2020

1932992 30 09/03/2020

1933069 9 09/03/2020

1933073 14 09/03/2020

1933088 37 09/03/2020

1933089 36 09/03/2020

1933107 39 09/03/2020

1933170 37 09/03/2020

1933186 43 09/03/2020

1933187 30 09/03/2020

1933229 16 09/03/2020

1933233 16 09/03/2020

1933282 99 09/03/2020

1933379 43 10/03/2020

1933659 9 10/03/2020

1933665 35 10/03/2020
 
 

 

77807780



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1933666 25 10/03/2020

1933667 24 10/03/2020

1933668 18 10/03/2020

1933669 25 10/03/2020

1933670 24 10/03/2020

1933671 18 10/03/2020

1933672 18 10/03/2020

1933673 24 10/03/2020

1933674 25 10/03/2020

1933675 35 10/03/2020

1933676 18 10/03/2020

1933677 24 10/03/2020

1933678 25 10/03/2020

1933679 35 10/03/2020

1933680 35 10/03/2020

1933814 16 10/03/2020

1933846 5 10/03/2020

1933847 5 10/03/2020

1933849 5 10/03/2020

1933850 5 10/03/2020

1933852 5 10/03/2020

1933853 5 10/03/2020

1933854 5 10/03/2020

1933855 5 10/03/2020

1933856 5 10/03/2020

1933857 5 10/03/2020

1933858 5 10/03/2020

1933859 5 10/03/2020

1933875 28 10/03/2020

1933876 28 10/03/2020

1933897 14 10/03/2020

1933899 16 10/03/2020

1933901 35 10/03/2020

1933905 41 10/03/2020

1933907 42 10/03/2020

1933919 9 10/03/2020

1933920 35 10/03/2020

1933933 3 10/03/2020

1933934 3 10/03/2020
 
 

 

77817781



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1933951 5 10/03/2020

1933957 5 10/03/2020

1933958 5 10/03/2020

1933959 5 10/03/2020

1933960 5 10/03/2020

1934004 5 10/03/2020

1934005 5 10/03/2020

1934006 5 10/03/2020

1934007 5 10/03/2020

1934008 5 10/03/2020

1934009 5 10/03/2020

1934010 5 10/03/2020

1934161 35 10/03/2020

1934471 35 11/03/2020

1934556 99 11/03/2020

1934778 11 12/03/2020

1934806 43 12/03/2020

1934960 11 12/03/2020

1935048 5 12/03/2020

1935086 30 12/03/2020

1935188 5 12/03/2020

1935189 5 12/03/2020

1935190 5 12/03/2020

1935191 5 12/03/2020

1935192 5 12/03/2020

1935423 5 12/03/2020

1935424 5 12/03/2020

1935425 3 12/03/2020

1935427 25 12/03/2020

1935428 25 12/03/2020

1935429 25 12/03/2020

1935430 25 12/03/2020

1935432 25 12/03/2020

1935446 1 12/03/2020

1935553 5 15/03/2020

1935554 5 15/03/2020

1935555 5 15/03/2020

1935605 6 15/03/2020

1935663 3 15/03/2020
 
 

 

77827782



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1935729 39 15/03/2020

1935733 14 15/03/2020

1936115 32 15/03/2020

1936336 3 15/03/2020

1936337 3 15/03/2020

1936338 5 15/03/2020

1936421 17 15/03/2020

1936513 5 15/03/2020

1936610 35 16/03/2020

1936613 99 16/03/2020

1936614 36 16/03/2020

1936714 41 16/03/2020

1937029 99 16/03/2020

1937034 20 16/03/2020

1937099 5 16/03/2020

1937100 5 16/03/2020

1937133 5 17/03/2020

1937323 30 17/03/2020

1937333 43 17/03/2020

1937450 30 17/03/2020

1937594 30 17/03/2020

1937629 3 17/03/2020

1937791 3 18/03/2020

1937793 5 18/03/2020

1937829 5 18/03/2020

1937950 35 18/03/2020

1938109 24 18/03/2020

1938217 25 18/03/2020

1938225 29 18/03/2020

1938226 30 18/03/2020

1938227 34 18/03/2020

1938260 1 19/03/2020

1938323 9 19/03/2020

1938419 5 19/03/2020

1938420 5 19/03/2020

1938424 5 19/03/2020

1938705 42 19/03/2020

1938735 1 19/03/2020

1938736 1 19/03/2020
 
 

 

77837783



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1939169 5 22/03/2020

1939170 5 22/03/2020

1939173 5 22/03/2020

1939175 5 22/03/2020

1939282 42 22/03/2020

1939283 41 22/03/2020

1939284 16 22/03/2020

1939285 9 22/03/2020

1939408 5 22/03/2020

1939409 5 22/03/2020

1939411 5 22/03/2020

1939412 5 22/03/2020

1939413 5 22/03/2020

1939463 9 22/03/2020

1939500 3 22/03/2020

1939610 9 22/03/2020

1939611 16 22/03/2020

1939612 35 22/03/2020

1939613 38 22/03/2020

1939614 41 22/03/2020

1939669 29 22/03/2020

1939683 5 22/03/2020

1939699 5 22/03/2020

1939705 10 22/03/2020

1939706 20 22/03/2020

1939707 35 22/03/2020

1939708 10 22/03/2020

1939709 20 22/03/2020

1939710 35 22/03/2020

1939753 99 22/03/2020

1939860 29 22/03/2020

1939861 30 22/03/2020

1939862 31 22/03/2020

1939863 32 22/03/2020

1939943 5 22/03/2020

1939944 9 22/03/2020

1940031 41 23/03/2020

1940108 1 23/03/2020

1940223 24 23/03/2020
 
 

 

77847784



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1940224 24 23/03/2020

1940276 32 23/03/2020

1940324 42 23/03/2020

1940332 3 23/03/2020

1940385 99 23/03/2020

1940420 37 23/03/2020

1940475 7 23/03/2020

1940555 14 23/03/2020

1940588 5 23/03/2020

1940762 35 24/03/2020

1940805 36 24/03/2020

1940814 7 24/03/2020

1940906 11 24/03/2020

1940960 5 25/03/2020

1940976 1 25/03/2020

1941041 25 25/03/2020

1941042 35 25/03/2020

1941043 35 25/03/2020

1941044 35 25/03/2020

1941297 99 25/03/2020

1941298 99 25/03/2020

1941309 32 25/03/2020

1941380 21 25/03/2020

1941381 9 25/03/2020

1941410 99 25/03/2020

1941554 35 25/03/2020

1941598 41 25/03/2020

1941626 33 26/03/2020

1941627 33 26/03/2020

1941996 31 26/03/2020

1942000 31 26/03/2020

1942001 31 26/03/2020

1942004 31 26/03/2020

1942005 31 26/03/2020

1942006 31 26/03/2020

1942007 31 26/03/2020

1942008 31 26/03/2020

1942011 31 26/03/2020

1942067 9 26/03/2020
 
 

 

77857785



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1942157 31 26/03/2020

1942159 31 26/03/2020

1942160 31 26/03/2020

1942161 31 26/03/2020

1942258 18 26/03/2020

1942262 5 26/03/2020

1942264 5 26/03/2020

1942486 35 29/03/2020

1942518 25 29/03/2020

1942519 35 29/03/2020

1942862 5 29/03/2020

1942866 25 29/03/2020

1942906 25 29/03/2020

1942923 38 29/03/2020

1943022 2 29/03/2020

1943023 30 29/03/2020

1943024 5 29/03/2020

1943090 36 29/03/2020

1943095 9 29/03/2020

1943235 9 29/03/2020

1943259 35 30/03/2020

1943260 38 30/03/2020

1943262 9 30/03/2020

1943263 16 30/03/2020

1943264 35 30/03/2020

1943265 38 30/03/2020

1943266 41 30/03/2020

1943270 35 30/03/2020

1943272 41 30/03/2020

1943274 41 30/03/2020

1943282 43 30/03/2020

1943413 5 30/03/2020

1943545 42 30/03/2020

1943593 5 30/03/2020

1943594 5 30/03/2020

1943609 99 30/03/2020

1943717 30 30/03/2020

1943861 99 30/03/2020

1943935 11 31/03/2020
 
 

 

77867786



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1943984 9 31/03/2020

1944313 30 31/03/2020

1944400 34 01/04/2020

1944470 30 01/04/2020

1944777 44 01/04/2020

1944894 25 01/04/2020

1944896 5 01/04/2020

1944908 37 01/04/2020

1944925 99 01/04/2020

1945089 99 01/04/2020

1945139 6 02/04/2020

1945287 43 05/04/2020

1945788 12 05/04/2020

1945831 1 05/04/2020

1945832 1 05/04/2020

1945833 1 05/04/2020

1945834 1 05/04/2020

1945835 1 05/04/2020

1945836 1 05/04/2020

1945884 9 05/04/2020

1945892 6 05/04/2020

1945924 20 05/04/2020

1946120 11 05/04/2020

1946532 6 06/04/2020

1946604 3 06/04/2020

1946623 25 06/04/2020

1946662 34 06/04/2020

1946765 19 06/04/2020

1946766 19 06/04/2020

1946767 19 06/04/2020

1946768 19 06/04/2020

1946769 19 06/04/2020

1946884 24 06/04/2020

1946995 99 07/04/2020

1947050 41 07/04/2020

1947195 5 07/04/2020

1947331 37 07/04/2020

1947366 25 07/04/2020

1947617 35 08/04/2020
 
 

 

77877787



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1947756 9 08/04/2020

1947809 5 08/04/2020

1947837 7 08/04/2020

1947838 7 08/04/2020

1947843 7 08/04/2020

1947851 41 08/04/2020

1947958 37 08/04/2020

1948014 99 08/04/2020

1948062 18 09/04/2020

1948264 9 09/04/2020

1948265 35 09/04/2020

1948266 16 09/04/2020

1948314 5 09/04/2020

1948419 7 09/04/2020

1948496 32 09/04/2020

1948508 12 09/04/2020

1948539 30 09/04/2020

1948560 35 09/04/2020

1948567 5 09/04/2020

1948581 99 09/04/2020

1948582 99 09/04/2020

1948593 7 09/04/2020

1949049 34 12/04/2020

1949147 11 12/04/2020

1949183 5 12/04/2020

1949184 5 12/04/2020

1949185 5 12/04/2020

1949186 5 12/04/2020

1949207 30 12/04/2020

1949250 6 12/04/2020

1949251 12 12/04/2020

1949252 35 12/04/2020

1949276 19 12/04/2020

1949277 6 12/04/2020

1949422 36 13/04/2020

1949423 36 13/04/2020

1949464 8 13/04/2020

1949621 35 13/04/2020

1949727 9 13/04/2020
 
 

 

77887788



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1950081 7 13/04/2020

1950148 16 13/04/2020

1950149 16 13/04/2020

1950150 16 13/04/2020

1950151 16 13/04/2020

1950156 35 13/04/2020

1950157 35 13/04/2020

1950158 35 13/04/2020

1950161 35 13/04/2020

1950166 42 13/04/2020

1950167 42 13/04/2020

1950168 42 13/04/2020

1950170 42 13/04/2020

1950243 30 15/04/2020

1950378 7 15/04/2020

1950548 99 15/04/2020

1950552 9 15/04/2020

1950553 99 15/04/2020

1950585 25 15/04/2020

1950590 18 15/04/2020

1950591 25 15/04/2020

1950600 9 15/04/2020

1950602 9 15/04/2020

1950603 9 15/04/2020

1950713 39 15/04/2020

1950714 43 15/04/2020

1950873 41 15/04/2020

1950874 41 15/04/2020

1950875 41 15/04/2020

1950876 41 15/04/2020

1951027 3 16/04/2020

1951028 3 16/04/2020

1951032 3 16/04/2020

1951185 5 16/04/2020

1951188 5 16/04/2020

1951189 5 16/04/2020

1951192 5 16/04/2020

1951354 25 16/04/2020

1951527 10 16/04/2020
 
 

 

77897789



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1951587 5 16/04/2020

1951674 99 16/04/2020

1952069 42 19/04/2020

1952087 42 19/04/2020

1952512 35 19/04/2020

1952513 35 19/04/2020

1952516 3 19/04/2020

1952646 9 19/04/2020

1952681 11 19/04/2020

1952745 16 20/04/2020

1952746 16 20/04/2020

1952747 35 20/04/2020

1952748 16 20/04/2020

1952749 35 20/04/2020

1952750 41 20/04/2020

1952752 16 20/04/2020

1952753 35 20/04/2020

1952754 41 20/04/2020

1952756 16 20/04/2020

1952757 35 20/04/2020

1952758 41 20/04/2020

1953095 9 20/04/2020

1953096 42 20/04/2020

1953219 11 20/04/2020

1953220 20 20/04/2020

1953666 5 20/04/2020

1953825 41 21/04/2020

1953826 38 21/04/2020

1953828 16 21/04/2020

1953929 5 21/04/2020

1954044 19 21/04/2020

1954076 35 21/04/2020

1954077 33 21/04/2020

1954239 3 21/04/2020

1954416 7 22/04/2020

1954644 24 22/04/2020

1954646 14 22/04/2020

1954647 35 22/04/2020

1954699 10 22/04/2020
 
 

 

77907790



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1954725 30 22/04/2020

1954729 5 22/04/2020

1954739 30 22/04/2020

1954762 5 22/04/2020

1954764 10 22/04/2020

1954773 16 22/04/2020

1954774 17 22/04/2020

1954775 18 22/04/2020

1954776 19 22/04/2020

1954777 20 22/04/2020

1954832 32 22/04/2020

1955032 12 23/04/2020

1955248 10 23/04/2020

1955262 38 23/04/2020

1955263 41 23/04/2020

1955264 38 23/04/2020

1955265 41 23/04/2020

1955280 21 23/04/2020

1955281 22 23/04/2020

1955282 23 23/04/2020

1955283 24 23/04/2020

1955284 25 23/04/2020

1955301 99 23/04/2020

1955466 19 24/04/2020

1955500 25 26/04/2020

1955512 5 26/04/2020

1955513 1 26/04/2020

1955873 6 26/04/2020

1955999 5 26/04/2020

1956000 5 26/04/2020

1956009 30 26/04/2020

1956063 9 26/04/2020

1956216 37 26/04/2020

1956238 9 26/04/2020

1956336 99 26/04/2020

1956476 36 27/04/2020

1956549 3 27/04/2020

1956591 5 27/04/2020

1956592 35 27/04/2020
 
 

 

77917791



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1956593 99 27/04/2020

1956731 35 27/04/2020

1956732 99 27/04/2020

1956761 19 27/04/2020

1956768 3 27/04/2020

1956808 9 27/04/2020

1956809 9 27/04/2020

1956810 9 27/04/2020

1956910 3 28/04/2020

1956969 31 28/04/2020

1957173 14 28/04/2020

1957185 5 28/04/2020

1957347 9 28/04/2020

1957375 12 28/04/2020

1957382 99 28/04/2020

1957384 12 28/04/2020

1957520 14 29/04/2020

1957782 35 29/04/2020

1958239 26 30/04/2020

1958332 33 30/04/2020

1958705 2 30/04/2020

1958706 1 30/04/2020

1958735 28 30/04/2020

1958772 31 30/04/2020

1958773 31 30/04/2020

1958775 31 30/04/2020

1958776 31 30/04/2020

1958851 3 30/04/2020

1958856 43 30/04/2020

1959049 20 30/04/2020

1959317 25 03/05/2020

1959500 41 03/05/2020

1959969 33 03/05/2020

1960048 37 03/05/2020

1960049 37 03/05/2020

1960601 99 04/05/2020

1960636 37 05/05/2020

1960785 5 05/05/2020

1960808 3 05/05/2020
 
 

 

77927792



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1961127 5 06/05/2020

1961409 35 06/05/2020

1961410 36 06/05/2020

1962197 12 07/05/2020

1962198 12 07/05/2020

1962200 5 07/05/2020

1962379 7 07/05/2020

1962405 41 07/05/2020

1962514 7 07/05/2020

1962839 3 10/05/2020

1962840 5 10/05/2020

1962841 35 10/05/2020

1963069 11 10/05/2020

1963378 24 11/05/2020

1963440 25 11/05/2020

1963441 24 11/05/2020

1963634 35 11/05/2020

1963704 99 11/05/2020

1964539 1 13/05/2020

1964540 1 13/05/2020

1964541 1 13/05/2020

1964631 19 13/05/2020

1964770 32 13/05/2020

1964937 30 13/05/2020

1965161 41 13/05/2020

1965162 41 13/05/2020

1965163 41 13/05/2020

1965243 99 13/05/2020

1965698 3 14/05/2020

1965847 28 14/05/2020

1966329 99 17/05/2020

1966374 5 17/05/2020

1966645 12 17/05/2020

1966646 12 17/05/2020

1966647 12 17/05/2020

1966648 12 17/05/2020

1966650 99 17/05/2020

1966652 99 17/05/2020

1966653 99 17/05/2020
 
 

 

77937793



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1966815 30 17/05/2020

1966816 30 17/05/2020

1966817 17 17/05/2020

1966903 35 18/05/2020

1966940 5 18/05/2020

1966945 6 18/05/2020

1967242 41 18/05/2020

1967929 99 19/05/2020

1968091 16 19/05/2020

1968092 18 19/05/2020

1968250 3 19/05/2020

1968252 3 19/05/2020

1968253 3 19/05/2020

1968422 30 20/05/2020

1968766 9 20/05/2020

1969381 25 21/05/2020

1970224 99 24/05/2020

1970275 1 24/05/2020

1970368 99 24/05/2020

1970777 5 25/05/2020

1970912 29 25/05/2020

1971013 5 26/05/2020

1971462 30 26/05/2020

1971463 29 26/05/2020

1972249 9 28/05/2020

1972513 19 28/05/2020

1972733 30 31/05/2020

1972815 7 31/05/2020

1972978 18 31/05/2020

1973110 24 31/05/2020

1973424 19 01/06/2020

1973425 21 01/06/2020

1973426 17 01/06/2020

1973427 19 01/06/2020

1973428 21 01/06/2020

1973710 1 01/06/2020

1973824 32 01/06/2020

1974245 25 02/06/2020

1974322 25 02/06/2020
 
 

 

77947794



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1974385 99 02/06/2020

1974623 5 03/06/2020

1974625 5 03/06/2020

1974626 5 03/06/2020

1975052 19 04/06/2020

1975054 19 04/06/2020

1975056 19 04/06/2020

1975544 99 04/06/2020

1976122 99 07/06/2020

1976276 99 07/06/2020

1976320 21 08/06/2020

1976321 21 08/06/2020

1976603 33 08/06/2020

1976605 99 08/06/2020

1976606 99 08/06/2020

1976607 99 08/06/2020

1976692 25 08/06/2020

1976731 35 08/06/2020

1978195 20 10/06/2020

1979253 6 14/06/2020

1979324 29 14/06/2020

1979503 7 14/06/2020

1979969 5 15/06/2020

1980706 18 16/06/2020

1980926 16 17/06/2020

1980927 16 17/06/2020

1980929 16 17/06/2020

1980930 16 17/06/2020

1981514 99 18/06/2020

1981515 99 18/06/2020

1981516 99 18/06/2020

1981517 99 18/06/2020

1981518 41 18/06/2020

1981566 37 18/06/2020

1982160 5 21/06/2020

1982485 41 21/06/2020

1982733 3 21/06/2020

1983339 99 22/06/2020

1983421 7 22/06/2020
 
 

 

77957795



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1983917 5 23/06/2020

1984142 25 24/06/2020

1984286 10 24/06/2020

1984601 41 25/06/2020

1984992 9 25/06/2020

1984998 6 25/06/2020

1984999 19 25/06/2020

1985309 99 25/06/2020

1985705 44 28/06/2020

1985814 17 28/06/2020

1985956 5 28/06/2020

1986093 25 28/06/2020

1986113 25 28/06/2020

1986172 41 29/06/2020

1986173 41 29/06/2020

1986490 25 29/06/2020

1987174 99 30/06/2020

1987316 1 30/06/2020

1987357 45 30/06/2020

1987358 45 30/06/2020

1987359 45 30/06/2020

1987666 30 01/07/2020

1987745 21 01/07/2020

1988296 2 02/07/2020

1988297 2 02/07/2020

1988298 2 02/07/2020

1988299 2 02/07/2020

1988480 35 02/07/2020

1988637 19 02/07/2020

1989781 9 06/07/2020

1989784 9 06/07/2020

1989785 42 06/07/2020

1990018 3 07/07/2020

1990019 21 07/07/2020

1990120 35 07/07/2020

1990234 20 07/07/2020

1990980 5 08/07/2020

1992188 5 12/07/2020

1992234 16 13/07/2020
 
 

 

77967796



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

1992851 42 13/07/2020

1992874 3 13/07/2020

1993094 7 14/07/2020

1993095 10 14/07/2020

1993560 9 14/07/2020

1993594 9 15/07/2020

1993638 5 15/07/2020

1993935 11 15/07/2020

1994320 16 16/07/2020

1994329 44 16/07/2020

1994558 35 16/07/2020

1996085 99 20/07/2020

1996101 42 20/07/2020

1996198 5 20/07/2020

1996231 5 20/07/2020

1996385 5 21/07/2020

1996386 5 21/07/2020

1996752 10 21/07/2020

1997237 7 22/07/2020

1997296 99 22/07/2020

1997297 99 22/07/2020

1997318 1 22/07/2020

1997319 2 22/07/2020

1997320 23 22/07/2020

1997321 24 22/07/2020

1997322 25 22/07/2020

1997323 35 22/07/2020

1997411 4 22/07/2020

1997426 12 22/07/2020

1998017 30 23/07/2020

1998018 7 23/07/2020

1998738 30 26/07/2020

1998832 38 26/07/2020

1998834 38 26/07/2020

1999031 99 27/07/2020

1999664 31 27/07/2020

1999882 7 28/07/2020

2001029 99 29/07/2020

2001134 9 29/07/2020
 
 

 

77977797



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

2001217 30 29/07/2020

2001706 21 30/07/2020

2001707 21 30/07/2020

2001708 21 30/07/2020

2001709 20 30/07/2020

2001710 21 30/07/2020

2001711 12 30/07/2020

2001712 21 30/07/2020

2001779 17 30/07/2020

2001800 39 30/07/2020

2002463 12 02/08/2020

2002638 25 03/08/2020

2002687 41 03/08/2020

2002986 24 03/08/2020

2002987 25 03/08/2020

2002988 40 03/08/2020

2003220 25 03/08/2020

2003221 41 03/08/2020

2003671 10 04/08/2020

2004322 3 05/08/2020

2004376 7 05/08/2020

2004946 1 06/08/2020

2004947 5 06/08/2020

2005245 5 06/08/2020

2006182 16 09/08/2020

2006183 6 09/08/2020

2006644 10 10/08/2020

2006651 99 10/08/2020

2007829 5 11/08/2020

2007830 5 11/08/2020

2008226 99 12/08/2020

2009013 24 13/08/2020

2009014 99 13/08/2020

2009722 16 17/08/2020

2009724 38 17/08/2020

2009725 41 17/08/2020

2010251 5 17/08/2020

2010513 3 18/08/2020

2011349 12 19/08/2020
 
 

77987798



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

2011923 21 20/08/2020

2012949 25 23/08/2020

2013647 34 25/08/2020

2013891 6 25/08/2020

2013956 21 25/08/2020

2013957 14 25/08/2020

2013958 18 25/08/2020

2013959 20 25/08/2020

2013960 6 25/08/2020

2014170 9 26/08/2020

2014452 10 26/08/2020

2014455 5 26/08/2020

2014456 5 26/08/2020

2014457 5 26/08/2020

2014459 5 26/08/2020

2014461 5 26/08/2020

2014462 5 26/08/2020

2014464 5 26/08/2020

2014583 5 26/08/2020

2014795 35 27/08/2020

2015263 99 27/08/2020

2015375 99 27/08/2020

2015376 99 27/08/2020

2015589 29 30/08/2020

2015590 43 30/08/2020

2015803 3 30/08/2020

2018759 30 06/09/2020

2018827 38 06/09/2020

2018828 38 06/09/2020

2018840 7 06/09/2020

2019022 9 06/09/2020

2019312 5 06/09/2020

2019313 35 06/09/2020

2019689 99 07/09/2020

2020211 9 08/09/2020

2020375 14 08/09/2020

2020376 14 08/09/2020

2020377 14 08/09/2020

2020378 14 08/09/2020
 
 

 

77997799



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

2020379 14 08/09/2020

2020380 35 08/09/2020

2020666 16 09/09/2020

2020667 20 09/09/2020

2020668 28 09/09/2020

2020669 29 09/09/2020

2020670 32 09/09/2020

2020671 43 09/09/2020

2022011 3 13/09/2020

2022373 43 14/09/2020

2022806 17 14/09/2020

2022807 19 14/09/2020

2022808 20 14/09/2020

2022809 35 14/09/2020

2023306 99 15/09/2020

2023689 31 15/09/2020

2024858 25 17/09/2020

2024977 4 17/09/2020

2025000 41 17/09/2020

2025002 41 17/09/2020

2025004 41 17/09/2020

2025228 5 20/09/2020

2025266 5 20/09/2020

2025268 5 20/09/2020

2025272 5 20/09/2020

2025275 5 20/09/2020

2025276 5 20/09/2020

2025278 5 20/09/2020

2025282 5 20/09/2020

2026301 43 21/09/2020

2026422 17 21/09/2020

2026861 12 22/09/2020

2028771 34 27/09/2020

2028796 1 27/09/2020

2028798 31 27/09/2020

2028799 31 27/09/2020

2028800 31 27/09/2020

2028801 31 27/09/2020

2028802 31 27/09/2020
 
 

 

78007800



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

2028804 31 27/09/2020

2028805 31 27/09/2020

2028806 31 27/09/2020

2028807 31 27/09/2020

2028808 31 27/09/2020

2028809 31 27/09/2020

2028810 31 27/09/2020

2028811 31 27/09/2020

2029062 30 27/09/2020

2029063 35 27/09/2020

2030685 5 29/09/2020

2031478 19 01/10/2020

2031855 99 01/10/2020

2033782 19 06/10/2020

2034069 9 07/10/2020

2034352 1 08/10/2020

2034353 2 08/10/2020

2034354 3 08/10/2020

2034355 4 08/10/2020

2034356 5 08/10/2020

2034357 6 08/10/2020

2034358 7 08/10/2020

2034359 8 08/10/2020

2034361 9 08/10/2020

2034362 10 08/10/2020

2034363 11 08/10/2020

2034364 12 08/10/2020

2034365 13 08/10/2020

2034366 14 08/10/2020

2034367 15 08/10/2020

2034368 16 08/10/2020

2034369 17 08/10/2020

2034370 18 08/10/2020

2034371 19 08/10/2020

2034372 20 08/10/2020

2034373 21 08/10/2020

2034374 22 08/10/2020

2034375 23 08/10/2020

2034376 24 08/10/2020
 
 

 

78017801



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

2034377 25 08/10/2020

2034378 26 08/10/2020

2034379 27 08/10/2020

2034380 28 08/10/2020

2034381 29 08/10/2020

2034382 30 08/10/2020

2034383 31 08/10/2020

2034384 32 08/10/2020

2034385 33 08/10/2020

2034386 34 08/10/2020

2034387 35 08/10/2020

2034388 36 08/10/2020

2034389 37 08/10/2020

2034390 38 08/10/2020

2034391 39 08/10/2020

2034392 40 08/10/2020

2034393 41 08/10/2020

2034394 42 08/10/2020

2034395 43 08/10/2020

2034396 44 08/10/2020

2034397 45 08/10/2020

2035087 32 08/10/2020

2035186 35 08/10/2020

2036061 35 11/10/2020

2036062 35 11/10/2020

2036375 1 12/10/2020

2036503 6 12/10/2020

2036504 9 12/10/2020

2036506 17 12/10/2020

2036561 11 12/10/2020

2036562 37 12/10/2020

2036765 1 12/10/2020

2036879 9 12/10/2020

2037778 32 14/10/2020

2039137 41 18/10/2020

2039138 41 18/10/2020

2039810 30 19/10/2020

2040520 7 20/10/2020

2040688 7 20/10/2020
 
 

 

78027802



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

2041483 35 21/10/2020

2042036 29 21/10/2020

2042054 39 21/10/2020

2043183 19 25/10/2020

2043197 41 25/10/2020

2043471 1 25/10/2020

2043871 6 26/10/2020

2043872 7 26/10/2020

2044187 24 26/10/2020

2044342 38 26/10/2020

2044542 24 26/10/2020

2044852 38 27/10/2020

2044853 38 27/10/2020

2044854 38 27/10/2020

2044855 38 27/10/2020

2044856 38 27/10/2020

2045465 43 27/10/2020

2045556 16 28/10/2020

2045557 16 28/10/2020

2045564 16 28/10/2020

2045565 16 28/10/2020

2046200 30 28/10/2020

2046291 7 28/10/2020

2046292 7 28/10/2020

2047025 19 29/10/2020

2047104 35 29/10/2020

2047423 22 01/11/2020

2047425 40 01/11/2020

2047525 5 01/11/2020

2048222 5 01/11/2020

2049657 30 03/11/2020

2049841 99 04/11/2020

2050031 6 04/11/2020

2050397 31 08/11/2020

2050446 1 08/11/2020

2050447 17 08/11/2020

2050753 9 09/11/2020

2050755 36 09/11/2020

2050756 37 09/11/2020
 
 

 

78037803



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

2050757 43 09/11/2020

2051182 41 09/11/2020

2051369 41 09/11/2020

2051811 99 10/11/2020

2052314 99 11/11/2020

2053144 30 12/11/2020

2053145 30 12/11/2020

2053146 30 12/11/2020

2053147 35 12/11/2020

2053149 35 12/11/2020

2053672 35 15/11/2020

2053673 35 15/11/2020

2053674 35 15/11/2020

2053675 35 15/11/2020

2053676 35 15/11/2020

2053677 35 15/11/2020

2053678 35 15/11/2020

2053879 10 15/11/2020

2055080 37 18/11/2020

2055576 11 19/11/2020

2055842 5 19/11/2020

2059036 3 25/11/2020

2060090 30 29/11/2020

2060096 6 29/11/2020

2061587 35 30/11/2020

2062426 42 02/12/2020

2062770 99 03/12/2020

2062796 36 03/12/2020

2062797 37 03/12/2020

2063023 20 03/12/2020

2063713 34 06/12/2020

2063714 31 06/12/2020

2064051 37 07/12/2020

2064328 9 07/12/2020

2064959 7 08/12/2020

2064965 44 08/12/2020

2066338 24 10/12/2020

2068401 3 15/12/2020

2068658 3 15/12/2020
 
 

 

78047804



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

2068683 22 15/12/2020

2068917 25 15/12/2020

2069165 11 16/12/2020

2069166 35 16/12/2020

2070649 5 20/12/2020

2070650 3 20/12/2020

2070651 30 20/12/2020

2071764 25 21/12/2020

2072628 99 22/12/2020

2072941 30 22/12/2020

2073559 30 23/12/2020

2073837 30 23/12/2020

2073838 35 23/12/2020

2075101 14 27/12/2020

2075217 45 27/12/2020

2075218 45 27/12/2020

2076303 1 28/12/2020

2076304 16 28/12/2020

2076306 37 28/12/2020

2076307 40 28/12/2020

2076308 19 28/12/2020

2078319 35 31/12/2020

2078320 35 31/12/2020

2078321 35 31/12/2020

2078357 43 31/12/2020

2078832 99 31/12/2020

2078833 99 31/12/2020

2078884 39 31/12/2020

2078885 39 31/12/2020

2079020 9 31/12/2020

2079074 2 31/12/2020

2079616 20 03/01/2021

2082064 99 07/01/2021

2082902 11 10/01/2021

2083845 17 11/01/2021

2083846 17 11/01/2021

2085426 35 14/01/2021

2085463 17 14/01/2021

2086406 16 18/01/2021
 
 

 

78057805



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 

APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE

2088875 14 24/01/2021

2089923 25 25/01/2021

2090530 34 27/01/2021

2091179 25 28/01/2021

2091301 99 28/01/2021

2091528 36 28/01/2021

2091529 36 28/01/2021

2091540 37 28/01/2021

2091547 37 28/01/2021

2092083 25 31/01/2021

2093172 37 02/02/2021

2093614 99 02/02/2021

2095842 29 07/02/2021

2095850 7 07/02/2021

2096814 35 08/02/2021

2097218 22 09/02/2021

2097221 20 09/02/2021

2098077 29 10/02/2021

2098515 28 11/02/2021

2098516 35 11/02/2021

2100620 11 15/02/2021

2100622 9 15/02/2021

2101161 25 17/02/2021

4233361 32 24/11/2019
 
 

 

78067806



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

NOTIFICATION 
SNo. NOTIFICATION 

1 Publication of the Application No. 3370153 published in TM Journal No. 1923 dated 
14/10/2019 is cancelled as process of withdrawal of accepted has been initiated. 

2 Under the TM Application No. 1130571 as per Order dated 06/06/2012 the following condition 
has been incorporated “RESTRICTING THE USE OF MARK TO SOUTH INDIA JURISDICTION”. 

78077807



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

PR Section 
J/  

SUBSEQUENT PROPRIETORS REGISTERED  

286729 - 21: Proprietor Altered to RAKESH KUMAR AHUJA , A-6/2, MAYA PURI, PHASE-II, NEW 
DELHI-110064 
PHILCO INDUSTRIES.

533957 - 11: Proprietor Altered to RIPPLES ENGINEERING PVT. LTD. , G-36, Green Park Main, New 
Delhi-110016 
RIPPLES

286729 - 21: Proprietor Altered to RAKESH KUMAR AHUJA,RAJINDER KUMAR METHA trading as 
PHILCO INDUSTRIES. , A-6/2, MAYA PURI, PHASE-II, NEW DELHI-110064 
PHILCO INDUSTRIES. 

640955 - 9: Proprietor Altered to RAMESH KHOSLA , E-46/12, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-II, 
NEW DELHI- 110020. 
GUARD ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS PVT. LTD.

1198354 - 34, 1198355 - 34, 1198356 - 34, 1198357 - 34, 1198358 - 34, 1198359 - 34, 1198360 - 34, 
1912767 - 34: Proprietor Altered to PRAKASH P. HABIB,MR. KIRAN P HABIB trading as Narasingasa 
Enterprises , New Fort, Opp : Milk Bazar, 
Near C.B.T. HUBLI - 580020 KARNATAKA 
SMT. GAYATRI P. HABIB, GAYATRI P.HABIB

339420 - 7: Proprietor Altered to DEEPAK AGARWAL , LANGRE KI CHOWKI, AGRA (U.P.) 
(INDIA) 
SHINING ENGINEERING WORKS.

1249665 - 99, 1354159 - 99, 1249666 - 99, 1249667 - 99, 1249664 - 99, 1429723 - 99, 1354158 - 99, 
655720 - 10: Proprietor Altered to A&E TELEVISION NETWORKS, LLC , 235 East 45th Street, New 
York, New York 10017, United States of America 
A&E TELEVISION NETWORKS MERGE CO., LLC

474629 - 3, 474631 - 25, 474633 - 18: Proprietor Altered to ABG-SLG, LLC, , 1411 
Broadway, New York, NY 10018 USA, 4300 E. FIFTH AVENUE, COLUMBUS, OHIO 43219, USA, 575, 
SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK NEW YORK - 10018, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. , 100 PHOENIX 
AVENUE ENFIELD, CONNECTICUT 06082, U.S.A. , 575, SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK-10018, 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
VITTADINI LTD., ADRIENNE VITTADINI, LLC, ADRIENNE VITTADINI ENTERPRISES INC.,, ADRIENNE 
VITTADINI LLC., ADRIENNE VITTADINI LLC., ADRIENNE VITTADINI ENTERPRISES INC.,

NAME,ADDRESS AND DESCRIPTION ALTERED IN THE RWGISTER OF THE FORM 
ARE SHOWN HERE IN ITALICS  

829920 - 9, 499012 - 9, 822121 - 9, 499011 - 16, 499009 - 16, 499007 - 9, 499001 - 9: Proprietor Name 
Altered to FUJIFILM HOLDINGS CORPORATION 
KULDEEP AHUJA

1249666 - 99, 1249667 - 99, 1429723 - 99, 1249664 - 99, 1354158 - 99, 1249665 - 99, 1354159 - 99, 
655720 - 16: Proprietor Name Altered to A&E TELEVISION NETWORKS MERGE CO., LLC 
A & E TELEVISION NETWORKS

499007 - 9, 499011 - 16, 499009 - 16, 822121 - 9, 829920 - 9, 499012 - 9, 499001 - 9: Proprietor Address 
Altered to 26-30, Nishiazabu 2-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan 
FUJIFILM HOLDINGS CORPORATION

78087808



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1092887 11 26/02/2020 10:24:43

1092888 11 26/02/2020 10:25:36

1092889 11 26/02/2020 10:26:02

1092899 10 26/02/2020 10:26:40

1092919 14 26/02/2020 10:27:35

1092925 20 26/02/2020 10:28:09

1092926 21 26/02/2020 10:33:18

1092927 22 26/02/2020 10:36:16

1092928 23 26/02/2020 10:37:05

1092929 24 26/02/2020 10:37:47

1092930 25 26/02/2020 10:39:37

1092931 26 26/02/2020 10:40:40

1092932 27 26/02/2020 10:41:07

1092934 29 26/02/2020 10:49:53

1092935 30 26/02/2020 10:51:18

1092936 31 26/02/2020 10:52:17

1092937 32 26/02/2020 10:53:33

1092938 33 26/02/2020 10:55:10

1092939 34 26/02/2020 10:55:58

1092940 29 26/02/2020 10:56:25

1092941 29 26/02/2020 10:56:53

1092964 9 26/02/2020 10:58:06

1092966 9 26/02/2020 10:58:39

1092967 9 26/02/2020 11:00:03

1092968 16 26/02/2020 11:00:38

1092969 9 26/02/2020 11:01:16

1092970 9 26/02/2020 11:01:47

1092971 9 26/02/2020 11:05:14

1092972 9 26/02/2020 11:05:56

1092973 9 26/02/2020 11:09:34

1092977 9 26/02/2020 11:10:28

1092978 16 26/02/2020 11:11:04

1092980 16 26/02/2020 11:11:39

1092981 16 26/02/2020 11:12:12

1092983 16 26/02/2020 11:12:41

1092985 9 26/02/2020 11:13:05

1092987 16 26/02/2020 11:13:30

1092989 16 26/02/2020 11:14:00

1092990 16 26/02/2020 11:14:23

1092992 16 26/02/2020 11:15:03

 
 

 

78097809



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1092994 11 26/02/2020 11:15:26

1092997 16 26/02/2020 11:16:14

1093000 16 26/02/2020 11:16:43

1093001 9 26/02/2020 11:17:15

1093008 31 26/02/2020 11:18:18

1093024 30 26/02/2020 14:25:33

1093026 6 26/02/2020 11:19:04

1093031 24 26/02/2020 11:19:37

1093032 29 26/02/2020 11:19:59

1093034 30 26/02/2020 11:20:28

1093047 5 26/02/2020 11:21:08

1093048 5 26/02/2020 11:21:38

1093049 5 26/02/2020 11:22:10

1093051 3 26/02/2020 11:22:42

1093052 3 26/02/2020 11:23:50

1093053 5 26/02/2020 14:26:07

1093054 5 26/02/2020 14:27:39

1093055 5 26/02/2020 11:24:21

1093056 5 26/02/2020 11:24:45

1093058 5 26/02/2020 11:25:08

1093061 3 26/02/2020 11:25:32

1093062 3 26/02/2020 11:26:51

1093069 1 26/02/2020 11:27:21

1093073 30 26/02/2020 11:28:06

1093074 9 26/02/2020 11:28:40

1093084 5 26/02/2020 14:29:13

1093085 5 26/02/2020 11:35:16

1093087 5 26/02/2020 11:35:57

1093094 32 26/02/2020 11:36:25

1093097 5 26/02/2020 11:37:03

1093107 9 26/02/2020 11:37:54

1093107 9 26/02/2020 11:37:54

1093108 9 26/02/2020 11:38:59

1093120 29 26/02/2020 11:39:47

1093131 25 26/02/2020 11:40:49

1093133 25 26/02/2020 11:41:14

1093136 16 26/02/2020 11:41:44

1093137 16 26/02/2020 11:42:32

1093138 11 26/02/2020 11:43:21

 
 

 

78107810



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1093142 29 26/02/2020 11:43:49

1093143 30 26/02/2020 11:44:12

1093144 16 26/02/2020 11:44:36

1093145 17 26/02/2020 11:45:15

1093146 22 26/02/2020 14:30:01

1093147 16 26/02/2020 11:46:08

1093148 17 26/02/2020 11:47:01

1093149 22 26/02/2020 14:30:25

1093168 11 26/02/2020 14:31:05

1093174 11 26/02/2020 11:47:51

1093175 11 26/02/2020 11:48:31

1093183 32 26/02/2020 11:49:08

1093187 9 26/02/2020 11:49:34

1093189 9 26/02/2020 11:50:18

1093190 9 26/02/2020 11:50:56

1093194 12 26/02/2020 11:53:26

1093200 24 26/02/2020 11:57:02

1093201 24 26/02/2020 11:58:04

1093204 28 26/02/2020 11:58:44

1093205 7 26/02/2020 11:59:08

1093207 10 26/02/2020 11:59:34

1093208 10 26/02/2020 11:59:58

1093212 30 26/02/2020 12:00:20

1093215 6 26/02/2020 12:00:41

1093216 3 26/02/2020 12:01:09

1093219 32 26/02/2020 12:02:14

1093226 9 26/02/2020 12:19:23

1093227 9 26/02/2020 12:20:05

1093241 11 26/02/2020 12:20:57

1093243 11 26/02/2020 12:21:59

1093244 3 26/02/2020 12:22:35

1093248 29 26/02/2020 12:23:37

1093249 9 26/02/2020 14:35:02

1093262 25 26/02/2020 12:24:06

1093263 24 26/02/2020 12:24:35

1093264 25 26/02/2020 12:24:57

1093265 24 26/02/2020 12:25:23

1093267 9 26/02/2020 12:29:52

1093268 9 26/02/2020 12:30:16

 
 

78117811



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1093276 3 26/02/2020 12:30:46

1093280 17 26/02/2020 12:31:26

1093281 11 26/02/2020 12:31:56

1093283 3 26/02/2020 12:32:50

1093284 30 26/02/2020 12:33:39

1093285 30 26/02/2020 12:34:15

1093290 7 26/02/2020 12:34:42

1093292 25 26/02/2020 12:35:06

1093295 5 26/02/2020 12:35:59

1093296 5 26/02/2020 12:36:22

1093297 25 26/02/2020 12:37:03

1093298 25 26/02/2020 12:37:33

1093299 8 26/02/2020 12:37:57

1093304 7 26/02/2020 14:16:25

1093308 19 26/02/2020 14:16:56

1093309 19 26/02/2020 14:17:27

1093310 19 26/02/2020 14:18:06

1093312 7 26/02/2020 14:18:45

1093313 7 26/02/2020 14:19:13

1093314 12 26/02/2020 14:20:44

1093315 25 26/02/2020 14:21:19

1093316 25 26/02/2020 14:21:50

1093318 19 26/02/2020 14:22:21

1093354 1 26/02/2020 14:33:01

1093414 11 26/02/2020 14:23:23

1093424 3 26/02/2020 14:34:09

1093431 25 26/02/2020 14:24:08

1093434 5 27/02/2020 10:52:47

1093438 19 26/02/2020 14:37:13

1093439 19 26/02/2020 14:37:46

1093442 11 26/02/2020 14:38:12

1093444 9 26/02/2020 14:38:53

1093450 3 26/02/2020 14:39:18

1093485 3 26/02/2020 14:39:48

1093486 16 26/02/2020 14:40:19

1093490 9 26/02/2020 14:40:55

1093491 30 26/02/2020 14:41:19

1093522 3 26/02/2020 14:49:17

1093525 20 26/02/2020 14:49:54

 
 

 

78127812



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1093526 30 27/02/2020 10:53:50

1093527 29 26/02/2020 14:50:27

1093535 3 26/02/2020 14:51:12

1093536 3 26/02/2020 14:52:19

1093537 34 26/02/2020 14:53:03

1093540 30 26/02/2020 14:53:28

1093541 28 26/02/2020 14:54:36

1093545 11 26/02/2020 14:55:09

1093550 21 26/02/2020 14:55:37

1093552 21 26/02/2020 14:56:29

1093554 21 26/02/2020 14:57:01

1093555 21 26/02/2020 14:57:29

1093556 11 26/02/2020 14:58:39

1093561 5 26/02/2020 14:59:06

1093563 12 26/02/2020 14:59:46

1093566 14 26/02/2020 15:00:30

1093567 9 26/02/2020 15:00:56

1093571 30 26/02/2020 15:01:29

1093587 28 26/02/2020 15:01:56

1093589 26 26/02/2020 15:02:20

1093590 31 26/02/2020 15:02:48

1093593 16 26/02/2020 15:03:13

1093594 3 26/02/2020 15:04:07

1093609 31 26/02/2020 15:46:48

1093610 33 26/02/2020 15:47:17

1093611 30 26/02/2020 15:47:44

1093613 30 26/02/2020 15:49:55

1093614 29 26/02/2020 15:51:25

1093615 29 26/02/2020 15:51:52

1093616 16 26/02/2020 15:52:24

1093618 31 26/02/2020 15:52:49

1093620 21 26/02/2020 15:53:13

1093623 11 26/02/2020 15:54:00

1093625 28 26/02/2020 15:54:34

1093631 3 26/02/2020 16:03:20

1093638 7 26/02/2020 16:03:50

1093639 3 26/02/2020 16:04:24

1093643 16 27/02/2020 10:54:39

1093645 25 26/02/2020 16:04:52

 
 

 

78137813



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1093646 25 26/02/2020 16:05:19

1093647 29 26/02/2020 16:05:46

1093657 12 26/02/2020 16:06:12

1093661 16 26/02/2020 16:06:34

1093669 5 26/02/2020 16:07:05

1093671 5 26/02/2020 16:07:27

1093672 5 26/02/2020 16:07:52

1093673 5 26/02/2020 16:08:20

1093674 5 26/02/2020 16:09:35

1093675 5 26/02/2020 16:10:00

1093676 5 26/02/2020 16:10:28

1093678 5 26/02/2020 16:10:53

1093680 5 26/02/2020 16:11:20

1093681 5 26/02/2020 16:11:42

1093682 5 26/02/2020 16:12:06

1093684 5 26/02/2020 16:12:35

1093685 5 26/02/2020 16:13:07

1093686 5 26/02/2020 16:13:29

1093688 5 26/02/2020 16:13:54

1093690 5 26/02/2020 16:14:20

1093691 5 26/02/2020 16:14:41

1093692 5 26/02/2020 16:15:08

1093693 5 26/02/2020 16:15:34

1093694 5 26/02/2020 16:15:59

1093698 4 27/02/2020 10:30:27

1093700 5 27/02/2020 10:32:06

1093702 5 27/02/2020 10:32:27

1093703 5 27/02/2020 10:32:47

1093705 5 27/02/2020 10:33:07

1093706 5 27/02/2020 10:33:28

1093712 5 27/02/2020 10:33:49

1093715 5 27/02/2020 10:34:24

1093717 5 27/02/2020 10:34:50

1093720 5 27/02/2020 10:35:15

1093740 9 27/02/2020 10:35:42

1093741 9 27/02/2020 10:36:29

1093744 16 27/02/2020 10:36:54

1093746 1 27/02/2020 10:37:21

1093747 17 27/02/2020 10:37:51

 
 

78147814



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1093749 25 27/02/2020 10:38:24

1093755 16 27/02/2020 10:38:48

1093757 16 27/02/2020 10:39:12

1093764 32 27/02/2020 10:40:12

1093767 7 27/02/2020 10:41:31

1093775 8 27/02/2020 10:41:58

1093787 16 27/02/2020 10:42:24

1093792 28 27/02/2020 10:42:48

1093794 16 27/02/2020 10:43:11

1093795 9 27/02/2020 10:44:58

1093796 9 27/02/2020 10:45:28

1093816 6 27/02/2020 10:56:35

1093865 24 27/02/2020 10:57:11

1093874 5 27/02/2020 10:57:39

1093875 5 27/02/2020 10:58:01

1093878 32 27/02/2020 10:58:30

1093882 25 27/02/2020 10:58:55

1093884 25 27/02/2020 10:59:22

1093888 30 27/02/2020 10:59:44

1093901 16 27/02/2020 11:00:11

1093902 16 27/02/2020 11:00:38

1093913 16 27/02/2020 11:01:34

1093916 30 27/02/2020 11:02:09

1093917 5 27/02/2020 11:02:33

1093919 11 27/02/2020 11:27:30

1093920 17 27/02/2020 11:28:39

1093921 17 27/02/2020 11:42:57

1093927 16 27/02/2020 11:44:20

1093930 10 27/02/2020 11:44:53

1093952 5 27/02/2020 11:45:31

1093956 31 27/02/2020 11:46:03

1093958 34 27/02/2020 11:46:26

1093959 5 27/02/2020 11:51:59

1093960 5 27/02/2020 11:52:28

1093961 5 27/02/2020 11:53:06

1093964 5 27/02/2020 11:53:33

1093971 5 27/02/2020 11:54:04

1093973 5 27/02/2020 11:54:36

1093979 16 27/02/2020 11:55:07

 
 

 

78157815



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1093980 12 27/02/2020 11:55:43

1093982 16 27/02/2020 11:56:13

1093983 3 27/02/2020 11:56:34

1093984 29 27/02/2020 11:58:11

1093985 25 27/02/2020 11:58:38

1093986 9 27/02/2020 11:59:08

1093987 30 27/02/2020 11:59:34

1093988 3 27/02/2020 12:00:00

1093990 6 27/02/2020 12:00:59

1093991 12 27/02/2020 12:01:35

1093993 16 27/02/2020 12:02:08

1093995 3 27/02/2020 12:05:58

1093999 5 27/02/2020 12:06:24

1094000 5 27/02/2020 12:07:01

1094001 5 27/02/2020 12:07:36

1094002 29 27/02/2020 12:08:10

1094007 9 27/02/2020 12:09:28

1094014 16 27/02/2020 12:10:05

1094015 16 27/02/2020 12:10:35

1094016 1 27/02/2020 12:11:21

1094022 3 27/02/2020 12:12:58

1094036 5 27/02/2020 12:13:52

1094039 30 27/02/2020 12:15:16

1094042 17 27/02/2020 12:22:23

1094043 16 27/02/2020 12:22:56

1094044 16 27/02/2020 12:23:54

1094068 1 27/02/2020 12:24:18

1094074 7 27/02/2020 12:24:44

1094075 8 27/02/2020 12:25:09

1094076 9 27/02/2020 12:26:05

1094080 13 27/02/2020 12:26:31

1094081 14 27/02/2020 12:28:19

1094082 15 27/02/2020 12:28:47

1094096 29 27/02/2020 12:29:27

1094105 3 27/02/2020 12:29:56

1094112 20 27/02/2020 12:30:35

1094113 16 27/02/2020 12:31:01

1094119 9 27/02/2020 12:31:25

1094120 9 27/02/2020 12:31:53

 
 

78167816



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1094147 3 27/02/2020 12:32:17

1094148 3 27/02/2020 12:32:46

1094149 19 27/02/2020 12:33:20

1094151 30 27/02/2020 12:34:52

1094171 21 27/02/2020 12:34:31

1094195 5 27/02/2020 14:25:35

1094196 5 27/02/2020 14:26:06

1094200 9 27/02/2020 14:26:29

1094201 16 27/02/2020 14:26:53

1094203 16 27/02/2020 14:27:15

1094209 5 27/02/2020 14:27:42

1094210 5 27/02/2020 14:28:11

1094211 5 27/02/2020 14:28:34

1094212 5 27/02/2020 14:29:00

1094220 30 27/02/2020 14:29:27

1094224 5 27/02/2020 14:32:19

1094231 3 28/02/2020 10:48:16

1094270 30 27/02/2020 14:34:11

1094281 20 27/02/2020 14:34:40

1094282 5 27/02/2020 14:35:06

1094283 5 27/02/2020 14:35:31

1094286 5 27/02/2020 14:36:27

1094288 11 27/02/2020 14:36:51

1094294 25 27/02/2020 14:37:13

1094296 3 27/02/2020 14:37:46

1094297 3 27/02/2020 14:38:14

1094298 3 27/02/2020 14:38:40

1094299 1 27/02/2020 14:39:12

1094300 2 27/02/2020 14:41:01

1094301 3 27/02/2020 14:41:30

1094302 4 27/02/2020 14:42:11

1094303 5 27/02/2020 14:44:36

1094304 6 27/02/2020 14:51:46

1094305 7 27/02/2020 14:52:08

1094306 8 27/02/2020 14:53:06

1094307 9 27/02/2020 14:53:27

1094308 10 27/02/2020 14:53:53

1094309 11 27/02/2020 14:54:21

1094310 12 27/02/2020 15:05:26

 
 

 

78177817



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1094311 13 27/02/2020 15:05:51

1094312 14 27/02/2020 15:06:18

1094313 15 27/02/2020 15:06:42

1094314 16 27/02/2020 15:07:05

1094315 17 27/02/2020 15:07:28

1094316 18 27/02/2020 15:07:58

1094317 19 27/02/2020 15:08:21

1094318 20 27/02/2020 15:09:05

1094319 21 27/02/2020 15:09:28

1094320 22 27/02/2020 15:09:51

1094321 23 27/02/2020 15:10:12

1094322 24 27/02/2020 15:10:48

1094323 25 27/02/2020 15:11:22

1094324 26 27/02/2020 15:11:45

1094325 27 27/02/2020 15:12:07

1094326 28 27/02/2020 15:12:32

1094327 29 28/02/2020 10:49:03

1094328 30 27/02/2020 15:12:57

1094329 31 27/02/2020 15:13:28

1094330 32 28/02/2020 10:49:41

1094331 33 27/02/2020 15:14:09

1094333 1 27/02/2020 15:14:43

1094334 2 27/02/2020 15:15:09

1094335 3 27/02/2020 15:15:38

1094337 5 27/02/2020 15:16:08

1094338 6 27/02/2020 15:16:34

1094339 7 27/02/2020 15:16:55

1094340 8 27/02/2020 15:17:19

1094341 9 27/02/2020 15:17:47

1094342 10 27/02/2020 15:18:10

1094343 11 27/02/2020 15:18:35

1094344 12 27/02/2020 15:18:56

1094345 13 27/02/2020 16:00:49

1094346 14 27/02/2020 16:01:09

1094347 15 27/02/2020 16:01:29

1094348 16 27/02/2020 16:02:01

1094349 17 27/02/2020 16:02:31

1094350 18 27/02/2020 16:04:20

1094351 19 27/02/2020 16:04:41

 
 

78187818



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1094352 20 27/02/2020 16:05:19

1094353 21 28/02/2020 10:51:46

1094354 22 27/02/2020 16:06:26

1094355 23 27/02/2020 16:06:51

1094356 24 27/02/2020 16:07:22

1094357 25 27/02/2020 16:08:05

1094358 26 27/02/2020 16:08:45

1094359 27 27/02/2020 16:09:17

1094360 28 27/02/2020 16:09:50

1094361 29 27/02/2020 16:10:16

1094362 30 27/02/2020 16:10:41

1094363 31 27/02/2020 16:11:18

1094364 32 27/02/2020 16:11:46

1094367 5 27/02/2020 16:12:20

1094372 25 27/02/2020 16:12:53

1094373 9 27/02/2020 16:13:18

1094374 1 27/02/2020 16:15:00

1094381 3 27/02/2020 16:15:27

1094390 32 27/02/2020 16:15:58

1094402 5 27/02/2020 16:20:00

1094407 5 27/02/2020 16:20:22

1094409 29 27/02/2020 16:20:47

1094412 29 27/02/2020 16:21:15

1094413 7 27/02/2020 16:21:36

1094415 25 27/02/2020 16:22:03

1094431 9 27/02/2020 16:22:33

1094432 25 27/02/2020 16:23:06

1094445 5 27/02/2020 16:23:53

1094447 5 27/02/2020 16:24:19

1094448 5 27/02/2020 16:24:42

1094451 5 27/02/2020 16:25:05

1094452 5 28/02/2020 10:52:23

1094454 5 27/02/2020 16:25:27

1094458 5 28/02/2020 10:53:02

1094459 5 28/02/2020 10:24:43

1094460 5 28/02/2020 10:25:14

1094462 5 28/02/2020 10:25:39

1094463 5 28/02/2020 10:26:29

1094466 5 28/02/2020 10:26:55

 
 

78197819



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1094467 5 28/02/2020 10:27:16

1094468 5 28/02/2020 10:28:01

1094469 5 28/02/2020 10:28:24

1094472 5 28/02/2020 10:29:03

1094474 5 28/02/2020 10:29:28

1094476 5 28/02/2020 10:30:00

1094477 5 28/02/2020 10:30:24

1094478 5 28/02/2020 10:31:38

1094479 5 28/02/2020 10:32:02

1094481 5 28/02/2020 10:32:25

1094488 16 28/02/2020 10:32:50

1094489 16 28/02/2020 10:33:11

1094495 11 28/02/2020 10:33:36

1094501 25 28/02/2020 10:34:55

1094505 9 28/02/2020 10:35:30

1094509 16 28/02/2020 10:36:07

1094514 9 28/02/2020 10:39:18

1094525 6 28/02/2020 10:39:44

1094526 12 28/02/2020 10:43:00

1094528 11 28/02/2020 10:43:26

1094536 16 28/02/2020 10:43:51

1094538 7 28/02/2020 10:44:14

1094541 4 28/02/2020 10:44:39

1094549 1 28/02/2020 10:45:42

1094567 5 28/02/2020 10:46:06

1094577 30 28/02/2020 10:53:38

1094579 30 28/02/2020 11:04:33

1094581 30 28/02/2020 11:07:13

1094586 3 28/02/2020 11:14:27

1094596 29 28/02/2020 11:15:25

1094598 16 28/02/2020 11:15:50

1094646 28 28/02/2020 11:16:39

1094690 10 28/02/2020 11:17:07

1094691 10 28/02/2020 11:40:01

1094692 10 28/02/2020 11:41:31

1094695 12 28/02/2020 11:42:03

1094697 12 28/02/2020 11:42:33

1094699 9 28/02/2020 11:43:11

1094700 30 28/02/2020 11:44:01

 
 

 

78207820



Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1094701 30 28/02/2020 11:44:28

1094727 5 28/02/2020 11:44:55

1094728 5 28/02/2020 11:45:24

1094731 29 28/02/2020 11:45:52

1094735 5 28/02/2020 11:46:30

1094750 30 28/02/2020 11:47:06

1094757 16 28/02/2020 11:47:53

1094763 24 28/02/2020 11:55:21

1094771 9 28/02/2020 11:56:03

1094772 7 28/02/2020 11:57:00

1094781 5 28/02/2020 11:58:15

1094785 16 28/02/2020 11:58:51

1094789 12 28/02/2020 12:02:28

1094790 24 28/02/2020 12:02:59

1094792 24 28/02/2020 12:03:35

1094793 9 28/02/2020 12:05:47

1094794 9 28/02/2020 12:08:04

1094795 9 28/02/2020 12:08:52

1094827 7 28/02/2020 12:09:54

1094829 3 28/02/2020 12:10:56

1094862 25 28/02/2020 12:11:48

1094863 9 28/02/2020 12:12:46

1094868 11 28/02/2020 12:13:27

1094871 3 28/02/2020 12:18:58

1094874 5 28/02/2020 12:19:26

1094878 5 28/02/2020 12:20:54

1094879 5 28/02/2020 12:22:10

1094880 5 28/02/2020 12:22:49

1094883 5 28/02/2020 12:24:37

1094884 5 28/02/2020 12:25:15

1094885 5 28/02/2020 12:25:57

1094886 5 28/02/2020 12:26:39

1094890 29 28/02/2020 12:27:19

1094896 14 28/02/2020 12:27:50

1094900 25 28/02/2020 12:33:00

1094901 25 28/02/2020 12:36:07

1094913 5 28/02/2020 12:36:31

1094914 5 28/02/2020 12:37:20

1094915 30 28/02/2020 12:37:49
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1094996 6 28/02/2020 12:38:20

1094997 6 28/02/2020 12:38:48

1094998 6 28/02/2020 12:39:18

1094999 9 28/02/2020 12:39:45

1095000 9 28/02/2020 12:40:22

1095001 9 28/02/2020 14:14:57

1095002 14 28/02/2020 14:15:34

1095003 14 28/02/2020 14:16:38

1095004 14 28/02/2020 14:17:29

1095005 16 28/02/2020 14:20:39

1095006 16 28/02/2020 14:29:06

1095007 16 28/02/2020 14:29:55

1095008 18 28/02/2020 14:31:24

1095009 18 28/02/2020 14:31:50

1095010 18 28/02/2020 14:32:15

1095011 21 28/02/2020 14:33:34

1095012 21 28/02/2020 14:34:23

1095013 21 28/02/2020 14:35:23

1095014 24 28/02/2020 14:35:51

1095015 24 28/02/2020 14:36:28

1095016 24 28/02/2020 14:36:57

1095017 25 28/02/2020 14:37:29

1095018 25 28/02/2020 14:37:58

1095019 25 28/02/2020 14:38:24

1095020 28 28/02/2020 14:39:04

1095021 28 28/02/2020 14:39:59

1095022 28 28/02/2020 14:40:26

1095024 25 28/02/2020 14:42:56

1095025 9 28/02/2020 14:43:51

1095026 2 28/02/2020 16:05:47

1095041 9 28/02/2020 14:45:07

1095053 7 28/02/2020 14:45:54

1095054 9 28/02/2020 14:46:33

1095057 16 28/02/2020 14:47:00

1095058 16 28/02/2020 14:54:21

1095059 16 28/02/2020 14:54:47

1095061 25 28/02/2020 14:55:14

1095062 25 28/02/2020 14:55:39

1095065 30 28/02/2020 15:00:58
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1095067 30 28/02/2020 15:01:26

1095074 7 28/02/2020 15:02:04

1095084 30 28/02/2020 15:02:31

1095085 21 28/02/2020 15:02:56

1095087 12 28/02/2020 15:04:07

1095088 9 28/02/2020 15:04:30

1095089 9 28/02/2020 15:05:28

1095091 9 28/02/2020 15:05:55

1095092 21 28/02/2020 15:06:41

1095093 21 28/02/2020 15:07:09

1095097 34 28/02/2020 15:07:39

1095098 34 28/02/2020 15:08:24

1095101 34 28/02/2020 15:09:04

1095111 30 28/02/2020 15:09:37

1095114 29 28/02/2020 15:10:09

1095115 9 28/02/2020 15:11:20

1095122 16 28/02/2020 15:11:47

1095149 5 28/02/2020 15:56:31

1095150 5 28/02/2020 15:56:58

1095151 5 28/02/2020 15:57:22

1095153 16 28/02/2020 15:57:44

1095156 30 28/02/2020 15:58:06

1095157 6 28/02/2020 16:00:06

1095158 11 28/02/2020 16:00:34

1095160 32 28/02/2020 16:01:07

1095165 29 28/02/2020 16:01:35

1095166 29 28/02/2020 16:02:05

1095179 30 28/02/2020 16:02:30

1095229 14 28/02/2020 16:08:14

1095231 11 28/02/2020 16:08:44

1095235 16 28/02/2020 16:09:11

1095238 5 28/02/2020 16:09:33

1095239 24 28/02/2020 16:10:03

1095242 12 28/02/2020 16:10:27

1095243 16 28/02/2020 16:15:58

1095263 3 28/02/2020 16:16:20

1095271 32 28/02/2020 16:16:44

1095274 3 28/02/2020 16:17:09

1095275 8 28/02/2020 16:17:31
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1943 ,   02/03/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 

APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE

1095276 32 28/02/2020 16:18:10

1095284 3 28/02/2020 16:18:49

1095318 9 28/02/2020 16:19:32

1095319 16 28/02/2020 16:20:14

1095321 16 28/02/2020 16:20:43

1095322 16 28/02/2020 16:22:45

1095324 16 28/02/2020 16:23:09

1095328 16 28/02/2020 16:23:36

1095330 16 28/02/2020 16:24:01

1095335 5 28/02/2020 16:24:31

1095350 5 28/02/2020 16:24:52

1095353 16 28/02/2020 16:25:19

1095358 32 28/02/2020 16:25:52

1095361 5 28/02/2020 16:29:32

1095363 5 28/02/2020 16:30:04

1095364 5 28/02/2020 16:30:24

1095365 5 28/02/2020 16:30:45

1095366 5 28/02/2020 16:31:05

1095367 5 28/02/2020 16:31:28

1095370 5 28/02/2020 16:31:53

1095371 5 28/02/2020 16:32:20

1095372 5 28/02/2020 16:32:46

1095374 5 28/02/2020 16:33:09

1095376 5 28/02/2020 16:33:53

1095379 5 28/02/2020 16:34:14
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     Trade Marks Journal No: 1943,   02/03/2020

 
 

: saucanaa : 
NOTICE

vyaapar icanh ko pMjaIkrNa ko ilae Aavaodk tqaa [sako AiBakta-AaoM sao 
ivaSaoYa $p sao yah p`aqanaa- kI jaatI hO ik p~acaar krto samaya saMbaMiQat 
vyaapar icanh rijaYTI/ kayaa-laya ka saMpUNa- saMdBa- , p~ saM#yaa ,tarIK , 
Aavaodna saM#yaa tqaa saMbaMiQat vaga- ik saM#yaa ka ja$r ]llaoK kroM 
ijasasao ik p~aoM ko yaqaaSaIGa\ inapTana krnao maoM sauivaQaa haogaI 
 
Applicants for registration of Trade Marks and their agents are 
particularly requested to quote in their replies full and complete 
Reference Letter No. and date, application number and the class to 
which it relates and send to the concerned office of Trade Marks 
Registry. This would facilitate quick disposal of letters. 
             

            Aaoma Pa`kaSa gauPta          Aaya.e.esa.
mahainayaM~k ,eksva 

AiBaklp tqaa vyaapar icanh
 

OM PRAKASH GUPTA , IAS
CONTROLLER-GENERAL OF PATENTS, 

DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS & GI 
 

             Baart sarkar vyaapar icanh rijasT/I ,mauMba[- 400037 
                           Wara p`kaiSat

                   Published by the Govt. of India, 

Trade Marks Registry, Mumbai-400037
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